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TRANSFER OF MOMENTUM, MASS AND CHARGE IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS

F. Beck, H. Feldmeier

Institut für Kernphysik der Technischen Hochsuhule Darmstadt

Darmstadt, Germany

and

M. Dworzecka

Deptm. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland,

College Park, Maryland, U.S.A.

I. INTRODUCTION

Heavy ion collisions.establish different time scales for the

nuclear dynamics. If we fix the zero point of the time scale

when the relative motion starts to deviate from the Coulomb

path, we can distinguish roughly three phases:

-22I. Aggrgach_ghase t < TJ a- 1-10 sec

- nuclei follow

Coulomb trajectories

- establish contact

- transfer region

('Window") opens

T, < t < T 2 - 10*10"
22sec

- window is open

- fast modes relax:

momentum transport relaxes energy

and angular momentum

isospin transport relaxes jj asymnetxy

- fluctuations develop
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III. Eguilibrium_p.hase t > T 2

- slow modes follow driving forces

+ fluctuating forces of the fast

degrees of freedom

- deformations develop

- mass and charge flow develops

In the following we report a model [1,2,3] for the first two

phases of heavy ion collisions which is based on the transport

of single nucleons through the transfer region (window) between

the two scattering nuclei.

The model does not contain any adjustable parameters since the

transport of nucleons through the window can be related to

properties of the nuclear Fermi gas. Its success and its limi-

tations give important hints to which questions have to be

answered by a purely quantum mechanical treatment (cf. sec. 4).

2. TRANSFER OF MOMENTUM

For heavy ion reactions which pass a few MeV/A above the Coulomb

barrier (E < 10 MeV/A, say) relative motion establishes a

'blow" collective motion: Relative velocity u << Fermi velocity

V

In this case "one body dissipation" (one particle-one hole

creation by the summed two body interactions) dominates

"viscosity" (two particle-two hole creation) [4],

During the approach and contact phases one body dissipation is

mostly generated by momentum transport through the window

(Swiatecki [5]). One starts from a shifted velocity distribution
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for the two nuclei.

Under the assumptions u. << <v> and window area a << surface

area S. of the nuclei the momentum transfer from nucleus 1 to

nucleus 2 is given to first order in u^

« *"•*
«««

(D

The first term establishes the recojl, the second is the

additional momentum transfer generated by the motion of the

gas as a whole relative to the window.

Adding the gain and loss 4 ^ » - -£*** 4- ̂ jj£" and integrating

over the window area a one obtains Swiatecki's "window formula"[4]

- - ) V\ ív) I (2)

where n(t) is the local one sided mass flow density through

the window.

For the Fermi gas model, and for constant u over the window

area the integral in (2) can be expressed in terms of the

Fermi velocity v p and the universal proximity flux function

<Ms) [6],

The momentum transfer (2) leads to

- damping of the radial motion with corresponding energy

transfer to intrinsic degrees of freedom

- transfer of orbital angular momentum to intrinsic rigid

rotation of the nuclei until sticking is reached.
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Then dynamical processes can be calculated once a conservative

nuclear potential has been chosen f1]. Contrary to the well

known frozen-density proximity-potential (.7 ], we relax the

density always to its normal value. The reason for this is

that antisymmetrization of the wave function does not allow

the density to pile up unless the relative momentum of the

two colliding nuclei comes close to the Fermi momentum.

*•> o-5 "
C 0.4 -

0.2

0.1

D*4.5fm

-
K.3»m"'

-

-5.4 -3.6 -1.8 0

Z(fm)
1.8 3.6 5.4

Fig. 1

Density profiles for different relative momenta k = 0, 1 and

3 fm~1 taking the antisymmetrization into account. fT } fr
are the target and projectile densities, respectively

This has been studied in a model calculation with cubic box

single particle wave function [8], as shown in fig. 1.

The resulting relaxed potential is shown in fig. 2 for a

typical projectile-target combination. It consists of the

Coulomb and surface parts obtained from a redetermination

of liquid drop parameters from the droplet model [9], and a

proximity part which takes care of finite range effects.
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density

40 60
©cm.

30 100

Fig.3. Wylszinski diagramm for 86Kr + 139La
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Typical results for the double differential cross section

4*6" / ^E <AQctn are shown in fig. 3 and compared with a

Wylczinski plot of the experimental data [10]. Since we have

not yet recoupled the fluctuations in to the relative motion ,

we can only show cross section lines instead of distributions;

Clearly, experiment favours the relaxed density potential.

3. TRANSFER OF MASS AND CHARGE

The possibility of nucleons passing through the window between

the nuclei in contact leads - in addition to momentum transfer -

to a fluctuation in the number of neutrons and protons which

reflects itself in distributions of these quantities in the final

reaction products.

This process is governed by a master equation for the probability

P(n,t) of finding n particles

in the left (say) part of the

system [2]:

'"« - 2jf
The independent particle model restricts the transition proba-

bilities per unit time f to the form

(5)

with the single particle values

s f<*. <«> (6)
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The flow density <fi is closely related to the mass flow in (2) .

To calculate it we have to relate the densities in 1 and 2 to

the fluctuating particle numbers. The physical situation is

such that volumes (or confining shell model potentials) cannot

follow the rapidly (time of flight to pass the window) changing particle

numbers. Consequently we assume in version_I^_Fluctuating

densities^

Then we obtain

With this the expression (4) can be solved analytically, and one

obtains for the means and the mean square deviation

if { , eapl-jk 2.JIWAJ}{ , .
* 2The variance at(t) has the limits

(9)

{.-9ÍO : ^ i t ) -* A<A t/A : equilibrium limit

It is instructive to derive the Fokker-Planck equation

corresponding to (4) by letting n be continuous:

d) PCM)] do)

It contains a diffusion term with coefficient

and a drift term with the drift velocity

(12)
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For comparison, we can also solve for the (unphysical) limit

of instantaneous volume adjustment and obtain version_Il£

Instead of (7) this leads to

j 6-u)

The corresponding Fokker-Planck-equation reads

2 P(*,O = Hi) ~^ PCv.i) do')

•= DCt) - £U) dl1)

* 0 (121)

with the solution (valid for N < A ^ )

i . >"random walk" (8')

To compare these results with experiment we have to relate the

spread in particle number to the spread in charge number since

this is the measured quantity in most experiments. Again we can

study two limiting cases:

For the probability distribution of particle number n and proton

number z this leads to

P(».O «
(The ^-function approximates the narrow zero point oszillation

of the isospin mode of the combined system.) With (13) one

obtains

: - IW «?• (14)
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§i2£_2!2§r.2e._e.9!ái!iliíE§£i2Q lea<*s to independent
fluctuatlonfof proton and neutron numbers

^ ^ ^ I - H (13-)

with the result

s-i - J ei <»•>
A recent experiment of Berlanger et al GSI [11] indicates a

fast charge equilibration process, favoring the correlation

\between charge and particle number variances.
t

Figure 4 gives a comparison for our model with the charge

variance derived from measurement for a typical heavy projectile-

target combination. Clearly, experiment selects the correlated

version I, as discussed above, for the early stages of the

reaction. The equilibrium limit (9) does not show up in this

experiment since the corresponding energy losses belong to

reaction times t > T 2 where equilibration processes as described

in the introduction become important.

Fig. 5 shows that the limit (9) can be observed for lighter

projectile-target combination, giving strong support for the

drift term in equ. (10), and ruling out once more the frozen

density potential.

Fig. 6 gives the variance as a function of the interaction time.

Though the diffusion limit aA (t)*»t does not hold for the Fokker-

Planck equation (10) of version I, an effective diffusion

constant can be derived from the approximate slope at inter-

mediate interaction times, as has been done in experiment [10].
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Fig. 4 Energy loss as a function of o.
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Fig. 5 o_ as a function of the scattering angle;—I corr.j

II corr; _____ i corr. but frozen density proximity
potential
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T(KT22sec)

Fig.6. Variance as a function of the reaction time

U

-40 0 40 80

9CM (degrees)
120

.7. Positive and negative angle scattering contributions
to the cross section
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4. LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL

There is indication that the window friction model does not

give enough dissipation in the very early stages of the

reaction, thus missing important doorway mechanisms of energy

transfer. This is indicated in fig. 7 where we compare the

differential cross section following from our deflection
4O 40

function for the system Ar + Ca with the measured cross

section. The steep part can be explained by the contribution

from positive scattering angles close to the rainbow peak.

All experimental points, however/ correspond to energy losses

>20 MeV while the window mechanism (2) gives energy losses

considerably below 20 MeV for positive scattering angles.

This may indicate a "collective doorway" at the early reaction

stages which, however, should be fast, corresponding to at

least 10 MeV excitation energy., Isospin modes could very well

qualify as a candidate.

A further limitation comes from the fact that both, in the

derivation of the window formula (2), and in the derivation

of the master equation (4), classical concepts of particle

distinguishability and localizability enter. Both are not

true in a guantal description using antisymmetrized wave

functions. We are at present studying these effects. Very

preliminary results in a simple model of two adjacent inter-

acting Fermion systems whose seperating barrier is removed

at t = 0 indicate the following (fig. 8)s The quantum current

(which is a one body operator) reaches the classical value in
—22

a very short time after removal of the barrier (<10 sec).

The mean square of the particle number in one system - a two-

body operator - is severely reduced from its classical value

(8) by the exchange correction. Similar observations have

been made in TDHF calculation. It is not yet clear to us

which mechanism can destroy the strong two body correlations

imposed on the wave function by the Fermi statistics.
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3t/10"22s
Fig.8. One sided current normalized to the classical value and variance as a

function of time. The full line shows the exact solution of the many
body problem (6 particles in a one dimensional infinite square well,
including a two body interaction). The dashed line results from using
the classical eq. 8 and the above current I(t).
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5. CONCLUSION

We have studied in a dynamical calculation the exchange of

particles through the contact area between two scattering

heavy ions. Employing a Fermi gas model which is locally

isotropic In its rest frame, and using the proximity theorem,

all results can be derived from known nuclear properties. The

model is able to account simultaneously for a large portion

of the energy transfer from relative to intrinsic motion, and

for the observed variances in mass and charge numbers for
-21

reaction times up to the order of 10 sec.

It remains to be seen how this model can be incorporated into

a full quantum mechanical treatment of the internal motion.

To our believe this has to be answered by a many body treat-

ment of two body correlations beyond TDHF, rather than by

quantum statistical approaches where many of the necessary

assumptions are questionable for the early stages of the

reaction, and for systems of relatively small particle numbers.
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28 28
Resonance Behavior in Si + Si Interactions

R.R. Betts
A.W. Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Since the first observation of resonance behavior in heavy-ion interac-

tions, this area has been one of tremendous interest. Recently there has been re-

newed activity in the experimental and theoretical study of these phenomena,

prompted largely by the discovery of resonance behavior at higher energies and in

heavier systems than was previously thought possible. In this talk I wish to

report on the observation of resonance behavior in the heaviest system yet,

In order to provide a background for the Si + Si data it is worthwhile to

summarize the extent of resonance phenomena in the lighter systems such as

12 12 16 16

C + C and O + O. At energies well above the Coulomb barrier, there are

three types of data which show resonance behavior.

1) Elastic scattering at large angles

2) Total fusion cross-sections

3) Inelastic scattering total cross-sections.

Data for elastic scattering of C+ C and O+ O are shown in Fig. 1. The

data are typified by the occurrence of broad resonances with widths of several

MeV, fragmented by structures with somewhat narrower widths — typically a few

hundred keV. The broad structures are generally interpreted as shape resonances,

and this feature of the data can be satisfactorily reproduced by optical potentials

which are weakly absorbing for the surface partial waves such as that proposed by

Gobbi ' for O + O. The intermediate width structure has been explained in
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terms of the coupling of the elastic shape resonances to doorway states involving

the inelastic excitation of one or both of the reaction partners — the main require-

ment being that this coupling be weak.

Structures similar in width to the elastic shape resonances have also been
lf i 1 fi

seen in the total fusion cross-sections of these systems. Data for the O + O

system is shown in Fig. 2. The locations and spacings of these fusion reso-

nances seems consistent with the view that the absorption leading to fusion is quite

a sharp function of angular momentum and the shapes of the resonances are also

consistent with this interpretation. The physical origin of this sharpness (a feature

of surface transparency also) is as yet unknown and is indeed a subject of some

controversy.

9)Finally, typical data for inelastic scattering are shown in Fig. 3, in this

case again for the O+ O system. Once more we see broad resonances as in

the elastic scattering and fusion data. Again, the question of the physical origin of

these structures is as yet unsettled.

These phenomena, however, all seem to be quite general features of the

interactions between nuclei like C and O and as such form the working defini-

tion of resonance behavior in heavy ion interactions.

The data for Si + Si presented in this talk consist of quite similar

measurements to those shown above but as an orientation to the new energies and

angular momenta involved in this system it is worth looking at the general behavior

of the total reaction cross-section and its division into the various types of reaction

processes. Fig. 4 shows the measured fusion cross-section plotted as a function

of energy over a range from close to the Coulomb barrier to nearly three times
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that energy. Also shown is the calculated total reaction cross-section from an op-

tical model calculation. In the energy region of interest to us (E_ . = 80 - 150

MeV) we see that the fusion cross-section, as expected, falls away from the total

reaction cross-section — forming only 60% of the total at the highest energies.

Typical angular momenta involved are I = 26, £ = 24 at 80 MeV and I =50,
gr cr gr

I = 40 at 140 MeV, somewhat larger than we are used to from the lighter sys-

tems.

These larger angular momenta have immediate consequences for the ex- -•

pected size of the structures in the fusion cross-section. In the sharp cutoff pic-

tare we expect fusion oscillations of size Ao/o w (21 + l)/(t +1) which gives

ACT/O « . 06 for I =30 compared with tiff/o « . 13 for I =14 typical of the
cr cr

ifi ifi ifi lfi
O-t- O case. Experimentally we find Acr/o « .05 for O + O so even if the

AO no

damping of the resonances is similar for Si + Si we expect them to represent

at most 2% of the total fusion cross-section, the detection of which is a formidable

experimental task. However, as we shall see, things are not quite as bleak as this.
28 28Our first attempts to observe fusion oscillations in the Si + Si system

involved measurements of evaporation residues at one forward angle using an ion-

chamber telescope. Through care in monitoring tLJngs like the beam angle and

target thickness we were able to reduce the error in our measurements to some-

thing of the order of 2% and while the data were not inconsistent with the occurrence

of fusion oscillations they were hardly convincing. Our next efforts used a differ-

ent technique based on the hope that the cross-section associated with these struc-

tures would, because it was thought to be associated with the highest partial waves,

manifest itself in specific decay channels of the compound nucleus and therefore be
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enhanced in these channels. The experiment consisted of the detection of Y-rays at

90° to the beam axis with a large Ge(Ll) detector. Yields of Y-rays from some of

the more strongly populated nuclides are shown in Fig. 5 and we see the gratifying

result that whereas the majority of the yields are smooth functions of energy, the

50 47

yields of Cr and V both show structures at around 92 and 97 MeV. As further

evidence that these structures are indeed real, the yields of several y-rays In the

yrast cascade of Cr are shown in Fig. 6 — each showing the broad bumps at 92

and 97 MeV. Finally, at the bottom of Fig. 6 we show the deviation of the sum of

these yields from a parabolic fit — once more showing the bumps. As expected,

the cross-section associated with these structures is approximately 2% of the total

fusion cross-section in this energy region. Their spacing is also consistent with

these being due to successive increments in I — the angular momenta involved

being approximately 28 and 30 respectively. In this respect, therefore,
28 28

Si + Si is quite similar to the much lighter systems.

It is also possible to use the present data to prove that it is indeed the high-

est partial waves which are giving rise to these oscillations. Fig. 7 shows the
12k

results of statistical model calculations ' for the population of evaporation resi-

dues following the decay of the compound nucleus formed at an excitation energy

appropriate to a bombarding energy of 100 MeV. These are shown plotted as a

function of spin. The triangle shows the sharp cutoff spin distribution in the com-

pound nucleus for I =30. We see that the yields of nuclei like Cr and V will

be especially sensitive to any phenomenon involving the highest partial waves

whereas the yield of a nucleus like Mn is totally insensitive to the same phenom-

enon. This result is totally consistent with the data and our supposition of the
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involvement of the highest partial waves in the production of these fusion reso-

nances.

28 28
Having established that the fusion behavior for Si + Si is essentially the

same as that of the light systems it is clearly of interest to study the elastic and

inelastic scattering for this system. Angular distributions measured at 80, 100

and 120 MeV for elastic scattering and inelastic scattering to the first 2 state at

1.78 MeV are shown In Fig. 8. Both the elastic and inelastic scattering are

rather unremarkable, showing all the standard features of scattering under the

influence of strong absorption and strong Coulomb repulsion. It is dear, there-

fore, that the interesting resonance effects will only be visible at large angles —

away from the region dominated by the above features. Unfortunately, this also

means small cross-sections but we were able to devise a setup to measure these

processes which maintained good resolution while having an extremely large solid

angle (6 msr). A typical spectrum obtained at a bombarding energy of 120 MeV

and a laboratory angle of 45° is shown in Fig. 9. We identify the peaks as due to

28elastic and inelastic scattering transitions to states in Si although some contribu -

tion from a-transfer reactions is possible. The inelastic peaks are due to the

1.78 MeV 2 state, mutual excitation of this state, the 6.88 MeV 3~ state and

possibly the 8.90 1 state, respectively. Excitation functions for the elastio scat-

tering at 0 = 80° and 90° are shown in Fig. 10. We see the steep falloff char-

cm

acteristic of strong absorption, broken at between 90 and 100 MeV by the appear-

auce of broad evenly spaced resonances. At higher energies a narrower structure

of width F w 1 MeV appears which also seems to be well correlated at the two

angles measured. Finally, at 130 MeV and above the yield falls off more steeply
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-3 -4

again. The level of this cross-section is approximately 10 to 10 of the

Coulomb cross-section near 100 MeV, considerably smaller than is the case for

O + O but quite comparable with the © =90 cross-section for the
cm

l a 28
t O + Si system at energies where resonances are seen in back-angle elastic) 4)scattering. The spacing of the broad structures is consistent with their arising

;: from successive grazing partial waves, assuming the quite reasonable radius pa-

;i rameter of 1.44 im — we therefore hypothesize that these are indeed a series of

< shape or orbiting resonances as is the case in the lighter systems. Preliminary
£

} searches for an optical model which will reproduce these structures, while not

: overly successful, do indicate that surface transparency is necessary to reproduce

S these osculations — again consistent with our ideas from the lighter systems.

j The origin of the finer structure is more interesting. In the energy region

110 to 130 MeV the broad structures seem to have disappeared and the data are

! dominated by structure of width T *» 1 MeV. This probably indicates that the

• weak coupling of the shape resonances to the doorway states, characteristic of the

lighter systems, has been replaced by a much stronger coupling which so fragments

the shape resonances they are no longer recognizable. An important experimental

test of this idea would be the measurement of the spins of these resonances to see

if they show the grouping characteristic of the light systems or whether different

spins are interspersed amongst each other as expected in strong coupling.

The idea that the coupling to the inelastic channels is much stronger here

than in the lighter systems is certainly not unexpected. The number of low-lying
OO 1 ű 1Q

collective states is much greater in Si than in O or C and the importance of

these in the reaction dynamics is underlined by the observation that the average
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total inelastic cross-section to the 1.78 MeV 2 state is close to 150 mb in the

energy range 80 - 120 MeV. Excitation function data for this transition and the

other inelastic transitions is shown in Fig. 11. These all show quite similar be-

havior to the elastic scattering although the structures are in general somewhat

weaker. Of particular interest is the transition from the fall-off characteristic of

strong absorption to the more constant behavior at higher energies. As shown in

the figure,below ET ATl « 100 MeV, each transition has a somewhat different energy

dependence — the more negative Q-value transitions falling off less steeply.

Above this energy the behavior of all three transitions shown becomes more or less

identical. If we subscribe to the view that classically this change reflects the tran-

sition between essentially positive angle scattering and negative angle scattering or

orbiting, then it also reflects a considerable change in the time during which the

two nuclei are interacting strongly. We would therefore suggest that these large

angle data are dominated by multiple step processes which are enhanced not only

by the collectivity of the states involved but also by lengthened collision times due

to orbiting. This view is also consistent with the statement that the elastic shape

resonances are strongly coupled to the doorway states formed by inelastic excita-

tion of one of the nuclei.

28 28
In conclusion and summary, we have shown that the Si + Si system

possesses all the features of the lighter heavy-ion systems which show resonance

behavior. The fusion cross-sections for this system show oscillations with a

spacing and magnitude consistent with their having the same physical origin as in

the lighter systems. Similarly, the behavior of the elastic scattering at large

angles shows broad resonances as well as structure with somewhat narrower
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width. In this case, however, it seems likely that the coupling between the elastic

channel and doorway states is much stronger than in the lighter systems. In fact

what is perhaps most surprising of all is that the damping of the entrance channel

shape resonances is not so strong as to totally wash out these structures. One

possible explanation of this may be mat the doorway states are not themselves

strongly coupled to the compound nuclear states owing to the large angular mo-

menta involved, the coupling of the doorway states being to the deep-inelastic or

quasi-fission degree of freedom. The hope would be then that further study of the

28 28
Si + Si system and others like it would shed some light on the nature of the

deep-inelastic process itself and the mechanism of energy loss in heavy-ion

collisions.
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Figure Captions

1. Elastic scattering at 0 =90° of 1 2C + 1 2C and 1 6O + 1 6O showing the broad

cm

shape resonances and intermediate structure.

16 16 81

2. Fusion data for O + O measured by Kblata, et al. ' The positions of ihe

resonances in the sharp cutoff limit are given by the intersection of the radial

lines with the data.

3. Inelastic scattering for O+ O. The data due to Haas, e ta l . ; shows the

total cross-section for the population of the first 3 state.
28 28

4. Fusion and total reaction cross-sections for Si + Si. The lower energy

fusion measurements are from Medsker, et aK, those at higher energy by

DiCenzo, et al. '

5. Cross-sections for nuclides populated in the decay of the compound nucleus
28 28

formed in the fusion of Si + Si.

6. Cross-sections for several gamma rays in the yrast cascade of Cr. Each

shows the structures at 92 and 97 MeV. The bottom half of the figure shows

the deviation of the sum of these from a parabolic fit — again showing the 92

and 97 MeV bumps.

7. The results of statistical model calculations showing the population of residual

nuclides as a function of compound nuclear spin. The triangle shows the sharp

cutoff spin distribution in the compound nucleus at E . = 100 MeV.
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8. Angular distributions at E = 80, 100 and 120 MeV for elastic scattering
XJ/VD

and inelastic scattering to the first 2 state at 1.78 MeV. All show the fea-

tures characteristic of strong absorption and strong Coulomb repulsion.

9. Spectrum for Si+ Si measured at E .^ = 120 MeV and ©L A B = 45 . The
28peaks are identified as due to elastic and inelastic scattering to states in SI

as discussed in the text.

10. Excitation functions for elastic scattering at 6 =80 and 90 showing the
cm

onset of resonance behavior.

11. Excitation functions for inelastic scattering at 6 j . _ = 45 . Note the similar

overall behavior above E_ Kn - 95 MeV.
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NEUTRON MULTIPLICITIES ASSOCIATED WITH HEAVY ION INDUCED

FISSION. COMPARISON WITH DEEP INELASTIC COLLISIONS RESULTS.

M. Berlanger , R. Chechick , H. Fuchs°, F. Hanappex,

M. Morjean, J. Péter and B. Tamain
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The 240 MeV Ar + Au system, for which the two mechanisms
-fission following fusion and deep inelastic collisions-are
observed and clearly resolved was investigated. Neutron multi-
plicities have been obtained in both cases. {The most stricking
result^concerns the neutron emission distribution between the
two fragments,' For the fission case, VI/V2 ratio of the numbers
of neutrons emitted by the light and heavy fragments respectively
varies as M1/M2 ratio of the fragments masses. For the deep
inelastic collisions, V1/V2 is clearly lower than M1/M2. This
behaviour difference is interpreted as a scission point shape
effect, which is confirmed by the shapes of the neutron energy
spectra associated to both fragments.

An other result can be obtained if we compare the heavy
ions induced fission with the light particles induced fission:
in the 150 MeV p + Bi system, a V1/V2 ratio lower than M1/M2
ratio has been observed. This difference between the Ar + Au
and p + Bi systems can be interpreted in terms of entrance
channel angular momentum effect. This interpretation can be
fitted in a systematics which tempts to prove that an inter-
mediary mechanism exists when the compound nucleus fission bar-
rier has dissappeared.

+UUSBm XFNRS, Université Libre de Bruxelles, CP 229, B-1050
Bruxelles, Belgium

The Weizmann Institute of Science, P.O. Box 26, Rehovot, Israel

° Hahn-Meitner Institut für Kernforschung, D 1000-Berlin, Germany
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A lot of works has been devoted to the study of the de-

excitation mechanisms associated to deep inelastic collisions

/DIC/ /I/ and recently a particular attention has been payed to

the neutron emission in the deep inelastic interaction of heavy

systems /2/. Indeed one of the most stricking features of DIC

is the large loss of energy from relative motion, and many

experimental and theoretical works have studied this energy

loss and its correlation to other macroscopic quantities as the

angle, mass or atomic number. Models assuming a statistical

equilibrium for the intrinsic degrees of the fragments have

been developped in order to describe the DIC mechanism. This

assumption namely implies that the excitation energy is shared

between the two fragments in proportion to their respective

masses and this point has been checked by measuring the neutron

multiplicities in heavy systems where the charged particles

emission can be maintained very low if the incident energy is

not too high above the interaction barrier.

The main results obtained for various systems by different

groups /2/ are:

- the neutrons are evaportated by the fully accelerated

fragments.

- the excitation energy is shared between the two fragments

in proportion to their masses.

- no preequilibrium neutron emission is needed to understand

the experimental data.

These conclusions support the statistical assumption made in

the theoretical works.

In this paper, we want to report the neutron multiplicitiy

measurements for the 240 MeV Ar + Au system /3/ obtained in the

same way than the 400 MeV Cu + Au system. Experimental details

and analysis procedure can be found in /2/ /Tamain et al, 79/.

Let us just recall that the in beam efficiency calibration of

the nine neutrons detectors and the analysis of the bidimension-
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nal time of flight versus pulse height plots of the neutrons

detectors allow us to obtain a low energy threshold for the

neutron energy /400 keV/ and a very good discrimination bet-

ween gamma rays, scattered gamma rays and neutrons, and "good"

neutrons.

The gross features of the heavy ions interaction in the

Ar + Au system were extensively studied at Berkeley /4/ and

Orsay /5/ /6/. Its main interest lies in the fact that the

two mechanisms, DIC and fission after complete fusion coexist

and can be clearly resolved by looking at the products mass

distributions as shown in figures 1 and 2. Mass distributions

exhibit two components separated at the low incident energy

/201 MeV/ and partly merging into each other at the high

bombarding energy. One of them can be attributed to fission

following complete fusion, the other is centered around mass

40 and corresponds to DIC products. Due to the increase of the

temperature and to the effect of angular momentum, the FWHM

of the mass distributions increases with the bombarding energy

and at high incident energies, the mass distributions did not

exhibit a clear separation between the two mechanisms /4/ /see

a discussion in /8//. The large influence of the angular mo-

mentum on the FWHM of the mass distributions has been clearly

stressed out in a recent work on Ar + Ho and Ne + Re systems

The most important result obtained in the neutron mul-

tiplicity measurements for the Ar + Au system is given in

fig. 3 where the VI/V2 ratio of the numbers of neutrons

evaporated by each fragment is plotted as a function of the

fragments mass ratio M1/M2. Two regions are seen, the first

one /low M1/M2 ratio/ corresponds to the DIC fragments and

the second one /0,4 < M1/M2 < 1,3/ is associated with the

fission products. The solid line following the relation VI/V2

= M1/M2 represents the assumption of statistical equilibrium

for the intrinsic degrees of the fragments and corresponds to
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a excitation energy sharing between the two partners in pro-

portion to their respective masses.

If we first look at the DIC region, we see a clear

deviation from the statistical equilibrium relation, in cont-

radiction with the previously obtained results in other heavy

systems.

Charged particle emission by the light fragment would

increase the disagreement. However we can take into account

that in DIC the total kinetic energy of the fragments tells

us that at the moment of scission the two partners are more

elongated than the spherical shape and thus a part of the

available energy must be in the deformation degree of freedom.

We have thus made a calculation assuming that the availa-

ble energy is shared in the following way: each fragment

receive a part of the available energy as deformation energy

/and there is no reason that this part must be shared in

proportion to the masses/ and the remaining energy is shared

as excitation energy in proportion to the masses.

Of course the final excitation energy will be the sum

of the deformation energy and initial excitation energy. On

the figure you can see the points obtained by the calculation

assuming that each fragment receive an equal amount of 0, 10,

20 MeV of deformation energy. The amount of 10 to 20 MeV is

of the same order of what we can calculate using the total

kinetic energy in a liquid drop model assuming the same de-

formation for the two fragments. It seems that we can obtain

the agreement with an amount of deformation energy of the

order of 15 MeV. Of course in this case the emission by the

light fragment will be favoured as compared to the heavy one.

If now we look at the same kind of calculation on the

cm. energy spectra for the neutron emitted by the heavy

fragment, we see that the influence of the deformation energy

is not very sensitive but it is not the case for the light
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fragment where the experimental results agree quite well with

an assumption of ten MeV in the deformation degree of freedom

/figs. 4 and 5/. Thus if we admit that at the beginning a part

of the available energy is frozen in the deformation degree of

freedom, we can reconcile the Ar + Au neutron results with those

obtained previously for other heavy systems. This effect can-

not be observed in the 40O MeV Cu + Au system 12/ /Tamain et

al, 79/ for instance because the amount of the available energy

is much larger and the mass asymmetry of the entrance channel

weaker, both leading to a much lower effect since the deforma-

tion is of the same order of magnitude. This deformation effect

has been however suspected /2/ /Péter et al, 77/ in the 365 MeV

Cu + Au system, but the experimental uncertainties in that

experiment where the fragments velocities were not directly

measured, did not allow to attest it.

Looking now at the fission region of fig. 3, one can

observe that the multiplicity ratio evolves with the massy

ratio in agreement with a sharing of the excitation energy

proportionally to the masses. No deformation energy effect can

be seen. This behaviour is confirmed by the shapes of the c m .

energy spectra of the neutron emission associated with the

heavy and light fission fragments /see figs. 6 and 7/ where

a Monte-Carlo calculation assuming statistical equilibrium

and no deformation energy is also plotted. The agreement is

quite good.

The behaviour of the neutron emission associated to the

H.I. induced fission component is in contradiction with a

previously obtained result concerning the 155 MeV p + Bi system

as given by Cheifetz et al /9/. The results for the two systems

are compared in fig. 8 where the neutron multiplicity ratios

are given as a function of the fragments mass ratios. Cheifetz

et al have interpreted their results in terms of deformation

energy. The saddle point nucleus is elongated, essentially

symmetric around the axis perpendicular to the neck and located
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<at the middle of this one as described by Cohen and weiatecki

/10/. The scission can occur everywhere in the neck. If the

scission occurs at the neck middle, the two fragments will be

mass symmetric and carry the same amount of kinetic and de-

formation energies. If an asymmetric split occurs /at one neck

extremity/, the fragments will carry very different amount of

deformation energy. The light fragment can be very slightly

deformed and the heavy one will carry the whole deformation

energy and thus will be favoured as far as the neutron emission

is concerned.

Coming back to H.I. induced reactions, we know that

angular momentum plays a very important role and we have

already pointed out that the FWHM of the mass distributions

associated with "fission" after complete fusion are very

sensitive to the entrance channel angular momentum. This

result stressed out by Lebrun et al flf who studied the

evolution of the FWHM of "fission" mass distributions as a

function of the critical angular momentum for the fusion

process, led to the existence of a new mechanism namely

characterized by an critical angular momentum value larger

than the one leading to a zero fission barrier. These authors

claim that, when the fission barrier has vanished under the

influence of the entrance channel angular momentum, the compound

nucleus can no longer exist and that then the symmetric bump

centered around the half sum of the entrance channel masses

observed in the product mass distribution results from a

mixing of true fission product symmetric mass distribution

/for I < í.Qf _. Q/ and new mechanism fragment mass distribu-

tion /for % > S-Bf _ Q/ leading to a broader total mass distribu-

tion. An evidence for this new mechanism has also been given

by the work of Heusch et al /ll/ on the Xe + Fe system.

Including results available on FWHM of mass distribution,

Hanappe et al /12/ have plotted the evolution of the "fission"

mass distribution' widths as a function of the fission barrier

and the fig. 9 shows clearly the dramatic change in the FWHM
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occuring as soon as for some initial partial waves the fis-

sion barrier has vanished. This point is of great importance

for our Ar + Au system. Indeed in our case /24O MeV incident

energy/, the fission barrier as calculated in the Cohen-Plasil

and Swiatecki model /13/ has completely vanished and the

phenomenon we observed besides the DIC one can no longer be

only fission of a compound nucleus. The symmetric mass distribu-

tion centered around mass 115 corresponds then to a mixing of

the mass distributions associated with fission of the complete

fusion nucleus and with this new interaction process correspond-

ing to a deformed almost symmetric composite system, the life

time of which is long enough to relax the mass asymmetry degree

of freedom but short enough to conserve the partners identity.

As in the neutron multiplicity experiments reported here, no

discrimination was possible between these two processes, the

V1/V2 ratios associated with "fission" correspond in fact to

the mixing of the true fission and new mechanism emissions

leading to the specious disagreement with the 155 MeV p + Bi

neutrons results.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Mass distributions of DIC and fission following complete

fusion products. Ar + Au system. E_„c = 201 MeV. /from

Fig. 2: idem for E I N C = 248 MeV /from /5//

Fig. 3: Neutron multiplicities ratios as a functicn of the

fragments mass ratios for the 240 MeV Ar + Au System.

The solid line represents the statistical equilibrium

relation. Results of calculation including deformation

energy are also plotted /sse text/

Fig. 4: C M . energy spectrum for neutrons evaporated by the

heavy products of the DIC in the Ar + Au system. Curves

are calculated with assumptions of 0, 10 and 20 MeV

for the deformation energy '

Fig. 5: same as 4 but for the DIC light fragments

Fig. 6: C M . energy spectrum for neutrons evaporated by the

fission heavy products in the Ar + Au system. Points

are calculated in a statistical equilibrium frame

without deformation

Fig. 7: same as 6 but for the fission light products

Fig. 8: Evolution of the neutron multiplicities ratio as a

function of the fission fragments mass ratio for the

240 MeV Ar + Au system /this work/ and the 155 MeV

p + Bi system /9/

Fig. 9: FWHM of the "fission" mass distributions divided by

the mass number of the "fissioning" nucleus as function

of the fission barrier /12/
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Abstract:

Energy dissipation phenomena are analyzed in Ar + Al (E. - 3A0 MeV)
and N + Al (E. . • 100 MeV) by studying their correlation with the variance
of the charge attributions as function of total kinetic energy loss bins.
Considerable energy damping is found to occur in the approach phase which
can not be explained by a simple Fokker-Planck diffusion model.
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We report here on correlations obtained between energy dissipation

and charge (mass) diffusion in Ar • Al ( E U b " 340 MeV) and N + Al

(E - 100 MeV) systems. The study of deep-inelastic collisions (DIC) in

such light systems presents an opportunity for gaining insight into the

mechanisms of energy damping, particularly in the initial stages of the

reaction. A simple Fokker-Planck diffusion model does not apply in these

stages and an understanding of the energy damping in the approach phase,

where most of the cross section occurs in the systems studied, is then

strongly called for. Work on this question is

give in this report some preliminary results.

strongly called for. Work on this question is still under way and we only

To analyze damping phenomena in the above reactions, correlations

between the experimental values of the total kinetic energy loss (TKE. )

and the variance a of the fragment charge (z) distributions are obtained.
2 2

Procedures due to Huizenga et al. are particularly useful for this purpose

and they were adopted in the present work to analyze the reaction spectra

into bins of TKE. for the emitted fragments. Using experimental cross
1OS S M

sections, this TKE. was related to angular momentum bins by :

!.- £(*j+ I)' - ACT.../ (nX^3 - 1 (1)

where Aa..» a. - a. is the cross section in a TKE bin E. < TKE < E..
ij J i l - - j

The results so obtained for Ar + Al and N + Al are given in Figs.(l)

and (2), respectively.Plots of the angular distributions corresponding to

different TKE. bins are inserted also in these figures. A comparison of

both reactions is discussed below.

Corresponding to the TKE bins in Figs.(l) and (2), angl^Lntegrated

charge distributions were extracted as shown in Figs.(3) and (4) for both

systems. These z-distributions are corrected for evaporation effects, which

become significant as the kinetic energy loss increases.They are characterized

by shapes which gets broader with progressive kinetic energy damping. Ho ire

broadening of the z-distributions is noticeable in Ar + Al than in N + Al case.
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In this regard, the correlation between the variance of the z-

distributions and the corresponding TKG. is of particular interest.

Such a correlation is shown in Fig.(5) where larger variances associated

with increasing energy damping are noticed to characterize the Ar + Al

system. Compared with Ar + Al, however, the variance-TKE.. correlation

shows a steady increase in the N + Al case, which is indicative of a

continued equilibration process. This continued equilibration is connected

with compound nucleus formation and the results in Figs.(l) and (2) seem

also to support the trend seen in Fig. (5). In Figs. (1) and (2), a wider

range of partial waves is seen to exist for Ar + Al (from í c 65 to
Til a. A

t = 5 0 + 2 ) than in N + Al (from i « 43 to t * 29 ± 3) before thecr max cr
system can reach the fusion region. One could conjecture therefore that

while a DIC mechanism is apt to play a significant role in Ar + Al, a

fusion process is likely to dominate in the N + Al system. Comparing

the angular distribution shapes for both systems and their change from

sharply falling off to more flattened as shown in Figs.(l) and (2) inserts,

namely that considerable energy damping takes place in Ar + Al within the

range of TKE- and partial wave bins considered than in N + Al.

To further our understanding of the damping mechanisms, estimates

of the interaction time scales over which the observed energy loss occurs

must be obtained. In this regard, two procedures were followed. In the first

procedure , we start from zero TKE, at i and construct our experimentalv loss max v

deflection function (G ) which is then subtracted from the Coulomb deflec-

tion function (0 ) yielding an angular momentum interaction time:

T(<) - A9(l) I(4)/hi (2)

where A0(i) - 9 (f) - 0 (I) and I(-f) is the moment of inertia of the dou-c exp »
ble nucleus system (both sticking and nonsticking models are used for

evaluating I). In Fig. (6), the deflection functions obtained for Ar + Al

and N + Al are shown, where 0 is calculated from:
c

0 c ( l ) - 2 taxTl{n/l) (3)

where n i s the Sommerféld parameter.
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In Fig. (6), 6 is taken in both systems as located near the

grazing region where the cross section is maximum. Time scales extracted

in this way are expected to be indicative therefore of the approach phase

of the collision process. It should be remarked that this constitutes an

important difference from the case in reactions with very heavy ions

where 0 is obtained from well focused angular distributions, giving

time scales which mark then a relaxed diffusion stage. This is more cl-

early demonstrated in Fig. (7) where the variances o obtained in Figs.

(3) and (4) are plotted against the interaction times corresponding to

the deflection functions in Fig.(6), resulting in the straight lines

marked with the letter 'a*. These lines do not pass through the origin

as is implied otherwise by the Einstein relation:

o2(i) - 2 D(i) TC!} (A)
z

based on the simple Fokker-Planck diffusion model. Trying to extract

diffusion and drift coefficients from the lines marked 'a' in Fig.(7),

and corresponding to the approach phase of the reaction, leads to values

in disagreement with the Norenberg model as indicated in Table (1) which

is not surprising. It is important to emphasize, however, that considerable

energy damping is observed, particularly in Ar + Al, over the short time

scales so determined as indicated by the results in Figs. (l)-(S). The

phenomena accompanying such energy damping need explanation. Quasi-elastic

processes occuring in this approach phase can not account, on the other

hand, for the large amount of kinetic energy loss observed. The variance

determination over this range of the reaction combined with appropriate

theoretical models for their interpretation is hoped to probe such pheno-

mena.

4
In a second procedure , we extracted interaction time scales from

angular distributions analyses based on the formula :

do/de a exp -(8 - G )/9 (5)
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where 8 is the grazing angle and 8 corresponds to the rotation angle

of the system during the interaction time T as given by (2). An account

of relaxed interaction times, as contrasted with interaction times corre-

sponding to the approach phase, is implicit in using this averaging pro-

cedure over the entire range of interaction times.

Plotting the interaction times so determined against the variances

in Figs.(3) and (4), we obtain the straight lines denoted 'b' in in Fig.(7)

These lines go through the origin in accordance with the Einstein relation

in (A). A determination of the diffusion and drift coefficients from the

slopes of these lines is indicated in Table (2). The values so obtained
3

are still larger than the values given in the Norenberg model .Neverthless,

the values in Table (2) are smaller than those in Table (1) by about an

order of magnitude.

It should be noticed that in determining the "approach phase"

interaction time values in Fig. (7), cross sections corresponding only to

the unshaded areas in Figs. (1) and (2) are taken into account. These

areas correspond to the region where 0 _ in the angular distributions

in Figs. (1) and (2) are located. The shaded areas in the do/dE plots

in these figures correspond to the relaxed components. In the second

procedure above for determining the interaction time scales, an average

over the shaded and unshaded regions is of course implied. The larger

magnitude of the relaxed cross section (shaded areas) for Ar + Al as

compared with N + Al in Figs. (1) and (2) is also worth noting.

Although the relaxed components in the above reactions may be

explained in the simple diffusion model, as particularly indicated by

the lines 'b* in Fig. (7), the question of the observed energy damping

in the approach phase remains to us an intrigueing one. Work in progress

on this problem will be published elsewhere.
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Table (1)

Diffusion and drift coefficients for charge, D and v , and mass,
2 z z

D - (A/z) D and v - (A/z) v .respectively. Values denoted "exp"
A Z A Z '

refer to those calculated from the lines marked 'a' in Fig.(7)

according to relation (4). Values denoted "th" refer to those

calculated in the Norenberg model . Mean excitation energies. E ,

and mean C value, c , used in these calculations are Also indicated.

The ratic- v /D - - (1/TH3U/31) from the nuclear tem-rature and
Z z 3

appropriate ground-state potential energy .
Ar • Al N + Al

Elab(MeV) 340 100

E (MeV) 20 iO

f 75 iS
exp 1.85 0.28

Dz (1023amu2/s)

th 0.019

exp 9.14

0.092

1.08

0.011

5.36

0.054

0.586

0.584 0.785

DA

vz

VA

V
z

VA

do 2 3

th

exp

do 2 3

th

exp

OO23

th

/D
z

/DA

amu /s)

amu/s)

amu/s)

•

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

.015

.13

.061

.22

.011

.88

.047

.778
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Table (2)

Same as in Table (1) except that the diffusion and drift coefficients

denoted "exp" are now determined from the lines marked 'b* in Fig.(7)

Ar + Al N + Al

E, . (MeV) 340 100
Lab

E* (MeV) 50 25

32

exp 0.22 0.078

(1023amu2/s)

th 0.049 0.019

exp 1.10 0.312

(1023amu2/s)

th 0.12 0.077

exp 0.082 0.035

v (1023amu/s)

th 0.018 0.009

exp 0.408 0.141

(1023amu/s)

th 0.044 0.035

v /D 0.370 0.452
z z

A/D A 0.371 0.448

50
7C

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

)

22

049

10

12

082

018

408

044

370

Í
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Fig.(1) Cross sections for Ar+Al as function of total kinetic energy loss
bins integrated over the whole range of z and 9 .The unshaded
areas include integration up to the grazing regiőn'which corres-
ponds to the approach phase aa indicated in the figure insert in
which the angular distributions in different bins are given. The
corresponding angular momentum range is given in the lower axis
of the figure.
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l

max'

Fig.(2) Same aa Fig . ( l ) for N+Al.
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\

6 8 tO t2 14 16 18 20

Fig.(3) Charge distributions for different TKE, integrated over 0c

indicated in the insert of Figs.(l) and ?2). Mean TKE l o 8 S are
given under each bin. Cross sections are multiplied by the
factors indicated.
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Fig.(4) Same as Fig.(3) for N+Al.
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Fig.(5) Correlation between TKE1 and the variance a* of the charge
distributions for Ar+Al Sn9 N+Al. .
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1

Fig.(6) Coulomb and experimental deflection functions determined as
discussed in text.
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fig.(7) Correlation between o (WE. ) and the interaction tiaas M
determined in the two procedures discussed in text. Lines sarkad
'a' correspond to the approach phase and line marked V corres-
pond to the average estimate froa> angular distribution!. The
bara in thcae figures denote the angular width over which the
interaction time varies (see insert to Figs. (1) and (2)).
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MECHANISM OF MULTIFRAGMENTATION OF HEAVY IONS

J.P. Bondorf

The Niels Bohr Institute, DK-2100 Copenhagen <f>, Denmark

ABSTRACT

The talk contains some guesses about possible mechanisms

of heavy ion reactions at the intermediate energy around 100 MeV

per nucleon.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this lecture 1 shall talk about some ideas which have

been isnpired by planned heavy ion experiments at beam energy

of the order of 10O MeV per nucleon. The energy E L A B = 1OO MeVA

is much higher than the conventional small accelerator energy of

10-20 MeVA and much lower than the conventional Bevalac energy of

1000-2000 MeVA. At both the latter energy regions there have been

made many experiments, and some conclusions concerning the

involved physics have been drawn. This is not so at 100 MeVA.

Fig. 1. shows an event in the bombardment of an /AgBr/ emulsion

12 ++with a 91 MeVA C beam. It is an example of a very violent

collision in which 17 charged particles are emitted. Results of

the analysis of the event are presented in the Appendix. Some

comments about it are given in the last section of this paper.

Project ttIJAC at CERH which uses first a C beam at
86 MeVA

The material in Fig. 1. and the Appendix has been kindly
provided by Bo Jakobsson, NORDITA, and A. Oskarsson,
University of Lund, prior to publication
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On the theoretical side there is also practically nothing in the

litterature. 'The need for some guesses about what might happen

in heavy ion reactions at beam energy of the order of 100 MeVA

is however large, just because the experimental setups are time

and money-consuming. Having struggled for some time following

this pragmatic motivation it has become more and more claar that

this new field in nuclear physics is potentially very rich not

only in phenomena but also in more fundamental physics.

In the following section we shall discuss some known features

of heavy ion collisions in the conventional energy intervals.

We also make some guesses about the reactions at 100 MeVA.

The next section contains a discussion of "hot spot" mechanisms

in near central and more peripheral reactions.

Fig. 1. 12
An extremely violent event in a 91 MeVA C induced
reaction in /AgBr/ emulsion. The analysis of the
event is presented in the Appendix
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2. THE HEAVY ION REACTION "PHASE-DIAGRAM"

Heavy ion reactions have a number of input parameters

which can be varied by the experimentor. The following 5

are probably the most important ones:

Al'Zl'A2'Z2'eLAB

We use the notation

EI.AB = ELAB Al

The reaction angular momentum is as important as the other

5 parameters. Provided one can neglect the intrinsic spins

of the two colliding nuclei it is equal to the orbital angu- j

lar momentum. This is not a direct input but it should in prin- |.
i

ciple be possible to deduct from the distributions of the

reaction products. It is convenient to represent the angu-
\

lar momentum by the impact parameter b. In fig. 2 various l

types of reaction mechanisms for two different pairs of I

colliding heavy ions have been mapped in a /eT._, b/ diagram
Lino

which could play the role of a kind of "phase-diagram" for

heavy ion reactions. The curve labelled "grazing" divides the

plane in two regions. Below the curve the nuclei will, in a

sharp surface picture, touch each other by nuclear forces

during the collision, while they will only interact by |

Coulomb forces in the rest of the diagram. The lowest energy

part of the touching region is usually divided in a complete

fusion part /low b/ and another part /higher b/ for which the

direct cross section is dominant [1]. The major part of
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these direct reactions can be identified with the deep in-

elastic reactions [2]. close to the grazing curve in the

C •"'Pb

OS 4 I 8 10 10 SO 4OOIOO9O0 «*»

/» 20 tJ

C 4. Ne

09 1 a 6 50«oaoosoo«oo

Fig. 2. Reaction "phase diagrams" for the two heavy ion reactions

C + Pb and C + Ne. The diagrams map the main reaction

mechanisms in a /b, e ^ / plane. The word PEP, BOILING

and COMPRESSION represent thresholds for promptly

emitted particles, hot spots heated to an average

excitation energy equal to the nuclear binding, and

the supersonic :tmit, respectively. Deep inelastic

reactions and complete fusion are denoted by DIR

and CF respectively.

diagram there is another dominant direct reaction mechanism,

the peripheral type in which only small modifications of

target and projectile occur. This mechanism is called quasi-

elastic. Beyond the grazing curve there is still one possible

reaction mechanism, the Coulomb excitation. The present map
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of the low Ejjvn region /Fig. 2a/ is not necessarily even

qualitatively correct for all combinations of projectile and

target. There is evidence which points towards the possibi-

lity that for some target-projectile combinations, fusion

happens in an interval of not too small and not too large b

/the fusion window, Fig. 2b/, while there is deep inelastic

reaction for b % 0 in these cases

It is convenient to extend the /eTAD,b/ diagram to much
LAB

higher energy and to incorporate known features from rela-

tivistic heavy ion reactions. We have therefore used a

logarithmic energy scale in order to compress the diagram.

Relativistic reactions between heavy ions are still not

very well understood. The participant-spectator picture

[_4] or the fireball description [5} has obtained some

acceptance. Depending on the amount of overlap volumes of

the two nuclei, and thereby by the impact parameter b, the

size of the fireball can be big for the more central and

smaller for the more peripheral reactions. The remaining

and probably not too highly excited parts of the two nuclei

are called the spectators. For near central reactions this

picture may not hold at all. For geometrical reasons it is

hard to imagine that low excited spectators could emerge.

In this case the interaction may lead to more equal sharing

of the incoming energy among the nucleons. The result is a

picture In which the whole nucleus disintegrates. We call

the phenomenon total explosion and draw a separation line
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in the / ETA B|/W diagram between that and the participant-

spectator region.

Between the low energy region and the relativistic region

we have unknown land. One important border across this land

is made by the nuclear binding. When the excitation energy

per nucleon in an interacting volume of nucleons made of a,

nucleons from the projectile and a_ from the target

GLABL A B

exceeds B/A ^ 8 MeV, then the system a,. + a_ is totally

unbound. B is the nuclear binding energy.

; The argument is only strictly correct when a, + a~ represents

the total system Aj + A2. For smaller part systems the inter-

action energy between the a. + a- nucleons and the rest of the

; nucleons could change the disintegration criterion considerably.

It can, however, still be used also for part systems as a guide.

In the diagram, Fig. 2, the region in which the disintegration

into nucleons becomes important is hatched and marked "boiling".

We have here given an upper energy limit for the disintegration

of the nuclear matter. This is not necessarily the disinte-

gration limit in a real heavy ion collision. Simultaneous

disintegration into many pieces could happen at much lower

energy since it would in general be energetically favourable.

Fission or alpha particle break-up are such examples. The

fragment mass composition and the disintegration thresholds
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are connected in such a way that the larger the mean value of

' the fragment mass, the lower the threshold. The actual mass

, composition is not just determined by the thresholds but

] depends strongly on the dynamics, i.e. how the excitation energy

1 is distributed among the constituents of the nuclei.

In the diagram, Fig. 2, we have drawn some other threshold

lines. At very low energy, just above the Coulomb threshold
it

\ we have a line marked "PEP" which means "promptly emitted

I particles". This is the threshold for emission of nucleons

! into the continuum by the mechanism in which transferred
•js

• nucleons are coupled to the relative motion of the two heavy

| ions in the first stages of the contact between the ions [6j.

| The discussion about PEPs will be given in another contri-

bution to this conference

Another threshold, the compression threshold, has played a

considerable role in the litterature in recent years. It is

located in or just above the boiling region. It is not a

sharp limit. Already at very low bombarding energy one can

have adiabatic compression, accurately as it is possible in

ordinary matter, when phonons are created.

Let v be half of the relative speed v , of the ions at

the moment when they make contact. We then define the

supersonic limit as
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where cQ is the speed of sound in nuclear matter. When v

exceeds cQ, then one has the entropy accompanied compression

of the supersonic type. The compression

ratio v • p /p depends on the equation of state and is as o

function of v /c as determined by the Hugoniot relation.

For v
ol

c
o'

ya' t n e value of v approaches a constant which

for an unrelativistic monatomic Bolzmann gas is 4. When

endothermic processes occur, the cooling of the system by

these processes gives rise to an increase of the limit of

the compression ratio. Exothermic processes decrease the

limit. For nuclei one should of course use a Hugoniot re-

lation for fermions.

Since the heavy ion collision is a rapid process between a

rather small number of nucleons with a few collisions per

nucleon, the conditions necessary for using the Hugoniot

relation is not well fulfilled. The time necessary for

having thermal equilibrium in a uniform piece of nuclear

matter of sufficient size cannot be obtained, not even in

central collisions between the biggest nuclei. At best one

can hope that the thermodynamic, hydrodynamic considerations

give some qualitative clues.

Classical or semiclassical cascade calculations enable us

to predict f.ex. a density as function of time. They lead

to a central compression ratio 2 - 3 in reactions with bom-

barding energy of the order of 0.5 GeV per nucleon [8]. They

also show that thermal equilibrium is usually not reached.
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or is even hard to define, because of the small sizes of

the involved systems. Also the cascade calculation of the

density suffers from this problem of definition, but it can,

of course, be defined independent of the thermalization.

Cascade calculations should in principle be used to make

predictions for the unknown energy region around

100 MeV/nucleon. But they suffer from the "defect" that

they give somehow too much information. It requires a lot

of imagination to put reasonable questions to the cascade

calculations. It is just like designing a proper experi-

ment. Besides, too sophisticated questions might not be

very specific to the models and the results could therefore

sometimes be unphysical. In all cases the cascade calcu-

lations are enormously time and money consuming. If one

therefore wants to obtain some kind of functional relation

which one believes is relevant, it may still be profitable

to use simpler models which can give insight at lower cost.

3. HOT SPOT MECHANISM

Near Central reactions /b <

We shall now look in more detail at the possibility of

j exciting parts of the nuclear volume to an unbound phase.

The lowest beam energy for which any part system s^+aj

becomes totally unbound is obtained when a. = a-, and it is

around e^g « 30 MeV. This corresponds to vQ = 0.13c
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/when the Coulomb energy is neglected/. For v above this

threshold it is possible to have a local high density region

in the contact zone between the two ions. The lifetime of

this zone can only be short, of the order of the time for

mutual passing of two free ions or shorter. The size of it

should vary with time. We call such temporary high density

high temperature regions "hot spots", using a word which has

been applied in the litterature before [9]. One kind of

hot spots has already been discussed quite intensively,

the s.c. "fir v ills" [s]. Fireballs consist of the

participants defined by the sum of the overlap volumes in

a straight line collision geometry, and the excitation

energy is given by /2/ . This theory is a first guess of

what might happen in the supersonic heavy ion collision.

It uses the assumption v >> c . This means that the above

mentioned transport out of the hot region intc the undisturbed

nuclear matter is so slow that it can be neglected. The fire-

balls are assumed to explode at a later stage of the reaction

and it is claimed that the observed light particle spectra

show evidence for such fireballs at relativistic bombarding

energies. The compression limit /3/ depends on the speed of

sound c . Putting it equal to around 0.2c Jj-Oj we see that

the "sound wall", e..- is 75 MeV for a. » a2 and higher for

asymmetric part systems. Thus there is an energy interval

3 0 MeV $ G l j A B < 7 5 MeV (if
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for which we can have hot and not highly compressed local

regions. We will also call them hot spots. Many general

questions arise in connection with the hot spots. If they

exist, how do they dissolve in the still undisturbed pieces of

nuclear matter, how do they eventually eject parts of their

mass before dissolving, and finally but most important: how

do they manifest themselves in the distribution of ejected

reaction products?

From hydrodynamics we can get some ideas of how to answer the

questions. Consider two infinite slabs 1 and 2 of a gas

colliding at high speed with each other /Fig. 3/. We use the

mean speed system defined as the system moving in the LAB

with the speed l/2v - = v . Slab No. 1 has the thickness

1, and slab No. 2 the thickness 1- \ lj. We assume that

the slabs make contact at t - 0 and that the "free" slab

ends are unaltered during the collision as if they are con-

strained by walls. For t > 0 a hot compressed zone 3 in

the contact region develops. We assume that it is in ther-

mal equilibrium and apply the Hugoniot theory for supersonic

collisions to determine the compression ratio v = Pa'
po

where p and p are the densities of zone 3 and zones 1, 2

respectively. /Index s for shocked/. One finds v as a

function of v /c . The dependence for an ideal monatomic

gas is shown in Fig. 4. One sees how v increases monoto-

nically from 1 at v « 0 until the limit v^ • 4 for v /c > ™.
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,M5S

b)

LAB t - 0

LAB 0*1

1-t.

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of two colliding infinite

slabs of different thickness. The laboratory and

the mean speed systems are denoted by LAB and MSS

respectively. The shock front velocity is

U * v //I - v/ where v has been put equal to 4.
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Fig. 4. The Hugoniot relation for an ideal monatomic
Bolzmann gas
„2

(Y+l) - v(Y-D
where Y B 5/3
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As time goes, more and more of slab 1 interacts with 2.

At t = t /eat up time/ the whole slab 1 has been com-s

pressed and together with precisely the same amount of

matter from slab 2 it contributes to zone 3 which is still

at rest in the mean speed system /see Fig. 3c/.

Qualitatively this picture can probably be transformed to

the heavy ion reaction, but there are of course some diffe-

rences. We now have a different geometry of the incident

pieces of matter, and the ejection of matter can be in three

directions instead of one. But we are still dealing with

two pieces of matter of the same material /assuming that

small differences in neutron-proton ratio do not change

density and equation of state/. Therefore, up to eat up time

t , equal amounts of matter from the projectile and targets

contribute to the hot spot. This is so also for Aĵ  f A2>

We have so far implied that the two pieces of matter do not

interpenetrate. But even if they do so, if the particle

mean free path is large, there would still be an equal

amount of matter from each nucleus contributing to the

hot spot up to the time t . Let us call this notion:

principle of equal participation. It should not be taken

as an exact statement because differences in the shapes

of the two ions could violate it. But it is useful when

one wants the composition of the early stages of hot spots.

It is also the basis for our prefi

system for hot spot descriptions.

It is also the basis for our preference of the mean speed
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For reactions below the supersonic limit the Hugoniot re-

lation can still be used, although it is usually applied for

supersonic collisions. For the lower energies one can imagine

hot spots heated by the local friction between the ions.

Also in this case there is a gradual build up of a local zone

where dissipated energy is stored. The rate by which this

local zone can be cooled by the surrounding still cold

nuclear matter is determined by the heat conductivity and

heat capacity of nuclear matter. The conductivity is big

because nucleons can move rather freely with up to the Fermi

speed. Roughly speaking the speed by which the surface of

the hot zone expands, c .. ,, is therefore not bigger than

v„ or maybe rather c . Also in this subsonic case we can

use "the principle of equal participation" for times up to

a time t . In this case we can define t as the time it

takes the heat signal to traverse the smaller of the two

nuclei. It is worth noticing that as a consequence of the

principle of equal participation, relation (4/ is valid for

all combinations A^ < A2 for the whole time interval

O < t < tg.

For t > t it is no longer so simple to describe the

development of the system. The hot compressed or non

compressed zone will start moving in the mean speed

system and it will dissolve into the still undisturbed

matter. It is no longer in thermal equilibrium and parts

of it may disintegrate and be ejected, but one thing is
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i

evident, it will be colder, although not with a uniform

temperature. In Fig. 5 we sketch the development of the

size and the average temperature of a hot spot as it could

be in central heavy ion reactions at some characteristic

energies. One sees that the mass increases during the whole

lifetime of the hot spot. After the time t =» t the hot
s

spot grows into the bigger nucleus. Mass losses occur when the

hot spot matter is unbound, but this ejected mass is included

in the hot spot mass of Fig. 5. When the nucleus A- is big

TEMPERATURE

-̂  MASS NUMBER OF HOT
SPOT

Fig. 5. Qualitative picture of the temperature and

the mass of the hot spot as functions of time

for a central heavy ion reaction at an energy

above the boiling limit. At the time t
c

the temperature falls below the "boiling

point".
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Fig. 6. The function /2/ for and e*=B/A.

and therefore represent a big heat capacity the temperature

can fall below the boiling limit at some time tc later than

t . In these cases there will remain at least one spectator,
s

even for more central reactions. For higher bombarding energy

a total explosion is possible instead. The possible existence

of big spectators in the central reactions is important be-

cause the spectators can give us valuable information about

the details of the reaction mechanism.

The amount of mass a~ from nucleus A2 which participates in

the hot spot at the time t c is shown in Fig. 6 for a central
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reaction. It can be found from eq. /2/„ It is seen that

a,/A, varies strongly in the energy interval of interest.

j
\ For all those reactions for which a- is much less than
s

A_ and eT._ > 30 MeV we have the possibility of the

"partial boil off" case with one big fspectator.

All the previous considerations are based upon the hydro-

({
: dynamic average properties such as mean excitation energy

I, or density. In the nucleus there is a broad distribution

j of nucleon momenta around the mean value. The spread in

I nucleon momenta is partly due to the Fermi motion and partly
5
I to the thermal motion. This means that the boiling limit
I is not at all sharp. We have indicated that by hatching
i

around the curves in Fig. 5. It is seen that when the

average temperature of the system is so low that it remains

bound then some of the fast nucleons can still escape by pre-

I equilibrium emission. The coupling of the motion of the

center of mass of the hot spot with the internal nucleon

; motion in the hot spot means that some particles can become

very fast. This may be the reason why experiments always

show some very fast nucleons. The effect is similar to that

of "PEPs" for slow heavy ion reactions, as discussed in another

talk of this meeting.

MORE PERIPHERAL REACTIONS /B > R2 - R ^

When the impact parameter becomes closer to grazing than
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assumed in the previous section some new features of the

reaction mechanism may show up. The most important deviation

from the central reactions is that mere of the relative kine-

tic energy will remain in the correlated particle flows, as

spectator kinetic energy. In the fireball model /for

high energy heavy ion reactions/ the spectators are

assumed to pass without any interaction with the fire-

ball particles. In the extreme low energy end the

"spectators", alias the two deep inelastic reaction pro-

ducts have on the other hand momenta which are very diffe-

rent from the projectile and target momenta. At the inter-

mediate energy reaction the amount of momentum received by

the spectator in the collision is not known, but it would

be useful to put some limits to it, so that we know when

we should be surprised. A typical "big" value of the spec-

tator velocity is obtained when the reaction is completely

inelastic. In this case the recoil velocity is

vrecoil = Al/(VA2>- VLAB

12
For a 100 MeVA reaction with C on Ag we get from /5/

v . = 0.05c. The more peripheral reaction will have a

smaller v , if the full inelasticity cannot be obtained.

In the case of the non interacting fireball model the

spectator velocity for the target is zero, as mentioned

above. The real situation should be somewhere between the

two extremes. When the hot spot disintegrates, some of the
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emitted particles undoubtedly are caught by the target re-

sidue, but a large number just miss, and therefore don't

give rise to recoil. Some of the caught particles could
i
) transmit their momentum to other particles which are emitted.

1 In this case the nucleus could be "momentum transparent".

1 These effects would all reduce the spectator recoil from the

"big" value mentioned above.

One can estimate the spectator recoil in the following simple

model. Assume that the early part of the reaction proceeds in

the two stages:

1/ formation of a hot spot with a = a, + a- nucleons

2/ explosion of the hot spot in such a way that the

momenta of those explosion products which are di-

rected towards the target are partially absorbed by

the target.

The assumptions lead to a distribution of the momenta p of

the explosion products f(p) which is sketched in Fig. 7a.

It is a displaced spherical distribution assuming an isotropic

explosion reflecting the motion of the hot spot as a whole,

and its internal Fermi and thermal motion. One now assumes

that the momenta of those particles which are ejected towards

the target side of the tangential contact plane Q are partially

caught by the target with some probability g(p), see Fig. 7b.

Besides, some particles could orbit in the spectator field

or make "Shake off" new particles resulting in a new momentum

of emission p_„(p) . Altogether the recoil momentum which
6X
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. . / PARALLEL TO Q /a
(a) _ _ A _ (b) 1 /

- SPACE t - SPACE

(c)

RECOIL DEFLECTION

FUNCTION

IMPACT PARAMETER b

Fig. 7. a/ Schematic sketch of the distribution function

for hot spot velocities

v = p/m . The recoil momentum /6/ is

directed along v_,.

b/ The two colliding ions with the hot spot.

The plane Q detormines the integration

limits in /6/.

c/ Schematic defiection function for the

target recoil direction 0... The 90° is
R

indicated in order to show that the grazing

angle value 0^ can be consaderably smaller

than 90°.
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reflects the "momentum transparency" of the target spectator is

now:

recoil
= { " P e x

(P ) ) f (P ) ( 1 " <J<P»dP

Qualitatively the deflection function of the recoil in the

LAB system then looks like Fig. 7c. There are of course

fluctuations around the deflection function, but it is to be

hoped that it is still possible to correlate the direction of

P ., with the impact parameter b. In this model one finds

that the maximum recoil angle 0' is often rather small
R

compared to TT/2.

4. CONCLUSIONSIt is difficult to make definite conclusions about material

which is so schematic and in some cases so vague as the one

I have presented in this talk. Let me nevertheless make

some. Since the transport of any kind of pressure or heat

has a limited velocity in nuclear matter which is comparable

to or smaller than the relative velocity at these energies,

there are fundamental reasons for using the hot spot concept.

It is useful to do so when one wants to get some "Finger-

spitz gefühl" about the various stages of the heavy ion

process. In some cases it may even be possible to make

predictions about spectra of reaction products by assuming

the existence of a hot spot.
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The heavy ion reaction at 100 MeVA is characterized by an

excitation energy so big that unbound hot spots of an

appreciable size can exist. But the energy for heavy tar-

gets and not too heavy projectiles is still so low that

there remains a big spectator in the reaction.

It seems that the event in Fig. 1 represents a near central

collision in which a number of fast light particles are

emitted. They could be hot spot explosion products. Be-

sides, there is one big target spectator with low excitation

energy and low recoil velocity much below the limit /5/. It

seems that we have a central partial boil off-one spectator

event as discussed in section 2.Many other emulsion events

show similarly very low recoil velocities independent of

how central the collisions are £ll]. It is therefore

tempting to say that the "momentum transparency" of the"target

nuclei can really be essential.

Even if the recoil velocity is low it is still very important

to detect the,spectator in heavy ion reactions at these

energies. This is because the direction of P ., can still

be strongly focussed in the scattering plane. Since light

projectiles such as f.ex. C or 0 most likely disintegrate

in the more central collisions the target recoil momentum

is the only easy possibility we have left for experimental

determination of the scattering plane. It is therefore

reconunendable to detect the heavy spectators in coincidence

with the light particles in heavy ion reactions at 100 MeVA.
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APPENDIX

Fig. 1 shows a photo of a 12C + l07Ag for a 12C + 80Br/

interaction taking place at a beam energy of 91 + 4 MeVA.

All 17 tracks of charged particles have been followed until

the stop which is in many cases outside of the contour line

of Fig. 1. By repeated dE/dx measurements it has been

possible to Identify all the charges of the particles with

a range >300 pm, and in many cases also the masses. The

charge of the short range particles /f.ex. No. 2 and 17/

has never an error larger than one charge unit. The ener-

gies and th emission angles for these 17 particles have

been registered from the ranges and directions of the tracks,

The following conclusions can be drawn about the event.

The spectator, i.e. the remaining part of the target

after impact:

Z = 22 ^ ,A = 47 + 10 if the target is ^

/Al/

Z = 10 *3 ,A - 20 + 10 If the target is ^Br

Spectator recoil energy from energy conservation

ELAB " 4 5 M e V " Eneutron / A 2 /
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Spectator recoil velocity determined from the energy:

°« Recoil* °-lc /A3/

There is no visible recoil track of the spectator in

the emulsion. This means that the range is< 3 Mm and that

vrecoil * °-02c / A 4 /

which is consistent with /A3/. This is much smaller than

the value according to /5/.

The following three figures contain detailed information about

the event in Fig. 1. The mass distribution of products /Fig. 8/

shows a low mass part and a spectator. The neutron number is

not detected and therefore unknown. The distribution of

velocities along the beam axis /Fig. 9/ is rather spread,

but all the velocities are much smaller than the beam velocity.

The speed component of the center of mass of all the 17 par-

ticles is denoted by HSS /hot spot system/. It is seen that

the HSS speed is closer to the CM speed for the total system

than it is to the mean speed system MSS. This is consistent

with the fact that the number of hot spot particles exceeds

2A^ The velocity distribution /Fig. 10/ contains information

on the directions of the products. The almost uniform distribu-

tion in the plane and the location of the HSS in the figure

is evidence for a central reaction event.
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1. Introduction

One of the most general experimental features of heavy

ion collisions at energies above the Coulomb barrier is the

emission of nucleons or other light particles. These

particles are emitted either from the excited fragments in

a deep inelastic collision, from the fused compound system

or from the dinuclear complex when the ions are in close

contact. The energy spectrum of the nucleons from the fused

compound nucleus shows a long high energy tail f 1»21 i n

addition to the evaporation peak. The evaporation spectrum

can be fitted with a low temperature! Tas 1-2 MeVj, while in

ref. 1. the high energy tail is fitted with a temperature

parameter of T»6-7 IleV. In the present paper, we suggest

a specific nonthermal model which can account for the major

part of the hard component of the spectrum.

In medium energy nucleon or o^-particle induced nuclear

reactions, the emitted particle energy spectrum also has a

long higher energy tail which has been interpreted as

preequilibrium decay by Griffin and Blann £2l.

In this paper, we describe a preequilibrium mechanism of

the reaction of the two heavy nuclei which gives rise to

promptly emitted particles fPEPsj in heavy ion collisions.

The mechanism is a natural consequence of the generally

adopted picture of Heavy Ion Collisions. We argue that
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whenever the interaction barrier between the ions drops

down to give way to a flow of nucleons from one to the

other, the coupling of the relative velocity with the Fermi

velocity of the nucleons in the donor nucleus may result

in energetic particles passing through the recipient

nucleus and eventually being emitted from it subject to

the energy and angular momentum restrictions and absorption.

We call these emitted particles quasi-free PEPs. In Section 2 and

3 the theoretical aspects of this mechanism are discussed

in detail, in Section 4, the calculated results are

presented and compared with the available experimental

data. A simple version of the present model.based on ref. 3.^

is discussed in ref. 4 .

2. PEP-productlon

Whenever a 'window' or a common interface area is

established between the interacting ions, nucleons can be

transferred from one nucleus to the other. The nucleons

that get transferred from the donor to the recipient have

their intrinsic Fermi velocities in the donor system and

so, in the recipient system, these nucleons would have a

different velocity, the change coming from the relative

velocity ATr ^. In the recipient system, therefore, the |

transferred nucleons treated as classical point particles

would move with a velocity
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fi-*

where A)"- is the intrinsic velocity of the transferred

nucleons in the donor system. Although the Coulomb and

symmetry potentials in the two nuclei may be different,

we assume for the calculation of -0". that the single

particle potential is of constant depth throughout the

"olume of the two nuclei. The transfer of nucleons from

one ion to the other is governed by the evolving barrier

geomotry which also serves to give a precise definition

of the 'window'. The kinetic energy of these particles

in the recipient system is then given by

(2)

l 2

where *v\. i s the nucleon mass, 6 _ = =• %itf_ the i n t r i n s i c
/kinetic) energy of the nucleon coming from Fermi motion,

1 2

OH is the angle between the Fermi

velocity and relative velocity. Because of the cross term

in eg.(2), in favourable circumstances, these particles

would be highly energetic and cross the recipient (that
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is why we call them quasi-free J. The flux of these

particles is however attenuated due to absorption and the

remaining ones which reach the surface of the recipient

can be emitted provided they have sufficient energy to

overcome the barrier. Since in the energy range considered

tfrel44. W*t
 w e assume that the displacement of the

recipient during the transit of the transferred nucleon

can be neglected. Furthermore, since the particles of

interest have kinetic energies A* 60 MeV or more inside

the recipient, we assume that the particles follow classical

trajectories. In what follows, we concentrate on neutron

PEP-s, partly because we have experimental data available

for that case and partly because the theory is somewhat

simpler for neutrons than for protons. The condition for

neutron emission is given by

where U is the constant depth of the potential in the in-

terior of the nucleus. The distribution of the intrinsic

speed AT- is taken to be a zero temperature Fermi distribution

where AJ is the Fermi speed. The velocity of the neutron
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right after emission is given by

£*.«-** ^-il (?)
The probability of PEP emission is written as

^ refers to the neck area, ̂ (X^ J) is the one-sided

flux of nucleons passing through the window, <JL is the

distance traversed by the PEP inside the recipient and

£_ ' is the absorption factor, f\ being the mean free

path. The total PEP emission cross section is then given

by

Here b is the grazing impact parameter.

The mean free path A is calculated from the energy

dependent imaginary part of the optical potential wj 5j.

The imaginary neutron potential is parametrized by

W = 3.0 + O . O T f ^ - U \ (Sj

Here lé^ - U j is identified as the asymptotic energy of

the emitted nucleon. The mean free path is then given by

where 4?^ is the velocity (l\.
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3. The dynamics and the window

The cross-section of PEPs and their angular and energy

distribution depend critically on the determination of the

dynamical trajectory of the interacting ions primarily

because the relative velocity during the intimate contact

is the crucial determining factor. In a previous calculation

, Coulomb orbits dressed with a constant friction form

factor were used. Since the trajectories were overdamped,

very little cross section for the PEPs could be found. In

the present calculation, the dynamical equations of motion

(solved numerically^ include the nucleus-nucleus potential

taken to be the proximity potential (̂ 61, a corresponding

dissipative term I proximity friction £l\\and the Coulomb

potential (we use the prescription given in f8jl. We

understand that since collective excitations also play a

role in damping of the relative motion £9^ the trajectories

in the present model may be somewhat underdamped and in

this sense our results for the PEP cross section should be

taken as upper limits.

When the two nuclei approach each other and start to

interact, the potential barrier between them gradually

drops down thereby allowing energetically favoured nucleons

to pass from one ion to the other. We treat this problem,

too, in the framework of the proximity picture [.6,7j. Thus
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we assume the two nuclei to be fairly large and their

separation to be fairly small so that transfer takes place

across a gently varying narrow gap. The nucleons in the

donor nucleus move in the common mean field which may be

characterised by the local Fermi kinetic energy T(z) where

the z-axis is normal to the surface. In the interior of

the donor nucleus, this kinetic energy is taken to be that

of nuclear matter fT p = 37 MeV £5] for neutrons ). In the

interaction zone, the effective potential has a barrier

which is reflected in a corresponding decrease in the

local Fermi kinetic energy T(ZJ . The nucleons bombarding

this barrier are able to surmount it provided

1 2 ^ JI / \

--mvz > *S (1CV
where Vfi is the barrier, mentioned above, given by

VN = T - T ill}
B lF lB \ /

Here T is the local Fermi kinetic energy at the top of

the barrier.

For the dependence of T_ on the surface separation D,

we adopt the result obtained in C 7J:

where "C = D/b is a dimensionless measure of the surface
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separation ( b is the nuclear surface diffuseness taken

to be «£1 fm and f]f \\Jand T (\ \ are the universal functions

of the proximity formalism given in ref.-s 6. and 7.

4. Results and discussion

In figure 1. we compare the predictions of the present

model to recent experimental data on the reaction

12C + 158Gd at 152 MeV [lj. In ref. 1 the energy spectra

of the emitted neutrons are divided into a low temperature

component and a high temperature one by means of a two

temperature fit. The high-temperature distribution is

believed to arise from the preequilibrium decay. In figure

1, the experimental high-temperature neutron distributions

at angles 25° and 90° in C M . system are displayed ( full

curvej. At 25°, the high energy part of the theoretical

PEP-spectrumfhistogramlfits the corresponding experimental

preequilibrium spectrum well, whereas the low-energy part

has a poor fit. One should however remember that the low

energy part of the experimental preequilibrium spectrum

is very uncertain and depends crucially on the extraction

of the low temperature describing the equilibrium I evaporation J

neutrons. As It is shown in the figure, a slight shift

in this temperature can diminish the cross section significantly

for the low energy part of the preequilibrium spectrum

^dashed curve). We also include an estimate of the absolute
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upper limit of the PEP-distributions in the figure /dot-

dashesj. This has been based on the observation that the

reaction channels given in ref. 1. do not exhaust the

total fusion cross section. Assuming the same average

PEP-production probability for all channels we get the

dash-dotted curves in the figure. As for the spectrum

at 90° in C M . system, the form of the theoretical spectrum

is similar to the experimental one though the absolute

magnitude of the cross section is lower by a factor of

two. This might be due to other nonequilibrium phenomena.

We can, for example, imayine the formation of a hot spot,

from which particles are emitted isotropically. However,

the geometry of the interacting ions would cast more ab-

sorptive shadow in the forward-backward direction than

in the transverse direction.

The transferred nucleons suffer collisions with

nucleons in the receiver nucleus and thus a part of their

flux is removed which is taken into account through the

absorption coefficient g, *(see eq. 6 ). The collision of

the intruder nucleon with a nucleon in the receiver,

because of the Pauli principle, would lift the nucleon

above the Fermi surface and since the energy is shared,

both nucleons would traverse in different directions and

may be emitted provided they have sufficient energy to cross
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the barrier and are not reabsorbed. The particles which

are emitted after suffering a collision would be subsequently

called 'Two-body PEPs' in contrast to the previously treated

'One-body PEPs'. For 12C + 158Gd, we have calculated the

cross section of the two-body PEP's and it is found to be

tsf 30 % of that of the 'One-body PEPs'.

To conclude, we have demonstrated that it is possible

to identify the high energy part of the neutron spectrum

with the process of quasifree PEP emission for the reaction

12 158

C + Gd at 152 MeV. There are other competing mechanisms

however, like the formation of a 'hot-spot' for example.

This would preferentially contribute to angles closer to

90 , as discussed above. There are several uncertainties

in the choice of the model parameters in our calculation,

namely in the proper choice of the Fermi energy, the potential

depth and the mean free path. The dynamics is also uncertain

due to the fact that the proximity friction is a weak friction

(it cannot account for all the energy loss in heavy ion

collisions j and a strong friction not only alters the

trajectory but also damps the relative motion. We feel,

however, that these uncertainlties do not influence the

essential physics of the model. Further studies are needed i

before a general statement on the agreement of experiment 1

and theory can be made.
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Figure caption:

Fig.l.: Experimental and theoretical energy spectra of

preequilibriuin neutrons for the reaction C+ Gd

at 152 MeV as a function of center of mass neutron

energy in three different center of mass angles.

Experimental data are taken from ref. 1. (full curve/

Lower and upper limits Ídashed and dot-dashed lines,

respectively 1 were obtained by slightly shifting

the interpretation of experimental data as

described in the text. The histograms display the

result of the present calculation.
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Comment to the talk of J. Bondorf 14/b

by B. Jakobsson

X would like co empnaBize that there is an experimental

program in progress around the modified CERN synchrocyklotron.

12At the end of this year there will be available a C beam

of 86 A MeV with a maximum intensity of 10 ions/s. The

beam will also be degraded down to energies around 30 A MeV.

Three experiments, dealing with fundamental aspects of heavy

ion reactions at these energies, are to my knowledge approved.

The experiments of Heidelberg-Darmstadt /Lynen et al/ and

Orsay /Lefort, Tanagr et al/ are concentrating on the

characteristics of the heavy /slow/ recoil nuclei. Our

experiment /Copenhagen-Grenoble-Lund/ makes use of three

different solid state telescopes at various places in and

around a large / 4 m long/ scattering chamber. In the first

step /December 1979/ we measure single inclusive cross

section of light particles /p-4He/ 2 0 l a b 150°,

10 E = 200 MeV/nucleon and of projectile fragments /Li-N/

/e grazing ö 30°, 10 E 200 MeV/nucleon/. In the later

states of the experiment /1980-81/we Intend to study

conelations such as, projectile fragment - light parti.de,

- and p -p large angle correlations/. The problems of

registrating the low velocity heavy recoils in order to

find the scattering plane of identifying eventual pions

/far below the NN threshold/ as well as of registering

multiplicities by tag counters may be dealt with in the

later stages.
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On Resonances In Heavy-Ion Reactions as

Orbiting-Cluster Phenomena
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41OO1 Zagreb, Croatia, Yugoslavia

Recent experimental results have shown that for at

least six nuclear systems, namely Mg, Si, Si, Ar,

Ca and Ti, heavy-ion reactions leading to the above

nuclei as composite systems display a resonant behaviour

that can not be accounted for by statistical fluctuations.
i
| The model proposed in this paper will be used to interpret

' the existing evidence on resonances in heavy-ion reactions

: (RHIR) in a unified way, assuming that the phenomenon is

related to orbiting-cluster molecular-type configurations.

j Based on such an interpretation, predictions will be given

: of nuclear systems most likely to exhibit resonances and

\ the energy vs spin relation of these resonances.

i The experimental evidence serving as a basis for

the model can be summarized as follows:

\ (a) All resonance data lie in a narrow zone spread

around a straight median line in the E vs J(J+l)

plane and

(b) for each system, the projected J"0 resonances

lie in the vicinity of EB+EC« where Efi is the

binding of the projectile + target in the

composite system and E-, their Coulomb barrier.
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The above suggests a picture describing resonances

as due to orbiting of the two interacting nuclei forming

a molecular-type configuration. In particular, the linear

dependence of E on J(J+1) yields effective moments of

inertia in good agreement with those calculated by

assuming the two interacting nuclei as rigid spheres

(r «1,3 fm) rotating around their centre of mass (see

table 1).

Table 1. Effective and calculated moments of inertia

••42 2

(10 MeV s ), projected resonance band-

heads (E ) and values of En+E for nuclear
O D U

systems displaying resonant behaviour.
Entrance
channel

12c+12c
1 2c +

1 6o
12c+18o
12C+24Mg

12c+
28si

16O+
24Mg

16O+28Si

Composite
system

24Mg

28Si

30Si

36Ar

4OCa

44Ti

2

3

eff

.3+0.2

.3+0.4

4.4

8

7

8

*calc

3.1

4

4.4

5.6

6.5

7.1

8.1

Eo EB
(MeV)

19

25

30

28

29

29

29

20

25

32

28

27

31

28

+EC

.6

.4

.1

.3

.1

.6

.8

The excitation energies of the projected resonance

band-heads provide additional support to the orbiting-

cluster interpretation. The lowest resonance (JO) will

occur when the two nuclei barely touch each other with

no relative rotational energy. Thus, using

E - E Q + K
2/23 e f f J(J+1) (1)

and <*eff £
 tfcalc' w e e x P e c t E

o ~ E B + E C *
 T n e n u m b e r s l n
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table 1 for E and EB+EC support this idea.

The crucial test for every RHIR model is, however,

to explain their presence in some nuclei and their

absence in others. In the proposed model, the simple

orbiting configurations related to RHIR are doorway-

like states preceding the dissolution of the composite

system into complex compound nuclear states. Their damping

width is

T+ = 2ir|<cn|v|el>|2 p(E,J) , (2)

where |el> and jcn> are the entrance and compound nuclear

states, respectively, and p(E,J) is the level density of

the compound system. The condition necessary for the

observability of resonances is that r is relatively small.

Of the two factors contributing to T , we consider only the

level density p(E,J), which is calculated using the Gilbert-

Cameron parametrizatlon.

The above approximation requires some comment. Earlier

results have shown that the region in the (E,J) plane

where resonances were observed in various nuclear systems

(the so-called resonance windows) can be mapped by a set of

constant-density contour lines, i.e. that p(E,J) in these

windows is approximately constant for each particular system.

Hence, we are led to assume that in these windows the matrix

element in (2) depends on E and J in a slow and smooth fashion

that can be neglected in a first approximation. On the other

hand, to keep T more or less constant, we should assume a

sharp decrease of j<cn|v|el>| with A; we assume, however, this

dependence to be global, i.e. Independent of nuclear structure.

In other words, we assume that all nuclear systems with a given

A have the same value of the matrix element. The relative



Table 2. Sumary of structure efteats upon the observability of RHIK.

Composite

system

22Na

2 %

27A1

28S1

"si

Entrance

channel

9B.413C

"B!"H

12C+15H

" c + " o

13c+
16o

MeV

27.1

2O. C

35.4

24.9

3O.8

25.4

28.8

Hev"1

2.C4

2.88

3.24

3.3C

3.48

a"

M.V"1

3.13

3.32

3.45

3.05

3.57

A*

MeV

5.10

5.13

1.8

3.89

2.09

HeV~*

7OO

200

4O OOO

2 5OO

2O OOO

1OOO

57OO

Resonanoea

Likely

Observed

Likely

Observed

Likely

•"'si "c

3 2s "o<

3 4s 14c<

•*"O 32.1

•I6O 27.5

>• Me 29.4

i-20Ne 35.8

i-1B0 ?5.2

3.6O

3.84

4.OS

3.81

3.39

4.12

3.7*

3.29

3.48

IS OOO

185O

4OOO

35O OOO

27O OOO

Observed

Likely

Likely

34'Cl

36
AT

32.9 4.O8 3.72

28.3

31.7
4.32 4.O3 3.48

15O OOO

4 8 OOO

70 OOO

Observed

Likely

4oc

42Ca

»H+
2%

12c*28si
16O+

24Mg

l f lO +
2 4Mg

31

31

27

31

38

.1

.4

.1

.6

.9

4.56

4.SO

5.04

4.

4.

C.

29

55

58

O

3.

3.

87

47

450 OOO

45O OOO

70 OOO

200 000

4.5»1O8

Observed

Observed

44Ti

54Fe

5 6co

57co

58Ki

l 2C +
3 2S

16O+
28Si

2ON.+
24«g

1 2 c +
4 2 c .

l 4N* 4 2C.

1 8O +
3 9K

»«O*«C1

24Mg+32S
28S1*28S1

«<H 4 2C.
1*o*4oca
26Mg+328
28S1*3O«1

2*. 8

28.8

35.2

35.8

42.3

48.3

51.4

41.4

46.9

37.8

41.7

39.1

40.2

47.7

45.4

42.2

5.

'*

C.

c.

c.

c.

.28

48

72

84

72

9f

5.

i.

5.

5.

3.

5.

.46

13

51

95

44

44

3.37

2.84

O

1.27

2.50

2.47

350 OOO

7O0 OOO

8*1O6

7.3«1O7

7«1O8

5*1O*

1.3-1010

2.5*10*

3.2 1O*

78 000
17O OOO
9O OOO

5»1O7

5.5«10f

2.5X10*

7«1O7

Likely

• Observed

Llkitly

Likely

Likely

Likely

Likely

Likely

ftpQ • rer«l-gas level-density paxameter, taken as aTG-O.12X» a - *obsttrvad *
h - n avallable»

otherwise a - â ,, (ref .2) •, A » pairing energy correction* E - £ f - E-A (ref. 2).

Average value of the level density In predicted or observed resonance windows.
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50
E(MeV

-30
200 Jt J + 'J 400

E(MeV)
-50

1)

56 M- (2)28Si*28Si

, 200 , 490 JVJ(J+D
E(MeV)
50

•30 200 t 400

Fig. 1. Predicted resonance zones in S, Fe, Ni, and

5 Ni (shaded areas). Full lines: Eq. (1);

dashed lines: Agrazlng.
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magnitude of r for these systems is then governed only

by p(E,J), which appears as the determining factor in

the observability of RHIR. It is well understood, how-

ever, that p(E,J) is in fact only one of the factors

governing the observability of RHIR. From what follows

it may turn out to be the principal one.

Combining the orbiting-cluster model of RHIR with

the above damping-width considerations/ we obtain that

the conditions of maximal observability will occur for

systems where the rotational band defined by (1) co-

incides with a zone of low and relatively constant

density in the (E,J) plane. Some of these systems are

shown in table 2. In particular, the model predicts

resonances in the following systems where no clear-cut

evidence of resonance bands has been reported so far:

32S(12C+
2ONe, 16O+

16O) and 56Ni(16O+
4OCa, 2 4Mg +

3 2S,

28Si+28Si), and to a lesser extent, for 54Fe(12C+42Ca)

and 58Ni(16O+42Ca, 26Mg+32S, 28Si+3OSi). The resonance

windows for these nuclear systems are shown in Fig. 1.
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VISCOUS RELATIVISTIC HYDRODYNAMICAL CALCULATIONS POR HEAVY-

ION COLLISIONS IN ONE-DIMENSION

L.P. Csernai, H.W. Barz, B. Lukács and J. Zimányi

Central Research Institute for Physics, H-1525, Budapest,

P.O.Box 49, Hungary

1« Viscous hydrodynamical description

The basis of hydrodynamical description is that the

colliding nuclei and their products are considered as an

extended fluid of nuclear matter, each part of which is

in local thermodynamical equilibrium. To achieve this

equilibrium sufficient time end strong interaction are

necessary. The most subtle condition is the last one. The

nucleons should be thermalized in a much shorter length

than the nuclear radius. The stopping length of a 250 MeV

nucleon in normal nuclear matter is about 3 fm , and

this may be decreased by the increased nucleon and pion

densities.2' The time of termalization is 4-6 fm/c below

500 MeV/nucleon. 3' So the upper bound of the applicability

of the one fluid hydrodynamical model lies around 500 MeV/

nucleon. Above this energy the two-fluid model *' or intra-

-nuclear cascade models J* ' can be used. The lower energy

bound is around 20-50 MeV/nucleon, below this energy quantum

effects cannot be neglected.

The relativistic treatment in this whole region is

necessary '' although the relativistic corrections are propor

tional usually to (v/o) and so these are of lesa than 10)6

below 100 MeV/nucleon projectile energy. But in the classical

treatment the pressure p is also neglected compared to the

total energy density $c% , and this neglection is not valid

Permanent address: Zentralinstitut fUr Kernforschung,

Rossendorf, 6051 DRESDEN GDR
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for nuclear natter* For cold relativistic Fermi gas the
pressure is p • $ c /3. and using a realistic equation of
state i* 2* 8^/ the pressure is about 10-20 % of the energy
density*

The relativistic equations of motion follow from the
condition that the four divergence of the energy-momentum
tensor vanishes(in the formulae the c-1 convention will be
used):

Here i- 0,1,2,3;^ is the four velocity u' » (J?) (*-"*)" * ,
«-i»(Vj(4'v*i" *, uu; • -1 ; l̂l4 is the metric tensor ^JU« (- + + •),
•JJWI^* Jf > 7' and 'V are "t116 bulk and shear viscosity
coefficients respectively and <\ is the thermal flux. The
comma denotes partial derivatives and there is a summation
for indices occuring twice*

Since in the hydrodynamical description the local thermo-
dynamical equilibrium is assumed, the usual thermodynamical
quantities determine the local state of the matter, i.e. the
transport fluxes are supposed to be weak to destroy this
equilibrium. Under these conditions the temperature is
defined as invariant scalar . We are aware of the fact
that the above assumptions may not be valid for all regions
and stages of the described process, however within the mo-
del there is no way to check their accuracies*

In most computations the latter three transport coeffi-
cients are neglected. There are two deficiences of the models
neglecting the viscosity* From classical hydrodynamics we
know tha condition of stability egaints turbulencyt the
Reynolds number R» L v$ 1*1 should be less than 1160* It is
reasonable to assume that similar condition is valid in
relativistic region. Really in the calculations 1» 4» 1 1' the

numerical method had t/> produce an effective "numerical
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viscosity** * ~ v Ax due to the averaging over the cella
12/

of length Ax '; although the theoretical model neglected

the viscosity. At last - as we shall see later - the

neglection of viscosity inhibits the temperature increase

in an originally zero temperature fluid 3 # So in the cal-

culations 1»4»11/ the temperature increase was the effect

of the numerical method only, although the obtained values

were close to realistic because the value of numerical vis-

cosity was around the real one of the nuclear matter.

Here it has to be mentioned that even in perfect non-

-viacous fluids an entropy production is possible in shock

fronts, but then a coupled system of the hydrodynamics1 and

Rankine -Hugoniot equations should be used. However, the con-

sideration of viscosity is less complicated, and BO a shock

front of finite width can be described too ^'•

Our present goal is to calculate both the temperature

and density changes in one-dimensional model. Let us neglect

the heat conduction. In one-dimensional case the shear vis-

cosity plays no different role from the bulk one so it is

enough to consider the first three terms in eq. (i)• The

equation of motion can be derived from eq. (l) as

W » -N div v (2a)

If- •& div v - grad? (2b)

É » -E div v - div(?v,) (2c)

where

IÍ - n/ (1-vV 4 (2d)
M*» T°*«(s +Í-) (l-v2) " V (2e)
E - Too«(?+ JTv2j/(l-v2; (2f)
r-p +V&/(n(W» (2g)

and the operator ° denotes the comovlng derivative: ̂  + VaraA.

This system of equations is of second order impicitly,

however, in our calculations we took the term containing

8 in the expression of 7 as perturbation and calculated

it from the previous time steps of the integration* So we

formally solved a system of first order differential equa-

tions. This system of equations does not contain the tempera-

ture or entropy directly. So we obtained an equation for the
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specific entropy density t starting from the eq.:

T' k Uj, • 0, In the derivation we used the continuity

equation and the thermodynamical relations: p «• ">£iH-*5 and

IT* £,6-A where $ » $(*jf) is the eq. of state. The

resulting equation is:

The most important consequence of this equation is that the

entropy production along a stream line is zero if «'

vanishes. So if the fluid is originally cold[T • o)and so

ha8 zero entropy this property is conserved. The heat con-

duction cannot change this result.

To determine the initial temperature and density increase

preliminary numerical calculations were performed by pure

Lagrangian method . The present calculations are discussing

the whole collision process of two identical slabs of nuclear

matter*

2. Compression stage

During the collision of the two slabs the nuclear

matter in the interior is stopped and compressed* The

compressed region expands with the velocity of the shock

wave. If the viscosity of the matter is neglected then the

properties of the compressed state is unambigously defined

by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the equations of

state of the matter. In fig. 1 the quantities describing

the process are displayed as functions of the bombarding

energy. Two different types of the equations of state taken

from ref. ' and ref,15^ has been used. In both equations

the heat energy of a npn-relativiatic Fermi-gas is taken,

in quadratic approximation then the Rankine-Hugoniot eqa.

simplify to

where y-C-i-v1)"'1 and the subscript 0 refers to the normal
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Fig. 2* Time dependence of the density and temperature
profiles in the compression stage for a oentral
collision of 200 HeV/nucl.
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state of the matter.

One expects that the viscosity does not affect much

the resulting values for density and temperature as long as

the flow remains stationary/ except that the shock front

becomes smooth. Its width can be estimated from eq. (3)1

•i where the bared quantities result from an average over the
4 shock front.

; The shock approximation has been checked numerically.

1 The viscosity parameter *( has been taken from ref. ' '

] to be 6 MeV/fsf c. In fact as it is seen from fig. 1 the

] viscosity affects only slightly the shock in the compression

| stage. This is a consequence of the smallness of the shock

' width. A doubling of the value of the viscosity produces a

decrease in the density and an increase of the temperature

by about 5 %• The distributions of parameters n and T as

functions of the collision time are shown in fig. 2 proving

that the compression shock propagates nearly stationarily.

The shock approximation is acceptable in the compression

stage as it can be seen from its comparison to the results

of the extended viscous calculations (Figs. 1,2).

The smallness of the shock width also proves that the

obtained values of density and temperature are relevant

in the central collision of heavy nuclei. The increase in

the temperature is essentially less then in other calculati-
17/

ons so it seems to be possible that pion condensation

can occur in the initial state of the collision as long as

kT<50 MeV and n>0.3 fm"3 8^. This condition is satisfied

for projectile energies in the range of 200-400 MeV/nucleon.

3. Expansion stage

After the full compression the compressed nuclear matter

begins to expand. This process was also calculated numerically.

This phase of the collision is already more sensitive to the
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M

E/20-XX)MeV

100 200

Fig. 3. Double differential diatribution in lab. ajst. for
central collision of two identical slabs at 100 MeV/nucl.
bombarding energy.
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value of the viscosity. It has to be mentioned that in this
stage the Rankine-Hugoniot relations already can not describe
the process because on the one hand it is far from staionary
and on the other the three equations can not determine the
four unknown values in an expansion shock*

Though our model is one-dimensional one can estimate
the double differential distribution of the nucleons after
the collision. The nuclear matter is assumed to flow in a
"tube" in the model, but when the fluid cells at the two

( „3
n <0.12 fra

or i"i.J<o.ol c/frn ) the constraint caused by the tube vanishes
and the celle can explode into all directions due to thr
thermal velocities of the nucleons. This process is calcu-
lated similarly to ref.1 . The thermal distribution of the
nucleons inside a fluid cell i is described by the relativistic
Permi distribution:

[itty

where /*; is the chemical potential taken from the eq. of state,
At the "break-up" the cell is broken up into 200 pieces and
randomly a momentum p* is attributed to all of them according
to the above distribution. These momenta were transformed
into laboratory system and there all the pieces were classified
according to their energy and direction producing the double
differential cross section. (Fig.3)

Due to the fact that the hydrodynamical velocities are
directed in the 2 direction, only the forward angles are
affected by the hydrodynamical flow. This obviously causes
an essential difference from the results of refs. 1» 1 1'.
Our cross sections are more forward peaked at high energies,
because only the thermal energy appears at larger angles*

The two different equations of state used in the calcu-
lations gave almost identical cross sections, inspite of
the fact that the expansion as well as the compression was

slower using the eq. of state of ref . In the total

reaction time /i.e till all cells broke-up / there was a
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4 Z[fm]

Fig. 4. Time dependence of density and temperature profiles
in the expansion stage* Dashed lines represent the
results using ^' -10 MeV/fa'.c.
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difference of 20-30 % between the two equations of state.

The expansion stage is more sensitive to the viscosity

than the compression stage. When y is doubled the final

temperatures are higher by *» 10 % (Fig.4) • The effect of the

enhanced viscosity decreases the cross section in forward

angles by 10 % and increases it in the range 60-90°•

The description of the expansion can be improved even

in one dimensional model by assuming the expansion to be

spherically symmetric in cm.a.

In three dimensional models the viscosity plays even

more effective role because the shear viscosity hinders

the hydrodynamical conversion of the longitudinal kinetic

energy into transversal one and further , apart from the very

begining of the process, it is decisive for the density and

temperature distributions also in the compression stage.

Enlightening discussions with P. Danielewicz, E. Hilf

and J.A. Maruhn are gratefully acknowledged.
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Discussion

^ M. Gyulassy Question:

What sense does you calculated the shock thickness when

I it was found to be much smaller than the nuclear mean

free path?

L.P. Csernai Answer :

In a continuum description the thickness is fully de-

termined by the value of the viscosity. In the calcula-

tion this value was fixed to a value obtained for normal

cold nuclear matter. The viscosity increases with in-

creasing density and temperature and since the shock

thickness is linearly proportional with the value of

viscosity this effect increases the shock thickness as

well. We will perform calculations using variable

viscosity and then it is expected that the shock thick-

ness will be increased by a factor of 2-5.

M. Gyulassy Question:

How constant is the entropy in the expansion phase in

your calculations?

L.P. Csernai Answer :

Let me show the time dependence of the specific

entropy in a collision of E .=100 MeV/nucl.,/

/or the same calculation whick is shown on fig. 4.
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You see from the data that in the expansion stage the change of

the entropy is only 10-15 *fo compared to the compression stage

while the density change is the same. If you compare the entropy

change in time for the two stages then due to the much slower

expansion in this stage the entropy change is negligible

" & 0.01 c/fm J compared to that in the compression shock

(9 6*ÍJ 0.3 c/fm). These values are affected essentially by the

different equations of states and by the value of viscosity.
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DEEP-INELASTIC REACTIONS INDUCED BY 16O AT 6 MEV/N +

W. Dünnweber, W. Hering, C. Lauterbach, H. Puchta, and

W. Trautmann

Sektion Physik der Universitat München, D-8O46 Garching, W. Germany

1. Introduction

For 100-MeV O induced reactions on medium weight nuclei

the doubly-differential cross section d a/dE*d0 exhibits the

characteristic features of frictional processes known from

studies with much heavier projectiles. Separate quasi-elastic

(QE) and deep-inelastic (DI) peaks appear in the energy spectra

recorded at angles larger than the grazing angle 6 . The DI

peak corresponds to almost complete dissipation of the energy

above the Coulomb barrier B. With increasing inelasticity the

exit channel mass and charge distribution becomes broader and

the angular distribution do/de becomes flatter. For the DI

component, da/d8 increases monotonically towards 0° as is

typical for the "orbiting" cases. The values of some dynamical

quantities for the 0 + Ti system at 96 MeV are collected

in Table I. In the entrance channel the relative velocity at the

surface v _ is equal to the corresponding value obtained e.g.

for 300-MeV Ar + Ag.

Supported in part by BMFT
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16 4ft
Table I; Dynamical parameters for the 96-MeV 0 + Ti system

/n ,r /r. ficm o t .„sticking
cm/B vsurf/c 9graz V a z £crlt A* (16Qi 16Q,

2.7 9% 26° 48 h 40 ti 13 h

However/ while the heavier systems are more appropriate to

study the diffusion characteristics of the frictional processes,

the non-symmetric light systems are well suited to study in detail

the amount and the orientation of the angular momentum transferred

to the individual fragments. As will be shown, the heavy fragment

accumulates almost completely the angular momentum loss 1. - lf

of the relative motion. Hence its alignment along the scattering

normal shows how much &- fluctuates about the direction of &.

i.e. to what extent the reaction is confined to a plane, and its

polarization gives the relative contributions to the cross section

with opposite directions of jL_, i.e. positive and negative scattering

angles. The amount of angular momentum transfer may be studied as

a function of the reaction Q-value for values of I. fixed within

the narrow range between SL and the critical value for fusion,
graz

^crit" T n e l*9nt fragment, on the other hand, is emitted in its

discrete low-lying states and therefore may be used to probe the

quantum-mechanical aspects of the frictional process.
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2. Anisotropy of the Gamma Radiation from the Light Fragments

Light fragments from 96- to 100-MeV 0 induced reactions

on 2 7A1, 48Ti and 58Ni were detected at 35° using a AE-E

telescope consisting of an axial-field ionization chamber and a

9-cm surface-barrier Si detector subtending a solid angle of

30 msr. Element numbers Z were clearly resolved. The coincident

y-radiation was measured with a 27 cm x 33 cm Nal crystal. Only

Y~rays within a cone of 7° were accepted by a Pb-collimator.

The crystal was positioned at 70° and -142.5° with respect to

the particle detector in the in-plane geometry and normal to the

reaction plane in the out-of-plane geometry.

In the Nal spectra coincident with the light fragments

between Z=5 and 10 the photo-peaks corresponding to the first

excited states of the most abundant isotopes clearly stand out

against the high-energy continuum from the heavy fragments (Fig. 1).

The y-yields per Z fragment summed over all observed transitions

and corrected for the angular correlation give the fragment's

excitation probability. As will be shown in section 3, the

probability for break-up of the light ejectiles is less than 10%.

The excitation probabilities of the light fragments are rather

small, with the exception of the Ne isotopes ( Tab. II ). Furthermore,

they are approximately constant over a large range of Q-values.

These results are in marked contrast to the partition of the

energy loss proportional to the mass number A which is observed for

heavier systems in accordance with diffusion models. Probably the

energy gap between the ground and the first excited states plays an

important role. The lack of Q-dependence is possibly explained by

an excitation in the scission stage which could be independent of the

degree of energy equilibration achieved by the system.
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Fig. 1: Gamma-ray spectra recorded with a 27 cm x 33 cm Nal crystal

in coincidence with a) Z=6, b) Z=7, c) Z=8 ejectiles from

16O + 48Ti at = 96 MeV and = 35°(Q-integrated).

Table II: Excitation probabilities of light fragments at the

most probable reaction Q-values for 96-MeV O + Ti.

z

6

7

8

10

Excited

1 2C(2 +),

16O<3-,1

18,20,22

States

13c(f")
:+,f),14N(O

• ) . 18O(2+)

Ne(2 +), 2 1Ne

+ )

<r>

Yield per

Z Fragment

21 %

22 %

22 %

90 %

Q [MeV]
most probable

-33.0

-31.5

-3O.O

-31.0
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Intensity of the y-radiation a) per Z=6 fragment,

b) per Z=8 fragment from the first excited states of

12 16
(a) C, (b) O at two in-plane angles and out-of-plane

for 0 collisions with three different target nuclei.
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Fig. 3: Probabilities for the population of the 12C(2+) and 16O(3~)

| m|-substates per z=6 and Z=8 fragment, respect ive ly , in the

96-MeV O + Ti reac t ion . The |m|=3 values represent an

upper l imi t . The curves are drawn to guide the eye.
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The measured anisotropies of the C(2+) and 0(3~) de-

excitation Y~rays are displayed in Fig. 2. In the quasi-elastic

12 +
region, the C(2 ) decay shows a strong in-plane anisotropy. A

small in-plane anisotropy is still indicated in the deep-inelastic
2

region where negative-angle scattering dominates . In a classical

j picture of frictional collisions - which may be invalid for the light

J ejectiles - symmetry about the scattering plane is expected. At

Q<-15 MeV our data for the 0(3~) de-excitation and the heavy

i fragment yrast decays (section 3) are in agreement with this picture.

For a quantization axis along the scattering normal the

j probabilities P(|m|) for the population of the |m| =1 substates can be

extracted from the out-of-plane y-yield (Fig. 3). Provided that

a proper average is performed over the in-plane correlation, the

! P(|m|=2) values for C(2+) are also obtained from the data in a

model independent way. Only an upper limit may be obtained from

our data for P(|m|=3) of the 16O(3~) state.

The relatively small P(|m[=1) of the 12C(2+) state at small

|Q|-values is probably due to the vanishing amplitude of the wave-

function in-plane for simple configurations fy2(9O°)=O). A strong

increase of P(|m|=1)/P(|m|=2) from .23 to .75 is observed with

increasing inelasticity of the reaction between Q=-15 and -50 MeV.

A microscopic model would have to reconcile this behaviour with

the almost Q-independent excitation probability.
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3. Anlsotropy of the Yrast Gamma Radiation from the Heavy Fragment

High-resolution gamma-ray spectra were recorded with a 12O-cm

Ge(Li) crystal simultaneously with the experiment described above.

This detector was positioned at 45°, 9O° and 18O° with respect to

the mean recoil direction in the in-plane geometry, and normal

to the reaction plane in the out-of-plane geometry.

Fig. 4; Gamma-ray spectra recorded in-plane and out-of-plane

in coincidence with Z=6 eject!les (Q-integrated).
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The Ge(Li) spectra are dominated by the yrast cascades of

target-like nuclei with a selectivity so far only known from

fusion reactions. As an example, Fig. 4 gives y~ray spectra recorded

in coincidence with the Z=6 fragments representing the strongest

Z channel. We observe the yrast sequences in Cr and Cr up

to the highest spins known. Summing all observed y-decays to ground

states we obtain a total yield of 85% per particle event which

provides an upper limit of 15% for direct particle decay into

ground states. For Q>-40 MeV an upper limit of 10% can be set for

a break-up of 0 ejectiles leading to excited Ti fragments in the

Z=6 channel.

The yields per Z=6 fragment of Cr yrast transitions,

corrected for the measured angular correlation, are shown in

Fig. 5 for several Q-wlndows. We use the observed population

patterns to determine the initial fragment spin. In order to

account for the effects of neutron evaporation and the pre-yrast

y-decay we have performed statistical model calculations using

the code GR0GI2K with standard parameters. The observed yields of the

52
Cr, V, Ti and Sc isotopes can only be described by taking Cr,

16 1 y
produced by the ( 0, c) reaction, as strongly prevalent primary

52
fragment. The primary Cr fragment spins J. given in Fig. 6c

were obtained by fitting the absolute yields of the Cr Y-

transjtions. The deduced values of J. approximately span the range

between the value of 8 n obtained for an a particle transferred

with the projectile velocity in a grazing collision and the

value of 14 h obtained for sticking rigid spheres with the total

angular momentum Z , =40 ti.
C JT11
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Fig. 6; (a) In-plane/out-of-plane anisotropy of the stretched

E2 yrast transitions in 5 0Cr and 46Ti recorded with

the Ge(Li) detector (circles), and of the energy

integrated Y-ray spectra recorded with the Nal detector

(squares) in coincidence with Z=6 (full symbols) and

Z=8 (open symbols) ejectiles.

(b) Spin alignment of the primary Cr fragment in the

Z=6 reaction channel. In addition to the statistical

error of the experiment the uncertainty in the derivation

of the alignment is given by the dashed lines which

represent the upper and lower limits defined in the

text.

(c) Spin of the primary 52cr fragment.
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Evidence for a large nuclear alignment along the scattering

normal is obtained from a comparison of the in-plane and out-of-

plane -y-ray spectra (Pig. 4 a,b). Stretched E2 transitions predominate

in-plane whereas a larger out-of-plane intensity is observed for

stretched dipole and M1/E2 radiation. The in-plane correlation is

found to be isotropic within 20% for all 10 MeV wide Q-bins with

Q<-20 MeV. These two observations confirm that the axis of the

heavy fragment spin orientation is close to the scattering normal,

which we choose as quantization axis. The in-plane isotropy is

expected in a classical picture of frictional collisions in contrast

to the in-plane correlation typical of one-step reactions to

discrete states.

The in-plane/out-of-plane intensity ratios I(90°)/I(0°) averaged

over the observed stretched E2 transitions following 2n evaporation

12 16
in the C and 0 exit channels are displayed as a function of Q

in Fig. 6a. For comparison we also show the anisotropy of the

energy integrated y~yisld recorded with the large Nal detector

which obviously is less sensitive to the fragment spin alignment.

This difference which may be due to dipole, non-stretched quadru-

pole and mixed transitions (see Fig. 1) casts doubt on the

reasoning of a recent Letter where a similarly small anisotropy

of the energy integrated y-radiation following Ne + Cu deep-

inelastic reactions has been ascribed to a large non-aligned

component of the transferred angular momentum at the most probable

Q-value, in contrast to the alignment we derive below.

To determine the initial fragment spin alignment which in

the classical limit is defined by
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j p = 3 /J!L_\ - 1
i *ZZ ~ 2 \ T 2 / 2

J Ji
I we have calculated, as a function of Pzz, the anisotropy 1(90°)/

1(0°) for our detector geometry and Gaussian initial m-substate
/A
) distributions

P(m) ̂  exp

The dhosen P(m) represents a polarized ensemble, but, of course,

the alignment is not influenced by an additional component

of opposite polarization (cf. ref. 2). A lower limit P z z
n

52

for the Cr spin alignment is given by the alignment of the

Cr yrast states, i . e . by assuming no dealignment from neutron

emission and pre-yrast y-decay. To determine the most probable

P„„ (Fig. 6b) we have calculated the dealignment due to these
it it

processes in the framework of the statistical model, using the

initial spin J. determined above and the number of 1 to 2 pre-

yrast jf-transitions deduced from- particle-TT-jr triple coincidence

measurements. Variation of the statistical model parameters withinreasonable limits lead to an upper limit P?^x which turned out to

be equivalent to the effect of one AJ=0 quadrupole ^-transition

at the mean side-feeding spin (see Fig. 5). The uncertainty of

Pzz for Q>-30 MeV is due to the large de-alignment produced by non-

stretched transitions at low spins. Indeed, we find a smaller

anisotropy over the whole Q-range for cascades with a large

side feeding at low spins as is the case for the 46Ti cascade

in the Z=6 channel (Fig. 6a). This shows that only stretched

cascades starting at high spin are suited to determine the non-

aligned primary spin component.
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The alignment shown in Fig. 6b gives evidence for fluctuations

of the primary fragment spin axis which increase with increasing

inelasticity. Note that the opposite trend is expected for quasi-

elastic reactions in a semi-classical model . The fluctuations set

in close to the most probable Q-value of -33 MeV where the strong

orientation along the scattering normal is in close agreement with

the classical picture of friction induced angular momentum transfer.

So far, similarly detailed results have been reported only for the

fissioning fragments from Kr + Bi collisions where a slightly

smaller range of alignments is covered on a much larger Q-scale.

Statistical fluctuations calculated in the framework of a microscopic

transport theory have been proposed to account for those data. For

the 0 + Ti deep-inelastic reaction, however, the same formalism

yields an almost constant P_z*80% over the narrow Q- and i-range

involved. Furthermore, collective bending and twisting modes which

have been offered ' as an alternative explanation of the data of

Ref. 5 can be excluded in our case because of the negligible light

fragment spin. Therefore, the spin axis fluctuations observed in

our work have to be associated with some other mechanism which

couples the relative motion of the fragments to their intrinsic

spins.
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The large Coulomb fields present in heavy-ion collisions

generally cause Coulomb excitation of one or both collision

partners. In elastic scattering this leads1"3 to specific polari-

zation and absorption effects which are superimposed on the

nuclear and static-Coulomb forces, and which can be accounted

for by a long-range dynamic "Coulomb polarization potential."

Such complex potentials have first been introduced phenomeno-

logically. A derivation of Coulomb polarization potentials has

been given in Refs. 4 and 5, assuming single Coulomb excitation.

In Ref. 4, this leads to an {-independent potential V , which

is purely absorptive and behaves like r~ for r-»oo. The

derivation in Ref. 5 results in a somewhat more precis* form
BKGP

of the potential, V , which is again purely absorptive, but

£-dependent. These potentials have been applied to the elastic

scattering of 180 on 184W at E - 90 MeV,2 where indeed only

single Coulomb excitation plays an appreciable role. For heavier

systems,however, multiple Coulomb excitation processes have to

be taken into account. In'this case, a derivation along the

lineB of Refs. 4 and 5, using the projection formalism of

Feshbach, becomes practically impossible.
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In the present work we determine a local, complex,

-independent potential which fully describes multiple Coulomb

excitation. This potential is obtained in numerical form by

solving the inverse problem for the elastic component of the

multiple Coulomb excitation S-matrlx, which can be calculated
9

by known schemes. For single-excitation processes, our

potential agrees with the potential v of Ref. 4, but for

systems in which multiple excitation is important, the present

potential differs quite significantly from the single-exci-

tation LTS-form.
g

The Inversion method employed here makes use of the

following parametrization of the ( non-unitary ) elastic

scattering function at fixed energy as a function of angular

momentum c = ̂ .-1/2:

¥ r- ?i

where ^«} AK are complex with Re { tfW/ £» I > 0 . The function S

represents the elastic component of the Coulomb excitation

S-matrix divided by the Rutherford scattering function. It

turns out, for the cases considered here, that the paramet-

rization (1) represents the scattering function S& (I real)
g

obtained from the Coulomb excitation calculation to very high

accuracy.

The local, H -independent, complex potential uniquely

associated with the S-function (1) is determined iteratively

by ^ .

«."i M > (2)

(3)

where the functions Ln(r),
a r e found by solving

- (-1-
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with Ln, Ln-* 1 for r-»w. The starting potential V
(o)(r) is

the Rutherford potential. The complex poles of̂  (zeros

which happen to lie in the "anomalous" fourth (first) quadrant

are not treated by the quanta1 inversion method of Eqs. (1) - (4)

directly, but are first transformed to the first (fourth)

quadrant by writing Cf- ̂  ) - $*^ (\) (Al-oi'1) , where

("?-«V) / (\x-«») l s a unitary S-function

associated classically with a real potential (analogously

for fa) .
For an illustration of the inversion method, we first

present the results of some schematic calculations/ in which

the scattering function is assumed to contain only one pole

and one zero (N=1, V i o's0). Fig. 1 shows the case of a unitary

scattering function (ft.y) leading to a real potential, while

Fig. 2 includes absorption {£>$*(,), leading to a complex

potential. The phase shift <TfX), deflection function 6(\) and

absorption coefficient A(X) are defined in terms of the

scattering function S(\) of Eq. (1) as follows:

As seen from Figs. 1,2, a single pole scattering function may

lead to quite reasonable potentials. We now proceed to the

inversion of the elastic component of the Coulomb excitation

S-matrix, which will turn out to be adequately represented

by a low number of poles.

We consider two cases. The first, 180 + 1 8 4W at E=90 MeV,

is a "single-excitation system", as mentioned above; it serves

mainly to verify the results of Ref.4. Furthermore, by inverting

the scattering function calculated from the t -dependent

potential of Ref.5, we can determine the £ -independent equivalent

of that potential. In this way, the potentials of Refs. 4 and 5

can be compared directly. The second case, Ar + U at

E = 240 MeV, is a "multiple-excitation system". The inversion of

the corresponding scattering function leads to a polarization

potential which deviates strongly from the LTS-form.

f
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(a)

0

0

- 0.5

- 1
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io

(h)

Fig. 1. (a) Phase shift f(\) and deflection function e(X>,
for the unitary scattering function S(X) with a single P©1«
^»6+i2, P« «*i (b) the corresponding reduced potential
(««kr) resulting from inversion of S(X).
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Fig. 2. (a) Phase shift f(l), absorption coefficient Att) and
deflection function eft), for the absorptive scattering function
S(*) with a single pole <*- 35 + i 30/ f - 30-120) (b) the
corresponding reduced potential V(f)/E (p"kr) resulting from
inversion of S(%). J J
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Table I. Poles

S(%) for 1 60 + 1 8 4W at E « 90 MeV (N - 3)

and zeros ^ of the scattering function

6.697 + i 33.999

11.834 - i 72.319

15.645 - i 35.655

2.702 - i 25.116

9.651 - i 82.202

21.115 - i 16.991

r Table II. Poles «*„ and zeros

S U ) for 40Ar + 2 3 8V at B - 240 MeV (N-7)

of the aoattaring funotion

12.660 +

25.432 +

44.614 +

47.138 +

35.330 -

66.611 -

92.697 -

i
1

i

i

1

i

1

58.845

194.136

76.980

608.552

73.824

78.916

123.925

2.768 -

11.007 -

39.968 -

93.684 -

183.405 -

9.471 +

46.347 +

i
i

i

i

1
1
i

229.505

46.214

24.680

19.851

34.011

53.526

611.962
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(i) 180 + 184W at E - 90 MeV.2 Pig. 3a shows the

elastic component S» of the Coulomb excitation S-matrix
q

calculated with the help of the de Boer-Winther code,

using a rotor model with B(E2) » 37.600 MeV fm2. A practically

perfect fit to the function Ŝ =S(A.) was obtained using

expression (1) with the parameters given in Table I. The

potential calculated according to Eqs. (2) to (4) is shown

in Fig. 3b. Its imaginary part, practically coincides with

the (purely imaginary) LTS-potential. The elastic cross

section calculated from the polarization potential V(r)

(added to the Rutherford potential) is shown in Fig. 3c. The

corresponding LTS-cross section essentially agrees with ours.

For the present case of single Coulomb excitation it is

of interest to consider also the i -dependent polarization

potential of Ref. 5. In order to compare it directly with the

£-independent potentials V (r) and V(r), we calculated from

it the scattering function and determined the corresponding

£ BKGP
-independent potential V (r) with the help of our inversion
""""* I/F& BKGP

method. The imaginary parts of V and V are shown in
Fig. 4. The imaginary part of our potential, ImV(r) (cf.Fig.3b),

BKGPcoincides with V (r) over the entire relevant region,

11 fm £ r £ 3 0 fm; it differs from VLTS(r) near the nuclear

surface and for larger r. This proves that the BKGP-potential

is essentially "exact" in the single-excitation limit, while

the LTS-potential appears to be slightly too weak for

12 fm<r<20 fm.

(ii) 40Ar + 2 3 8U at E = 240 MeV. In this system, multiple

Coulomb excitation effects are predominant. It appears that so

far no detailed knowledge of the corresponding polarization

potential exists. It is in cases such as these where the

inversion method is most helpful.

The de Boer-Winther scattering function S*. calculated
5 2

in a rotor model with B(E2) » 1.3 x 10 MeV fm' is shown in

Fig. 5a. Its form is affected appreciably by excitations up

to the 18+ state. The function S£= S{%) is again fitted by

expression (1), with the parameters given in Table II. The
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10

Fig. 4. The £-independent equivalent V (r) of the
r-dependent BKGP-potential5 (solid curve) and the LTS-
potential4 vLTS(r) (dashed curve) for ™O + 1»4w at
E » 90 MeV.

Í
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] resulting polarization potential V(r) is shown in Fig. 5b.

i| The discrepancy between the imaginary part of V(r) and the

i LTS-potential is quite large outside the nuclear absorption

region, r> 12 fm. Figs. 5a, b show that for the system under
J consideration, the higher-order couplings lead to a strong
; reduction of the absorption at shorter distances, as compared
I to the single-excitation mechanism. In contrast to the single-

excitation case, Re V is here larger than Im V over a sizable
k

range. (Inside the nucleus, the polarization potential V

should be taken with caution, since the de Boer-Winther

procedure disregards nuclear effects.) The discrepancy between

the single- and multiple-excitation potentials is also reflected

in the corresponding elastic cross sections (Fig. 5c), which

differ for Q>, 50°; the cut-off due to nuclear absorption occurs

only at angles larger than 100°. It would be interesting to

have experimental data which show evidence of such multiple

excitation effects in the elastic cross section.

For the application of the polarization potential in the

calculation of scattering and absorption cross sections, or of

the absorption along given trajectories, it would evidently be

useful to devise a simple parametrization of the potential

whose parameters would have to be determined by systematic

studies. For the absorptive part, one might consider an LTS-

type behavior with a leveling-off at small distances.

The authors thank B. Bohne for programming and carrying

out the numerical calculations.

Footnote and References

t After completion of this contribution, a paper by

R. Donangelo, L.F. Canto, and Mahir S. Hussein (Nucl. Phys.

A32O, 422 (1979)) appeared, in which a semiclassical method

is proposed for generalizing the £-dependent potential of

Ref. 5 to multiple Coulomb excitation. Only the £=0 component

of this higher-order potential is given.
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A NEW TYPE OF STRONGLY DAMPED COLLISIONS

Hartwig Freiesleben
D-61OO Darmstadt, Germany

I. Introduction

The dominant reaction channel in heavy ion induced reactions for targets
and projectiles with combined mass below 100 is well known to be compound
nucleus formation, which after deexcitation by particle emission leads
to evaporation residues. With increasing mass of the combined system
fission becomes the competing decay channel for the compound system. If
the mass of the combined system is heavier than approximately 200, the
reaction is dominated by deep inelastic or strongly damped collisions.
However, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between fusion-fission
and deep inelastic collisions, in particular if target and projectile
are not very different in mass.

Our intension was to use a very asymmetric system in order to study the
various reaction components. For the system chosen, Xe + Fe at
5.73 MeV/u ', one expects on the basis of the model of the rotating liquid
drop ' that out of the 145 partial waves which constitute the total reaction
cross section ' 32 lead to evaporation residues and the region between
33 H and 72 "ft should be governed by fusion-fission processes. The two numbers
correspond to a fission barrier approximately equal the neutron binding
energy and to a vanishing fission barrier. The remaining partial waves
are available to deep inelastic or quasieiastic reactions. Thus this
system should allow to study the contributions of various reaction mecha-
nisms.

II. The 132Xe + 56Fe system

In the experiment ' we took advantage of inverted kinematics, that is
bombarding the light target with the heavier projectile. The high velocity
of the emerging reaction products then allows to uniquely identify the
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atomic number of all reaction products. The excellent resolution obtained

for this reaction with an ionization chamber is shown in fig. 1. A clear

separation is seen for elements with Z = 16 up to Z = 56. At this angle,

the quasielastic reactions are well separated in energy, and only the

| fully damped component is shown.

)

4 The average total kinetic energy, TKE, of the strongly damped component

i convrrted to a Q-value scale is given in fig. 2. A mean value of

1 0 = -83 MeV (TKE = 142 MeV) is found, which corresponds to complete

energy damping, coinciding with the predicted value for fission fragment

kinetic energies '. The observed Q-values follow the Coulomb repulsion

' energy of two spheres for very asymmetric fragmentations while they are

nearly independent of Z for other fragmentations - at least within the

errors.

The angular distributions for the fully damped reaction component is shown

in fig. 3. Here corresponding Z's have»been combined to one angular distri-

'• bution. The angular distributions are consistent with an 1/sino distri-

bution in the measured angle range.

The Z-distribution of the damped reaction products is shown in fig. 4.

It is centered around and peak at the symmetric division of the composite

system with a fwhm = 22. No obvious enhancement of the cross section for

Xe- or Fe-like fragments is observed.

Taking all experimental findings together, the results are difficult to

understand in terms of current diffusion models for deep inelastic colli-
4 S)sions * '. Together with diffusion constants determined from other reactions

the interaction times derived from semiclassical deflection functions fitted

to the elastic scattering allow for only little mass transfer. Calculations '

yield Z-distributions peaked narrowly around target and projectile with

approximately 3 Z-units fwhm and 10 Z-units fwl/10m. Hence, much longer

interaction times are needed to explain the observed Z-distribution.

This suggests tentatively assuming that the fully damped reaction component

is predominantly due to fusion-fission processes. The cross section amounts

to 1040 ± 110 mb and.together with an additional cross section for evaporation

residues, probably below 60 mb ', would be due to partial waves up to 118 11,

in a sharp cut off approximation. This number drastically exceeds the
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liquid drop model estimate for fusion-fission of 72 fi. The width of the

Z- and kinetic energy distribution of AZ = 22 and of AE = 35 MeV, respec-

tively, are much larger than theoretical estimates ', which yield AZ = 11 and

AE = 20 MeV. These observations are difficult to reconcile with the for-

mation of a fully equilibrated compound nucleus which than decays by

fission, passing a well defined saddle point.

We are led to the conclusion, that in this reaction, very many partial

waves contribute to a new type of reaction, which is intermediate in

interaction time. It is slower than the strongly damped collisions being

well described by standard diffusion models, but it is faster than fission

of a equilibrated compound nucleus. This process is characterized by very

broad symmetric Z- and kinetic energy distributions, which are likely to be

due to partial waves for which the fission barrier has vanished, however

they constitute a large fraction of the total reaction cross section.

If we assume the reaction to be localized at the distance of closest

approach for the average partial wave of the L-window 73 Ti to 118 TT, we

find that this distance is larger than that of the two mass centers at the

maximum of the potential energy surface calculated for asymmetric heavy ion

reactions '. Hence we may tentatively conclude, that the reaction takes place

outside the saddle point with less compact shapes.

Our findings of a broad symmetric mass distribution in completely damped

collisions in the case of a vanishing fission barrier have recently been

verified in studies of the systems n a tRe + 20Ne and 1 6 5Ho + 40Ar at Orsay10^'

The new,intermediate reaction type can also be invoked to explain recent

experimental results which will be discussed in the next sections.

III. The 2 3 8U + 48Ca system
p-JQ AQ 11 \

The reaction of U with Ca has recently been studied ' at energies close

to the interaction barrier. Figure 5, taken from ref. 11, shows for small

excitation energies (18 MeV, E1 . ( U) = 4.6 MeV/u) an asymmetric mass

distribution dominated by target- and projectile-like fragments. However,

an unexpected strong mass diffusion towards symmetry is observed at these

low bombarding energies. Increasing the excitation energy of the combined
238

system to *60 MeV (E ] a b ( U) = 5.7 MeV/u) a very broad symmetric mass
distribution is found, the angular distribution being symmetric around
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0 = 90 . The latter observation can be tentatively explained as
above. The fission barrier of the already very fissile combined system has
vanished at approximately 36 "h\ while 1 q r a z** 123 11. The cross section of
the symmetric mass distribution is likely to exhaust more than 36 *n
following the preliminary data evaluation '. Hence, angular momenta for
which no fission barrier exists may again contribute and produce the broad
mass distribution. The apparent threshold effect visible in the data would
be in accordance with our interpretation, too. Nörenberg and Riedel '
predict an intermediate reaction component for dissipative collisions
which exhibits large mass transfer above a certain threshold, as the data
suggest.

IV. Sequential fission of very heavy nuclei

In a recent experiment at GSI, v. Harrach et al. ' investigated the
sequential fission of very heavy nuclei by bombarding uranium onto uranium
and curium targets. It was shown that an essential part of the reaction
is a binary deep inelastic collision in the first stage, which then is
followed by the sequential fission of the heavy fragment, as suggested
in the first one-particle inclusive measurements of U + U by
Hildenbrand et al. 1 5). In ref. 14 the light fragment with Z < 92 of the
first binary reaction was determined and the fission properties of the
heavy partner (Z - 92 for U, Z - 96 for Cm) were investigated. Fig. 6
displays the width of the mass distribution of the fissioning heavy
fragment. Here, a remarkable increase of the width is found with increa-
sing fissility. However, it is difficult in this case to substantiate
the increasing width as being due to angular momentum causing the fission
barrier to vanish. The fissility of the heavy fragments being close to 1
may have a similar effect. Nevertheless, the experimental result is again
suggesting an intermediate reaction type as soon as the fission barrier
vanishes.

V. Summary

^Presenting data from various heavy ion induced reactions [wo-hav^ shown
WWeneeAfor a new type of strongly damped collisions. The reaction proceeds
slower than a diffusion process but is faster than a fully equilibrated
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compound nucleus decay and there is some evidence for the process to occur

outside the saddle point. This intermediate reaction type is evidenced

by very broad symmetric mass and very broad energy distr ibutions, tor

-«ssentfa1 part-xrf this Cf6ss~sectTön~Ts"<fue to par t i ^ f waves"for~whtrtr

.-the uunpoij i to syiiluiirtrau nu-fTsTíorf"BafFferTt

i •
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Z-spectrum of the fully damped reaction component, obtained

from a AE-E-spectrum measured with an ionization chamber.

Fig. 2 Mean Q-values and standard deviation v as a function of Z

for the fully relaxed component. The solid curve through the

data is drawn to guide the eye. The thin solid line labeled

Qqq represents ground state Q-values calculated with shell

corrected liquid drop masses. The short dashed line shows

Coulomb repulsion energies for spheres with respect to the

entrance channel energy. The dashed-dotted line gives the

Q-value averaged over Z.

Fig. 3 Angular distributions in the center of mass system for the

fully damped component, only a few selected distributions are
u

given; complementary Z's are drawn together, where 0 Snd• c .m •
e are the angles relative to the direction of the incident

xenon (heavy) and iron (light), respectively. For Z = 40 only

one side has been measured, the other side has been completed

symmetrically.

Fig. 4 Total cross sections integrated over angle as function of Z;

the open rectangles represent the fully relaxed component, the

hatched rectangles the partially damped contribution. For target

and projectile Z, indicated by arrows, only the fully relaxed

Fe-component could be measured.

238
Fig. 5 Mass distributions of fragments formed in the reaction U on

48Ca at 4.6 M<

From ref. 11.

48Ca at 4.6 MeV/u (left side) and 5.7 MeV/u (right side).

Fig. 6 Width of the fission fragment mass distributions (defined as RMS

of AJ/(AJ + Ag}) for th.e sequential fission after deep inelastic

collisions of the systems 2 3 8U + 2 3 8U and 2 3 8U + 248Cm. From Ref. 14.
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Abstract

We review the latest experimental developments in charge equilibrium stu-

dies for deep inelastic reactions. The data at equilibrium are interpreted in

terms of a static model. A quantum master equation is derived for treating the

dynamics of fast collective modes and applied to the charge equilibration de-

gree of freedom.

Permanent address : Technische Universitat München, D-8046 Garching, BDR f
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'i

| Deep inelastic reactions have al lowed to study i n cletai 1 s col 1 cet i vo motions,
] some of them being of large amplitude. A special emphasis has been given on
i those which have a comparatively slow evolution as compared to tho unc of
••* the intrinsic degrees (related to single particle motion) which arc rhnracte-
'- rized by a relaxation time of the order of I0~22s. Such collective degrees
_.| are for instance mass asymmetry, angular momentum transfer, surface vibrations
\ and the like. Their time evolution is now rather well understood in terms of

theories based on statistical assumptions for the intrinsic degrees. The trans-
/, port equations to which these collective modes obey, which are derived in the
j framework of these theories, allow to have a rather good understanding of this
; part of the deep inelastic phenomena. However very little is known about the

approach phase of the deep inelastic reaction where the two ions start to in-
teract and in particular little studies have been devoted to fast collective
modes which are expected to have a great influence in this respect. It is the
aim of this paper to review the latest developments of the exporiment.-il situa-
tion and to try to give a simple interpretation of the results. We shall first

' summarize the data concerning a fast collective mode : the so-called charge
equilibration or neutron excess degree of freedom. Then a static interpretation
of the asymptotic behaviour of this degree of freedom at equilibrium will be gi-
ven. A dynamical treatment of this mode can be done using a quantal transport

: equation the main features of which will be discussed briefly. Finally a simple
1 \ application of the quantal treatment will be done for the experimental, systems

which have been studied.

1. Experimental situation

The charge equilibrium or neutron e'xeess mode has been observed for the
first time by Gatty et al.1). Schematically it consist in tha following : when
an experiment is performed, the ratio between the number of neutrons and the
number of protons is generally different for the target and for the projectile.
It appears that even for small energy losses this ratio for the deep inelastic
fragments is neither the one of the projectile nor the one of the target but
is a property of the composite system ' ),the fact that even for small energy
losses (small interaction times) the memory of the entrance channel is lost for
this degrees means that one has to deal with a fast effect. More recently an
experiment aimed in a better understanding of the time evolution of this pheno-
mena2). The principles are the following.:

Because the time of interaction is a quantity which is not directly measu-
red, it is necessary to look at the neutron excess mode versus some other quan-
tity which can be used as a clock. Among the collective modes which have been
studied up to now, the energy damping is one of the fastest so it can be used
as a clock. All the information on the charge equilibration mode is contained
in the correlation between mass A and atomic number Z of the fragments. There-
fore from the knowledge of the triple differential cross section d3a/dEdAdZ it
is possible to study the dynamical evolution of the charge equilibration de-
gree of freedom. E is the total kinetic energy of the fragment : it decreases
with increasing interaction time. This clock is expected to be good if the cor-
responding statistical fluctuations are not too large which will be satisfied
if the energy loss is not too large. With the mass A and the atomic number Z we
are faced with two collective modes : one which is connected to mass asymmetry
and has a slow time evolution (relaxation time ̂  5-10 * 10 s) and one connec-
ted to the charge equilibration which is a fast mode. In order to restrict to
small interaction times it is necessary to fix the mass asymmetry to its initial
value which means that we have to consider d3o/dEdAdZ for A a A| the projectile
mass or A2 the target on£ and to look for the Z distribution as a function of E
(which is the clock). It is important to note that we get information on the
charge equilibration mode if we look at the atomic number distribution for fixed
mass asymmetry. The main problem in interpreting the data is that the primary
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products which are formed during the reaction have some excitation energy so
that they de-excite before reaching the detector. Therefore only the seconda-
ry products are measured and one has to try to go back to the primary distri-
butions. The effect of the de-excitation of the primary products is larger for
the mean value of the 7. distribution than for the FWHM of this distribution
(see below). Therefore a lot of information is contained in the FWHM of the 7.
distribution for fixed mass asymmetry as a function of the energy loss of the
fragments.

In this way the Kr + 92»98Mo systems have been studied at GSI2) and the
FWHM of the atomic number distribution (which turns out to have a gaussian sha-
pe) has been plotted for fixed value of the mass of the light fragments versus
the total kinetic energy of the products. The results are shown in Fig.I and 2.
Elastic scattering corresponds to 222 MeV for the 8GKr + 9 Mo system and to
229 MeV for the Kr + 98Mo system. We observe that when the total kinetic energy
decreases (the energy loss increases) the FWHM increases strongly and seems to
reach a plateau when the energy loss is of the order of 30 MeV. This can be
understood as a relaxation phenomena and this means that the neutron excess de-
gree of freedom is faster than the energy damping (indeed about 100 MeV of
energy loss are needed to relax the kinetic energy in relative motion for this
particular system). This leads to an estimate for the charge equilibration re-
laxation time of ^ IO~22s i.e. of the order or somewhat larger than the relaxa-
tion time for the intrinsic degrees. Despite the large error bars on the expe-
rimental results there is a slight indication for several masses that,before
reaching the asymptotic value,the FWHM overshoot somewhat over this limiting
value.

Such an experiment has also been performed on an asymmetric system :
Xe + Au at 900 MeV3). Although this system is heavier than the preceeding one
the asymptotic value of the FWHM seems to be a little bit smaller than for the
Kr + Mo systems.

2. Static interpretation of the equilibrium behaviour of the charge equilibra-
tion degree2)

Before we go to a dynamical treatment of the charge equilibration mode,
let us try to understand what happens when the charge equilibration degree has
relaxed to equilibrium. For that we shall consider a very simple model where
we assume that a composite system consisting of two spherical liquid drops in
contact is formed. The potential energy V<S of the composite system can be writ-
ten as :

j 2 fff+n+t
i - E^Zj.A,) • ELD(Z2>A2) + — _ + VN(R) + *<» ';* , (1)

the two first terms are the liquid drop energies of both ions taken as .'

(N —Z ) 2

from ref.u). In formula (2) the term which will play the greatest role as far
as the charge equilibration is concerned is the last one connected to the sym-
metry energy which express the isospin dependence of the nuclear forces. The 3
last terms in formula (I) are respectively the coulomb, nuclear and centrigu-
gal interaction between the two ions, t depends only on Zj.Ai and t, because of
the constraints on the total number of nucleons (A»Ai+Az) and on the total num-
ber of protons (Z»Zi+Z2) which remain fixed. For fixed value of the mass of one
fragment £ is a parabola with a minimum given by the equation :
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This equation gives the most probable value <Zi> for fixed ki which corres-
ponds to the equilibrium value of the position of the maximum of the Z distri-
bution for fixed Ai of the primary products. This has been indeed observed in
several experimentsl~3). Because C (Zi.Aj) for fixed Ai is a parabola it is
tempting to try to describe the charge equilibration mode by a harmonic oscil-
lator. This oscillator is not isolated but is coupled to the intrinsic degrees.
These degrees play the role of a heat bath at temperature T for the oscillator.
This heat bath will influence the fluctuations ot the charge equilibration de-
gree and the variance 0^ of the atomic number distribution for fixed mass will
be given by

BÍ22

-i

J_T»
BÍ22

(4)

where ft is the collective frequency of the charge equilibration mode and B its
inertia. The stiffness coefficient C of the mode is connected to B and Í2 by :

Bfi2. (5)

Two extreme cases are of particular interest because they lead to simple re-
sults :

1. When the phonon energy fii] is much smaller than the temperature : fifi << T
the variance reduces to :

* i- (6)

In such a case,one has to deal with statistical fluctuations. This means
that even if the equilibrium is reached, the width of the atomic number dis-
tribution should increase like /F i.e. with increasing energy loss.

2. The second extreme case corresponds to a phonon energy much greater than
the temperature : tiQ >> T,then the variance is given by :

- ££• (7)
This means that the FWHM of the atomic number distribution for fixed mass

asymmetry is independent of the temperature of the intrinsic system i.e. of
the energy loss. In this case the fluctuations are of quantum type.

In both cases this of course assumes that B and C are independent of the
temperature.

For the 8 tKr + 9 2 > 9 8 M o systems where a plateau is reached for energy los-
ses greater than 30 MeV it seems likely that we have to deal with quantum
fluctuations and that we observe at equilibrium the zero point motion of the
mode. From eq.(l) we can compute the stiffness coefficient which is given by :

C - (8)
A,-Cte

and then the phonon energy of the mode by eq.(7) using the experimental re-
sult for the variance. In this way we get around 8.5 HeV for the i sKr • 9 2 ' 9 8 M o
systems. Such a value could be closely related to the m - 0 giant isovector
dipole resonance . of the composite system for which we would expect a phonon
energy of the order :

78
'/3

(MeV) (9)
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For the Xe + Au system a plateau seems not to be reached so clearly and
a small increase of the variance with increasing energy loss is observed even
for large energy losses. Furthermore for large energy losses aw remains small
as compared to the value which we could deduce from eq.(7-9). Using the expe-
rimental results we would deduce a phonon energy of the order of 3 MeV i.e.
much smaller than the value deduced from eq.(9). The difference between the
Kr + Mo and the Xe + Au systems is very fuzzling because it seems to indicate
that a large phonon energy is only obtained for symmetric systems. In other
words the inertia along the charge equilibration coordinate is smaller for the
Kr + Mo systems than for the Xe + Au one. For a harmonic motion the transi-
tion probability for exciting it,is inversely proportionnal to a power of the
product BC of the inertia times the stiffness coefficient and thus proportion-
nal to the ground state fluctuations of the coordinate. If the charge equili-
bration is really a collective mode of the composite system as we have some
evidences of it, that would mean that the measure of the FWHM or equivalently
of the variance gives an indication on the probability of exciting this mode.
The larger is the variance, the greater is the transition probability, there-
fore the faster will be the mode excited.

3. Underlying physical picture of a dynamical treatment

We shall now discuss a possible treatment of the dynamics of the charge
equilibration mode. We shall do that by means of a two-dimensional model in
which the dynamics of the system is studied by means of two collective coor-
dinates which shall represent mass asymmetry : x = A2-A1/A2 + A1 (10)
and neutron excess : y = Ni - Zi (II)
(N,ZandA are the neutron, proton and atomic numbers of the fragments) . The coordina-
tes x and y are coupled to each other. Since we expect quantum effects to be
dominant for the y mode at least, we describe the time evolution of the system
by means of a quantum density operator 3. This operator fulfi11s a general ized
master equation of the type derived in ref.5) (eq.(14)). Since there the dis-
cussion has been mostly restricted to the classical limit we shall give here
a short summary of the essential differences appearing in the quantum case
(a full description and further details will be published in ref.6) and 7 ) ) .
In order to justify such a description, we shall first pave the way by discus-
sing somewhat the spirit of the whole approach :

By now it has been demonstrated with several theoretical treatments that
the essential features of deep inelastic reactions are describable in terms
of transport theories5'8»9). All these theories lack a suitable description
of the approach phase of the deep inelastic reaction. All treatments assume
more or less that in the first stages of the reactions some direct excitation
mechanisms take place. After this stage the system is left with a finite exci-
tation energy. Assuming that this energy is shared among all (or most of the)
degrees of freedom of the composite system the statistical assumptions needed
in some transport theories can be anticipated with much cases.

So far no convincing argument has been given about the very nature of
the modes excited first. We believe that the experimental situation can give
us a hint about that. Indeed,we have seen above that the charge equilibration
mode seems to be excited first. Of course this statement does not imply that
there might not be other modes which are excited in the approach phase with
some probability, but we believe that they play only a minor role in our con-
cern.

Let us now state a few arguments or hypothesis which seem to be both
evident (see above) and necessary for establishing a theoretical description :

a) it seems clear that the charge equilibration must involve the composite
ay8 tern.

b) We state as a hypothesis that this particular mode can be treated as
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a collective one. We therefore will treat the variable y as a continuous one
but note that there is not much difference in spirit from treating mass asym-
metry as a continuous variable.

c) It seems clear that this mode will involve neutrons and protons moving
out of phase. In this sense the y mode will be of isovector nature.

Let us now look at a few immediate consequences of this picture. We ex-
pect for this isovector mode eigenenergies •hiJ which can be large, of tin? order
of 10 MeV. Furthermore the experience with giant isovector modes tells us that
the width can be expected to be of the order of several MeV. This implies a
decay time of the order of IO~22s. Therefore i) an appreciable amount of ener-
gy will be put into that mode and ii) due to the short relaxation time, a
transfer of this excitation into more complicated configurations (into heal)
will happen very quickly.

The question is to know how such a collective mode can be excited and
with how much probability. This answer is not simple but we believe it might
be due to a polarization of the neutron and proton densities of the two inci-
dent ions when they begin to approach each other. Such a polarization make the
protons and neutrons densities to move out of phase creating then this isovec-
tor mode (think of the Goldhaber-Teller model for instance) of the composite
system. The origin of this polarization could come from the coulomb field of
the two ions as well as of the nuclear interaction between them. In the excita-
tion of such a mode the compressibility of nuclear matter and antisymmetriza-
tion effects could play a non negligeable role. The probability of exciting
such a mode seems to be rather large when the overlap becomes large enough for
deep inelastic scattering to proceed (this implies a strong influence of the
nuclear field). When the charge equilibration mode is excited there is kinetic
energy within this mode. The reason is that we have to deal with a quantum sys-
tem, therefore the Heisenberg uncertainty relation between the coordinate and
the momenta should be fulfilled. Consequently the momentum is non zero and thero
is some kinetic energy left in the mode. This means that the preparation of the
system is quite important but for the moment unknown. What we want to treat
here is only the damping of the system to more complicated states.

4. Features of the quantum master equation

As mentionned above, the dynamics of the system with the two collective
degrees x and y and their conjugate momentum p x and pv shall be described by
a time dependent density operator d(t). This density operator fulfills a quan-
tum master equation which was obtained in ref.5) (see eq.(lA)) as an interme-
diate step of the derivation of the classical Fokker Planck equation used so
far 9). In the following we shall briefly try to explain the essential diffe-
rences with ref. 5). These differences arise not only because of the necessity
of treating a fast collective motion. Indeed the collective time scale as given
by ( .52 ) is expected to be of the order of 10" s (see above) and, hence, compa-
rable to the relaxation time of the intrinsic degrees as measured by the rele-
vant intrinsic response or correlation functions10) (called respectively x(t)
and i K O ) .Nevertheless a treatment of such a system is possible within the li-
near response theory of ref.s) if we assume harmonic motion. This justifies a
perturbation treatment of the coupling to the intrinsic degrees. Furthermore,
in the harmonic case the time dependence of the collective operators (as defi-
ned by the unperturbed hamiltonian) is simply given by :

Q cosfit + -gzr sinfit. (12)

Therefore all terms appearing in the relevant equation can be calculated expli-
citely without performing a low frequency expansion of Q (t) (for simplicity
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we shall only deal with one collective degree Q). Due to the fact that Q*(t)
is linear in Q and P, the structure of the resulting equation for the opera-
tor 3(t) is almost unchanged compared to the one obtained with the low fre-
quency expansion. As a consequence, the equation for the Wigner transform
<!(<), P,t) of 3(t) is identical to the Fokker Planck equation derived in ref.5)
and uued in ref.9). There are only two essential differences : firstly, the
friction and diffusion coefficients (Y and D respectively) become frequency
dependent and, secondly, in a generalized Einstein relation the temperature T
is replaced by the mean energy T* of the oscillator with frequency Í2 coupled
to a heat bath at temperature T.

The coefficient y and D are of course related to the Fourier
if the relevant response function :

transform

(13)

(14)

Kor this reason it is obvious that we recover the old result as a low frequen-
cy 1imit :

lim Q=0 (15) (note that °)
and

lim Y T. (16)

It should be stressed, however, that eq.(l5) and (16) involve two condi-
tions. To obtain (16) we need not only to compare Si with an energy associated
with the relaxation time of the intrinsic system but also with the temperature
T. The very fact that the Einstein relation D = Y T is only obtained for :
1\Q << T (17) has been stressed and discussed extensively in ref.5). It is worth-
while to mention that in ref.5) the Einstein relation was derived and used
without referring to this condition (17). The necessity of (17) for D • y T has
been emphasized again recently in ref.11) in which a quantal equation has been
discussed in the extreme case of T = 0.

Above we mentionned that the equation for the Wigner function d(Q,P,t) has
the same structure as the Fokker Planck equation discussed in ref. ) with the
diffusion coefficient given by eq.(14). This allows to draw the following im-
mediate inference : our equation will describe a relaxation process of the col-
lective degree to an equilibrium determined by T*. It is exactly this equili-
brium which has been discussed in section 2 (see eq.(4)).

Compared to the classical Fokker Planck equation there is one further
difference which we need to discuss briefly. We want the Wigner function d(Q,P,t)
to describe a quantal system. This implies that d corresponds to a distribu-
tion in the collective coordinates which must be sufficiently broad in order
to satisfy the Heisenberg uncertainty relation :

AQAP > •$. (18)

The inequality (18) must be fulfilled at all times. When solving the equation
for d(Q,P,t) we therefore have to start initially with the fluctuations in Q and
P different from zero. This seems to be very natural also from the point of view
of the excitation mechanism of the y mode. We have described above that we ex-
pect the mode to be excited not only because of the fact of the coordinate being
different from the equilibrium value but also due to a transfer of kinetic energy
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from relative motion to the mode "neutrons against protons".

In the actual calculation described later we start with the Wigner func-
tion to represent a gaussian wave packet at t - 0. This does not mean that
we do not assume the oscillator to be in a definite excited state at t • 0. It
should be noted in this connection that our main concern is to describe the
relaxation process. He are thus not interested very much in the proper details
of the initial conditions. In fact it can be shown that the relaxation beha-
vior of d(t) is independent of d(t«O)6). We also Should stress here that the
equation for 3(t) is incorrect for very short times t, more precisely for times
shorter than the relaxation time T of the intrinsic system. The later one is
determined by the decay time of the response function and is expected to be at
most of the order of 10~22s.

The fact of dealing with a system showing large fluctuations in Q and P
has a further implication. It is not sufficient to describe the energy which
is in the y mode by means of its classical value :

Ecoll ' Ecoll <«*>•<*>.'>. <I9>

Instead we have to define the energy by the proper mean value of the hamilto-
nian :

In (20) the time-dependent average is calculated with the Wigner function
d(Q,P,t). This mean value for itself follows the equation of motion :

B ( 2B 2) ( '

which is different from : .

"£] . (22)

5. Application of the quantum master equation to charge equilibration

We now present a very simple application of the theory outline above. We
restrict ourselves to orly two collective degrees : mass asymmetry x and neu-
tron excess y as defined above. We have disregarded the coupling to relative
motion. We assume that a composite system is formed and we follow its dynami-
cal evolution in time along the x and y coordinates using the quantum master
equation described above. The only effect of relative motion which we take in-
to account is the increase of the excitation energy of the intrinsic system
due to the loss of energy in relative motion. For that we parametrize the trans-
fer of energy from relative motion to the intrinsic degrees by an exponential
law with a corresponding relaxation time of Tg • 3 * tO~22s as deduced from ex-
periments. It should be noted that such a parametrization will only have effects
for time Z TE i.e. the dynamical evolution of the y mode during its relaxation
will not be changed very much by it.

Once we have chosen the collective degrees to be treated, we have to pro-
vide input8 for the model. The quantum description we are using needs two kind
of inputs : those connected to the transport coefficient entering the quantum
master equation and those concerning the initial conditions (the Heisenberg
uncertainties relations have to be fulfilled from the very beginning).
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They are of three types : potential, inertial and frictionnal transport
coefficients. We determine them from asymptotic properties of the system :

- The potential energy of the composite system is calculated within the
liquid drop model. It is an harmonic oscillator as far as the y mode is con-
cerned. For the x mode, it is possible to use a harmonic description in all
the x range of the systems studied here with a very good approximation. This
justify the use of the quantum master equation described above. From the po-
tential energy curve we can compute the stiffness tensor which is non diagonal.
These non diagonal terms Cjjy are responsible of the coupling between the x and
the y modes. In our application we have neglected any effect of angular momen-
tum which has been checked to be small in the studied cases. Just by looking
at the value of the stiffness coefficients Cxx and Cyy we see that we will have
to deal with a low and a high frequency mode (Cxx small and Cyy large).

- The inertia tensor is assumed to be diagonal. The diagonal terms Bxx

and B„„ are taken to be constants. We determined them by chosing a phonon ener-
gy tiiij for the i mode using the following equation :

B.. - C . 0. . (23)
11 11 l

For the x mode we took tlP.x » I MeV as given by Nix ) for the fission process.
For the y mode we used eq.(9) for the 86Kr + 92f98Mo systems (dipole giant re-
sonance of the composite system) and 3 MeV for the Xe + Au system (as deduced
from the asymptotic value of the variance).

- We also took a diagonal friction tensor with constant coefficients. The
value of these coefficients were determined by requiring that the relaxation
time for the x mode is 10~2°s and the one for the y mode to be 10~22s using the
following relation :

(24)

For given initial conditions the solution of the quantum master equation
is a gaussian. Therefore we can determine the Wigner distribution just by sol-
ving the equations for its first and second moments. The first moments satisfy
Hamilton type equations with friction forces linear in the collective velocities.
The second moments satisfy a set of first order differential equation where en-
ters pseudo temperatures of the type T*^ as defined by eq.(4). Note that we have
statistical and quantum aspects in such equations.

b) Initial conditions

In order to fulfill quantum mechanics we have also to be careful with
the initial conditions. Indeed at the beginning the Heisenberg uncertainties
relations between the coordinates and the momenta should be fulfilled. As far
as the x mode is concerned, that has only a very small effect on the results
(this reflects only the classical behaviour of mass asymmetry). For the y mode
on the contrary this effect is important. The problem is that we do not know
how the system has been prepared when the y mode has been excited. If the second
moments in y are defined as :

uyy " i * (py " < py > ) 2 > '' *" " i < (y " <y>)* >
and

*y * 1 < (py " < py > ) ( y " < y > ) > ( 2 5 )
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we took (|>y - 0 for t » 0 and tried several values for the product w xyy

tisfying the Heisenberg uncertainty relation :

to ÍL
yy

(26)

was a littleThe values were chosen in such a way that the product (i)yy
bit larger than the value ft2/16 for a minimal wave packet.

c) Results

In Fig.3 are shown the calculated variances of the Z distributions for
Ai - 86 as a function of the excitation energy E* for the 430 MeV 86Kr + 92Mo
system. The different curves correspond to different sets of initial conditions.
Once the y mode is excited, a small variance in Z (small Xyy) corresponds to a
large ü)yy i.e. to a large amount of kinetic energy in the y mode. The larger
is the 0)yy the larger is the overshoot of the curve over the equilibrium value.
The experimental points are also plotted in this figure. We see that they would
agree with a rather broad initial CCC^ .4 - .6) for the prepared system. We al-
so observe that they show such an overshoot. One of the direct inference of
the fact that toyy is non zero when the system is prepared is that we will obser-
ve a very fast energy damping in the deep inelastic reaction. This energy loss
due to the charge equilibration mode will be the larger, the larger is oiyy. For
instance for the curve corresponding to the larger overshoot, around 40-50 MeV
will be pumped by the y mode in a time of the order of IO~22s. Stich multipho-
non excitation could be related to the bumps which are observed in the energy
spectrum of the """Ca + """Ca experiments13).

Let us now turn to the Xe + Au system, tn Fig.4 are shown a^ for A! = 197
for several preparations of the system. Class, corresponds to a pure classical cal-
culations (initial conditions = delta distributions and T* « T). Curves Quant.
(I) and (2) are calculated as for the Kr + Mo system except for the phonon ener-
gy which was taken to be equal to 3 MeV. Stat (1) and (2) refer to a classical
calculation but with initial conditions satisfying the Heisenberg uncertainty
relation. For the Xe + Au system we see that a pure classical calculation cannot
explain the results. The preparation of the system seems to be of great impor-
tance in understanding the data. Because the phonon energy is smaller, if there
would be structures in the energy spectrum of the products as in the Ca + Ca ex-
periment they would correspond to much smaller energy intervals and a good ener-
gy resolution would be needed.

Finally we have investigated the effect of the evaporation of the primary
products on the correlation between the mass and the atomic numbers of the
fragments. For that we use a Monte Carlo simulation of the de-excitation. The
calculated 3-differential cross sections d3a/dEdAdZ are shown in Fig.5 for 3
values of the excitation energy for the primary and for the secondary products
(after the desexcitation), We see that the main effect for that system amounts
only in shifting the position of the maximum of the distribution but the widths
do not change very much. This justify our comparison with the experimental data.
We have to notice that such distributions present big analogies with the poten-
tial energy curves of the composite system in the (x,y) plane.

6. Conclusion

We have reviewed the latest experimental developments in charge equilibrium
studies. These results appeal for a quantum treatment of the neutron excess mo-
de. Such a description can be done without much efforts using a quantum master
equation derived within linear response theory. A comparison with the experi-
mental data of a simple application of the theory leads to the observation of a
fast energy loss in the very beginning of the reaction. It seems from the expe-
rimental side that there are strong differences in the phonon energies of the
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composite system associated to the charge equilibration mode. This could ex-
plain why structures in the energy spectra have for the moment only been ob-
served for symmetric systems like l|0Ca + ''"Ca for instance.

We are grateful to J. Matuszek for his great help in preparing the fi-
gures. One of us (H.H.) would like to acknowledge the theoretical division
from Orsay for its warm hospitality and financial support during his stay here.
We would also like to thanks Dr. 0. Bohigas, B. Cauvin, H. Krivine, C. Marty
and J. Treiner for discussions.
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Fig. 3 - Results of the cal-
culation for the 430 MeV
B6Kr + 92Mo system. The expe-
rimental data from Fig. I are
reported here for two masses
with the error bars. The dif-
ferent calculated curves cor-
respond to 'different prepara-
tion for the system (see text),
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r,fl.

IMcV)

132, 197.Fig. A - Same as Fig. 3, for * "Xe + ls/Au system. Experimental results are re-
presented by means of the mean values for a£. Vertical barsrepresent the experi-
mental points for a set of masses around the l97Au (see ref. )). The full and
dotted curves give the results of the computation with different hypothesis ;
Class, is obtained by a pure classical treatment ; for Stat. 1 and 2 the Heisen-
berg relation is satisfied for t-0 but tííiy « 0 (statistical fluctuations) ;
Quant. I and 2 correspond to the same preparation of the system as Stat. I and 2
but with ftf}y - 3 MeV (quantum case).
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ABSTRACT

The progress made toward uncovering signatures of collective phenomena
is reviewed. Elements of the basic reaction mechanism leading to a complex
background are first discussed. Possible hints of collective phenomena in
proton and pion single and double inclusive spectra as well as ir~ multiplic-
ity data are then described.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past year much progress has been made in the search for high
density collective phenomena via relativistic nuclear collisions (0.2-2.0
GeV/nucleon). In this talk, I will review that progress and indicate the
future directions along which this search will continue.

Before discussing collective phenomena though, it is important to review
the basic reaction mechanism in nuclear collisions. That underlying reaction
mechanism has been found to lead to a complex, non-trivial background that
tends to obscure the signatures of collective phenomena. The primary accom-
plishments o? the first generation of experiments and theoretical studies
have been in fact the classification and clarification of the elements of
that basic reaction mechanism.1 Based on that knowledge, the second genera-
tion of more detailed experiment are now beginning to provide us with tanta-
lizing hints of collective phenomena.

II. ELEMENTS OF THE BASIC REACTION MECHANISM

1) Geometry and Impact Parameter

Perhaps the most crucial factors determining the reaction mechanism are
the impact parameter b and the geometry of the projectile Ap and target A-r.
The impact parameter determines the number of participant and spectator
nucleons in the collision based on Glauber theory notions as employed in ^
the Fireball, Firestreak, and Row on Row models.1 The vector direction of b
defines the scattering plane and hence the relative orientation of participants
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and spectators. The number of participants controls the total energy and
momentum transfer and thus the number of produced pions and the inelasticity
of the collision. The orientation of spectator and participant matter de-
termines certain final state interactions such as nuclear shadowing.

Geometry governs the magnitude of all reaction cross sections. Futher-
more, there is a qualitative difference between symmetric Ap=AT and asymmetric
Ap«A-r projectile target combinations. Some type of phenomena such as hydro-
dynamic side splash are best studied via A_<<Aj geometries. Other phenomena
such as pion coherence are best studied via Ap=AT for which the yields are
symmetrically distributed about the center of mass rapidity.

To avoid averaging over a large number of reaction types and mechanisms
it is vital to select as narrow a range of % as possible. Fortunately, we now
have several handles1 on controlling the range of impact parameters: 1)
associated charged fragment multiplicities P(M c n), 2) azymuthal distribution
of associated multiplicities Pm(0). 3) TI- multiplicities and distributions
P(nit-)» and 4) Hanbury Brown arid Twiss effect via tc if- or pp correlations.

The mark of the second generation of experiments to be discussed below
is the use of the above handles to control and specify the geometry of a
class of events under study. In the future,increasingly sophisticated 4ir
trigger systems will be available to further restrict the geometry in nuclear
collisions.

2) Momentum-Space Regions

Once a class of events with a well defined geometry is selected then the
reaction mechanism appropriate to a particular region of phase space can be
discussed. It has proven useful to plot momentum distributions in terms of a
rapidity contour plot (y, P^) where y * t a n h " 1 ^ /cj is the relativistic
longitudinal velocity and Pi is the perpendicular momentum of the fragment.

t

In terms of the (y, P± ) plane, we can readily distinguish between (1)
the projectile fragmentation region centered at (yp,O), (2) the target
fragmentation region centered at (0,0) and (3) the mid rapidity region center-
ed near (ycm.O). The reaction mechanism in the fragmentation regions in-
volves mainly the spectator nucleons with small excitation energies in the
projectile or target frames. The mid rapidity region involves the participant
nucleons that have undergone multiple collisions. It is in this mid rapidity
region where signatures of collective phenomena are likely to appear.

3) Multicomponent Nature of Spectra

Even after the geometry and the momentum space region are specified (eg.
b « Rf, Y«vp/2) the yield is determined by the competition of several compo-

ents. These components refer to the number of binary collisions^ N, each
nucleon has suffered in the interaction region.
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Based on studies with the Row on Row módéig Hufner, Knoll, and Randrup
have found that there are basically three distinct components: 1) direct
(N=l),2) intermediate (N-2,3), 3) thermal (N >4). The direct or knock out
component results from elementary nucleon-nucleon collisions averaged over
the Fermi motion in nuclei. Calculations1 of this component have been
carried out by Hatch and Koonin. The intermediate component represents the
non-equilibrated nucleons which have scattered only 2 or 3 times. Finally,
there is the thermal or hydrodynamic component resulting from very many binary
collisions N> 4.

The relative weight of each component depends on b, A_, Ay, and Ep .
An extremely instructive example was calculated by Knoll afid Randrup —
shown in Fig. 1. They first calculated the average number of mean free paths
a projectile nucleon traverses at a distance s from the center of the target
A,

1 j ( 1 )
using diffuse nuclear densities. Then the probability that a projectile
nucleon suffered N collisions in traversing the target is given by

(2)

N!

In eq. ( 2 ) ^ " * „ E.y N ), N - i, .... In a central (b - 0) yiy-A

collision, the distribution of the number of projectile nucleons scattering
N times is then proportional to Na(N) as in Fig. 1 b. Using the distribu-
tion in Fig. 1 b,we can construct a table showing the fraction of yield in
each of the three components. See Table I. Note that these estimates in-
clude nuclear diffuseness and fluctuations. However, multiple collisions
between two projectile or two target nucleons are not included. Neither are
collisions between nucleons in adjacent tubes considered. We can neverthe-
less conclude from Table I that for collisions involving nuclei lighter than
Ar + Ar, there is a major fraction of non-thermal component %S0% of the total
yield even at b=0!

a/
Figure 1 and Table I also suggest that there may be qualitiative dif-

ference between Ar+Ar and U+U collisions. In the later, which will be experi-
mentally feasible in a few years, the non equilibrium component is signifi-
cantly smaller than in Ar+Ar. Since the collective phenomena are likely to
be rather sensitive to the fraction of non-equilibrium component, this shows
that we should not be too impatient in the search for collective phenomena at
this point when Ar is the heaviest available projectile.

Table I also helps us understand why so many diverse models such as
Firestreak, Hydrodynamic, and Cascade1 all seem to reproduce the gross
features of the spectra to within factors of 2-4. The^hermal component in
the absence of compression effects is determined by three general factors:
(1) geometry, responsible for the magnitude, (2) Central limit theorem of
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statistics leading to Gaussian spectra, (3) Energy-momentum conservation giving
the mean and width of the Gaussian distributions. Since all models include

this component to various degrees (50-100%) and since this component is deter-
mined by the general factors above, we may expect that to the level of a
factor of 2-4 all models lead to similar gross features. However, the de-
tailed feature of spectra will depend on the non-equilibrium component and
possible compression effects that do differ from model to model. What these
observations tell us is that we must look for more detailed comparisons with
data if models are to be distinguished and collective effects are to be
uncovered.

4) Final State Interactions

In the search for collective phenomena, also another important ingredient
of the reaction mechanism must always be taken into account. That is the role
of final state interaction. We now have clear evidence fro.n Nagamiya et. a]. 3

that nuclear shadowing occurs in C+Pb. This is one example of final state
interactions between participant and spectator nucleons that leads to modi-
fications of correlation data. The existence of strong Coulomb final state
interaction has also been demonstrated by Benenson et. al.* in single n1

inclusive cross sections.

A third type' of final state interactions is composite fragment formation.
Experimentally^up to 50% of all nucleons emerging from nuclear collisions
end up in light composites d, a, etc. Some of these composites may have been
dynamically produced as in the chemical equilibrium modelsj but the coales-
cence model' seems to account for the observed composite spectra. The rela-
tion between the inclusive rate,d ir(A)/dk' at a given momentum per nucleon
k f or fragment A and the proton inclusive rate d o(p)/dk' is

(3)

While the coalescence model motivates this result, theoretically the deriva-
tion of eq. (3) is still not well understood. Nevertheless,eq. (3) is found
to be emperically satisfied.

The importance of composite formation is that any model of nuclear
collisions treating only nucleon and pion degrees of freedom must be corrected
by a large factor to take this form of final state interactions into account.
This includes all models at present except the firestreak modeljwhichJhoweverJ
suffers itself from the neglect of the significant non-thermal component
discussed above.

In practice, calculations without composite formation can be compared
only to the primary charged inclusive spectra
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do , • da (p) + do (d)* da (t) * 2 da

Experimentally, do and do(p) have different shapes and can differ in
Only in low density

regionsof phase space such as mid rapidity, high p± is do
certain regions of̂ plia'se space by factors of 2 or more.

In summary nuclear shadowing, Coulomb distortions, and composite
formation contribute to the complex background on which signatures of
collective phenomena must be sought.

III. SIGNATURES OF COLLECTIVE PHENEOMENA

We now turn to the various observables used in the search. Table II
summarizes those observables end the signatures sought and also indicates
the experimental status of each. Before discussing these observables in
turn, we should note a qualitative distinction between collective and coher-
ent phenomena7. Collective refers to many body dynamical phenonena that can
be characterized by a small set of variables such as shape or density.
Mydrodynamlc flow patterns, shock waves, and blast waves are examples of
collective phenomena. On the other hand, coherence is used to refer to
processes such as pionic Instabilities that require a special phase rela-
tionships in many body wavefunctions. As we sh^ll see, at the present
only hints of collective phenomena have been seen. Signatures of coherent
phenomena will be sought in subtle future experiments discussed later.

1) Single Proton Inclusive Cross Sections

The earliest hints of compression effects cane from emulsion studies
of Schopper et al.' However, statistical uncertainties in the data raised
many questions as to the significance of those findings. Early LBL experi-
ments found no evidence of Mach cones. However, little attempt waa made
to isolate central collisions in those experiments,and only Impact parameter
averaged data were studied.

In the moat recent experiment by Gutbrod, Poskanzer, Stock, et al.' a
first attempt to select central collisions was made by triggering on high
associated multiplicities, M. The remarkable observation made for asymmet-
ric systemsjNe+(Au,U) •+• p+Xiat 400 MeV/nucleon was that the proton spectrum,
da /dEdft, peaked broadly around 0^ab * 30" for Ejgj, Z, 40 HeV for eventa
selected on high associated multiplicities. In Fig. 2, the preliminary
data on Ne+Au are shown.* In Fig. 2a the proton spectra with low associated
multiplicities are shown. Although the statistical fluctuations of the 20*.
30* data above 40 MeV arc large, for a fixed E we see that

do(20#) *. do(30#) » da(90#) » do(150#) (5) Í
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over the whole range 10 < E < 100 MeV. Above 100 MeV, do(20*) was found
to be clearly greater than do(30*).

In contrast, events with high associated multiplicity in Fig. 2b show
an inverted order

dO(30°) >. do(90*)>. dO(20°) » do(150*), (6)

especially below 60 MeV. Note that the 90* and 150* spectra
in both Figs. 2a,b are very similar above 40 MeV. However, the forward yield
at 20°, 30° is greatly suppressed in Fig. 2b when high multiplicities are
demanded as compared to Fig. 2a. Sinilar results were seen in Ne+U, but in
Ne+Al (near symmetric system) this sideways peaking was not observed.

This effect is very suggestive of a hydrodynamic side splash AB cal-
culated by Nix et al. fcr b < R_. This side splash,seen In Fig. 2c^is due
simply to the fact that there are fewer mean free paths sideways than in
the forward direction. Similar effects were also calculated by StScker et al.
recently.10

An alternate source of broad 30* peaking could be shock waves formed in
central b « Rj. collisions. To distinguish between side splash and shock
phenomena, the 0 distribution of the associated multiplicity mist also be
studied. Such studies are In progress.

While such structures in the proton spectra are indeed suggestive of
collective hydrodynamlc phenomena, they are of course not conclusive. It
will be important to demonstrate via cascade calculations, for example, that
such structures are not due to the non-equilibrium, few scattering component.
Further theoretical studies with hydrodynaalc codes will also be necessary
to determine whether such hydrodynamic phenomena are sensitive to the
equation of state of nuclear matter.

2) Single Pion Inclusive Cross Sections

The next interesting hint of collective phenomena was seen by WoIt
et al.11 in Ar+Ca •• n + + X at 1 GeV/nucleon. The unusual nature of pion
emission in this reaction is seen by comparing Fig. 3a to 3b. In Fig. 3b
the characteristic emission pattern of if+ from pp collisions at 730 MeV
clearly shows the £33(1232) decay pattern for a A at rest in the cm. The
The yield is strongly suppressed in the nidrapidity, Pi/" * 0.5 region.
In contrast, the yield in Ar-tCa has a maximum in that mid rapidity region at
(y - yp/2» Pi/* * 0.4). This qualitative difference Is absent however at
lower beam energies (400 MeV/nucleon). Furthermore, similar enhancement of
aid rapidity, finite pi yield was seen by Nakai et al. (to be published) in
Ne+NaF •*• n+ at 800 MeV/nucleon.

The cross section pattern in Fig. 3a is quite unexpected. In the fire-
ball and streak models, the pion yield is isotropic In the c m . with an
exponentially decaying cm. energy spectrum.* Cascade calculations also
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fail to reproduce these features.11

A possible mechanism for this e c n " 90"» PJ./B * 0.4 peak could be final
state interactions due to nuclear shadowing and Coulomb repulsion. However,
the pattern does not appear to change significantly when large associated
Multiplicities and hence sore central collisions sre isolated.11 This
insensitivlty to associated multiplicities is not consistent with the assump-
tion that final state interactions are responsible for that pattern.

This pattern therefore hints strongly of hydrodynamical flow effects
that lead to preferential 90* ejection of pions in A on A collisions as
predicted in hydrodynanic models.12

Another significant feature of the pion spectra that supports hydrody-
namic flow effects is the observation that the at high cm. energies and
6c.m. « 90*, d

2a(it) <* e"
Eir'Ti11, where the apparent pion temperature Tw is

less than the apparent temperature of protons, Tp. This has been observed
by Naganiya et al.', and interpreted by P. Siemens13 as evidence for a blast
wave in nuclear collisions. See further discussion of this effect elsewhere
in these proceedings and in Ref. (13).

3) Negative Pion Multiplicities and Distributions

One of the possible signatures10 of collective phenomena involving
density lsomers is a discontinuity of the average number of IP, (nT), versus
beam energy E_. The fiije preliminary data on this excitation function are
now available—from Sandoval et al.1" and shown in Fig. 4a. The <nw> appears
to grow linearly between 1 and 2 GeV/nucleon. The errors do not include
possibly substantial systematic errors, and hence the deviation at
1.4 GeV/nucleon from a straight line is not significant. Nevertheless, we
should keep an eye out for irregularities as the data become wore precise.
Also shown in Fig. 4a are calculations of <nff) based on the thermal model
in Ref. (15). At present <nff) vs E. seems to be accounted for without
invoking collective effects.

Next we discuss the negative pion multiplicity distribution P(nff).
As shown in Ref. (15), P(%) is expected to be a Foisson for a fixed impact
parameter in a very large class of dynamical models. Only if there existed
some unusual multl 1T~ absorption or production mechanism would deviations
from Polsson behavior be expected. Recent streamer chamber data of
Sandoval et al!* test for the first time the Poisson form of Pin*) in
central collisions. The data are shown in Fig. 4b along with the thermal
model calculation based on Ref. (15). The maximum impact parameter cor-
responding to the central trigger is determined to be b - 3 fm by fitting
<nn> for that reaction. As seen in Fig. 4b, once < % > Is fitted the entire
shape of P(nn) la well reproduced by the Polsson form integrated from b - 0
to 3 fm. Thus at present, there is no evidence of> multl n~ cluster mechanisms.

Miile the pion momentum distribution show unexpected patterns in Tig. 3,
the ir multiplicity data seem to be consistent with our naive expectations.
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4) ir"Y* Correlation Function R(k.,k2)

\ To search for coherent phenomena such as pion field instabil it ies,1*
j we must turn to more subtle observables such as correlation functions. It
j Is well known that identical boson or fermlon correlation functions can be

used to determine the space-time geometry of the interaction region. This is
| due to the famous Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effect. Correlation studies can
j therefore give a handle on the geometry of nuclear collisions. The first

data17 on the ir~ir~ correlations are now available and shown in Fig. 5a. The
correlation function R(kjk2) is the ratio of the coincidence rate of 2ff~ with

! momenta kj and k2 to the random countirg rate of pion pairs with that
! moment̂ ..

In the absence of coherence in the pion field, R(kj-k2) • 1 + j ^
where p(q) is the Fourier transform of the pion productionregion. However,
if the pion field has a degree of coherence D(k) for mode it, then as shown in
Ref. (18) '

R(k,k) - 2 - D2(k) (5)

Thus R can be used to measure the degree of coherence of the pion field.

There is an important source of potential error.,however, due to final
state interactions. To unfold the distortions1 cfR(kj,k^) requires detailed
measurement of R as a function of both k" • k^ + £2 and <j • iĉ  - E2- The
data17 In Fig. 5a are averaged over k and impact parameters and therefore
final state distortions cannot at present be unfolded from the data. Never-
theless, the interaction sizes deduced from them are qualitatively reasonable.
Determination of D(k) will be possible only after more refined measurements
of R, which are in progress (K. Crowe, et al.),are completed.

We show in Fig. 5b the expected form of the correlation function for
various degrees of coherence, D(k), and a Gaussian interaction region of
radius Rg as calculated in Ref. (18).

5) pp Large Angle Correlations
i
í While experiments on small angle pp correlations will supplement the
1 TT-IT- correlation experiments in determining the space-time geometry of
j nuclear coll isions, large angle pp correlations offer an exciting new handle
'•' in the search for coherent phenomena such as crit ical scattering discussed

in Ref. (16).

• Recently, Nagamlya et a l . ' have been able to isolate the quasi-elastic
(dltect) component via correlation measurements. In Fig. 6a, the ratio of
in plane coincidence rate, R(6, A$ - 180'), to .the out of plane coincidence
rate R(6,A$ - 90*) for two protons from C+C •+ p+p + X at 800 MeV/nucleon is
plotted. The trigger proton la detected at 6 C B < * 90*. • - 0* and
Ec>a> * 200 HeV. The second proton la measured in a spectrometer at'
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at 4> - -90* or 160* to get this ratio. A clear quasi-elastic peak is seen
for C+C in Fig. 6a at 9iaD * 40* "» 0c#Blp * 90*. • - 180*. (The evidence for
nuclear shadowing is seen In C+Pb for which the ratio *9.9 < 1.0.) This
measurement can be used to deduce the fraction fei(6c a ) of quasi-elastic
scattering at ec,m. - 90*.

The new proposal by Tanihata et al. is to measure fel^c.m.) a t other
®c.m. v l a s»ch correlations. Comparing the shape of fei(6c.m.) to the
elementary, do(p+p -»• p+p)/dilc.ffl. , angular distribution, the signatures of
critical scattering18 phenomena would be an enhanced yield at finite angles.
The feature of critical scattering phenomena associated with pionic insta-
bilities that is most easily tested and least model dependent is that the
enhancement of fei(6c,n.) would occur for 6Ca10. corresponding to a momentum
transfer q ~ 1-2 m^ as Illustrated in Fig. 6b.

Further cascade code studies will be necessary to insure proper background
subtraction, but potentially this experiment will give a powerful tool in the
search for coherent processes.

IV. SUMMARY (See Table II)

We may be at last getting the first hints of collective phenomena in
relativistlc nuclear collisions: 1) side peaking of proton yield9 at
elab * 30° associated with high multiplicities, 2) 8 c > n - 90*, p^/mn * 0.A
enhancement11 of ir+ yield, and 3) Tw < Tp at Qc.m. - 90 , high pj..

13

Furthermore the search for signatures of coherent phenomena are now well
underway via ir'ir and pp correlations. We have reached an exciting period
with relativistic nuclear collisions. The physics is more fun than ever.
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Fig.l a) Distribution of number of binary collisions of one nucleon
on nucleus A. b) same for A+A collisions at b-0.

Table I. Percent of nucleons in A_«AT central collisions(b»o)that
scatter only once (direct), more then four tines (thermal)
and intermediate.

System

Ne • Ne

Ar • Ar

Xe • Xe

U • U

Direct (N-l)

21

13

6

4

Intermediate

42

S3

17

11

Thermal (N>4)

37

S4

77

8S
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Table ii: Current Observables Used 1n the
Search for High Density Phenomena 1n

Relativistic Nuclear Collisions

Observable

1. do(p)

2. do(p)

3. da(n)

4. <n/>

5. Pin,,")

6. da(ir~ir~)

7. do(pp)

System

A p «A T

A p «A T

Ap=AT

A
P

= AT

VAT

A
P

= A T

VAT

Impact
Range

b<RT

b«R T

b<RT

b«Rj

b«RT

b«RT

tx<Rj

Phenomena

hydrodynamic
side splash

shock wave

blast wave

density
isomerism

multipion
cluster

mechanism

pion f ield
coherence

pionic
Instabil i t ies

I
Signature

peak at
0Lab>O

peak at
6Lab>0

VTp
discon-
tinuity

< n n > v s EBeam

non-Poisson
tai l

Hth<2

critical
scattering

Ixperimental
Status

+

?

+

?

in progress

in progress

Note: do(F,), doiF^F^) denote single and double inclusive cross sections_
for fragments F^Fo, <"_"> is the average negative pion multiplicity, p(n ")
is the negative pion multiplicity distribution. The impact range b<RT
corresponds to high associated multiplicites with azymuthai asymmetry,
while b«R T corresponds to central collisions with azymuthai symmetry.
Status + indicates positive observation of signature although implications
may still be under debate; ? Indicates conflicting or uncertain observa-
tions; - indicates no evidence observed.
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Fig.2 Preliminary data on Ne+Au -> p+X at 400 Mev/nucleon

for a class of events with a) low associated multiplicities

(M<6) and b) high associated multiplicities (M>15).

Plotted are d2o/dEdi! (mb/sr.Mev) for various Glab vs.

(b)
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(c) Hydrodynainic results of Nix et .a l . for Ne+U •> p+X
at 250 Mev/nucleon for b-5.4fm illustrating side
splash effect.
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2.0

Contour plot of Invariant n inclusive cross
section for (a) nucleus-nucleus collision and (b)
proton-proton collision at about same energy per nucleon.
Dashed line shows c m . rapidityi horizontal shaded areas
correspond to maximum yield regions. '
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FIG.

Preliminary data by
Sandoval et. al.1" on
a) Average negative pion
multiplicity <» -> versus
beam energy and b) ~ multi-
plicity distribution in
central trigger node for
Ar+KCl. Thermal model15

results are also indicated.
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PHASE RELATIONS AND EXCITATION MECHANISM IN HEAVY-ION
SCATTERING

E. Hentschel, D.Wohlfarth, H.J.Thomas and D. Grambole
ZfK Rossendorf bei Dresden, DDR
V.I.Manko, G.B.Novatzki, S.B.Sakuta, D.N.Stepanov
and V.I.Tshuev
IAE "Kurtschatow" Moscow, USSR

The present paper is concerned frith the question how the
mechanism of nuclear excitation during a scattering process
can be seen in the phase relations between the elastic and
Inelastic channel. In the first part we describe the most
simple situation where the excitation consists of only one
transfer of conserved quantities like energy and angular mo-
mentum. In the second part couplings of more than two chan-
nels are considered.

1. Properties of a one—step excitation

The construction of the outgoing asymptotical angle 9- shown
in fig.1 has been.done 1) using the following assumptionst
( I) The process is only a'one—step excitation of one col-

liding particle. That means the transfer of energy
and angular momentum occurs in one single act.

(II) The relative motion can be described in terms of clas-
sical trajectories.

(III) The excitation is a sudden transition from the initial
quantal state to the final one. It occurs at that
point where the colliding nuclei have the closest dis-
tance which is allowed by the conservation laws.

The incoming and outgoing channel are defined by the quantum
numbers IE,l,m-tI,mT> and |E^l,m.'vI,mi> respectively*
E and 1 are the energy and angularLmomeátum of the relative
motion, I is the intrinsic nuclear momentum and nu.nu. are
the projections according to the Basel convention? TJnprimed
and primed quantities label the incoming and outgoing chan-
nel respectively. The excitation is given by the transferred
quantities

(1) JE=E'-E ,

Let be rmin and rrnin1 the closest distance and 9 and 9* the
classical deflection function in the incoming and outgoing
channel. The essential point of fig.1 is the turn <f of the
symmetry axis. The outgoing asymptotical scattering angle
6- is given by

(2) ef - o.5(e+e»)+«f

The outgoing scattering angle 9- is not identical with the
scattering angle 9* of the freezi(e« uncoupled final channel.
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Using the construction (2) for all values 1 we obtain the
outgoing deflection function 8-(1, 41/1, *E/E)* Prom it»s
behaviour we obtain new and so far unknown features of the
inelastic scattering cross sections

— The 180°-phase rule for the Presnel diffraction pattern
2)has to be reformulatedt it holds between e in the
elastic and 6- in the inelastic angular distribution.
Also the m-dependence of this relation can be reproduced
quite nicely . This is shown by the arrows in fig.3 .

— We obtain the correct m-dependence of the rainbowl}. This
is illustrated in fig.3 by the shaded lines*

— There exist a small angle limit of the Presnel diffracti-
on region given by the simple relation

(3) lim 0.(1,41/1, 4E/E) « arccos V1-4E/E (fig.2)

— In the region filled up by waves from the nuclear inte-
rior one obtaines a strong dependence on the substates

All These features are found in cases where the one—step
excitation is indioated by the validity of simple DWBA—cal-
culations. In particular in the Presnel diffraction region
the phase relation 0̂ ,(9) can be described by (2) quite accu-
rately. At angles up to the nuclear—Coulomb interference mi-
nimum a pure Coulomb force is a sufficient approximation
and the simple relations given in 9)can be used. The nuclear
force in our calculations was given by the real part of
the usual optical model fitting the elastic scattering data*

2. Properties of more complicated excitations

All available inelastic scattering data for heavy ions have
been analyzed +) to test (2)* We found the expected coinci-
dence with the validity of the first—order DWBA. Looking
to those cases where (2) is not correct we find a typical
behaviourt
— In all cases one needs a coupling of mow than 2 channels*

Examples are step-by—step excitation of higher levels 3)
and coupling of other reaction channels 4)*

— In all cases one obtaines a deviation from the phase
relation 9-(e) given by (2): the structures in the in-
elastic angular distributions are shifted to smaller
angles.

Perhaps the most clear example of a few-step process is the
excitation of the collective 4+-level. The data shown in
fig.4 are taken from 3). The nuclear—Coulomb interference
minimum from the 4+—excitation is shifted to the left hand
side of the arrow resulting from (2). In order to reproduce
this effect it is essential to include the coupling via the
2+ -level. All arrows in fig.4 are calculated from the same
elastic maximum at about 50 deg.
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\
\ TRAJECTORY

|e.r.m,t.r.mii>

Pig. 1
The model for localizing the one-step excitation and construct,
ing the outgoing asymptotical angle* The rcactionnpoint>t is
defined by rmint>xmln in connection with assumption (111).
If rmin'<rmin then one has to use <f-0.

1M tr 9
The'deflection functions 6.(1, Jl/1, 4E/E) for the Rochester
data 3) shown in fig.3.The1three different m-aubstates give
different outgoing deflection functions which converge for
l-»-«9 to the smart-angle limit given by (3).
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Another shift to smaller angles occurs In the excitation of
the first 2+-level in 180 5—7)* This phenomenon has been
explained recently 4) by coupling additionally the stripping
channel. There are also attempts to find a more suitable form-.
factor by means of microscopic calculations 10).
From our investigations we found only deviations from (2) to
smaller angles. This seems to be at least for the inelastic
scattering some general behaviour. In cases of a dominating
elastic channel one obtaines from the simple picture given
by flg.1 some rough qualitative interpretation of this fact.
The relative motion allowea a natural time scale. It starts
with the localization of the most simple and sudden one-step
process. More complicate step—by—step transfers of conserved
quantities lead to outgoing trajectories from later times
while the relative motion Is going on. From that one obtaines
a shift to smaller angles.

+) We are indebted to Dr.F.Videbaek for supplying us with
experimental data of the Copenhagen group and for making
available a coupled channel code. Also we thank him for
essential discussions especially concerning the more compli-
cated excitations.
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Abstract

-This contribution is intended to give a brief summary of a
forthcoming paper which shall review extensively the linear
response theory for dissipation and statistical fluctuations
as well as its application to heavy-ion collisions. It shal-L
contain:.new results on the following subjects:

a) Numerical computations of response functions and transport
'coefficients. -'

bí Dissipation in a self-consistent treatment of harmonic
vibrations.

c) Introduction of collective variables within a quantum theory.
The method used consists of an extended version of the Bohra and
Pines treatment of the electron gas. It allows to deduce a quantum
Hamiltonian for the collective and intrinsic motion including
coupling termsy *

d) Discussion and solution of a quantal Master equation for
non-linear collective motion.

Additionally, a somewhat elaborate' discussion of the problems
of irreversibility is given, especially in connection to a treat-
ment within the moving basis.
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I) Introduction

By now It Is about 25 years ago that Important microscopic

features of nuclear collective motion are understood. One of the

most Important steps In this direction was the deduction of the

relevant coupling V between nucleonic and collective degrees of

freedom: In the unified model of Bohr and Hottelson it was suggested

that this coupling is given by the mean nuclear field V(x.,Q) whose

shape changes with the collective coordinate Q. To simplify the

discussion, here and in the following we restrict ourselves to

only one collective coordinate Q.

Certainly, from the point of view of first principles, a lot

needed to be (and perhaps still has to be) done for a satisfactory

understanding of the interplay between collective and nucleonic

| motion. We will hear about many of these developments during this

conference. But it is probably fair to say that all these develop-

ments borrowed strongly from the basic idea of Bohr and Mottelson.

Due to the extensive experimental studies in the field of heavy

ion collisions a new aspect has raised the Interest of theoreti-

cians: the necessity to understand dissipatlve collective motion.

Some years ago we have tried to incorporate dissipative phenomena

into the conventional model for nuclear collective motion. This

shall be described in the next section.

II. Linear response theory for damped collective motion

1. Definition of a perturbation approach.

The common assumption of most theories for large-scale motion

(see ref.2) is a small velocity in the collective coordinate. In-

deed, it is only under this condition that the forces become local

in time and do not depend on the collective frequency (or on some

higher power of the velocity); we shall come back to that point -

later. For many interesting cases this condition is fulfilled

at least approximately. This is true for fission as well as for

heavy ion reactions. (As for the latter example, please note that

the typical deep inelastic features are observed for reactions

with a collective kinetic energy per particle around the Coulomb
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barrier being small compared to the Fermi energy.) It should be

possible, therefore, to establish a perturbation approach oh the

same assumption also for the treatment of the dissipative forces.

Moreover, one knows from statistical mechanics that ordinary friction

forces of the type used in phenomenological models do require

a fast relaxation of those degrees of freedom which are not treated

explicitly.

I Let us thus assume henceforth that the collective degrees change

on a time scale 2*ooii being much larger than the intrinsic time 7*.

We shall in the following always identify this intrinsic time Z~

as a relaxation time. (In principle, one should distinguish Z" from

times SI which may define oscillations with frequency Jl of typical

intrinsic variables.) The intrinsic system cannot remember on times

much longer than f • For the derivation of the macroscopic eq. of

motion valid around some time t , it is thus sufficient to follow

the microscopic motion on a time interval £t = t-t which fulfills

the following condition:

According to the second half of the condition (1) the following

opeartor can be considered to be a small pert'urbation on the in-

trinsic nysfcem (provided the fluctuations in Q remain small, see

below)

Here Q_ 1H identified as the average value of Q at time tQ:

Furthermore, by "intrinsic system" we, by definition, mean a system

which is governed by the hamiltonian

with Q taken atQ o <

In this way a large part of the total interaction is taken over

into the unperturbed Hamiltonian. The perturbation fV is understood

to operate only locally. (One has to note that this prescription
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is different from the one of refs.7) and 8).) In the case that th»

fluctuations in Q remain narrow (see section V )(thus justifying

the second line of eq.(2)) we may understand the whole approach as

to describe the collective motion locally harmonic (see below).

2. Induced forces.

The coupling fv given in eq.(2) will cause the following

average force? acting on the collective degree Q:

*& - Go) (51

In approximating the average value — < FY by the right-hand side

we have employed linear response theory. The response function

is defined as

In the following we will mostly refer to the function iL^lt) •

In terms of the eigenspectrum and eigenstates of H. . it can be

written as

Vib) = -i I ftemiirHifsi'ii^-GtH (7)
nt,rt

The statistical weighting factors £(Em) are the eigenvalues of

the unperturbed statistical operator 5MHint^*1'/ PO ®b̂ ' calculated

at Q = 0 . It is this operator whi

mean values, say of an operator Éh

at Q = 0 . It is this operator which defines the unperturbed

By inspection of eq-(5) we see that the relevant time behaviour

of the intrinsic system is the one defined by the response function

Let us identify it by the 2" introduced above. (He shall show in

the next section how in this context the notion of a relaxation

time can be understood.) Suppose that condition (1) is fulfilled.

'strictly speaking, we have used this condition already in eq.(5)

when defining the lower integration limit as — QQ . The right-

hand -side of eq.(5) is the expression obtained in first-order

perturbation theory for times with St > t"
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We may then calculate approximately the integral appearing in (5)

by means of a moment expansion. Expanding to second order, we

obtain T as a sum of a potential force, a friction force and an

inertjal force

c£(t)) - if d(+J - malt) (9)

The transport'coefficients c, Y and m are determined by the zeroeth,

first and second moment of %($). For later purpose we only quota

the result for the friction coefficient Y t f/0)

with yHivQ) being the Fourier transform of %"U) . As for the °

other coefficients, two remarks shall suffice (for more details

we refer to D-3}"*£*):

(i) they are determined by the reactive part

of the response function. This reflects the fact that cQ and mQ

represent conservative forces. It is this split of the total re-

sponse function into a reactive and dissipative ( ̂ L"U)) part which

makes the linear response theory particularly useful for our purpose,

(ii) the inertia m can be shown'to be identical to the cranking

inertia for zero intrinsic excitation, i.e. for Sík; i ) — /oXo|

with 10s) being the groundstate of H. . .

3. Relaxation and irreversibility.

In the discussion above we have seen that the conventional

macroscopic equation of motion of tic cranking model is altered ''

by the presence of a friction force. The important question is

to study the conditions under which the friction coefficient y, as

given by eq.(10), turns out to be different from zero. This problem

is intimately connected to the question of internal relaxationt

A change of the collective coordinates is followed by a transfer

of energy to the intrinsic system (by means of the coupling JV).

If this excitation relaxes to equilibrium (i.e. is shared among all

nucleonic degrees), in some time Z" the excitation will not come

back again to the collective motion for times with it > t"
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Let us study this relaxation in more detail for a case where

the excitation is done by a sharp knock, i.e. for an external field

j Q(s) - Q having the following time behaviour:

A
j Inserting (12) into (5) and using (6) we obtain

-for
So the "property <FXft of the intrinsic system relaxes to equi-

librium after a time f if

for t

(To study the relaxation of the intrinsic system properly, we should

look for all kind of quantities K. &\ . We can expect, however.

i that it is mostly the operator f which is excited by the coupling

I $V • Thus the relaxation time f- , as defined above, will be

the most relevant one.)

Whether or not the property (14) is fulfilled is, of course,

basically connected to the- level structure of the intrinsic system.

: In nuclear physics, especially when we deal with low intrinsic

excitations, the levels will be discrete.

Looking at the expression (7) , the spectral representation of %*(i)

i we expect % (i) to show a periodic or quasi-periodic behaviour.

, A priori, there is no reason for X''U) to decay to zero for

t—y»: there will be no relaxation and hence no irreversibility

if we do not incorporate it.

It should be stressed, however, that from a principle point of

view there is no difference to real macroscopic systems . For

nuclear physics the question is more delicate on a quantitative

basis only since the levels may have a somewhat large spacing.

This is one of the places where the problem of dealing with a

small system arises. This particular question, however, cannot be
7 8)

C] answered by means of the random matrix model . In this model

one replaces the sums in eq.(7) by double integrals. This already

implies a continuous spectrum and hence a

relaxation behaviour of %lit) (Bee fef»9)
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Let us look a little more closely in which sense the expression

(7) may nevertheless enable us to talk about relaxation. To simplify

the discussion, let us assume zero intrinsic excitation:

f 1 for E„ • E^
m o ( 1 5 )

0 £ o r Em > Bo

and restrict our consideration to the model case of equidistant

levels:

Ew -Eo * nÖ/T (16)
In this case (7) reduces to a Fourier Sine series. Its coefficients

-Í{F M O|
1 > certainly can be defined in such a way that for

0 < t é.t - 1 %*(*) is given by

t"ll) --* F 2 íi-
For f ^ D IClt)will behave like the function shown in fig.1.

It will decay to almost zero values for times t >T=» -£• , but after

a time of the order of the Poincarré recurrence time 7/1 ? £ m A

the oscillations start to rise again before they damp out once more,

and so forth.

Clearly, looking at arbitrary times t the function T^U) of

fig. 1 does not show relaxation.. On the other hand it may be that

for some reasons, as given oy a special eyperimental situation for

instance, the times t > ! cannot be observed. In this case we would

say the function X"U) has decayed to zero. To be formally exact,

we have to say that it is the function

which shows the decaying behaviour where only the decay time 2~ » i

of the cutoff factor has to fulfill the condition

t « rcui« Tp or V> T ̂  b (19)

For the Fourier transforms we obtain from (18)

(20)

Choosing for the cutoff function g(t) an exponential, jit)ml
we obtain for y^ito) the expression l
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J
i

x"«)

Fig. 1: Schematic response function for the model with equi-

distant levels as explained In section II.3.

r i

8 8

238U( Neutrons)
DMin.

A-IMeV

1 2
AtMeVI

Fig. 2J The diagonal first moments of the response functions

X' (t) for the neutrons of 238U at the second mini-
ii

mum as functions of T for A • 1 MeV and as functions

Of A for T • 1 MeV. (For T • 1 MeV and A • 0 the

A-moment Is 3.2 / M e V 2 ) • The coordinates q are Indi-

cated In the figure. The first moments determine the

friction tensor by means of eq.(10).
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(21)

In the limit I —?• 0 we regain, of course, the expression given

in eq.(10). For a finite I, on the other hand, the friction co-

efficient Y/ calculated by inserting (21) into the expression

(10), is well defined. Furthermore, if the condition (19) is net,

we may expect Y to be independent of I. Such a situation was found

in ref.(10) by calculating a friction tensor for a heavy ion reaction.

For a collision of two fragments the physical origin of the cutoff

may be traced back to a finite reaction time ,

Let us summarize by strengthening again the intimate relation

between a relaxation behaviour of the intrinsic degrees and a

finite friction coefficient for the macroscopic coordinates. Further-

more, we have seen that relaxation and hence irreversibility are

not determined by the microscopic equations for themself; we have

to put it in in some way. Please notice again that in its essential

features the situation does not change when we look at real macro-

scopic systems (see ref.6). Also in these cases the condition (19)

must be fulfilled, otherwise a system with discrete levels would

not show irreversibility.

In nuclear physics one knows several places where conditions

like (19) have to be used if calculations involving complex level

structures are to be simplified. One prime example is reaction

theory where in the calculation of an S-matrix a summation over

many poles may result in one pole with some large width [see, for

instance',' reference 11) ] embracing many levels. From this point

of view it seems peculiar that such observations as discussed here

have not been employed in discussions of the phenomena of dissi-
121

pátion in connection with the cranking model '. Usually, when

speaking about the cranking model, one is working with the moving

basis. In the next section we shall briefly look at this problem

of irreversibility when dealing with the moving basis. We shall

follow essentially a paper by P. Nozieres.13'
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4. Remarks on the moving basis.

In the perturbation approach of subsection 1. the unperturbed
density operator was the one given by the Hamiltonian at Q . During
the time $ t when we were studying the motion microscopically. ,nis
unperturbed density did not change. In this way we introduced the
parameters Q and tQ. In ref.3-5,9) it was shown how these para?
meters can be removed again to obtain an equation for the large-
scale motion by employing once more a perturbation argument. Re-

cently tyeidenmtiller (see appendix of ref. if ) has claimed to get
a different friction coefficient when working in the moving basis.
His conclusion was that Y is not expressible as derivatives of a
5-function like the one given in eq.(10). Following Nozieres we
will show that exactly the result (10) is obtained if only care
.is taken of how the limit I,D-*O is performed. This again will shed
some light on the question of irreversibility and, in fact, sub-
stantiate our discussion given above.

In terms of density operators the use of a moving basis amounts

to say that the unperturbed density operator is given by

For the solution of
t

(23)

we make the ansatz
.4

(24)

and try to find $§ by means of a low-order perturbation approach.

Inserting (24) into eq.(23) we obtain

As usual the order parameter shall be the velocity of the coordi-
nate Q. Since S$* will be of first order in Q, one may be tempted
to neglect the term £ff on the left. This, however, turns out
to be dangerous. In fact, it is wrong if a relaxation behaviour
is to be expected. This can be seen as follows: suppose we describe
the motion locally harmonic. In this case the matrix elements of &<?
may be expected to be proportional to that of
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i

1 (Here, we have explicitly allowed for the frequency to have some

- imaginary part rt .) Using (25) and (26) we obtain for the matrix

J elements r~

The calculation of the right-hand side is straightforward. It pro-

ceeds similar to the evaluation of the corresponding matrix elements

~\ in the case of the usual cranking model with zero intrinsic excitation.

•• To avoid unnecessary complications, we will assume V • 0 for

E = E (for the more general case see below).

. I Let us now look at the left-hand side. For a slow collective
s

i motion we may neglect the real frequency ui compared to E -E .

• However, there is no reason to neglect the complex number Í rf

í This does not imply, of course, that there might not exist cases

• where Jji the end we may perform the limit tt -? o » and that no trace

! of * survives. Having that in mind, we obtain

„ ui «- i J2-L y'^-y*"^ (28)

This resolution may now be used to calculate the average quantities

we are interested in. For instance, it can be shown that the

production rate of entropy due to dissipation is given by :

" = _L -fcy ^o . |4 »*si

(Here we assume the density operator ̂  o (t) to be given by its

canonical value &0 (t) = — exp(- Ü*.** ) .

Inserting (28) into (29) we obtain

Comparing with the formula

we see that the friction coefficient Y has to be identified as
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V- T
9 ~~ *-

(31)

In the limit ^ -* fl (31) is identical to the result (1o),
in contradiction to the statements of Weidenmtiller in ref.1{.

3) 5)This confirms our previous conclusion that our perturbation

approach is equivalent to the one employed in the cranking model
(see also ref .

It is clear that the limit (1-+0 is meaningful only in the
sense that one has to perform the limit E -E~?0 first (or, in

m n

the terminology of subsection 3): D->o). Performed in reversed
order the net result for y would be zero. This clearly shows of
how important it is to introduce H (or the very notion of
relaxation) into eq.(25). Please note that the solution of this
eq. with >) =o, as given in (28), would lead to the usual result
of the cranking model (for T-o and £o(t) »|EQ,t^ <"E ,t| , of
course). Note also that using art fo we found a friction force
by means /lowest order perturbation theory. Now we are back to the
crucial question of how to actually perform this so called thermo-
dynamLc limit: ff-^fJ) —*• Q but 0 > 0 • Clearly, this can be
done only in the way of trying a finite ri and looking whether
the result gets independent of A .

At this stage of our considerations we have to think about
A A.

the nature of H. .. In the ordinary cranking model H. . is given
by a deformed single particle shell model Hamiltonian. On the
other hand, there will be residual interactions. They cannot be
neglected, especially at finite intrinsic excitation. (Further-
more, they will help to avoid problems in the cases where whithin
the pure single particle model we get V ^ - t O for EM * Bm> °f>
the discussion above). In the actual numerical computations, to
be discussed in the next section, we have taken into account re-
sidual interactions in an approximate way.
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III) Numerical resultst friction coefficient for the fission

modes

The simplest approximation for H. . would be a pure single

particle Hamiltonian with a deformed shell model potential. All

the matrix elements appearing in the expressions (1o)or (21)

'! are calculable with not too much effort. In fact, these are
i

J just the matrix elements which appear in the cranking model

inertia. However, as mentioned above, we expect residual inter-

actions. Residual interactions will couple the simple shell model
a/

configurations to more complicated states. As ffirst result the
effective level density will become smaller. (Thus also the un-

certainty I necessary to smear out the levels can be smaller.)

As another effect, possibly even more important, the level struc-

ture will be more complex. Alltogether the switching on of re-

sidual interactions will help to introduce irreversibility into

the system (from a practical but not from a principle point of

view, see section II.3).

To account for these effects in an actual calculation, the

simplest thing to do is to parametrize the decay into more compli-

cated states by means of a conplex excitation energy ' .. The

imaginary part, i.e. the width of the excitation, would be energy

dependent. From nuclear matter calculations one knows that

around the fermi surface the energy dependence is given by:

-A)2" with ?o - 0.01 W L O2)

This is correct for zero temperature. For temperature T*o there

is a correction term ':

= ro(
The value of Vt a» given in (32) is density dependent. For

densities smaller than nuclear matter, i.e. in the surface of a

nucleus Vo would be larger. Away from the fermi surface the

energy dependence of rfc is more complicated
151 than given by (32)
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or (33). Nevertheless, the first calculations have been carried
1 out with (33). They were done for U at different deformations.

The single particle Hamiltonian was the same as used in ref.17).
| In addition to the shape degrees c,k the gap parameter Ó was
I used as a collective coordinate. This means that in addition
\ to a finite width 7^ a pairing type residual interaction was
'; taken into account explicitly. In this case the formula for the
) friction coefficient has to be extended in a way similar to

the wellknown case of the inertia. For details we refer to 1) and
especially to 18).

i

' In fig.2 we show one result of the calculation: the diagonal
j elements L . = M<j^ of the friction coefficient as a function of

the temperature and the pairing gap parameter.

i It can be noted finally that the spirit of the calculation
is similar to the one developped in ref.19). There a response
function was calculated for giant dipole modes. Also in this paper
a decay into more complicated states was perametrized by means
of an optical potential leading to complex energies. Whereas in
our case we are mainly interested in the low frequency regime,
for the dipole mode one helds the response function at high
frequencies, of course.

IV) Damped selfconsistent motion

It is wellknown that in a selfconsistent treatment of undamped
motion the transport coefficients are influenced by the selfcon-
sistency condition. It is therefore interesting to study the same
question in connection to the friction coefficient. This can be done
in a simple model where the genuine two body interaction is re-
placed by a separable one.

Let us suppose the Hamiltonian to be given as

(34)
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j with H being a spherical shell model Hamlltonian and F a

j single particle field. In a static Hartree approximation (34)

q would be replaced by:

- '- .'5

A A
H ÍL - X Q • P (35)

1
with the time-Independent condition

Q - <F>. (36)

It is well known ' that the RPA-dispersion relation can be

derived from (35) if one assumes (36) to hold for a timedependent

| Q(t) being given as an oscillatory solution with frequency in) .

j This dispersion relation can be written in terms of a polariza-

bility function

(Eq.(37) is written for the case of zero temperature T » 0.)

The dispersion relation (37) leads to real solutions ú3„

for undamped collective motion. On the other hand, according

to our discussions in the chapters before we expect dissipative

phenomena to take place in general. In section II.3 we have

established the intimate connection to the relaxation behaviour

of the response-function % (i?). So let us assume in the following

that ^t*tt)exhibits such a behaviour. (For a more thorough dis-

cussion about how to deal with the problems of cut-off factors

we refer to 1).

Let us assume for simplicity that <F^eq.( calculated like

discussed in section II. 1) is zero. Then, according to eqs.(5)

and (6) the time-dependent subsidiary condition 36 can be

written as

öli) B -IÍX. f £'(t-s)Q(S)Cfe <38>
0

where we have chosen to start the interaction at t-o. Using La-

place transforms like
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0

eq. (38) can be written ast

(A + li

By solving this eq. we are lead to the dispersion relation!

It can be seen (see ref.1) that for the case of 1CUJ showing

no dissipative behaviour (41) is equivalent to

With a t!^[u>) AS defined in eq.(1o).both equations can be

solved simultaneously showing that in this case (41) is

equivalent to (37).

In the case we are interested in,(41) will have solutions

with complex \ representing damped motion. To compare with

the results of section II.2 we have to look for solutions of

(41) in the low frequency range. Expanding %*(x) to second

order around X-0 we obtain:

i rim) u £ is
T 3y

)-<> ,43,

It Is easy to see ' that the friction coefficient introduced

in (43) can be expressed as given in eq.(1o), namely as

x Jií*ít)di . So, for the model discussed here the

selfconsistent friction coefficient is identical to one ob-

tained above in a non-selfconsistent treatment. A similar state-

ment holds for the Inertia rv\ , in accordance with the case
191

of undamped motion '.
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V) Introduction of collective variables on a quantum basis.

In the discussion above it was sufficient to interpret the

collective coordinate Q as a classical variable. It could always

be understood as some mean value. This situation changes as soon

as we are interested in fluctuations around that mean value. The

fluctuations may be of statistical or of quantum nature (or a

j mixture of both).

*

In ref.4)we chose as a starting point a Hamiltonian of the

type

U(Q) (44)

i.e. we assumed that in addition to the Hamiltonian (4) there

does exist a Hamiltonian

for the bare collective motion.• The same assumption has been made

by other authors, e.g. in ref. 7), 8) and 35"). One is tempted to

believe the ansatz (44) to be satisfactory in the case of f&?

representing the vector of relative motion with /A. the reduced

mass and U(Q) the Coulomb potential. But it is not justified

from a theoretical point of view. This is especially true for

general collective motion. As far as we know,there does not exist

a satisfactory answer to that problem in nuclear physics so far.

It should be noted in this context that we would like to have a

Hamiltonian which consists of a bare part for intrinsic as well

as collective motion plus a coupling between both. For such a

Hamiltonian we can use familiar techniques to derive an equation

of motion for the density operator (or distribution) of the collec-

tive degrees. In the following we would like to explain a method

we have been trying and which may be able to answer the question,

of how to obtain such a Hamiltonian. This method goes back to the

treatment of the electron gas by Bohm and Pines .
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] 1. Principles of the methods

j At the beginning one needs to know the nature of the collective

coordinate Q . Let us assume that in terms of the nucleonic co-

•1 ordinates x., 1*1... 3A, for A nucleons, A is given by:

j Q - F(xi) (46)

In simple cases, F may for instance represent some multipole field.

In principle, one might proceed by introducing 3A-1 intrinsic

coordinates f j/ and transforming the Hamilton!an H(x.,p.) to the

new coordinates Q, F, , one knows that the transformed Hamiltonian

will in general be a rather complicated function of the new intrin-

sic coordinates £, . In the method of Bohm and Pines one does

the opposite: one tries to extend the space to dimensions £A+1 with

the additional coordinate being Q. In this sense the method is
2)

similar to the unified model . But different to this cranking

model (as called sometimes) the Q is introduced as an operator

together with its conjugate momentum. Both are supposed to commute

with »iJ?i- Then one has to find a Hamiltonian

for the extended space. It must be chosen in such a way as to

\ describe the same dynamics as H for all situations for which the

subsidiary condition (46) can be fulfilled exactly. It is easy to

see that the following Hamiltonian has this feature:

2

t (47)

(Here we have assumed that H depends on p. only quadratically)

So if ^ ( Q ; tJ , "O i s a solution of the Schrödinger equation with

H a n d satisfies at the same time the equation

= o
Y will be a proper solution of the original Schrödinger equa-

tion with H as Hamiltonian.

Clearly, for general problems there is no hope that an exact

solution of this problem can be found. However, there appears to
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exist at least two natural approximation schemes. The first

would be to solve the dynamical equations with 3-£ and then to

project out afterwards the physical solutions as given by (43).

In the second scheme one may try to satisfy (48) on some average

way only. In the following we shall restrict to the second method.

2. Simple examples

Suppose for a moment we are only interested in solutions which

do not involve any dynamics in 0 and P. We would then try to

approximate (46) by replacing F by its static mean value. In this

case we end up with eq. f36): Q-<£•>=(). This is nothing else but

the subsidiary condition of a constrained Hartree Fock method.

As a next step let us try to treat the dynamics in Q,P within

classical mechanics. It is easy to show that J£ can be rewritten

as

H +** P * i [Q,dtt]P* M M

Qy* has to vanish. Neglecting, therefore, the last term of (49),

h

If Q is to be treated as a classical variable, its commutator with

Qy* has to vanish. Neglecting, th

the Schrödinger eq. with JC reads:

Eq.(5o) is the time dependent Schrödinger equation of the cranking

model with Q being a function of time, representing a classical

parameter.

Let us now turn to an example which is still simple but which

does involve the full Hamiltonian (47). Suppose the original Hamil-

tonian H is the one of the schematic model (see schapter IV).

\\ « !•* f* (34)

It contains a two body force. This force is known to
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create collective morion, xt should therefore be possible to

transform it into a part of the collective Hamiltonian. This

may be achieved by exploiting the fact that the Hamiltonian for

the extended space, as given by eq.(47), is not defined uniquely.

Indeed, adding an auxiliary function of the form U(Q-F) would not

change the dynamics if the subsidiary condition (46) could be ful-

filled exactly. In our simple model we want to restrict to harmonic

motion. So we choose U to be quadratic MÍÜ.-F) « 4Í (Q.-F)r and

obtain

(51)

The coefficient Ő introduced here will be fixed later by re-

quiring that the subsidiary condition (46) is fulfilled on a time

dependent mean:

Qlt) * <F^ (52)

(The right hand side of (52) is to be understood as a time depen-

dent average over the nucleonic degrees). It should be noted in

this context that the operator Q-F does commute with U£ . It is

for this reason that we are able to fulfill (52) for all times.

The Hamiltonian (51) still is too complicated to allow for

harmonic motion. The next and last approximation consists in re-

placing the terms quadratic in F by

T7- > Q?* (54)

((54) is an approximation since we are not able to fulfill the sub-

sidiary condition (41) exactly).

This leads to the following approximate Hamiltonian:

r,2- (55)
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It has a structure like the one discussed at the beginning of

this chapter. However, the coupling between intrinsic and collec-

tive coordinates is more complicated than indicated in eq.(44)i

it contains a term proportional to P. On the other hand, the

Hamilton!an for the bare collective motion is well defined.

The inertia is calculable from eq.(53). If in (53) we identify

the equilibrium value by the average of the groundstate of H the

result (53) is well known ': the inertia is identical to the

one of the irrotational flow model. Due to the coupling terms

this value will be changed finally.

The dynamics as given by the Hamiltonian (55) can be studied

in different ways. One may, for instance, use canonical transfor-

mations to remove the coupling term. This procedure was followed

in ref.21). Since we are interested in dissinative phenomena it

is more practical to directly solve the e s. of motion . Here

we can again use the technique of linear response theory (cf.ref.3)

As described above, the solution does satisfy the equation (52)

which is nothing else but the selfconsistency condition discussed

in chapter IV. It is therefore not astonishing that we end up

finally with the dispersion relation (41).

3* Application to non-linear motion

In this section we want to sketch briefly of how the result

of the harmonic model may be used to describe non-linear motion.

An extension is possible if the non-linear case can be treated

by describing the motion locally harmonic.

Let us imagine that we first perform a static Hartree-Fock

calculation. Suppose we are in the neighbourhood of some Q a<F> .

Around this point the static Hartree-Fock energy can be written as:

( 5 6 )

with the two parameters and Q1 to be found by a comparison of

(56) with the calculated Hartree-Fock energy D(Q)
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For 0 4 * 0 being a local Hartree Fock minimum, the •< would be
given by"': .

(57)

formula (56) is obtained with the full Hamiltonian H. To treat

the dynamics around Q we introduce an approximate Hamiltonian:

Here H ° (Q ) is meant to be the Hartree Fock Hamiltonian cal-
tlr O

culated in the constrained basis at Q • Q . To this one-body
operator we add a schematic two-body residual interaction. Its

e . strength K is not fixed yet. We may determine it, however, by
requiring that up to order two in (Q-QQ) the static energy calcu-
lated with (58) be the same as given by (56).

From this point on we may proceed like discussed above for
harmonic motion. This means that around Q the extended Hamilto-
nian will be the one of eq.(55) with x replaced by X and H re-
placed by H°._(Q ). The coordinate Q, of course, has to be changed

Mr O

into (Q-0,,).

So far we do not know how (for undamped motion) the procedure
24)

suggested here does compare with other treatments of non-
linear motion. Clearly, this problem deserves further studies.

VI) A Quanta1 Master Equation

In this chapter we shall discuss of how fluctuations in
the collective coordinate and its momentum can be treated. We
shall restrict the discussion to a Hamiltonian of the type (44)
with a coupling V(x.,Q) depending on the collective coordinate
only and not on its momentum P.

In ref.4) we have shown how statistical fluctuations can
be taken into account by means of a Fokker Planck equation. By
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reducing the dynamics to the subsystem of collective coordinates

we first obtained an equation of motion for a quantal density

operator. We then restricted the discussion to classical mechanics.

Let us, therefore, review briefly the most important features of

the Fokker Planck equation and its solution. Afterwards we shall

discuss which quantal features we want to retain and how the

particular equation can be solved.

1. Classical Fokker Planck Equation

For one collective degree the Fokker-Planck equation reads:

- _?;

Here, K represents the total (bare plus induced) conservative

potential. It is to be taken at

Qc «

The quantity C represents a stiffness coefficient. Here it is

defined as

The inertia m is taken to be constant. Otherwise there would be

additional terms employing derivatives of m up to second order

(see ref.25). Their origin is identical to that for the particu-

lar way of treating the conservative force: We again want to treat

the motion locally harmonic (see below).

In addition to the conservative forces there is again a

friction force. It is represented by the term proportional to V

But this is not the only trace coming from the appearance of

dissipative phenomena. The term ^ 3<pid represents a fluctua-

ting force which is closely related to friction. Its coefficient,

the so called diffuion coefficient, is determined by a correlation

function Y . It differs from the response function $*(<) in
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that the commutator of eq.(6) is replaced by an anticommutator,
or the sine in eq.(7) by a cosine (multiplied by a factor-ft ).
It can be expected, therefore, that the large time behaviour of

A!/(4;) is similar to that of Ĉ rfc/t Whenever X c j decays we
expect the same for Vf(.b). In this case the diffusion coefficient

(62)

as obtained for the zero frequency limit, will be different from

zero.

In many cases one can establish a proportionality between

D and % . For a classical Brownian particle, for instance, the

Einstein relation holds:

Í-T (63)

Here T is the temperature of the heat bath. In ref.4) we deduced
a similar relation for the case of nuclear collective motion, in
particular collisions of heavy ions. There we assumed the.statis-
tical weighting factors introduced in eq.(7) to be those of the
canonical distribution:

(64)

This, however, is not sufficient for (63) to hold. Additionally,

one needs the requirement of high temperature as compared to
4)the collective frequency ':

a « I (65)

This clearly is a condition which introduces classical features
into the equations and we shall come back to that equation later.

The explicit use of the canonical distribution (64) is not
necessary to obtain (63). All what one needs is that the trans-
portcoefficients Calculated in the zero frequency limit) are
sufficinetly determined by the mean value of the intrinsic excita-
tion. This mean value can then always be related to a tempera-
ture, which one may define,: for instance, by a logarithmic deri-

1
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vative of the intrinsic level density. Such a situation is given,

for instance, if the random matrix model is used to calculate
9)

the response- and correlation functions. One can see that in

this case the transport coefficients D and y" are almost inde-

pendent of the shape of the distribution of the intrinsic exci-

tation energy, as measured by the width <&£", for example.

The solution of eq.(fS) turns out to be very simple. Suppose

we start with the initial condition

m i-/v v u i r i A i •""• u i m ~ u f v ^ i # v*v. » »r ^ *./ / l « w #

with P being defined similarly to Q ic c

?c It) = <?>t = \dad? (67)

Then, for later times, d will be a Gaussian moving along the

classical trajectory. The latter is determined by Q (t) and P (t)

which satisfy classical equations of motion. In addition we

need the mean square deviations in Q and P:

(P-?tio)V(«»w (68)

( 6 9 )

They satisfy a set of first order differential equations which

is coupled to the Newton equation. This set is inhomogeneous

with an additive term + D in the equation for (£- : It is this

term which is responsible for the creation of statistical fluc-

tuations .

2. Quanta1 Equation

The solution discussed above neglects quantum effects in two

ways.
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Firstly, quantum mechanics is violated because of the initial

distribution (66). Secondly the condition (65) implies that

the equlibrium disbribution is determined by T only. This can

be studied particularly easily in the case of a harmonic oscilla-

tor. For (67) being fulfilled and thus the Einstein relation (63;

being satisfied the distribution will tend to an equlibrium with

<-R% and < wJHi* y given by ~. On the other hand, the correct

quantum mechanical equilibrium distribution is determined by

T*(u)) - tg oe4U iy (71)

Indeed it is easy to see that if ~ku<<T is not satisfied the

Einstein-relation has to be generalized to

(72)

"L
(This can easily be deduced from eq.(4<t) of ref.4. One only has

to calculate the operators 0 and Ő of ref.4) by inserting for
AT *I *- P

Q (-s) the known quantum mechanical solution Q (-s)= Q cos (Js -—sinus,

This is explained more extensively in ref.26) were the quanta1 master

equation is applied to the charge equilibration mode observed in

a heavy ion collision.)

Eq.(72) exhibits again the close connection between dissi-

pation and statistical fluctuations. As in the classical case,

a finite D will lead to the creation of statistical fluctuations.

Due to the form (72) the distribution in Q and P will always

tend to the proper quantal equilibrium as determined by T . This

property is obtained only if the dynamical equations do contain

a diffusion term. This seems not to be the case in the treatment
27)of Broglia and coworkers '.

In (72) we have indicated that the transportjcoefficients

might depend on the collective frequency. This is meaningful if

the period to~ is of the same order of magnitude as the relax-

ation time f , as given by the response function (see chapter II).

The friction coefficient V has then to be defined as (see refs.

26) and 1))

t A..# If * V

(73)

/f 10
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which in the limit Ui^?o leads to the form given in eg. (1o) . On

the other hand one should have in mind that the very notion of

a transportcoefficient is meaningful only for times 6 ? £~

Otherwise the equation of motion will be non-Markovian. But still,

for harmonic motion, both conditions can be met.

In dealing with a quantum system the proper mean for para-

metrizing its distribution is the Wignerfunction, of course. Let

us call that in the following cH^iCt,?,^). It turns out that Cl^iH,?tt)

satisfies an equation the structure of which is completely iden-

tical to the Fokker-Planck equation (59). This is true for two

cases: firstly, for the harmonic motion itself and secondly if

we approximate the non-linear motion locally harmonic. In the

first case all coefficients are constants. In the second case the

coefficients do depend on the mean values Q and P as indicated

above.

In the harmonic oscillator the equation for 0>MÍ(l,fjtj is

correct as far as quantum mechanics is concerned. For the non-linear

case we certainly treat quantum effects in an approximate way only.

So far we have not fully understood to which extend quantum mecha-

nics is retained. Loosely speaking, one may say our treatment

does contain all quantum features which are found for a harmonic

oscillator. Please note that also effects of barrier penetration

are included in this way. This is true because the inverted osci-

llator can be treated exactly.

For this question to be answered we may probably be able to

learn from work about the Feynman path integrals. Indeed a semi-

classical treatment of the Feynman-propagator does involve the

classical trajectory plus the harmonic vibrations around it. Accor-

ding to ref.28) such a treatment restores quantum effects in the

sense of WKB.

The notion of a propagator is very helpful also for the Wigner-

functlon. Indeed, we may obtain cl^ÍQ)?^) from the initial distri-

bution d ° (a.,
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The kernel K satifies «n equation having the same structure as

that for 0(̂ (<li?ct) b u t w i t h t n e Initial condition:

( 7 S )

This is the initial condition used to solve the Fokker Planck e-

quation in the classical case4)25)29)3o)• So we see that K has

the same structure as the solution OKÖi^t,) described above. It

will be a Gaussian whose first and second moments fulfill the same

equations as do Q . P_ and U X •*«• V" defined in eqs. (68) - (7o) .

Above we mentioned that within quantum mechanics the fluctua-

tions cannot be arbitrarily narrow. This is true for the physical

Wigner-function OÍ^ÍOí^i) * T n e auxiliary function K will start

from zero widths. Afterwards the widths will grow but not too large

- if the WKB approximation is valid. So we see finally in which

sense our approximation of small width has to be understood in

the quantum case. It was partly this assumption which enabled us

to reduce the interaction SV tö a simple form (see eq.(Z)).

We want to close that section with one final remark about

this locally harmonic approximation. As indicated already in the

discussion of eq.(59), this approximation amounts to expanding

the collective Hamiltonian to second order ttj P and Ú, around

the classical trajectory. In ref.25) we have shown how that can

be done for the general case of variable inertia. Above we saw

that such a procedure seems unavoidable if quantum effects are

to be taken into account. It is therefore interesting to note

that already in the classical case these particular terms have

a seizable effect on the fluctuations. It can be noted, however,

that such terms are neglected in ref.8). To see the influence of

these terms we did a small calculation for the system Ca + Au

at 365 MeV. (For more details of that calculation see the next

chapter.) Including the second derivatives of the Hamiltonian
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„w ^ ;, — „ — . , to be equal

to 1.6 • 1o"3(rd)2 for I « 80 and to 4.M-• 1o"a(rd)2 for £-65.

Neglecting these terms we obtain 2,5 • 1o~^(rd) 2 and 7.3 1o~4(rd)2

for the same ^-values.

VII) Applications to heavy ion reactions

Correlations between observable quantities in deep inelastic

reactions, which are observed through measurements of multidifferential

cross sections provide severe test for the models devoted to deep

inelastic reactions. Several applications of the theory described

above have been done in this field ' ' . We would like to pre-

sent a few typical examples for the slow collective degrees observed

in deep inelastic reactions which can be described using the classical

Fokker Planck equation described in chap. 6. Applications to fast

collective modes which need the use of the quantum master equation

will not be discussed here and we refer the reader to ref. 1,26) for

such a description.

1) Inputs for the applications

They are of two types:

a) Choice of the collective degrees.

First it is necessary to choose a set of collective coordinates

ofJQ \ which we expect to be important and sufficient to desribe

the deep inelastic phenomena. The experimental situation gives hints

to this choice. Many properties of the deep inelastic reaction, which

are measured (angular distribution, energy loss in relative motion

and the like) strongly suggest to treat explicitely the dynamics of

the collision. This can be done for instance by choosing a set of

polar coordinates: r the distance between the center of mass of each

ion and & the corresponding scattering angle.

The mean total kinetic energy of the completely energy relaxed

products is smaller than the value of the interaction barrier in the

entrance channel. This means that deformations of the fragments are

excited in the course of the reaction.
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y~ multiplicity measurements indicate that angular momentum

is transferred from orbital motion into spin of the fragments.

A large amount of mass can be transferred from one ion to the

other during the reaction. Therefore mass asymmetry is an important

variable to be taken into account.

b) Choice of the transport coefficients

Once we have chosen a set of collective degrees £Q..j » it

is necessary to know the transport coefficients which are: the

inertial tensor KM>Uv , the friction tensor fay, and the collective

interaction potential from which it is possible to deduce the stiff-

ness tensor C^„ . In principle, these transport coefficients can

be computed microscopically and a few examples have been given in

í • J chapter 3. For the applications to heavy ion reactions such a

microscopic calculation has not been performed.

Please note that such a calculation is complicated, if one

does not want only to parametrize the form factors but compute

them microscopically. In our applications we have used parametri-

sations based in the following observations: As seen in chap. 6

the equations for first moments are nothing more than Newton

equations with friction forces proportional to the collective velo-

cities. We know that such equations have been extensively used in

classical models for deep inelastic reactions. We can therefore use

the experience achieved in this domain by other authors and use these

models as an input for the theory. With this choice we will have

the equations for the first moments. The second moments which describe

statistical fluctuations around the mean values can be calculated

without any new parameter except for the temperature of the intrinsic

system (due to the Einstein relation (eq. 63)). It depends on time

and has to be calculated from the time dependent excitation energy.

2) . Calculation of multidifferential cross sections

The output of the model built in such a way is the distribution

function at time t-?t«p . It is then possible to compute multidiffe-

rential cross sections involving macroscopic variables which can be

expressed in terms of the chosen set of collective degrees. We

shall now review a few results:
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Fig. 3: Angular distribution %&- : theoretical curve, obtained

as described in section VII.2a, and experimental

measurements.
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a) Angular distribution

The simplest quantity to compute in deep inelastic reactions

is the angular distribution •%%-. A typical example is shown in

'*'fig. 3 for the 525 MeV K.f + Bi system'*' together with the experi-

mental points. For this calculation the classical model used as

an input was similar to the one of GroB, Kalinowski and De with

a different friction form factor. It should be noted that at

the rainbow angle (which corresponds to the maximum of TTTT-) the

cross section remains finite at variance to a pure classical model.

b) Correlation between angle and mass asymmetry.

Mass asymmetry x is an important degree to be taken into

account. A great simplification occurs if the x mode can be assumed

to be overdamped. If;in addition, we neglect statistical correlations

between mass asymmetry and relative motion, the distribution function

• factorizes into two parts. The one connected to mass asymmetry
i at

satisfies a Smoluchowski equation , whereas the othar one satisfies

l2thé Fokker Planck equation. In this way we have computed
25) v»ww»*

for the 365 MeV Cu+A» system ' (upper curve in fig.H ) and this

can be compared to the experimental one (lower curve in fig.4).

c) Correlation between angle, energy and atomic

number: " " — i — .
cJÖdcC**

Because we restrict ourselves to the description of slow

collective degrees, one of the largest amounts of information is

contained in the triple differential cross section 9jjjCj î  .

Using the Wllczynska-Wilczynski model 'as an input for the theory

and using the same prescription for mass asymmetry as the one

described above, we can easily compute the correlation between

energy and angle for several atomic numbers. A few examples are

shown in the right-hand side of fig.5. The corresponding experi-

mental curves are shown in the left-hand side of fig. 5. (It

should be noted that Z = 23 corresponds to a symmetric splitting

of the system. Curves for Z > 23 can be deduced from the one corre-

sponding to (46-Z) by changing Q in 7\-&).

3) Discussion

In the three different examples discussed above we see that

the overall pattern of the experimental data is rather well re-
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asymmetry: upper part: theoretical result as described
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Fig. 5: Triple differential cross sections for angle, energy

and atomic number: left part: experimental results;

right part: theoretical curves as explained in section

VII.2c.
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produced. Furthermore, some quantitative agreement is often

obtained. Therefore, despite of the simplicity of the model

a rather good understanding of the dynamical evolution of the

system is obtained. It should be stressed again that it is only

by calculating high-order multidifferential cross sections that

we can put strong constraints on the model. Therefore multipara-

meter coincident experiments are highly useful.
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PHASE TRANSITION IN ENERGETIC
HEAVY ION COLLISION

B. Lukács and L.P. Caernai

Central Research Institute for Physics,
H-1525 Budapest, P.O.Box 49

•>• Although a nucleus is a many-body quantum system, in the
heavy-ion physics the claasical continuum description is a good
approximation below 400 MeV/nucleon bombarding energy *"•

. : Nevert heless, in the moat investigated cases the thermodynami-
! cal picture was simple: there was one stable phase. In many
, cases this is the situation, but there are at least two phase
I transitions which may lie within the experimentally reachable

density range, namely the 6"-condensation4' and the transition
into free quarks5'. The questions ariset can we use the
continuum approach here, and how to use it?

1. The Limits of the Thermodynamics

In principle, the first question cannot be answered within
the continuum description* Nevertheless, one can list some essen-
tial assumptions which are used in the formulation of this
approach* First, the characteristic data should be continuous
functions of the space coordinates* This assumption may and
may not be true even for one phase* Second, the near-equilibrium
thermodynamics should be applicable for the system* Let us detail
this condition*

We assume that the full thermodynamical information is
given, i.e. we know the actual values of the independent extensive
densities /or the conjugate lntensivea/, and the form of the
corresponding potential is given /e.g. we know the function
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Then
T(s,w)=

However, these relations are obtained from the assumption that

the energy is also an extensive quantity, i.e. it is additive

for the subsystems . This assumption is fulfilled if there is

equilibrium, and there are no volume forces but may not be true

e.g. far from the equilibrium.

The estimations yield that a collision statisfies the near-

-equilibrium conditions below 500 MeV/nucleon . Nevertheless,

if the equilibrium ia unstable, the system cannot remain in it*

In this case even the data (n,s) begin to rapidly vary or the

energy distribution of the particles essentially differs from

the thermal one* In both cases the thermodynamical approach

has left its grounds.

Generally if the specific data of the two phases differ

i.e. the phase transition is of first order , the aquation

of state has a region in which the equilibrium is not stable,

i.e. where the matrix

U)

(where f« stands for the independent extensive densities) is

not positive definite . S o generally the themodynaaical des-

cription with the original equation of state is not self-consis-

tent during the phase transition. Of course, we do not state

that the performed calculations in this region give necessarily

wrong results, however the relevance of the results is

awkward.

There is a process, which (if it happens) eliminates this

problem, namely the formation of coexisting phases* For the sake

of the simplicity, let us first investigate the S B O {T=O)

special case. Then the only stability condition is*
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If this condition is not fulfilled between n, and n^

then/*. 8nd p have local maxima at n, and minima at n t. So there
are values of jx and similarly of p , for which three different
values of n are possible • ("3,»% , fly ;

 M
a < n4 < n ^ nt < n r ),

for which both p and jx are the same* These three densities
represent three phases in equilibrium, one of which is unstable.
If n is slowly increasing, and the fluctuations are sufficiently
large, reaching na the phase with v\s , produced by the fluctu-
ations, does not vanish more, and with increasing density the
relative weight of this second phase is increasing* Finally,
at n 5 , the first phase vanishes* The interactions guaranteeing
the equilibrium of the phases are the same which ensure the
equilibrium in the matterof one phase. In this process the matter
escaped the unstable state between M , and r\z • During the
transition in each volume element there is a mixture of the
two stable phases*

If $$4 , the situation is slightly more complicated.
There are three equilibrium conditions for the two phases

where the forms of the functions T^u and p are known fromU).
Since (5a) yields three equations for four quantities, the coexsis-
ting states are on a line if>(v>,s)aO on -the (n,áj plane* The
corresponding states are point pairs on this line. The interior
region does not represent true states* only average data of the
mixture* The transition starts when the state reaches the boundary
line, and ends when it leaves* The hydrodynamlcal equations of
motion and the continuity equation describe the behaviour of the
average data in the phase transition region* For each average n and
s the values ( n , , ^ ("t,SiJ can De determined together with the
volume ratio of the two phases q by using eqs.(5a) and the eqs:
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(5b)

In the region where two phases coexist the thermodynamical
relations between the thermodynamical quantities are not validi
the extensive densities should be evaluated similary to n and
s, and the intensives are taken from any one of the two phases.
One way of the calculations of a hydrodynamical process trough
phase transition is to evaluate numerically all thermodynamical
quantities in advance for all(n,s)pairs inside the phase transi-
tion region''.

Now we show, how this phase £
transition can be incorporated into
a hydrodynamical calculation directly.

F19. Á '. First order (otia.se
on-the (s,n) plane

2* An Explicit Way to Calculate the Dynamics of a First Order
Phase Transition

Consider a non-perfect (e.g. viscous) fluid as a model for
the nuclear matter during and after the collision* The balance
equations are the simplest for s and n, thus we will use them.
There are five hydrodynamical equations for n, s and the velo-

8/

cities ' of which three are the equations of motions for the
three independent components of the velocity; they will be not
discussed here. The remaining two yield:

where 3 nJ~ *5r ; 2. is -IKt en«rgy pr-eeluciion of *Kt irr»ver*ífciJ«'í'««
sí

and u* is the four-velocity«
For one phase, p is to be taken from CO and then (6b) gives 1

Por two phases, (7) cannot follow, since the phase transition

is not an adiabatic process* Taking a mixture of the two phases

of average density n, using (5b) one obtains:
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Substituting this form into (6b) the result 1st
( g)

where p can be calculated from (l) either for the phase, or 2
because of the equilibrium* Then eqs*(a5«6a)andC9) yield five
equations for the five quantities n^n^na.. S« , 5*. • In

order to obtain explicit equations for nA and SA we take the
derivatea of eqs. (5) snd perform the derivation in (9) • The
result is at follows:

n + nur
jr =0

Ki «ur

hzll

(6a)

(10)
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(li)

0
0

(13)

1,2.

ÁB we have mentioned, the transition starts at a curve
of form

(,3) a 0

Thus we start with the one-phase equations (6a, 7), at the curve
(l5) switch overdo-^), and when n leaves the interval ^^*\t)
take the original equations again.
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3* Can the Matter Jump Trough the Instability?

For the shake of more simple discussion let us consider

a process of T » O .On Fig.2 the path a. represents the

previously discussed phase transition with two coexisting phases*

The two phases are in equilibrium and the metastable and Instable

states in this transition do not appear.

There is an other possibility to escape the instability.

If the fluctuations are so small that the second phase can not

appear in the matter the development of the single phase can

proceed into the metastable region eg. as the classical under-

cooled fluid does. Then by a sudden change the whole matter

can go over to the second phase. On Fig.2 this process is

represented by the paths I. In the hydrodynamical flow this

transition appears as a sharp +r«it, since the continuity of all

parameters can not be ensured* If the parameters of the initial

phase are given the boundary conditions at the front are fixed

by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and by the adiabaticity of the

sudden change* So in the case when the obtained second phase

is out of the instable region this process is also possible. Its

existence, however, is doubtful because the condition of small

fluctuations is hardly fulfilled in dense nuclear matter ' .

The theoretical description of this process is complicated

because the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and the hydrodynamical

equations of motion should be UBed simultaneously* In ref.

due to the used equations of state the situation was more

fortunate than it could be in general. The instable region was

compressed into one line and no energy and density change occured.

So, due to the continuity equations the velocity and density

were continuous* The pressure was jumping in the front but its

effeot to the energy change was neglected due to the nonrelati-

vistic treatment* These facts together gave the possibility to

describe the process in nonrelativistic continuum hydrodynamics

without the use of Rankine-Hugoniot relations. However the value

of the pressure in the metaa table region may have caused wonrealif tic

effects as it will be discused later.
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Pig. 2

Energy density $ and chemical potential /< versus the dens ity

H . The path § represent an ordinary first order phase

transition and the paths t represent sudden adiabatic

transitions.
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4. The Equation of State

Till now we assumed that the equation of state
la know even for the unstable states* Of course, to obtain such
an equation la difficult well above the normal nuclear density.

The «• -condensation is a simpler case. Walecka has calcu-
• lated the equation of state for a neutron fluid coupled with

scalar and vector (mean) meson fields7', the result seems to
be realistic, and there are two phases with an unstable region
for low temperatures. The picture is similar to the van der
Waala gas. The harder problem is the transition into quark gas.

Here we do not want to discuss the reliability of the
calculations of the equation of state for this case. The more
essential problem that there are two different equations of
state for the two phases and both are stable for arbitrary n,
at least for cold matter'*'. This fact indicates that the equations
of state cannot be correct. Nevertheless, if we accept them as
approximations, the equilibrium states can be constructed via (5*X
using the first equation of state for the first phase and the
second for the second phase, For •&• 0, this method is the
same as Baym and Chin's "double tangents" •

5. Microscopic Collapse or the Negative Pressure

Soae equations of state contain regions in which p<0. (S««
«. 9. fctfs *•>?.) Denielewicz, who discussed this question'', conclu-
ded that such a state is awkward but not contradictory. In fact
such a atate may be thermodynamocally atabla in the aenae of
eq.(2). However, in this region the continuum is unstable against
dropping. Namely, if |°<0, the matter collapses in each ele-
ment (microscopic collapse1 ') till reaching a atate \> > O .
If an element ia collapsing faster than the neighbourhood, it
drops out of the matter, and since the pressure is a surface
force, leaves to be coupled with the matter. Thua the probable
final state of the collapaa is a system of drops of positive

pressure. This process (and its final state) cannot be calculated
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j by continuum equations* If the system reaches the p < o region
'A we can calculate but probably the calculated states are not
Z realised in the nature*
;| Generally the p<0 regions are proceeded by thermodynami-
, cal inatabilitiea* E.g. for van dar Weals gases the
j isoterms have such sections but they are removed by the Maxwell
f Rule* Danielewioz'' also states that in his equation of state
•'» the first part of the p<0 ieoteran is unstable and there is

phase transition* The case in ref• 4 is slightly more comll-
cated since the equation of state does not contain unstable
region except a singular line where the derivatives of $ do not
exist, however, if $ ̂ v\,») would have been smoothed the stats
would be came unstable in a region* If we assume that the system
escapes the inatability by phase transition through coexiating
phases, it escapes the p<0 states too* because in the stable
phase before the instability p >O , and thus in the coexisting
second phase the pressure must be also positive*
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DEEP INELASTIC COLLISIONS AND FUSION OF °Ne WITH Ca AT 151 MeV

F. Merchez, R. Darves-Blanc, J.C. Gondrand, and Nguyen Van Sen

Institut des Sciences Nucléaires, Grenoble FRANCE

Fusion and elastic scattering angular distributions were mea-
sured with natural Ca target, 100 pg/cm2 thick, bombarded by 2ONe(6+)
beans at 151 MeV from the Grenoble isochronous cyclotron. The evapora-
tion residues from the compound nucleus were detected by a gas-flow io-
nization chamber (AE) containing a surface-barrier Si detector (E) on
the rear side. The evaporation products belong to a mountain in the E vs.
AE plane with a ridge running toward AE = E = 0. The fusion angular dis-
tributions were measured by comparison with the elastic events and a
monitor detector placed at a fixed angle. The elastic angular distribu-
tions were simultaneously measured on the opposite side of the beam di-
rection by means of three Si detectors.

The fusion angular distribution is forward-peaked similarly
to the data at lower energies '. The angle-integrated fusion cross sec-
tion is 995 ± 50 mb. The elastic angular distribution in the cm. has a
quarter-point angle 9j/4 % 20°, which gives a classical angular momentum
i, % 64 and a total reaction cross section crR % 2100 mb, so that about
halt of this cross section may be accounted for by quasi-elastic and
deep inelastic reactions.

These reactions were then studied by bombarding natural Ca
targets, 500 pg/cm thick, with the same beam. The inclusive spectra of
the fragments emitted from the collision were detected by using two io-
nization chambers. The fragment charges were easily identified in the
E - AE plane with a resolution of about AZ % 0.3 for Z = 4 to Z « 16. In
the present article, only the data for the fragments lighter than the
projectile are presented. Typical energy spectra are presented in Fig.l,
where broad distributions due to strongly-damped collisions can be obser-
ved. For Z = 9 a clear quasi-elastic peak occurs at the higher energy
part of the spectrum.

In Fig.1, the experimental data are compared to the calculations
using the statistical fragmentation model 2,3). The theoretical energy
spectra are written as

(1)
d2a

díJdETL

with a2 =

where A ,

• a

o2

Af

Af

Af

are

%

the

2A.E exp

- v / <A
P •

r Af
I - (E. - 2al
L a2 h

- 1),

projectile and fragment masses

E cos

and E. is

6 +

the lab.
energy.

In a fast fragmentation process, the width oe can be connected
to the Fermi momentum p„ of the projectile by 2)

Pp / /57 (2)
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\v.

Fig.l . Inclusive spectra at 2O° lab.
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Fig.3. Elemental yield distribution
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2O 4
For a Ne nucleus, p is expected from electron scattering )

to be about p_ - 23O HeV/c. This value WÍ»S used in calculations shovm in
dashed line in Fig.l ? the parameter a was adjusted in order to fit the
maximum of the energy distribution. Fairly good agreement could be obtai-
ned for the heavier fragments, but for the lighter elements, the theore-
tical distributions are much broader than the data.

If the projectile, after excitation, comes to equilibrium at
temperature T before the fragment emission, Eq.(l) is still relevant.
The width ao is then related to the temperature T by

ol = T n^ (Ap - 1) / A p (3)

where m Í3 the nucleon mass. For the lighter elements, Eq (3) is more
suitable than Eq.(2). Temperatures of about 3 MeV were obtained in the
fits of Boron and Nitrogen energy distributions shown in solid line in
Fig.l, whereas about 13 MeV would be obtained for Oxygen ) such a high
temperature is unrealistic compared to the mean nucleon binding energy.
These results suggested that the fragments near the projectile are most-
ly produced through a fast fragmentation process while the lighter ele-
ments are predominantly emitted after a rough equilibrum is established
in the excited nucleus.

Angular distributions are plotted in Fig.2. The forward peaking
decreases with the fragment charge. There is some indications for the
existence of two maj or components : the quasi-elastic component at for-
ward angle characterized by a fast interaction time and a strongly damped
component with longer interaction time at angles larger than 40° l«b.
The angular distributions were tentatively integrated over angle in or-
der to obtain the elemental distribution shown in Fig.3 together with
the results from the fusion measurements. Although the data for Z » 10
is not yet available, it is expected from Fig.3 that the area under the
deep inelastic and quasi-elastic distribution is comparable to that
under the fusion distribution.
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THE NUCLEAR STRUCTURE EFFECTS AND DYNAMICAL DEFORMATIONS

IN DEEP INELASTIC TRANSFER REACTIONS

l/.L.Mikheev, A.G.Artukh, G.F.Gridnev, V.G.KartavenkojA.N.Mezontisov,

A.Popcscu, (J.Popcscu, and V.V.Volkoi/

Laboratory of Nuclear KtiHctioim

Joint Institute For Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

1. The Nuclear Structure Effects

Deep inelastic transfer (DIT) reactions are accompanied by Hie exci-

tation of an intermediate double nuclear system (DNS), which amount;; to

tens and even hundreds of MeV at angular momenta of several tena of n. .

The problem of pairing and shell effects in such a system in ral.hor im-

portant. The presently available large amount of experimental data ind irate:

that parity effects manifest themselves in the elemental yield of Oil pro-

ducts. These effects lead to a noticeable difference in tho yieldu of adja-

cent elements with even and odd 7.. The relationship between the nucleon

structure of DIT products and their yields can be followed by delectimj not.

only the Z but also the mass number of the products. Fig. 1 shows our data

on the yield of isotopes with 2<Zí17 in the bombardment of silver wilh

the 300 MeV Ar ion3. The measurements were carried out at an angle uf 40

by using a telescope consisting of a gas detector A [ and a nil icon detec-

tor E placed in the exit focus of a magnetic spectrometer. One can mn-. that.

as Z and A change, the product yield shows noticeable irregularities. An

especially large yield is observed for °< -particles. Such a behaviour of

DIT product yields can be explained only by taking their shell structure

into account.

At present two approaches are widely used to explain the relative

change of the yields of DIT products. The first one is the so-callinl Q -
12) '-W

systematic^ of the isotopic production cross sections ' . The second is

a model of nucleon diffusion in the DNS , employed to account for I ho

elemental yield. The Q -systematics take account of the structure effocis

of products by using the real masses of nuclei in the Q calculation. The

G -systematics for the system Ag+Ar are presented in fiq. 2.-
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) ,o for the iso-Fig. 1. Differential production cross sections (

topes of elements with 2 íZt17 us a function of neutron number N and

proton number Z, for the reaction Ag + Ar (300 MeV).

to" -

Fig. 2. The Q -dependence of production cross sections for individual
gg / n

K i-. r-

isotopes for the system Ag + Ar (300 MeV). O(n) and 0 (p) are

pairing corrections.for neutrons Bnd protons, respectively.
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In the potential energy calculations the first versions of the diffu-

sion model were uaed in combination with the liquid drop model of thu

nucleus. However, in taking the nuclear real mass into account one also suc-

ceeded in revealing the influence of the structure of the DIT products

on their yield. The results of calculations using the diffusion model with

real nuclear masses are shown in fig. 3. One can see that it is possible to

explain qualitatively the elemental yield of DIT products including a sharp

increase of the <X -particle yield.

For many recent years great attention has been drawn by large yields of

o( -particles in heavy ion reactions, which amount to several tenths of

the total reaction cross section. Measurements of the angular distributions

have shown that a considerable part of the C< -particles is not associated

with CX -evaporation from the compound nucleus. Possible mechanisms of

O<-particle production ore the following ones: (i) the disintegration of

the initial ion to an O( -particle and a residue with and without the absorp-

tion of the residue by the target nucleus, (ii) the disintegration of the

initial ion to several 0^-particles in the region of the target nucleus,

(iii) 0( -particle emission from the zone of contact between the nuclei

(hot spot), (iv) CX -particle emission from DIT products during their

de-excitation, and (v) the knocking out of 0< -particles from the target

nucleus from the Bide opposite to the contact with the ion due to the radial

component of friction .

All these mechanisms may give contributions to the observed yield of

CX -particles depending on the concrete conditions of the experiment. We

suggest a new mechanism of o( -particle production . We believe that a

considerable part of (X -particles in DIT reactions can be a product of the

gradual evolution of the initial ion at the expense of nucleon transfer in
40the DNS. The presence of such mechanism in the case of the Ag+ Ar system

(300 MeV) is indicated by the following facts.

1) The angular distribution of O< -particles (see fig. 4). One can

see that the angular distributions of DIT products, remaining asymmetric with

respect to 90 in the cm.system, become increasingly symmetric as they move

farther from the initial ion.

2) The energy spectra of & -particles are similar to those of other

DIT products (see fig. 5).

3) The (X -particle yield is describeble by the Q -systematics and

the diffusion model of DIT reactions (see figs. 2 and 3).

Our approach permits consideration of all nuclear interactions from the

transfer of single nucleons to the complete fusion as processes of the gradual
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the measured cross sections for formation of products

with 2 42 4 17 at 40° in Ag+40Ar (300 MeV) with those calculated using the
ói

diffusion model, (l)experiment, (2)calculated distribution in 10 s,
•-20(3)calculated distribution in 10~ s, (A) calculation with liquid drop

masses, (B) calculation with real masses.
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Fig. 4. Angular distributions

of light products from the

reaction Ag+40Ar (300 MeV).
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Fig. 6. Nuclear temperature calculated from the energy spectra of protons

and Oi-particles in the system Ag + Ar (300 MeV), as a function of the

observation angle.
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Fig. 7. The values of the ef-

fective radius and the ratio of

the spheroid axes for the products

of the reaction 232Th +*°Ar(390MeV)

The points in triangles are ob-

tained for heavy fragments by

approximating the shapes of light

fragments by spheres. The points in

squares are the results obtained

taking neutron evaporation into

account.
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2. Dynamical Deformations

The average energies of DIT products may reach values by about 3D?í

less than the Coulomb barriers for spherical nuclei. The most probable rea-

son for this may be a dynamical deformation of the nuclei at the moment of

the DNS scission. We have made an attempt to obtain the values of nuclear

deformations from the values of the kinetic energies of DIT products. It

was assumed that the kinetic energies of the products are entirely determin-

ed by the Coulomb interaction and centrifugal energy. The shapes of the nu-

clei were approximated by prolate spheroids. The large-to-small semiaxis

ratio of the spheroids C/A was selected on condition that the sums of the

Coulomb and centrifugal energies coincide with the observed kinetic energy

of the products. Fig. 7 shows the results of the analysis for the system

Th + Ar (390 Mel/) in our work . The lower groups of points for to >rr

and C/A are obtained for the average values of kinetic energies, wheronn

the upper ones from the low energies corresponding to 0.1 of the magnitutJn

of the product yield for the maximum of the energy spectrum. From fig. V unn

can see that the to „ and C/A values calculated from the average ki-

netic energies of DIT products are close to the corresponding values for
252the spontaneous fission of Cf (arrow 1) and for the induced fission of

the system 2 3 8U +40Ar (300 MeV) (arrow 2). The 1O eff and C/A values cor-

responding to the observed low energies are noticeably larger in DIT rnnot.Innn

than in the case of spontaneous fission end are close to the corresponding

quantities for the fission of the system 2 3 8U +40Ar (300 MeV). The laryn-

-to-small axis ratio of the triaxial ellipsoid obtained according to ref.

for the saddle point shape of heavy DIT products is shown with a dashed

curve in fig. 7. The considerable upward deviation of the points correspond-

ing to the observation of products with Z-£l5 from the dashed curve deserv-

es special attention. Heavy DIT products in this region are nuclei with

Z ~ 1 0 0 , an excitation energy of about 200 MeV and angular momentum of

about 60 h. Their saddle point shapes are close to a sphere. It would be

extremely interesting to obtain for such nuclei deformations corresponding

to C/A # W6 at the expense of the specific features of DIT reactions. But it

is .lot excluded that here we deal with transition from the two-body mechanism

of reactions to more complicated ones. The most probable mechanism is the

overlapping processes of nucleon transfer and sequential fission of the

heavy fragment.

Analogous data obtained by us for the system Ag + Ar (300 MeV) are

shown in fig. 8.
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t 2 1 ( 9 I 7 I I 10 11 It II H 1! « 17 Z|
U H I I II 10 H N J7 I I H U H II SI SO 41 41 Z*

.40.Fig. 8. Same as in fig. 7» for the reaction Ag+HUAr(300 HeV).
I, and I. are the spin values of light and heavy OIT products, in
the case of sticking..

In DIT reactions the pooltioné of the maxima of the «nergy spectra
vary with the changing angle of observation. Within the concept of a
rotating DNS the angles of emlesion of OIT products are associated with
the angles of rotntion of the DNS. The time of rotation of the ONS
through one or another angle dan be calculated within a "sticking" model.
Thus the data on the energy spectra of DIT products at different angles
of observation permit estimation of the time evolution of nuclear deforma-
tions. The estimatea of deformations of nuclei for the systems Ag + Ar
(300 HeV) 10* and 2J2Th +40Ar (390 MeV) are presented in fig. 9. From
these data one can evaluate th» recession velocity of.the centers of

of the nuclei from each other, i.e. the value analogous to the initial
kinetic energy of fission fragments at the scission point. For a maximum

8deformation of the sys
for the system La + 0.

8 8
deformation of the system Fm + 0 we obtain "*3 x 10 cm/a , and-1 x 10 cm/s
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9. Variation of the dynamical deformation for the heavy

fragment with variations of the DNS lifetime. The upper curve

corresponds to La + 0 from the initial system Ag + 40Ar (300 MoV),

and the lower curve stands for Fm + 0 from the initial system
232Th +40Ar (.300 MeV).

Bearing in mind the great resemblance between the DIT processes and fisaiun

one can assume that for fission the initial velocity of separation of frag-
Q

ments is equal to (1-3) x 10 cm/s. For a symmetric fission of a system

with A=250 this gives a kinetic energy of fragments at the separation point

of about 0.3-3 MeV. Directly for fission this value may be obtained only

in model calculations. According to, e.g., ref.11^ it is estimated to lie

between 0 and several tens of MeV.
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ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND THE COLLECTIVE MODES EXCITED

IN DEEP-INELASTIC PROCESSES AND IN FISSION

L. G. Moretto

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

ABSTRACT

The angular momentum effects in deep inelastic processes and fission
H have been studied in the limit of statistical equilibrium. The model
» consists of two touching liquid drop spheres. Angular momentum fraction-

atlon has been found to occur along the mass asymmetry coordinate. Thermal
excitation of fragment spin is predicted to occur in the degrees of freedom
which can beer angular momentum, like wriggling, tilting, bending, and
twisting.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of angular momentum in recent studies is illustrated by
the work on gamma-ray multiplicities [1-8], gamma-ray angular distributions
[9], and alpha [10] and sequential fission probabilities and angular distri-
butions [11-13]. All of these topics have as a major theme the angular
momentum and its partitioning among several, though not necessarily yet
identified, degrees of freedom.

Transport equations have been advocated for the description of the
time evolution of the intermediate complex formed in heavy-ion collisions
and have even been applied with moderate success to the angular momentum
transfer observed in these reactions [14-16]. A good deal can be learned by
considering a very simple model, striving to obtain transparent analytical
results and by considering the long time limit of statistical equilibrium,
to which all the transport equations must tend.

] The statistical equilibrium limit is not deprived of Interest. On the
one hand, such a limit applies to all of the compound nucleus processes,
fission in particular. On the other hand, many of the collective degrees
of freedom which we consider are quite likely to be in most cases, either
close, or at the statistical equilibrium limit. There are, of course, most
interesting and notable exceptions. In what follows, we are going to
consider explicitly the mass asymmetry coordinates, the wriggling, tilting
and bending modes.

ANGULAR MOMENTUM FRACTIONATION ALONG THE MASS ASYMMETRY COORDINATE

Variations In the total exit channel angular momentum along the mass
asymmetry coordinate have been observed in non-eqUillbrium heavy-ion
reactions [5]. In these processes the angular momentum fractionation
appears to arise mainly from the decreasing rate cf spread of the population
along the mass asymmetry coordinate with increasing angular momentum due
to the dependence of the interaction time upon angular momentum.
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Angular momentum fractionation is expected even when statistical
equilibrium is attained along the mass asymmetry mode, either directly as
the end product of diffusion, or through population from compound nucleus.
The reason for this can easily be seen. The potential as a function of
mass asymmetry (ridge potential) has a minimum at symmetry with the second
derivative increasing with increasing angular momentum. At equilibrium, the
mass distributions for large angular momenta are more sharply peaked about
symmetry than the mass distributions for small angular momenta. It follows
that, after summation over all partial l-waves the angular momentum decreases
with increasing symmetry. More quantitatively, let us consider the ridge
line as a function of mass asymmetry and angular momenta. ?or two touching
liquid drop spheres, of mass numbers Alt A2, and for small values of
y - %(A1-A2)/(A1+A2).the energy is

(0.45354 + 1.29584 y2)ER + (0.89244 + 0.46664 y
2)E

(1.25992 - 0.55996 y2)Eg - aER

where ER'_EC ES. are the rotational, Coulomb, and surface energies of
the equivalent sphere

Now let us assume that a compound nucleus has been formed and that
neutron decay and fission are the only competing processes. In the constant
temperature limit, dropping K-lndependent factors and assuming r_ * F„, we
get for the distribution in I and y: T "N*

« I e dy

where R - ct-1, C - 0-1, S - y-1, and I is the angular momentum.
Integrating over angular momentum we obtain

P(y)

"Í"
exp - « — - 1

where EJJ* la the maximum rotational energy of the equivalent sphere, and
<t • -R. The first moment of the angular momentum Is

exp

where E™* is the maximum rotational energy of the equivalent sphere, F(x)
is the Dawson's integral and « - -R. The second moment of the angular momentum
is:

p ( y ) .
- 1
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197Au + 288 M«V 40Ar
CONSTANT T UITH NEUTRON COMPETITION

10

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.S

Fig. la.

Hass distributions for the indicated reaction obtained by
integrating over all £-waves leading to fission (squares) and for
selected individual K-waves (solid curves). The l-values are 1-0,
and fcjmj. All curves have been normalized to unity at ayaMtry.
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1 9 7Au + 2 8 8 Me>V

CONSTANT T WITH NEUTRON COMPETITION

1.25

0.25
0.4 0.5

Fig. lb.

Mean (croaaee; and m a n aquared (aquarea) angular aoaentuai divided
by the correapondlng quantltlca obtained by averaging over the t-diatri-
bution which leads to fiaalon va. aayaaetry.
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These moments as well as the mass distributions, as a function of the mass
asymmetry y are shown in Fig. l(a,b).

The Interpretation of Fig. K b ) , which depicts I and P as a function of
y is fairly straightforward. For moderate values of y, both í/ín ««d fc*£J
are constant and close to unity. This is due to the fact that the high
l-waves dominate the yield for this range of asymmetries, so that averaging
over £ yields a value of I, £ % which is essentially Ip.tp. However, the
mass distributions for high fc-waves are relatively narrow, and as one moves
out to greater asymmetries their contribution to the total yield for a
given asymmetry becomes less important, resulting in a lower average I.

At the expense of an analytic answer, a more accurate picture can be
obtained by including the angular momentum dependence of T and by replacing
Tn with FT • rn + Tjr. The results are shown in Figs. 2(a,b\. The qualita-
tive interpretation is similar to that described above: t.t2 are nearly
constant as a function of y for small y due to the dominance of the
high i. waves, and then drop off rather abruptly because of the small
contribution of the high 1-waves to the extreme asymmetries.

Another case which may be relevant in heavy-ion reactions arises when
the system equilibrates along the ridge line and decays without passing
through the compound nucleus stage. In other words, there is no competition
from neutron emission or from other particle decay modes.

Calculations without neutron competition are shown in Fig. 3(a,b).
The mass distributions for the individual £-waves shown in Fig. 3(a) are
identical to those in Fig. 2(a) since the effect of neutron competition only
changes the normalization. However, the distribution P(y) Is now consider-
ably broader than its counterpart in Fig. 2(a) due to the change in the
weighting of P(£,y) In the integration over Jt.

The most significant effect of the assumption of equilibration along
the ridge line can be seen in Fig. 3(b). In contrast to the preceding case
(neutron competition), I and Jr peak at symmetry and fall off substantially
with increasing y. The dramatic differences in the t-fractionation imply
that it may be possible to distinguish between the two mechanisms, i.e.,
compound nucleus fission and non-compound nucleus decay, by measuring the
angular momentum as a function of asymmetry.

STATISTICAL COUPLING BETWEEN ORBITAL AND INTRINSIC ANGULAR
MOMENTA AND WRIGGLING MODES

Let us assume that we can approximate the exit channel configuration
by two touching, equal, rigid spheres with all the associated rotational
degrees of freedom. This model leads to staple analytical predictions for
the relevant statistical distributions.

First, let us consider the equilibrium between intrinsic rotation
of the fragment and their orbital rotation, assuming that the relevant
angular momenta are all parallel to each other. If the total angular
momentum Is I and the spin fragment is s, the energy, for an arbitrary
partition between orbital and intrinsic angular momentum is:

E(a)
vr* & I ur* 2urJ

( )

2ur* IS Vvr* & I ur* 2urJ

The first term Is the orbital and the second the Intrinsic rotational
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+ 288
NEUTRON COMPETITION

10

0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 2a.

Saae as Fig. l(a) except that the angular aoacntua dependence
of the temperature and total reaction vldth have been Incorporated
Into the calculation* (aee text).
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Fig. 2b.

the •<

Saa* *• f t ( . Kb) but Including
refinements at the calculation shown in Fig. 2(a).
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4 -I

u + 288 M»V 4BAr
NO COMPETITION

10

Fig. 3a.

Saae aa Fig. 2(a) but In the absence of neutron competition.
Note that only the total aaaa diatrlbution (aquarea) la different frc
Fig. 2(a), (b)
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197Au + 28B M»V
NO COMPETITION

1.25

1.00

o

\0.75

0.S0

0.25
0

•
a •

o •

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 3b.

Saae •• Fig. 2<b) but without neutron co«petition.
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Wriggl ing modes

2.5 3.0 3.5

Fig. 4. Total spin of the fragments arising froa wriggling as a function of
the spin arising froa rigid rotation alone plotted In dlaenalonless fora.
The upper solid curve shows the result for both of the wriggling aodes
while the lower solid curve corresponds to the excitation of a single
wriggling aode (see text). The Halting behavior for both aaall and
large x are Indicated In both cases.
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energy, v ^ being the moment of inertia of one of the two equal spheres.
The average spin per fragment I is given by

-E(s)/T
25 - J-JLJL̂  ÖL . -J£— x . I x . 2I .

2 ur2 + 2«/ 7 R

where Z is the partition function. The second moment s 7 is given by:

48

(yr2 + 2./) (yr2 +

From this we obtain the standard deviation

(yr2 H

:, i The quantity 4o| represents the amount of angular momentum trade-off allowed
• • by the temperature between orbital and intrinsic rotation.
, • In some Instances, such as gamma-multiplicity measurements, one is
:; interested in the average sum of the moduli of the fragment spins. This
, can be obtained as

. . . -E(s)/T
! ,ir. _ I |B| e
t

which yields, in dimensionless form:

/

l
2 \-^r exp(-x2) + xerf(x)l ,

L /ír J/ír

where x - IR/V^*F and J* - \ir*S H\ir2 + 2 f ) . Also IR"l/7 i» the
spin per fragment arising from rigid rotation. The above expression is
plotted In Fig. 4. In the limit of large I, one obtains

For small I,

to order x2, so for I"0 one obtains

yr2 +

In this case the fragment angular momentum at xero angular momentum arises
from the excitation of a collective mode (wriggling [17]) In which the two
fragments spin In the same direction while the system ma m whole rotates
In the opposite direction In order to maintain 1*0.
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Tilting

Wriggling

Wriggling

Fig. 5. Schematic Illustration of the tilting mode and the doubly degenerate
wriggling modes for the two equal sphere model. The long arrows origi-
nating at the point of tangency for the two spheres Is the orbital
angular momentum while the shorter arrows represent the individual
fragment spins.
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Contrary to what has been assumed thus far, the wriggling mode is
actually doubly degenerate, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Let us now couple
this doubly degenerate mode to the spin arising from rigid rotation. If the
aligned coaponent of the angular momentum arising from rigid rotation is I_
and that due to wriggling is R, the total angular momentum for each fragment
is

s* - I* + R2 + 2IRR cosG .

and the total energy is

E —
1AR*

10.7
The angular momentum of either fragment is

s - si I* + R2 + 2IRR cos6 ,

so the average sum of the moduli of the fragment spins is

/>/l^ + R22|s| - | />/l^ + R2 + 2 1 ^ cos6 R exp(-E/T)dRde

A rather accurate approximation to 2|s| Is given in dimensionless form by:

2^l - 2x + ̂  - \ (x + £) exp(-x2) + /T (1 + \) erfc(x) .

This function, which Is plotted in Fig. 4, has the following limiting values:

x,

Also in the limit of large IR, one obtains

2 J 4R2 - 4lJ - 2R5 - 2R5

It is interesting to note that the wriggling mode generates a random
angular momentum in a plane perpendicular to the line of centers of the
fragments.

THERMAL FLUCTUATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM PROJECTION ON THE
DISINTEGRATION AXIS: TILTING

Above we have assumed that the two touching fragments are aligned
with their common axis perpendicular to the total angular momenturn. Because
of the thermal fluctuations, this condition c«n be relaxed (aee Fig. 5).
Assuming now that the two fragments are rigidly attached one to the other,
the energy is given by

f
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I 2 - K2

E - * +
2v^| *.̂ . z«^eff

where: J^ • 2? + pr2; iTjj - 27"; and ^"^ - v^"1 -^\ K i« the
projection of the angular momentum I along the line of centers. One can
easily obtain

The averaged square spin Is

49 49 49 49

The average spin, on the other hand, 1B:

where we have dropped terms of order higher than K2/I2.

Due to the excitation of this mode the reaction plane is not perpen-
dicular to the total angular momentum of the system I, but is "tilted" by

an angle 6t given by: sln8t - v K
2/I2 . The angle more relevant to

sequential fission angular distributions Is the angle between the total
spin of one fragment and the normal to the line of centers (in the same

plane aa I), which la given by: sinB " V K /4s . Since I is consider-
ably larger than 5, this angle can be considerably larger than 6£. The
combined effect of wriggling and tilting will produce spin components along
all the coordinate axes. If the separation axis Is the z-axls, tilting will

lead to an rms z-component of V lr/4 • 0.84>/vFf for each fragment.

On the other hand, the average x- and y-components will be
hence, tilting and wriggling together generate an angular momentum which
is almost random.

TWISTING AND BENDING MODES [17] EXCITED IN A ZERO ANGULAR MOMENTUM SYSTEM

These three degrees of freedom are illustrated In Fig. 6. They are
degenerate in our two-equal-sphere model [12]. If R la the angular momentum
of each fragment, we obtain

R «

R1 - -̂R 2
and

t* - £k?T * 0.227,
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T7—*" Twisting

Bending

Bending

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the twisting and bending Modes for the
two equal sphere model. Note the palrwise cancellation of the fragment
spins.
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Bending and twisting modes

yM4/,/r(l+x>/3)

0.5 1.0 15 2.0 25 3.0 3.5

Fig. 7. Total fragment apln as a function of the spin arising from rigid
rotation for the twisting and bending modes. Dinenaionless fons are
utilized. The Uniting behavior for large and snail x are indicated.
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COUPLING OF TWISTING AND BENDING MODES TO RIGID ROTATION

We want to generalize the prevloua calculation to the case of non-zero
total angular momentum. Let us assime that each fragment has an aligned
angular nonentum component IR arising from rigid rotation and a random
component R due to the bending and twisting aodes. The overall rotational
energy arising froa the fragaent spins Is:

^ ij + Ra) .

The average total angular momentum of the fragments. In dlmenslonless form,

where x - T-Jsljfl. This function is plotted in Fig. 7. For small x
one obtains

In the limit of I • 0, one obtains
K

~j=r (i • V )

V<7T~ - 2R

In agreement with the results of the last section. For large x,

or

Similarly the average square angular momentum to order ír/!_ yields

4a"* -

J2 - - 2^T

CONCLUSION

Using a simple model we have investigated the angular momenta associated
with a number of collective degrees of freedom. For the mass asymmetry mode
we have found that there is an appreciable t-fractionation along the mass
asymmetry coordinate, even in the equilibrium limit. Furthermore, the
distinctly different patterns observed for the case of compound nucleus
decay and for non-compound nucleus decay (I.e., equilibration along the
ridge line) Imply that it may be possible to experimentally distinguish
between these two mechanisms, perhaps via gamma-ray multiplicity measurements.
Six other collective modes have been considered: two wriggling, one tilting,
two bending, and one twisting. Excitation of these modes causes a modest
increase in the average fragment spins over the rigid rotational value but
lead to a sizeable spread In the fragment's angular momenta about the average
value.
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HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS
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Darmstadt, F.R. Germany

Abstract

In order to include initial correlations in the transport
theory of dissipative collisions we introduce an explicitly
time-dependent dynamical potential in the relative motion.
Consequences of the initial correlations are discussed.
The resulting Fokker-Planck equation is applied to compound-

-nucleus formation and dissipative collisions. The possible
existence and some characteristic features of a long-living
component of dissipative collisions are studied.

1. Introduction

The initial stage of dissipative heavy-ion collisions is characterized by
the mutual approach of projectile and target in their ground states. From our
knowledge about grazing collisions we expect that this first stage of the pro-
cess is dominated by the coherent motion of nucleons in their mean single-
particle potential. The time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory (TDHF) should well
describe this approach phase. The highly correlated doorway configuration Is
expected to decay via residual interactions to complicated states. This decay
forms the second important stage in a heavy-ion collision and leads to the
third stage, where the complexity of the wave function suggests a statistical
treatment of the process within .a transport theory.

Transport theories have been successfully applied- to various aspects of
dissipative (or deeply inelastic) heavy-ion collisions. Several reviews are
available by now [1-5]. Two examples are shown in figures 1 and 2. Fig. 1
shows the element distribution for the reaction 86Kr (5.99 MeV/u) + 166Er.
The transport-theoretical calculation [6,7] as shown by the dashed curve is
in rather good agreement with the data. The solid curve is obtained by ad-
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justing only the drift coefficient in the Fokker-Plancfc equation to f i t the
data.

=— I

100
j Q

10
b

X)

I i r T 1 1 -

Kr+Er
5.99MeV/N

OL

•s.

(M

28 52

F1g. 1. Calculated element distributions for the reaction
86Kr (5.99 MeV/u) + 16GEr compared with experimental
data [8]. The dashed curve corresponds to theoretical
values of drift and diffusion coefficients, the solid
curve to a fit by adjusting only the drift coefficient.
From [7].

Fig. 2 compares the calculated angular momenta of the fragments with results
from Y-mu1tipl1cit1es. The calculations show the importance of fluctuations
in the dissipation of angular momenta. The dip around the projectile charge
1s understood as follows: The fragments close to the projectile are predomi-
nantly produced in collisions with large 1-values where the Interaction time
and hence, the dissipated angular momentum 1s small. Sufficiently far away
from the projectile-charge number, the dissipated angular momentum saturates.
These fragments are mainly populated in collisions with 1-values where the
interaction time 1s large enough to reach sticking. The obvious success of
transport theories can be attributed to the short duration of the Initial
stages as compared to the third stage.

For a more complete understanding of dissipative heavy-ion collisions 1t
is necessary to bridge the gap between the treatment of the Initial and the
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final stages. In the following we outline some basic considerations which

lead to the Introduction of an explicitly time-dependent potential 1n the

relative motion.

5.99 MeV/N Kr+ Er
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Fig. 2. The total angular momentum Itot(^i) °^ *ne fragments
as function of the fragment charge number and corres-
ponding Y-multipli city data from [8] for the reaction
86Kr (5.99 MeV/u) + I66Er. The dashed curve is obtained
by neglecting fluctuations. From [7J. .

2. Dynamical potential and local equilibration

During the fast approach of the nuclei the individual nucleons
cannot follow the lowest possible (adiabatic) levels. The nucleonic
wave functions stay essentially unchanged (conservation of the num-
ber of nodes). Such a 'diabatic' behaviour is encountered also for
electrons in atom-atom collisions. The motion of nucleons on diabatic
levels gives rise to a large potential energy in addition to the adia-
batic potential. This additional potential can be estimated from the
Inspection of two-center shell-model calculations. From a more schematic
consideration of correlation diagrams we obtain

(AU)diab 30
1/3

MeV (1)

for the additional repulsive potential at the compound-nucleus shape and
for A, = A«. The occurrence of an additional repulsive potential has been
recognized also from TDHF calculations [9,10].

The doorway configuration which is formed during the fast approach of
the two nuclei can be considered as a highly correlated state of (n particle
n hole) excitations with respect to the adiabatic configuration. This corre-
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lation is effectively lost by the decay via residual interactions. The time
which is necessary to obtain local statistical equilibrium between al1 ex-
cited states at a given shape, is denoted by tj . Estimates for this iocal
equilibration time can be obtained from the decay time of one of the particle-
hole states or from the corresponding time in precompound reactions. These

-21considerations lead to T1()C % 10 s.

3. Correlation (or order) parameter and consequences for transport theories

For describing the effect of the doorway configuration and its decay,
we introduce an order parameter x which measures the degree of correlation
with respect to the entrance channel. It 1s defined to be one Initially and
approaches zero for t » T^ Q C. This parameter is an additional macroscopic
variable which has to be taken into account explicitly 1n the transport theory
[11]. Only if T, would turn out to be much smaller than all other characte-
ristic times of the collision process we could neglect x- As a consequence

the relative motion of the nuclei would be determined by the adiabatic poten-
-21tial. Since we expect T, to be of the order of 10 s, such an approximation

seems not to be justified.

We assume in the following that the correlation parameter x(t) is given

by
t

x(t) =exp (-i / f(r(t'))df) (2)
Tloc t0

where we regard T J O C as an unknown parameter. The integral over the form
factor f(r) smoothly switches on the equilibration. The quantities r(t)
and tQ denote respectively the mean trajectory and a time well before the
collision. As compared to the transport theory formulated 1n [6,7], the
essential new feature is the Introduction of an explicitly time-dependent
dynamical potential.

u<yn ( p > t ) " Uad ( r ) [1"x(t)] + U<Hab<r> x(t)

where Uad and U d i a b denote the adiabatic and diabatic potentials, respectively.
The relative motion of the nuclei and the transfer of nucleons is described
by the Fokker-Planck equation
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(r,p; e,l; a; t) /at

. i_ (v f) + 1 L fD f)3p v p ; Up 7 l pp '

with the reduced mass u- As compared to [6] this equation 1s written in the
variables of radial momentum p, relative angular momentum 1 and mass asymmetry

a = (A1-A2)/(Ai+A2) Instead of intrinsic excitation energy E , z-component M

of the intrinsic angular momentum and mass A] of fragment 1. In addition, the
Fokker-Planck equation (4) Includes the relative distance r, the angle of
rotation e and the effect from the force all. n/3r on the distribution function f, i

cf. [3-5,11]. The transport coefficients are calculated from the expressions of
[6] with modifications [12] arising from the treatment of the radial motion.
In particular, a form factor is Introduced in accordance with the numerical

calculations of [13]. For the adiabatic potential we use the results of Mb'ller
and Nix [14]. The diabatic potential 1s given by adding to the adiabatic
potential the central value (1) with an adequate form factor. The proximity

form for the mass-asymmetry dependence is used for calculating (AU)0.. . for

different projectile-target combinations,

60

+ A2

For Ar + Pb this gives 130 MeV. Effects from the dynamical potential are

present directly in the relative motion of (4) but also in the transport
coefficients. Here, the dynamical potential enters via the effective exci-
tation energy

EIff = E " Udyn " Eiln <6>

which is available as heat. Whereas the transport coefficients v , 0 ,
V T D 1 T Dia»

 Dpp are o n ly affected via the effective temperature

T « (Eef1?/a) with the level-density parameter a, the mass-drift coefficient
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v becomes explicitly proportional to the dynamical force 3 U . / 3 O and hence
should directly show the local equilibration. An Indication of such an effect
is shown 1n fig. 3 where the mean values of the element distribution for
86Kr (5.99 MeV/u, 8.18 MeV/u) + 166Er are plotted as functions of the total

kinetic energy loss AE and the Interaction time T.. +, respectively. At both
-21

bombarding energies a local equilibration time of the order 10 s Is Indi-

cated.

UJ
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Fig. 3. Correlation of the mean values <Z]> of the element distri-
butions with the total kinetic energy loss AE and the Inter-
action time T
(5.99 and 8.1

respectively, for the reactions 86Kr
V/u) + 166Er. From [15].

4. Numerical results for the compound nucleus 2kBFm

For the numerical treatment of the Fokker-Pianck equation we Introduce
a moment expansion. Figure 4 shows three different trajectories for '•tyr
(400 MeV) + 208Pb in the (r.a)-plane for a local equilibration time
0.75 • 10"Z1s. The trajectory with the smallest 1-vaiue (1=51) leads to thfe
formation of a compound nucleus. The largest l-value (1=104) corresponds to
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Fig. 4. Trajectories for three 1-values In the collision
••°Ar (400 MeV) + 208Pb. From [16].

a fast process known as dissipative (or deeply Inelastic) collision.
The trajectory with 1 » 102, although similar to that with 1 = 104 for
small times, is captured. In contrast to the trajectory with 1 = 51 it
does not Itad to a compound nucleus because 1 > l-r1t * 70 (largest 1-
value for the existence of the compound nucleus 2 U 8Fm). Instead, the
system develops towards mass symmetry (a = 0) and 1s expected to split
Into two fragments if deformations of the fragments are allowed. This long-
living component of dissipative collisions results after the system has ro-
tated several times and hence, exhibits essentially a I/sine angular dis-
tribution like the fragments from compound-nucleus fission. In contra-
distinction to compound-nucleus fission the mass distribution of this long-
living component of dissipative collisions 1s expected to be broader because
it 1s not limited by the saddle-point shape.

As illustrated 1n fig. 5 we can divide the reaction cross-section sche-
matically according to the 1-values. For 0 < 1 < lcr^t we have compound-
nucleus formation if the critical 1-vilue ! „ _ for capture (here 1„_ % 103)

Cp Cop
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de

VIS I

! •

4*
Fig. 5. Schematic picture of 1-values contributing to compound-

nucleus formation and the two components (DIS I, DIS II)
of dissipative collisions.

1s larger than J c rj t- For 1 < 1 c rj t compound-nucleus formation 1s
limited by 1,._. The Iong-I1v1ng component of dissipative collisions (OIS II)

Cop

1s expected for 1c_jf < 1 < *Ci0- Figure 6 shows the capture cross-section In
units of the reaction cross-section as function of the bombarding energy and
for different values of the local equilibration time. For a < cr(l ^.) the
capture leads to compound-nucleus formation. For small bombarding energies the
compound-nucleus formation 1s strongly suppressed. It reaches the maximal value

Fig. 6. Capture cross-sections for different local equilibration
times T 1 O C . From [16].

!l
r
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at the crossing point with the dashed line which corresponds to lcrit-
Above this cross-over a long-living dissipative collision occurs. This
threshold 1s well above the Interaction barrier. According to the prelimi-
nary results of fig. 6 this Iong-I1v1ng component occurs only for 1. <
2 • 10"21s.

Figure 7 shows preliminary results for a^JaQ for three different
Cop K

projectile-target combinations as function of the c m . energy in units of
-21the Interaction barrier energy V(R). For the value 0.75 • 10 s chosen for

the local equilibration time we see that a long-living component of dissi-
pative collisions 1s not present for Kr + Er and Xe + Sn. Only for large
mass asymmetries like Ar + Pb we find this component for energy E r M > 1.4 V(R).

Fig. 7. Capture cross-section for different projectile-target
combinations as function of the Incident c m . energies.

Note also that the compound-nucleus formation is strongly reduced with
decreasing mass asymmetry. Experimental evidence for the existence.of the
DIS II component has been reported by Freiesleben at this conference for
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2 3 8U (5.7 MeV/u) + ^Ca and 132Xe (5.9 MeV/u) + 56Fe. Although the total
mass for these reactions are quite different from 2M8Fm we have indicated
the corresponding Ep,./V(R) positions 1n fig. 7. It is interesting to note
that for 2 3 8U (4.6 MeV/u) + **8Ca this component is not observed. Hanappe
[18] has reported on the existence of a threshold for the DIS II component
in the reactions 20Ne + natRe and *°Ar + 165Ho.

5. Conclusion

In summarizing we stress the following points:

(1) As a somewhat unusual concept we have introduced an explicitly time-
dependent potential In the relative motion. This dynamical potential smoothly

I connects in time the Initial repulsive-core potential and the adiabatic po-
. tential which governs the motion after local equilibrium is established. The

inclusion of such a dynamical potential in the microscopic transport theory
extends the applicability of the theory to the Initial stage.

$ (2) The mechanism of energy loss is two-fold. Part of the kinetic energy 1s

lost directly by friction. Another part is first stored as potential energy

(dynamical potential) and then transformed Into heat via residual Interactions.

Thus we expect the relative motion to be quite different from the treatment

by friction forces and the adiabatic potential.

(3) This concept has been applied to heavy-Ion collisions describing both

compound-nucleus formation and dissipative collisions.

(4) A long-living component of dissipative collisions (DIS II) is found to
exist beside the well-established fast component (DIS I). The DIS II component
is characterized by similarities to compound-nucleus fission. It differs from
compound-nucleus fission by a broader mass distribution, by athreshold In bom-
barding energy which lies around 1.5 times the Interaction barrier, and by the

; dependence on projectile-target combination. Only for large compound masses
1 200 £ A C N £ 300 and large initial mass asymmetries (0.5 $ | aQ | S 0.8) the

DIS II component is expected to exist.

(5) The compound-nucleus cross-section 1s strongly suppressed at energies close
to the Interaction barrier. This reduction is due to the dynamical potential

Í
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and becomes particularly large for symmetric projectile-target combinations.

(6) The study of heavy-ion collisions with respect to compound-nucleus for-
mation and the OIS II component may shed some light on the initial correla-
tions which are imposed by the single-particle structure of the colliding
nuclei. Thus, the study of these capture processes can contribute to a better
understanding of the importance of the single-particle structure on large-
scale collective nuclear motion.
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Resonanoes above the .Coulomb Barrier In Light
Heavy Ion Systems*

P. Paul§

Department of Physics, State University of Hi.
Stony Brook, M.Y. 11794

Abstract*

Reeent experimental results obtained with the C +XOQ
system at cm* energies between 19*7 and 47 MeV are diseus-
sed* New resonance spin determinations for intermediate reso-
nances seen strongly in inelastic ohanhels are presented*
These spins, obtained from particle-J correlations differ from
values previously inferred from elastic scattering and are in
several eases two units lower than themaximal optical model
standing wave* Secondly, an excitation function is shown ob-
tained in the badly mismatched channel to the exoited 0* state
in 0* The excitation function displays narrow resonances at
c*m* energies as high as 34 McV*
The implications of these data on current models for heavy ion
resonances in light heavy ion systems are briefly discussed*

9 The data presented in this report have been obtained in
collaboration with T* Chapuran, P. Braun-Munsinger, W* Freeman
B.I. MeOrath, C M . Jaehcinski, W.Piel, Ch. Uhlhorn and fi* Wil-
schut*
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1. Introduction.

Non-8tatlatlcal resonances above the Coulomb barrier have now

been observed in many light ion systems. The understanding of

the structure of these resonanoes present* ona of the most

interesting ehallenges of low energy heavy ion physics. Bo

far the best explanation has been in terms of eigenstates

of the ion-ion potential, often called nuclear molecules,and

coupling to some collective low lying degree of freedom in the

heavy ion constituents.

In the following 1 will present some recent data which have

been obtained at Stony Brook which oast some doubt on this

explanation. Similar results have been obtained in other lab-

oratories. At Stony Brook we have concentrated our attention

on the system C.+.1 0 because it offers the following advan-

tages: a* It is an asymmetric system allowing odd as well as

even partial waves in the ion-ion motion.

b. Both constituents have well-defined rather collec-

tive low excited states, such aa the 2+ state at 4.43 MeV in
12C and the 3" state at 6.13 MeV in l 60, which can absorb en-

ergy and angular momentum into intrinsic excitation and remo-

ve it from the ion-ion motion.

c. Most of these low excited states are well matched

to the elaatio channel. But at the name time, the first exci-

ted state at 6.o5 MeV in l60 with spin 0+ allows study of re-

sonances in a badly matched channel. Relative to the elastic

channel excitation of this state is mismatohed by almost 3

units of angular momentum.

Uy talk will be restricted to a discussion of recently

obtained excitation functions and spin determinations in the-

se inelastic channels because they relate to the essence of

presently existing models.

I should caution that some of the data and analyses are

very recent and therefore preliminary.
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2. Angle Integrated Cross Section in Well Matched Channel.

The most believable demonstration of heavy ion resonance

comes from angle integrated excitation functions. A beautiful '

example is the inelastic excitation function in which the j
1? +

C ion is left in the excited 2 3tate. As Fig.l shows one

observes regular resonances the parameters of which are listed

in Table 1. It Is these resonances which are oommonly identi-

fied with standing waves in the optieal model (OM) ion-ion

potential. Indeed as given in Tablel, if the standing waves

are computed from the real part of the optical potential ob-

tained from the forward-angle elastic scattering the energy

systematics agrees with the observed peaks. However, if one

now assigns spin values from the Olt calculation to the reson-

ances one observes an odd-even effect. Samely, the widths of

the even resonances agree with the OH result* while the ob-

served widths of the odd states are systematically much less

than computed, finally we note that the broad resonances all

show structure of intermediate width indicative of a coupling

to more complicated configurations.

3. Angle Differential Cross Sections and Intermediate Struo-

ture.

If one now measures the excitation functions of well-

matched inelastic channels at backward angles strong resonan-

ces are observed with widths larger than the statistical co-

herence width (*v2oo keV) , but much Ies3 than the Oil widths*

Examples are given in Pig 2. and 3. taken from ref .2. Most

striking are two doublets, at Etm»19»7 and 2o.5 MeV with

Qa»39o keV, and at 22.0 and 22.6 lleV (f^, « 5oo keV). They

occur at energies where the grazing angular momentum in the

elastic channel is l a 14 and 15, respectively. These reuon-

nances are not only strong relative to the background but .

also in terms of the total partial wave reaction oross sect- I

ion? Nevertheless, as can be seen from Fig.4 only the 19*7

UeV resonance shows a strong correlation in the angle-average!

elastic oross section.
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If one,however believes the slight indications in the elastic

channel at aljL reaonance energies one can determine the spins

quite directly from the elastic angular distributions. Thesie

can be fitted with an OM amplitude which essentially fits the

forward angle cross section and a resonance in a single parti-

al wave which provides the enhancement at the backward angles*

Only adjustable parameters are the partial width fj and the

mixing phase 4>; • The resonance term leads to an angular <li-

stribution V/C&J ~ ?£i «*^) , so that the spin can be road off

almost immediately from the data, Representative angular dis-

tributions and fits are shown in Fig,5 at 19,7 MeV, and in

Fig.6 at 22.0 MeV. As one expected the best fit at 19.7 MeV

is obtained for J« 14* , and at 22.Ü MeV for J » 15-(perhaps

16*) . At 22.6 MeV one obtains J a 14*"(perhaps 15"). All these

values are within one unit of the relevant standing wave angu-

lar momentum. Thus so far the picture is quite consistent! The

01! standing waves act ás doorway statea to slightly more com-

plicated configurations,

4» Direct Spin Determination in Inelastic Channels.

It is obviously desirable to measure the resonance spins

in the strong inelastic channels directly. This is complicated

by the fact that the final states now have intrinsic spin.

Thus it is not sufficient to meaaure angular distributions

but one must go further and observe the partje le- J corr-

elation. If a special geometry is chosen in which the break

up particle is observed in a movable counter and the subse-

quent X ray is detected in a stationary counter in the reac-

tion plane* the angular correlation, for spinle33 target and

projectile, is given by
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H«re L, L1 are angular momenta in the out oing channel. If

LsJ - I predominates (where I is the final-state spin) aa is

indicated by transmission coefficient calculations then one

one recovers the great slmplioityof the elaatlc angular dist-

ributions and %/f*>,£J'»ii.<aXiM%).

One may then fit the observed correlations again with an oil

amplitude and a resonance term. Sample results are given in

Fig.7 and 8.At E »19.7 MeV the elastic channel measurementcm
was quite believable and we expect J»14. Indeed Fig.7 shows

that this value is obtained from the correlation, with an ad-

mixture of Ja 13, presumably from the background* However, as

one examines the higher resonances the inelastic results are

strikingly different from the elastic ones. Fig.8 shows the

result at 2o.5 MeV#still in the region of the Js 14 standing-

wave. The correlation fit indicates J*12. Similarly at 22.u

and 22.6 lieV, at the J*15 standing wave, one obtains J«*13.

The results are collected in Table II where the various gra-

zing angular momenta are also listed. One sees that the inel-

astic resonances have spin values consistently tw.o units bel-

ow the elastic channel standing waves, except at 19*7 MeV.

This is in strong contradiction to the notion of the strong-

est OH standing wave feeding into the inelastic channels* We

note that some similar results of far--inside spin values ha-

ve been reported in other reactions,

5. Theoretical Models for Heavy Ion Resonances above the

Coulomb Barrier.

Several resonance models have been introduced to explain

observed heavy ion resonances. All use the Oil standing wave

resonanoe as starting point. The model with the most predicti-

ve power is the Double Resonance Model of Scheid and (ireiner

and its extention, the socalled band crossing model used ex-

tensively by Abe, kondo and Matsuse • We list here only the

salient features as sketched in Fig.9. taken from ref.5.

One starts with a series of bands all of which can be ob-

tained from the real part of the OM ion-ion potential.
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The lowest band is the elastic onct and the sequence of Old re-

sonances can be closely fitted with a rotational formula

5 The various inelastic bands follow similarly from the equation

f where L is the angular momentum in the ion-ion motion. If all

jj bands are plotted vs. the elastic entrance channel spin J the

well matched inelastic bands tend to cross the elastic band.

', At these energies and spin values the inelastic channels can
-'•.2

i be efficiently excited leading to intermediate structure. A

M very recent example of such a calculation is that of Tanimura

•j and Tazwara for the inelastic resonances discus.sed in this

talk6.

The main problems with this and similar models are:

a. All yield resonance spins equal to the dominant stan-

ding wave, in disagreement with the experimental spins.

b. They do not predict resonances in mismatched channels

such as represented by the 0 + band in Fig. 9 which never cross

the elastic band or even come close to it. In the next section

we will present data which demonstrate resonances in the exci-

ted 0 + channel.

It should be noted however that the model described above is

highly schematic and that other models or perhapo very; strong

coupling between channels may load to different results. Still

it appears that the concept of the entrance channel standing

wave as thedominant path to the inelastic excitation cannot

be correct for a number of intermediate-width resonances.

6.Excitation Function of the Excited 0 + Channel.

The 6.05-MeV 0 + state is not only mismatched by almost

three units of angular momentum but also very weakly excited

in one-step inelastic scattering because it is a monopolé ex-

citation ( different from the breathing modej • Both characte-

ristics make it an extremely interesting test of the strong

coupling mo dels outlined before. We have thus measured the

inelastio angle-integrated excitation function up to very high
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Í a.m. energies by detecting the pair decay from the exoited

j 0+ state to the ground state • The interesting result is shown

in Fig*10. Pronounced resonances appear in the curve at least

1 up to cm. energies of 34 MeV. With a Q value of <*17 MeV this

highest narrow resonance occurs at an excitation energy of
28

•••J| about 50 MeV in Sir Of course, moat of this energy is inves-

: ted in deformation and rotational energy. Nevertheless it seems

j remarkable that the resonances appear so little damped.

In principle the 0**" state could be excited by fusion-3 alpha

; emission rather than in a direct step. However a 'Cascade'cal-

. ••; culation indicates that the fusion-evaporation oross section

'; is important only above E g m * 38 MeV. On the other hand, a

' DWBA one-step calculation also gives oross sections in the re-
:. \ sonance region which are much smaller than the observed ones.

•1 We caution here that the oross section scale in Fig.10 is prc-

' i liminary and may have a systematic uncertainty downward of

«13OJÉ. This does not affect the observed resonances*

Most Importantly , the ex itatlon energies of the observed
1 resonances coincide with the resonance energies observed In

well matched channels* This is shown jn fig.11 forthsresonance

at 29 MeV which is observed in several other channels by
Q

Furuno et al. .

This correspondence appear* to rule out an explanation of

observed resonances as barrier L window effects such as ree-
q

ently proposed by Phillips et al. .They show that the strong

absorption model nan be used with suitable parameters to pro-

duce peaks resulting simply from angular momentum windows at

the outer barrier* However, since the cross .section is then

proportional f^Wj/rftj^ftf^it can easily be shown that peaks

cannot be generated at the same enery in a well matched and a

strongly mismatched channel. We note that one unit of angular

momentum corresponds to about 2 MeV in o.nr. energy*

A preliminary effort has been made to obtain these reson-

S anoes at least phenomenologically by Lee and Chu* Ihey use

the classical model of Lee, Takigawa and Marty which produ-

ces resonances from an Interference of the dominant wave re-
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fleoted from the outer barrier with a small interior wave am-

plitude. Some representative but preliminary results ar shown

in Fig.12 for the inelastic excitation to the 5"~ and 0* sta-

tes .Briefly stated the notable results are as follows: Mo re-

sonances are obtained without asumption of an interior wave.

This speaks again against the barrier strong absorption model.

To obtain the observed 3** resonance cross sections the interi-

or wave must in faot be artificially enhanced indicative of

a structure effect. FinalJjr in regards to the 0 + resonances,

the observed resonance strength cannot be obtained even with

a very large interior amplitude unless odd and even partial

waves are treated differently at the outer barrier. Otherwhi-

se a cancellation occurs eliminating the interior wave.

This indication of an odd-even effect in the Oli reminds us

of the effect discussed with respect to Fig.l.

7. Conclusions.
1 In this brief review only a very selected set of data

could be presented* and arguments could only be sketched.

Nevertheless, I believe the following conclusions are evident!

a. Intermediate width heavy ion resonanoes do exist and

are not statistical fluctuations.

b. These resonanoes and the broader resonances are not

angular momentum window effects but have their basis in nuc-

lear structure.

c. At least some intermediate resonances have spins as

low as two unite below the Oil standing wave values. Thus the-

re must exist strong structural reasons for the ion-ion chan-

nel to select states which are disfavored in the entrance

channels. Thus...

d. At least some observed resonances are not entrance

channel effects.

e. The fact that the observed resonances are narrow ind-

icates weak damp ing far inside the ion-ion potential. This

can perhaps best be put into perspective as follows: If the

ions oombine at an energy where the 1*14 partial wave is
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maximal a J*14 state would be close to the Yraut level and

small damping might not be surprising because of the very low

level density* However, if the system now makes a J*12 state

this level would be about 4 MeV above its Xrast state, and

then the level density should be quite large* Thus one is worn-

polled to think of a barrier mileot, perhaps dynamic in nature

which prevents damping cf the intermediate state

f• Finally, there is a suggestion of an odd-even effect

in the OH potential as has been suggested previously on the

basis of data obtained with slightly heavier ion systems*

The first explanation that comes to mind for suoh an effect

is that the dynamics of the system is governed by * particle
in "I £

exchange between the C and the 0, Such a model may clso be

able to explain the relatively strong resonance cross section

in the excited 0* channel*

In summary, it seems clear that the very simple, and thus

appealing pieture of ion-ion molecules fails to explain at

least some of the recent data* Whether another simplicity,

e.g* an analogy to fission isomers or fission vibrations,

emerges must await further data*
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Table I. Comparison of resonances observed in inela-

stic excitation f'inotlon with optical model standing

wave resonance calculations•

(MeV>

20.7 ±0.2
22.6*0.1
24.7*0.2
27.7*0.2
20.7*0.3

Experiment

(MeV>

1.6 ±0.2
0.7 ±0.1
1.6 ±0.2
0.85*0.1
2.35*0.3

f?,(JISI)
(MeV)

37.5
39.4
41.3
44.5
46.5

J"

14*
15-
16'
17-
18*

Optical model
calculation*

(MeV)

20.2
22.1
24.0
26.1
28 J

I V . . .
(MeV)

1.8
2.1
2.4.
2.7
3.1

Table II. Resonant spin values obtained in two inela-
+ 12 —

sti« channels, to the 2 state in C and to the 3

state in 0. Grazing angular momenta for incoming

and outgoing channels are also listed.

19.7
20.9

21.9

22.0

22.6

• l f(ln)

U

19

19

16

16

l2 (3" out)

10

11

12

12

12

* ; « • > •

u*
12*

12

13"

13"

L_ (2* out)5

12

12

13

13

U

4 (2*)'

12

12

13

U

*Tor non-reaonanee energies, JR ia underatood to nean

the doHtnant t.
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Angle-differential excitation funotiona in two inela
stic channels showing strong narrow resormnoea near
20 and 22 MeV (from ref.2^ •

Pig.4. Angle averaged elaotit excitation function
showing a resonanee effe.t at 19.7 MeV but only
slight indications at 22,0 and 26.6 MeV.
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Representative elastic angular distributions
at two inelasti* resonances. Fits with two
possible resonant spin values are given in
eaoh figure. Best fits are indicated.
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Fig.7. Parti«le-£ angular correlation obtained
at the 19.7-MeV resonance, A fit with a J«14
resonanoe term is indicated*
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r -

ISO

Fig.8. Angular correlation data obtained at the
resonance at 2o.5 MeV. Surprisingly, a fit with
a J«12 resonance term fits the data well.
A value of J*14 or higher would give a much faster
oscillation.
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Fig.9. Elastic and Inelastic bands which pro-

vide the input for the band crossing model.

These bands are obtained from an optical po-

tential* Crossing of bands with the elastic one

may result in intermediate structures. Note the

0* inelastic band which never crosses.
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Fig.10. Angle-Integrated exaltation function obser-

ved over a very large range of energies in the exci-

ted 0+ channel. The cross section displays resonan-

ces at the same energies as are observed In other

Inelastic channels.
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Fig.11. A resonance reported recently by
Furuno et al. (ref.s)near 30 MeV coinci-
des with a resonance in the curve of Fig.10,
The preaent chann»l3 are all well matched.
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Transfer-Induced Transport in Nuclear Collisions

J. Randrup

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

Berkeley, California 94720, USA

and

NORDITA, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark

1. Introduction

Nuclear beams with energies of several MeV per nu-

cleon offer us a unique and flexible tool for probing

the dynamical properties of nuclei. When two heavy nu-

clei collide with such energies a large fraction of

their initial tranalational energy is converted into

intrinsic excitation (hence the term "strongly damped

collisions"). However, although strongly perturbed and

highly excited, the two final fragments do show a large

resemblence with the initial nuclei> this fact indicates

that a binary configuration has been maintained through-

out the entire collision process. The dynamics of the

intermediate complex can therefore be discussed in terms

of the degrees of freedom associated with a dinuclear

system.

Although the final fragments resemble the initial

nuclei they are by no means identical to them: typical

mass and charge widths amount to several units. This

implies that a substantial number of nucleons are trans-

ferred in such a collision. The transfer of a nu-

cleon is generally associated with a dissipation of energy

and momentum and in fact simple estimates suggest that

this mechanism is an important, if not dominant, agency

for the damping of the dinuclear motion.

< In this talk I shall indicate how the effects of

nucleon transfer in nuclear collisions may be explored

I in a simple model. The aim is to obtain an impression

\ of the general features associated with the transfer-

induced transport in nuclear collisions. The results

which emerge are supposed to represent the smooth average

behaviour which would result if nuclei were structureless

objects. The specific structure of actual nuclei is

This work was supported by the united States

Department of Energy.
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expected to introduce strong individual deviations from

the average behaviour (just as the shell effects give

rise to local fluctuations around the smooth liquid-

drop model of nuclear masses).

It should be emphasized from the outset that al-

though we focus our attention on the transfer mechanism

we do not wish to preclude the coexistence of other

important mechanisms, such as the excitation of various

collective modes in the nuclei. In fact, the dynamical

interplay between the different coexisting mechanisms

forms a fascinating subject for future study.

2. The model

In the present discussion we take advantage of

the approximate validity of the independent-particle

model of nuclei. We thus assume that the nucleons move

nearly independently in the nuclear one-body mean field.

The occupation probabilities of the single-particle

states in the nucleus are then taken to be as in Fermi-

Dirac gases,

1

For simplicity we consider here only one type of nu-

cleon - the generalization is straightforward. In (1)

€ is the energy of the nucleon in the projectile-
a

like nucleus A and E. is the energy of the nucleon

in the target-like nucleus B ; the corresponding

Fermi energies are denoted by €. and €_ . The above
A a

assumption need not be good at the very early stages
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of the collision but this is less important. At the

time when good communication is established between the

£ two nucleides they are typically excited by several MeV

f and (1) appears a reasonable description. Furthermore,
! due to the good communication, we assume that the (time-

dependent) temperature T is the same in the two col-

lision partners.

The two nuclei move with velocities U and U .

These velocities refer to those parts of the nuclei which

are In the interaction zone rather than to the nuclear

centers.

When the communication between A and B has been

established the transfer of nucleons is possible. In

line with the mean-field independent-particle descrip-

tion we shall assume that the nucleons are transferred

individually rather than as correlated clusters (al-

though we do not wish to preclude that such transfers

might also occur and even play an important role).

The driving force for the nucleon transfer arises part-

ly from the difference in the Fermi levels, F = €„-€. ,

and partly from the relative velocity of the two gases,

0 = MA-UR • The transfer of a nucleon creates a one-

particle one-hole type excitation of the intrinsic nu-

clear system. It can b

this exciton amounts to

clear system. It can be shown that the energy of

cu » P - Ü ? (2)

Here p = I (Pa+Pb) where pg is the momentum of the.1

nucleon relative to A and p. is its momentum rela-

tive to B . It is an important assumption that oner;

a nucleon has been transferred it is quickly accepted
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as an equal member of the reciprent nucleus and no

memory of its heritage remains. By this assumption the

multiple transfers can be considered as markovi an

and the process can be treated by standard transport

theory. The relevance of transport: theory to damped

nuclear collisions was first recognized by Nörenberg

Consider for the moment a flat contact geometry

with the area a . The rates of transfer between the

two nuclei are then given by

-. (3)

A" =

for transfer into and out of A , respectively. Here

the occupation factors f give the probability that a

nucleon is initially present in the donor nucleus

with the momentum p and the blocking factors

f = 1-f give the probability that such a state is

available in the recipient nucleus. The transfer rate

is proportional to the magnitude of the velocity in the

direction normal to the contact surface as simple clas-

sical arguments would suggest.

The above expressions for the basic transfer

rates form the core of the model. If the geometry of

the interaction zone is gently curved the proper

generalization of (3) can be accomplished by applica-
4)

tion of the proximity method . The ensuing formu-

las make it relatively simple to study the dynamical

role of nucleon transfer in nuclear collisions. Such

studies, based on direct numerical simulation, are
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presently under way.

For the general discussion of the transport prob-

lem it is convenient to reduce the master equation

implied by (3) to its Fokker-Planck approximation. The

characteristic quantities are then the transport coef-

ficients i which govern the rate of change of the mean

values of the macroscopic variables and their covari-

ances. They can be determined by following the short-

term evolution of a system which has been prepared with

specified sharp values of the macroscopic variables.

If we were to consider only the particle number A we

would have

« ,4 A - A* - A"
at

(4)

for the drift and diffusion coefficients, respective-

ly, and the dynamical evolution of the probability

distribution for a given mass partition, P(A;t),

would be governed by

This only serves as a simple illustration. In reality

we wish to consider the simultaneous evolution of

several interrelated macroscopic variables.
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^ Nearly degenerate limit

Until now, most of the experimental studies of

damped nuclear collisions have been carried out at re-

latively low energies, with the nuclei meeting each

other with kinetic energies of a few MeV per nucleon.

Since this energy is small in comparison with the in-

trinsic kinetic energies of the nucleons the collec-

tive motion is relatively slow and the nuclei acquire

only modest excitation. Under these surcomstances only

the nucleons near the Fermi surface take part in the

exchange and the entire treatment simplifies consider-

ably. In the following we shall specialize to this

limit and thus assume

U«Ve F r w « TF (6)

Then the occupation factors can be written in the

approximate form

(7)

where

to ( \ - e
(8)

Due to the appearance of the 6-function in (7) the

energy integration in (3) is trivial and only the

directional integration remains. It is useful to
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j

introduce the flux-weighted directional average of a
function g(ft) by

5 T

I where the polar axis is perpendicular to the interac-
\ tion surface between A and B
1 With these simplifications the transfer rates (3)

reduce to

t

I where the subscript F has been attached \.o the flux

:j I average to indicate that only the particles in the

. ,| Fermi surface should be considered. The overall trans-

| fer rate is governed by the quantity N1(£ ) which

is the differential current of nucleons transferred at
4)the Fermi surface :

N'itp) * -t Nifcp) , Nitp) « q ? * ^ (11)
ö lp

Here xPV is the one-way flux in standard nuclear

matter. The expression for N(G_) holds for a flat,

fully open contact surface; in general the current

• N ^ p ) depends sensitively on the geometry of the in-

t teraction zone and may be difficult to calculate. For
/ a certain family of dinuclear configurations simple

estimates can be obtained by use of the proximity
method. 4)

From the knowledge of the basic transfer rates

it is straightforward to derive the appropriate ex-

j pressions for the transport coefficients for a given 1

set of macroscopic variables (C ) (assumed to be ^
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additive such as e.g. the particle number A and the
-+ ->

momentum P) . The drift coefficient vector V re-

presents the net rate of change of the variables, hence

(12)

- N1 £ >

The corresponding diffusion coefficient tensor D re-

presents the rate of increase in the covariances, hence

'F
(13)

4j> The dinucleus

The expressions (12) and (13) have been written

for arbitrary additive observables {£ } . Let us now

consider the case of actual interest, the dinucleus.

For simplicity we shall restrict our attention to the

following variables

€ - ?
where Z and N are the proton and neutron numbers of

the projectile-like partner A , P and L are the

radial and angular momenta at the relative dinuclear
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-» •+
motion, and S. and S„ are the individual angular
momenta carried by the dinuclear partners A and B .

It is simplest to consider the particle numbers

Z and N . From (12) and (13) we obtain

(15)

and D„N = 0 . Here N* and N' are the differential
currents of protons and neutrons, respectively, and
P z « - ^ K / dZ and FN * - d"3Wc>N are the corre-
sponding driving forces. The "effective temperature"
T is given by

X* 3 < ^ cotW t j | ) >p (16)

It is the average energy stored in the elementary trans-
*

fer modes of excitation. The appearance of x is a
characteristic feature of the present model. It should
be noted that the transport coefficients (15) satisfy
a generalized Einstein relation DF = V T in ac-
cordance with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The
transport coefficients (15) make it possible to study
the simultaneous transport of charge and mass in nu-
clear collisions.

By elementary but somewhat more complicated cal-
culation it can be shown that the transport coeffi-
cients for the various momentum variables are approxi-
mately
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(18)

Here N = N_ + NM denotes the average one-nucleon current

from one partner to the other, R is the position of

A relative to B, and a and b are the distances from

(the centers of) A and B to the interaction zone

where the transfers occur. The off-diagonal diffusion

coefficients coupling the above momentum variables to

the particle numbers have been omitted here since they

are often (but not always) neglibible. Likewise, the

explicit appearance of T is only approximate and

may not always be quantitatively accurate.

The drift coefficients for P and L are recog-

nized as the radial and tangential components of the
3 8)

window friction ' and can be derived on simple clas-

sical grounds due to their one-body character. The
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vanishing of the zz-component of DT T is a t r iv ia l
JJLJ ->

reflection of angular momentum conservation ( L is al-

ways perpendicular to R) ; this fact is stressed here

because not all models proposed in the litterature pos-

sess this basic property. The diffusion tensors for

the intrinsic angular momenta contain an additional

term resulting from off-axis transfers (such trans-

fers may change the K quantum numbers in A and B and

hence S A and S„ need not remain perpendicular to

R); this term depends explicitly on the geometrical

size of the interaction zone as measured by the effec-

tive neck radius Ppff (and it is therefore typically

smaller than the first term by a factor Peff /
R )•

The degradation of the initial macroscopic energy

leads to excitation of the microscopic degrees of free-

dom in the two nucleides. The generated heat Q is

of primary interest since it characterizes the state of

the intrinsic system (through the temperature

T = (aQ) ̂ , a w 8MeV/(A+B)). It is therefore convenient

to include Q in the set of macroscopic variables con-

sidered. This can be done although the intrinsic energy

is not an additive variable. The drift coefficient,

equal to the energy dissipation rate, can be calculated

from the loss of macroscopic energy,

(19)

The various diffusion coefficients involving Q can be

obtained approximately by use of the generalized
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Einstein relation (with the driving force

FQ = - dli/^Q equal to unity) :

(20)

This completes the derivation of the transport

coefficients for the disphere. No arbitrary parameters

enter in the expressions (although the form factors de-

pend delicately on the details of the interaction zone

and therefore are difficult to estimate accurately).

The theory thus implies that certain specific relations

exist between the different macroscopic variables.

This feature may be particularly useful when trying to

determine from experiment the relative importance of

the particle-transfer mechanism in damped nuclear col-

lisions.

5_. Confrontation with experiment

In order to determine the relative importance of

the nucleon transfer mechanism in damped nuclear colli-

sions, and verify the specific structure implied by the

above formulas, it is necessary to confront the theory

with experiment. This task is made difficult by the

fact that the transport process depends delicately on

the details of the interaction zone whose dynamics is

still only poorly understood. One may try to circum-

vent this complication, which presents an interesting

problem by itself, by correlating a number of different

observables. We shall discuss here one example of such
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an approach, namely the relation between the energy

loss and the mass dispersion. It was first suggested
9)

by Huizenga et al. that this relation may be used

to elucidate the basic nature of the transfer mechanism.

The basic idea is the following: Each nucleon

transfer induces an energy loss u> given by (2) . The

transfer rate is equal to the rate of increase in the

dispersion 0- , by ordinary random-walk theory. Hence

the rate of energy loss can be written

Jfc (21)

where w is the appropriate average exciton energy

and T = |uU" is the kinetic energy of the relative

motion. We restrict our attention to nearly peripheral,

partially damped collisions so that the relative veloci-
-+

ty U is predominantly tangential.

If there were no intrinsic motion of the nucleons

prior to their transfer they would contribute an exci-

tation energy u = /mU = jj T (neglecting the relative-

ly small contribution from driving force F acting on
9)

asymmetric systems). Therefore, Huizenga et al.

have introduced the quantity

~ ~ T î 5

which can be extracted from the relation between the

kinetic energy loss and the mass dispersion obtained in

a given experiment. (It is here important that a in-

deed turns out to be experimentally well-defined.) It

follows that in the absence of intrinsic motion a
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would be unity.

However, in ordinary nuclear collisions, where

U « v_ , it is essential to take account of the in-,,

trinsic Fermi motion. We then have ID « |UPp = TT-T

implying that

* * "if (23)

i

• Several features are noteworthy about this result:

1) Since U is small in comparison with V- we

expect o to be considerably larger than unity. This

is indeed borne out by experiment where values ranging

from 2 to 16 have been found. In the present model

this result is a direct consequence of the intrinsic

nucleon motion which increases the average energy dis-

sipated per transfer.

2) It is expected that a will exhibit a de-

crease as the bombarding energy is increased, since

then the relative importance of the intrinsic veloci-

ties is lesser. Such a behaviour is also clearly indi-

cated by experiment for a variety of projectile-target

combinations.

3) The simple estimate (23) refers only to the

approach speed U and not to the particular nuclei in-

volved. This fact suggests that some degree of uni-

versality is present. This proposition is supported by

experiment: when the ot-values obtained from many dif-

ferent experiments are plotted on the same graph versus

the approach energy |mU «* {7 (E_ -V-) a rather uni-
10)versal curve results. The degree of universality

is not yet fully clarified due to the additional com-

plication of "translating" the measured charge disper-
2 2

sions a into mass dispersions 0. > this aspect is
Z " "" n

presently being pursued vigorously.
4) Although the estimate (23) should not be
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taken too literaly it is interesting to observe that

this simple formula does actually give a fairly good

reproduction of the experimental trend. The need for

further experimental analysis as well as more refined

calculations prohibits a more quantitative confronta-

tion at the present time. It is conceivable, though,

that the systematic apparent derivations occurring at

the low energies are due to the action of another dis-

sipation mechanism not involving the transfer of nu-

cleons.

6_j Concluding remarks

We have explored a simple model for the" transfer-

induced transport in damped nuclear collisions. The

model describes the dinuclear complex as two Fermi-

Dirac gases in relative motion. General parameter-free

expressions can be derived for the transport coeffi-

cients for the macroscopic variables characterizing the

dinucleus. This result implies that certain specific

relations exist between different observable quantities.

For the relation between the energy loss and the mass

dispersion an approximately universal behaviour is pre-

dicted for the parameter a which expresses the ef-

ficiency of the transfers with respect to energy dissi-

pation. Such a behaviour appears to be borne out by

experiment and encouraging, but preliminary, quantita-

tive agreement with theory is found. This fact is

taken as evidence that the mechanism considered, the

transfer of individual nucleons, plays an essential

role as a damping mechanism, although definite conclu-

sions must await completion of the investigation.
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Recent experiments (e.g. (i]-[4] ) for determining the ma£~

nitude and orientation of the internal angular momentum of

the reaction products in deep inelastic heavy ion collisions

(DIC) demonstrate the following gross features of the orbi-

tal angular momentum dissipation (see ref. C5»S) )t

(i) An appreciable fraction of the initial orbital anguxar

momentum is converted into the intrinsic angular momenta of

the fragments* The amount of the transferred angular motnen-

I turn is close to the classical sticking limit*

j (ii) The transferred angular momentum is preferentially di-

rected perpendicular to the reaction plane. The fragments

are partially polarized with a systematic Q-dependence of

' the sign and the degree of the polarization.

; (ill) Large fluctuations around the mean values of the to-

tal dissipated angular momentum and its components in and

out of the reaction plane occur.
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The angular momentum dissipation in DIC has been descri-

bed as a transport process by •Volechin and Nörenberg f7}

and Wolschin [8] • The transport coefficients have been eva-

luated microscopically on the basis of a single - particle

model. Expressions for the mean intrinsic angular momentum,

its variance, the polarization and the alignment of frag-

ments are derived. For the reactions Kr + 1bbBr and

Kr + yB± the calculated results are in good agreement

with experimental data on y - multiplicities and sequential

fission, respectively.

In the present paper the angular momentum dissipation in

DIC and related fragment orientation phenomena are investi-

gated in the framework of a dynamical treatment of the rela-

tive motion of the ions. A two - dimensional classical model

(polar coordinates H.,0 ) with a diagonal friction tensor

«Y » I y T « Q \ *8 use<* *° se* UP *he Newton type

equations of motion for the mean values of the macroscopic

variables* Avoiding an explicit treatment of the intrinsic

rotational degrees of freedom of the fragments* a factor

is introduced in the tangential component v *

which depend on the actual relative angular momentum

in such a way, that the angular momentum terminates* when

for the orbital angular momentum loss the classical stick-

ing limit is reached
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Here, "^(R)denotes the radial form factor of the type given

originally by Gross and Kalinowski \_\o\ , and the expression

ttt- '^t/CJ-r ' ( "ly + ")< + "J* ) 1 n as been inserted

(i; iinitial relative angular momentum, -̂r, "},, , 7* : classi-

cal relative and intrinsic moments cf inertia, respectively).

The deformation energy of the double nuclear system is in-

cluded by changing the ion - ion potential in the exit chan-

nel Cili • The mass transfer is treated as described in ref.

C12) • Following the approach of Hofmann and Siemens (/13]

the fluctuations, which arise from a statistical treatment

of the coupling of the collective degrees of freedom to in-

trinsic excitations, are derived from a set of coupled first-

order equations.

The inclusion of fluctuations of the dissipated angular

momentum in the theoretical description leads to deviations

from the predictions of the classical model, in which the

z-component agrees with the total dissipated angular momen-

tum, the internal angular momentum of the fragments is com-

pletely aligned perpendicular to the reaction plane and the

fragments are completely polarized opposite in sign, with

positive (negative) polarization of the projectile - like

fragment for positive (negative) deflection angles. (The
—• — •

polarization is taken positive in direotion 4t{ X 4t̂  )

The mean value of the out-of plane component of the diasi-
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pated angular momentum and Its fluctuations can be calcula-

ted within the model described above* According to the ini-

tial condition L • (0,0, li ) * the mean value of the in -

plane components of the dissipated angular momentum vanishes,

while fluctuations should occur because of the statistical

nature of the dissipation process. The present experimental

data are not sufficient to estimate the corresponding compo-

nents of the friction tensor. So, according to refs. C7,8l

we proceed as follows. In order to calculate the mean values

of the quantities which are relevant to the experiment, ab-

solute value of the angular momentum T^ « alignment -4^ » po-

larization T^ (referring to fragment U )

u . Ti tt * il + Tr*

(4)

Tk " I T (5) .

it is assumed, that (i) the fluctuations of the in - plane

components are the same as for the out - of plane components

and (ii) the mean values and fluctuations are shared between J

both fragments according to the moments of inertia. So, the . *

average values of the quantities given in eqs.(3) - (5) are

calculated as function of the initial angular momentum !
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using an approximate reduced distribution function ( B^tpro-

ton number of projectile - like fragment)

A * *<. <*,*,>, ,T># ,*, ,t) Zu LX.m ,!», ,1
where m. is taken as a produot of three Gaussians. In order to

estimate the influence of the fluctuations of the in - pla-

ne components, one can omit one component, e.g.

numerical calculations have been performed with parameter

values ft.* •-42.+»•*/*. MeV , «.# • O.2Z f**»/cff«\/ »

O./t? (deformation parameter), Ál * 5*.

86 166
Total dissipated angular momentum: Kr(51ft KeV) •» Er,
The calculated fluctuations of the z-component of the dissi-

pated angular momentum increases with decreasing ^ reaching

a nearly constant value (fig.1), which is larger than the re-

sults of Wolschin and Hörenberg (7) . The total dissipated

angular momentum £-1+,* > • 4!I,> •*• ̂  la > ia under-

estimated, if the fluctuations of the in - plane components

| are neglected. Otherwise, reasonable agreement with experi-

• mental data from f - multiplicity measurements are obtained.

In particular, the transition to the saturation of the trans-

ferred angular momentum Is predicted correctly. In fig.2

^ I ^ t ^ is given as function of Zf for different amount of
•i

! energy loss <4€ • With increasing A£ a transition from

v a distribution with a dip for the proton number of the pro-

{ jectile to a rather uniform distribution is observed, which

,| is reproduced by the calculation. Further, one can conclude
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from fig.2, that the fluctuations of the in - plane and

out - of plane components may differ in their dependence

on the energy loss.

Total Internal angular momentum and alignment of target -

like fragment: 86Kr (730 MeV) + 2 3 8U. In fig.3 the calcula-

ted magnitude and alignment of the target - like fragment are

compared with experimental data from sequential fission. The

observed absolute values of these quantities as well as their

Q - value dependence are well explained by the calculations.

Polarization of pro.jectile - like fragments: 100Mo (1*M. 1 g B ) .

232Th (14 M < 1 2 B ) . An estimation of the
 12B polarization at a

definite reaction angle from the cross sections for positive

and negative deflection (see ref.

gives a correct interpretation of the observed Q - value de

pendence of the sign of the polarization, while the degree

of polarization remains to be too large. But it should be

mentioned, that in the reaction 14N (129 MeV) + 2^2Th the

inclusion of independent fluctuations In deflection angle

and energy lose are not sufficient to explain the shape of

the polarization reported in ref. C151 . Correlations have

to be taken into account in order to reproduce the change

in sign indicated around Q« - 90 MeV, If the polarization

ia calculated with the distribution function (6), a further
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depolarization la achieved (fig.4), but the predicted pola-

rization is even too large, especially for lower incident

energies*

In the reaction 14N (200 MeV) + 100Mo the shape of

P ( 0 t = 20°) as function of Q seems to indicate a fur-

ther charge in sign for higher energy lose. This behaviour

could reflect the influence" of orbiting trajectories D o ] ,

which imply the same (positive) polarization as trajecto-

ries with positive deflection. Thus, the maximum negative

polarization for Q*s - 100 MeV is more and more compensa-

ted with increasing energy loss. Por an incident energy of

230 MeV and an observation angle of © ^ = 20° our calcula-

tion exhibits a transition to positive polarization for

Q<fc - 160 MeV.
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Pifg.1. Reaction
86Kr(515 MeV) +
i66Er D3 . Mean
total dissipated
angular momentum
IX^rand fluctuation
U#f as function of
the initial angular
momentum JL> • Solid
line:in-plane plus
out-of plane fluc-

tuations. Dashed line:Omitting fluctuations of the y-compo-
nent. Daehdotted line:out-of plane fluctuations only.

Reaction
6Kr (730 MeV) •

2 3 8Ü C3J • Mean to-
tal internal angular
•onentua CXC> and
allgnaent AK of tar-
get-like fragwent an
function of Q-value.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF SHOCK PHENOMENA IN RELATIVISTIC
HEAVY ION COLLISIONS"

H. Stöcker, J. Hofmann, C. Buchwald, J.A. Maruhn, and W. Greiner**

Institut fUr Theoretische Physik der Johann Wolfgang
Goethe-UniversitSt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

ABSTRACT

' In the present paper we develop the essential theoretical tools for the treatment
( of the dynamics of High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions. We study the influence of the

\ j nuclear equation of state and discuss the new phenomena connected with phase tran-
j sitions in nuclear matter (pion condensation). Furthermore-we investigate the pos-

' : sibility of a transition from nuclear to quark matter in High Energy Heavy Ion Col-
! lisions. In this context we discuss exoctic phenomena like strongly bound pionic

states, limiting temperatures, and exotic nuclei.

1 KEYWORDS

High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions, compression, shock waves, nuclear fluid dynamic!;,
pion condensation, density isowers, quark matter.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most exciting motivations for the high energy heavy ion physicist is the
possibility to study the nuclear equation of state at high densities, temperatures
and pressures (Scheid, 1968; Chapliné. 1973; Scheid, 1974; Sebeid, 1974a; Wong,1974;
Heinz, 1978), as veil as the search for phase transitions into abnormal super-
dense states of matter like pion condensates (Migdal,1972; Brown,1975; Brown,1976;
Migdal,1978; Campbell,1975), density isomers (Lee,1974), and quark matter (Collins,
1975; Baym,1976; Keister.1976).
We will concentrate on the following topics:
First we discuss the semi-validity of the nuclear fluid dynamical model which we
use later on to describe high energy nuclear collisions. Then the nuclear equation
of state is discussed, together with the compressibility, phase transitions like
pion condensates and density isomers and the baryon-quark matter.

Supported by the BundesminÍEteriuit) für Forschung und Technologie (BMFT), and by the
Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI).

**Talk presented.at the ToDÍcal Conference on Large Amplitude Nuclear Collective
Motion, Keszthely, Lake Balaton (Hungary), 10-16 June,1979.
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By comparing the results of the hydrodynamical approach with a number of recent ex-
periments we will discuss the circumstantial evidence for the occurrence of strong
compression effects (shock waves) and high thermal excitation, finally we specu-
late about the phenomena which may occur at very high energies.

2. APPLICABILITY OF THE HYDRODYNAMICAL APPROACH

For the applicability of the fluid dynamical concepts it has to be ensured that
fast equilibration and thermalization of the incident momentum and energy occurs
in high energy heavy ion collisions, and that the mean free path (more precisely:
the longitudinal momentum decay length) over the typical dimension, L, of the sy-
stem is small X/L « 1.
The mean free path \ is given by

A o«p

where o is the total nucleon-nucleon scattering cross section and p is the actual
nuclear density. For normal nuclear density po and a free n-n scattering cross sec-
tion OflN ~ 30 mb at high energies, the mean free path is >~ 2fm, which is not too
small against the nuclear dimensions L~10fm (Sebeid,1968; 1974; 1974a).

High relative momenta between nuclei, signifying no overlap in phase space, as well
as the large longitudinal momentum decay length calculated from the free n-n
scattering cross section were interpreted as a complete transparency for the two
nuclei at high energies and as a death for compression (shock) waves at energies
above 1 GeV/n (ScWl,1975). However, in the "formation flight" of ensembles of
nucleons, collective scattering phenomena (Gyulassy,1977; Ruck,1976) and compres-
sion effects can not be neglected, so that the scattering cross section and the
density can be modified drastically leading to a decrease of the mean free path

A * 1. A • — f m
Tcoll p

Pions and pionic waves produced in inelastic nucleon collisions via the creation
and decay of nuclear isobars (Hofmann,1976) (micleon resonances) in processes of
the type

N + N * N 4 N * - » N + T T + N •»• N* + N -• ...

and via pionic bremsstrahlung (Vasak,1979) may lead to rapid randomization of longi-
tudinal momentum and energy, and thus to a short mean free path and to generation
of shock waves.

Another important process for randomization is the critical scattering of nucleons
in the vicinity of a phase transition point (Gyulaasy,1977). This is in analogy
to the critical opalescence, which is characterized by the great enhancement of
the scattering cross section of light near a liquid-gas-phase transition, or of
the critical scattering of neutrons in ferromagnets near the Curie point (Stanley,
1971) or - as the last example - the critical scattering appearing in two collid-
ing plasma beams: When the drift velocity of the two plasmas exceeds a critical
value, unstable plasmon modes appear, rssulting in a growth of strong electric
fields, which greatly reduce the penetration depth of the two plasmon beams in com-
parison to values estimated from free two-body collisions.

Thus, the vicinity of a phase transition - e.g. the onset of pion condenstion or
gluon condensation is expected to be marked By the occurrence of critical nucleon-
nucleon scattering, i.e. a large enhancement (a factor of 2-4 for pion condensation)
of the density-dependent n-n cross section (Gyulassy,1977; Ruck,1976).
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Together with the doubling of the nuclear density due to the overlap of nuclear
matter the mean free path can then reduce by a factor of 4-8 or more to

A £ 0.4 fm

Thi6 would mean that even at bombarding energies above one GeV/n nuclei do not be-
come transparent to each other: On the contrary,very violent collisions can be ex-
pected. One should keep in mind, however, that nucleus-nucleus collisions are a
quantum meachanical process.Hence - in the sense of quantum mechanical fluctua-
tions - under the same initial conditions processes with violent randomization
(i.e. the occurrence of pronounced shock waves) may occur as well ns processes with
less pronounced interaction. It is a formidable experimental task to separate the
former from the latter.

Indeed, recent experiments (which we discuss later) show that up to lab-energies
of 4 GeV/n a considerable part (•*• 30Z) of the total cross section are violent
events with high multiplicities and large momentum transfer.

3. THE EQUATION OF MOTION

The most complete representation of nuclear hydrodynamics is given for the non-re-
lativistic case by the Napier-Stokes equations, whefre the nuclear viscosity and
thermal conductivity are included as well as a realistic treatment of the nuclear
binding and surface via the Coulomb- and Yukawa potential (Wong,1977; Maruhn,1977;
Stöcker,1979). The equations of motion express the conservation of particle number

y + V' (p J) . o (I)

momentum

and - energy

ot

where S a Newtonian form has been assumed. The potential, which allows a realistic
treatment of the nuclear binding and surface is a sum of the Coulomb potential de-
termined via the Poisson-equation

(4)

and a Yukawa potential V given by

(V2-ot2) Vy(í) - - 4nB p(í) . (5)

The Yukawa force allows for a smoothed nuclear surface - a realistic surface thick-
ness can be obtained e.g. with the parameters V " 2.1 ftn"1 and fi • - 280 MeV fm
corresponding to a nuclear surface energy coefficient

n - 2tr - | - 9 0 MeV fm5 (6)
a

Up to now, three-dimensional nuclear fluid dynamical calculations have only been
performed using the Euler equations, i.e. the equations of motion for an ideal -
i.e. non-viscous and non-thenno-conducting fluid (eq. (3),(2),(3) with n, K-0).
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(Stücker,1979). The above equations describe fluid dynamical processes completely.
However, it is often advantageous to gain more insight into the physical processes
by solving more simplified, schematic models, which can be solved (at least to
some extent) analytically. In this case another set of equations Í6 applied in tin
more schematic treatment of the fluid-dynamical description of high energy heavy
ion collisions, namely the shock equations:

Shock waves have to be clearly distinguished from sound waves. Tn contrast to
sound waves, shock waves are connected with a strong, density dependent mass flow
with a flow velocity Vf. The shock front itself propagates with the shock velocity
va>V£ and does also depend strongly on the compression amplitude (Baumgardt,1975).
Shock waves are non-linear phenomena - for large amplitudes p>>Po both vs and Vj
tend to the velocity of light (see Fig. 1), while for small perturbations P ~ Po

they approach the linear limit of sound waves. Shock waves imply a large entropy
production: The natter flow through the shock front is highly irreversible, it if.
not only connected with strong compression, but also with large thermal excitation
(Hofmann,1976; Stöcker,1977,1977a,1978).

(Fermi Gos.KOOOMeV)

3 4 5 6 7

©Shock velocity fa/c)
® How velocity ty/c)

Fig, 1. shows the strong dependence of the
shock velocity vg and the flow ve-
locity of Vf on the compression.

The shock calculations have to be viewed as an idealization assuming a zero width
of the shock front together with the discontinuous jump of the state variables(e.g.
p,T,e,p). However, the comparison of the nuclear shock wave calculations with the
result of the full Navier Stokes calculations (Stöcker,1979b) show that the result-
ing compression rates and temperatures are very similar, although in the Navier
Stokes calculations the compression front is smeared out over 1-2 fm due to the
viscosity. Such a width seems to be rather realistic, as the width of a shock
front is approximately given by 2-3 mean free path, which can be less than half a
fermi in high energy nuclear collisions. For a large nuclear transparency, the
•hock front width may be of the order of the nuclear radius. However, no indica-
tion for transparency ha* been found in the high energy experiments up to now.
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The relativistic shock equations (Baumgardt,1975) can be derived from the continu-
ity of the

particle flux density (j ] - [p u ] - 0

energy flux density [T ]- [i u u ] - 0 (7)
OX o X

2and momentum flux density [T ] • [i u +p] •> 0

where [ ] denotes the jump of the respective variable across the shock front, and
x gives the direction normal to the shock front as seen from the shock front's rest
frame.

Eliminating the velocities u from the continuity equations yields the relativistic
shock equation

*o i2 *• i

-f - *j + (P-Po> <-f " T ) - 0 (8)

which gives an unique connection between the free enthalpy i, pressure p, and den-
sity p within the respective rest frame of the matter (subscript o stands for the
undisturbed matter in front of the shock wave, quantities without subscript refer
to matter in the compressed state). When we insert i » p W+p and i * p W
the equation ° ° °

2 2 W Wo

is obtained. Here W(p,T) is the energy density functional, which characterizes the
nuclear equation of state. It will be discussed in the next section. Neglecting
pions and resonances and regarding the pure nucleon fluid only, the relation
Pj • op Ej obtained in the next section can be used to obtain a quadratic equation
in E T, which can be solved in terms of the nucleon density p analytically. E T is
the temperature-dependent part of W(p,T).

2
For the non-relativistic case a • •=• t the temperature is easily calculated fromp . •>

2 ETT -( 1 ) . (10)

It is important to note that the thermal energy of the nuclaon taa does not depend
on the gas ansatz for E T . but only on the relation pi • %t$ p Ew.Thua this equa-
tion is aiso valid tor a classical ideal gas, whereas the * temperature in
the compressed matter depends drastically on the gas ansatz T • •§• Eg for the clas-
sical gas. (see Fig. 2).

The inclusion of pions and resonances demands for an numerical iterative solution
of the shock equation,as the pressure is now more complicated.

The shock velocities v, and vg can be determined by the continuity of the energy
and momentum flux density. From the relative velocities of the matter vith re-
spect to the shock front, the relative matter flow velocity Vf ia obtained by co-
variant summation (see Figs. 1 and 3).

p ( p > ' p ° V
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Ideal Gas

TOO

1 2

Fig. 2. The density d endence of the tempera-
ture T is sb/ m for different equations
of state and compression constants K.

1.19 K-300MeV
0.13 K«150MeV

®K. f i0MeV

C2> K-3D0MefV

2 6 8 10

Fig. 3. The dependence of the shock velocity on the compression
constant is shown.
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A one dimensional relativiatic shock model

A simple illustration model can be constructed to calculate the shock compression
and -temperature in the central collision of two heavy nuclei as a function of the
bombarding energy (Baumgardt,1975; Stöcker,1978). This model assumes the compress-
ed fluid to be at rest in the center-of-momentum system (equal velocity frame).
Three-dimensional fluid dynamical calculations show that this requirement is ful-
filled fairly well for non-peripheral collisions of heavy nuclei near the collision
axis: A sort of stationary compression stage develops. That mean6, that practical-
ly all of the incident kinetic energy is transformed into internal energy (compres-
sion and excitation).

As Vf denotes the relative velocity from the laboratory to the shocked matter in
the c-M frame, the lab energy is given by

v 2 'll2 1

2vf
where vf - — o denotes the projectile velocity.

1+(vf/c>
Though this model will, due to the lack of kinetic energy of the compressed matter
and due to the outflow of matter perpendicular to the collision axis (as compared
to three dimensional calculations), give too large values for compression and tem-
peratures as function of the bombarding energy, it is sufficiently good to give a
rather quantitative overview about the expected compression and thermal excitation.
The influence of the bean energy and the nuclear equation of state (e.g. different
compressibility constants) and the importance of resonance and pion production on
the collision dynamics can be studied rather nicely at very low cost - the inte-
gration of the full three dimensional fluid model actually is not yet possible
with the inclusion of resonances. The results of this model calculations are pre-
sented in section 7.

4. THE NUCLEAR EQUATION OF STATE

Usually one starts with the energy per nucleon W(p,T) for which we use the ansatz

W(P,T) - M o c
2 4 E c (p) + ET(p,T) (1)

2
for purely nucleonic fluid. Here M e is the nucleon's rest energy, E (p,T-O) phe-
nomenologically reflects the nuclear binding energy, the Fermi energy, the hard
(soft) core and the exchange parts of the nuclear forces. For Ec(p) one usually
uses a power expansion in the density as obtained in nuclear matter calculations.
We will use a parabolic expansion known from the extended liquid drop model (Scheid,
1969)

where B • - 16 MeV and K - 200 MeV is the nuclear compression constant,o o
Secondary minima (density isomers) are represented by a similar ansatz with differ-
ent Pi, K I , B,. For the thermal energy, the simplest ansatz' is the classical
ideal gas Ej - 3/2 T. (See Fig. 4).

We will also use the Fermigas expansion

ET(P,T) - | P"
2/3 T 2 - |Í P2'3 - ET(p,o) (3)

I
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where we used the standard tliernindynamiral relat ions

jg I . fi p2/ 3 , B . (£1, .. ,
30 | B 6 (f,r)

0 being the nucleon's specif ic entropy.

1

-20
rtensily isompr

Fig. 4. The compression energy with the various possibili-
ties for a density isomer is shown.

At high temperatures, the production of resonances becomes important (Huf tnatin,
The resonance excitation is treated rhermodynaTnirally, where the following app
iwations have been used. As pTactically nothing is known about tlic mwli-on -
and N^ - N* interactions, we assume that the N* interaction doe
on the total baryon density. Therefore the compression energy
P being now the baryon number density. The first difference is
tion energy of the isobars. Using the free Fermi gas i
mal energy of a resonance with mass m£c2 is given by

expansion

, ;ilso mily
(. (i

1) i s
the thermal
as above t lit' ther

T. 2 Bi
-2/3

T

where
2/3 m. c

tic
and P. is the density of the i-th resonance phase.

The resonances can be viewed as excited nucleonn (resonance pair production is not
important at the above temperatures). A Boltzmann distribution for the excitation
probability of the i-th resonance has been assumed. Ensuring baryon number conser-
vation, one obtains the partitions

Í

T. e
Ei/T

-Ek/T

(6)
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where T . fl „ (2 Spin Ü ) • J) «(2 Isospin (i)+J)

2
is the statistical weight factor of the i-th resonance, and Ej - (m£-m0) c is the
energy necessary for the resonance excitation.

The density of the i-th phase is then given by

Pj - X. 0 (7)

and the total energy density e » pW is given as the sum over the energy densities
of all phases

e - I e. - Z p. W.. (8)
. i j l i

As all baryons are assumed to interact only via E (p), the energy per resonance i
is

W. - m. c2 • Ec • £,,_ (9)

which corresponds to a mean energy per nucleon

W(p,T) - m c2 + E • E U E . +E.) (10)
o c . l T{ i

where the mean thermal energy per baryon is

and

E T - Z X. E (II)
T . I T .

A H c 2 • I Ai Ei < 1 2 )

i
is the mean additional rest mass due to the occupation of the resonances with
m.> m . The inclusion of a free pion gas (StBcker,1978) with energy

22
E, - = m e 2 + = 5 V / e -

\ c "it (hc)J(2n)J
 2

e T - 1

e ~ T- - 1 m n C

is of little importance at lower temperatures because most of the pions stem from
the decay of the A resonance only. The direct production of pions due to thermal
nucleon-nucleon collisions has also been studied, but will be reported elsewhere
(Stöcker,1979a).

The pressure is evaluated from the relation

Taking the pure nucleon gas only, we immediately obtain
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2 dEc 2 3 E T ( p ' a )

f - P C - t'T - y d p - y j p

For the compression energy wp obtain the compression pressure

K_ 2 2
(PZ - e20 )

(15)

(16)

The thermal pressure of the Fermi gas is given by

- J „-' „2 5/3 2PT " 3 * o p - 5
1/3 _2

T

which leads to the relation

| p (18)

This relation, however, is not only valid for the low temperature limit, but also
for the zero temperature Fermi gas and, non-relativistically, for any finite tem-
perature. This relation is, in fact, also valid for 0 classical ideal gas as can
be seen directly from p V • N k Tĵ  which is equivalent to p «= p • T and with
E T - 3/2 T one has p - 2/3 p ET.

For an ultra-relativistic gas (c/m >^ 1) the analogous relation p^ • 1/3 p E T

holds again as well for a classical as a Fermi gas (even for Tp » 0). Therefore
one has in this case ET » 3T.

Knowing the pressure and the energy density e « p W we can calculate the sound ve-
locity in nuclear matter

"

which for groundstate nuclear matter (p - p , T « 0) is connected directly to the
compression constant (see Fig. 3)

32E
9 p

o
3 P

cs/c

\
(20)

5. PHASE TRANSITION OF NUCLEAR MATTEh IN HIGH ENERGY HEAVY ION COLLISIONS

One of the most intriguing motivations for investigating relativistic heavy ion
collisions is the possibility that phase transitions occur in highly dense nuclear
matter, which eventually can lead to stable, abnormally dense nuclei called den-
sity isomers. A lot of theoretical investigations on this subject have been under-
taken: Feenberg (1945) and Primakoff discussed the possibility of a transition
of normal nuclear matter into a superdense "collapsed" tightly bound nucleus,with
a total mass close to zero and therefore vith enormous binding energies. They ar-
gued that this phase transition may occur due to strong nuclear tensor forces or
short-range attractive many-body forces. The collapsed state should be separated
from the normal ground state by a large potential barrier, which practically pre-
vents the transition into the new state of matter. They also mentioned at first
the possibility of collapsed transuranic (i.e. superheavy) nuclei, and briefly
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discussed highly deformed states and very large spin states. 20 years later
Ne'eraan (1974) considered a similar effect: The existence of an attractive inner
part in ths hard-core nucleon-nucleon interaction nay lead to the appearance of
strongly bound dense nuclei.

Independently of both former ideas, Bodmer (1971) proposed to look for collapsed
light nuclei vith large baryon numbers, behaving like new elementary particles.He
suggested that these objects may consist of a dense system of tightly bound
quarks, so that a soft repulsive core night be responsible for their existence.
A series of publications were initiated by Migdal (1972) when he proposed the for-
mation of abnormal nuclear states due to pion condensation. Theoretically, the
onset of pion condensation is often described as the decay of the Hartree-Fock
ground state into ordered zero frequency (i.e. zero energy) particle-hole states
carrying pionic quantum numbers. In the new phase at high density the ground
state nuclear matter consists of nucleons forming a spin-isospin lattice(Irvine,
J975). This phenomenon nay also be interpreted as a phase transition from the
nuclear liquid to a nuclear spin-isospin crystal. Or in other words, the phase
transition to the abnormal state takes place as a strong collective pion mode ap-
pearing above a critical density pc £ p o with the pion field acquiring a finite
ground state expectation value. The pion condensate leads to a lowering of the
total energy per nucleon with respect to normal nuclear matter. This is due to
the strong, attractive p-wave pion-nucleon interaction. Later on it was found
that the inclusion of nuclear correlations and the effects of pion s-waves and
A(3/2,3/2) interactions shifts the critical density Pc, at which the normal ground
state of nuclear matter decays into the spin-isoBpin ordered system, to higher
densities pc I 1.5 pQ.(Migdal,1972; Brown,1975,1976; Migdal,1978).

It is very essential to note that the perturbation expansion and therefore the RPA
approximation completely break down if the system undergoes a phase transition. We
therefore propose a method which allows the possibility of a phasa transition and
which is capable of allowing calculations beyond the phase transition point.
(Mattuck,1968).

In the following we will use the effective particle-hole interaction of Migdal
(Migdal.1967):

In the momentum independent limit we use,this interaction corresponds to a zero
range force in ordinary space. The constants f0, fo» go» Bo

 can b« calculated
from elementary processes (ir,p,u exchange). (Antstasio,1977).

Furthermore we define the nucleon propagator as

G(í,u>) - -i t g(T,ü)) • o« S(?,w) + T • $(í,(o)
(2)

where g(l,u), S(1,«D), T(1,U) are functions which have to be determined self-con-
sistently from the Dyson equation

G(í.u» - Í C"« . EHF ]"' (3)

-I k*
where Go « to - (e^ -u) 4 ifi i8 the free propagator with e. • -j-jj and
the chemical potential V . I„_ is the self-energy in Hartree-Fock approximation,
i.e.
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The direct part is given by

£.. - -i /dir
^ tr (U G (í.io)] e' i w°

(4)

(5)

It has to be stressed at this point that denotes the full propagator which is
a matrix in spin-isospin space; it has diagonal elements which do not change spin
or isospin but in addition has off-diagonal elements which describe spin or iso-
spin flip. The off-diagonal elements vanish in the normal phase and are non-zero
after the phase transition. This is the reason why the HF approximation doe6 not
break down in the condensed phase in our method.

As the observables e.g. P (particle density) and * (spin density) are given by

$ tr I G(iU]

t . -i / íLÜ_ if tr [ &£,«)] e-iü)o
(6)

and

g tr
(7)

the total self-energy (direct and exchange) is

where

EHF- FJP+ V Zi t V t i t V ° Pik

1 l5

1 r .

(9)

T. - 4 [3 g1 - f • f• • g 1A 4 o o o o
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As we are mainly interested in the spin-isospin degree of freedom, we disregard
for the moment tbe spin-spin and isotpin-isospin part in Ejjp. If ve no insert
into the Dyson equation we can easily solve for the unknown functions

g(l,*>)
4F

and

(F - F4 p)(F + F4 p)

A F4

(F - F. p)(F + F. p)

(10)

(ID

where p is the only non-vanishing component (after rotation in spin-isospin space)
of the tensor pfk and F - w- (E K -U) • ii - Fj N. With 5 - 3f„-fo-go-go and
B " fo"fó"60~

38o» eCÍpft)) and P(l,w) can be integrated with respect to 1, yielding
after elimination of u by means of particle number vonservation the self-consistent
equation for the spin-isospin magnetization ti - p/N

• ;
(12)

d F
with B » B (~4p~)pmp

o

BO ttiat tne »ctu«l density dependence of the left side

is
B P 1 ; , P .1/3 (13)

where fi is density independent.

Different magnetization curves are shown in Fig. 5. To decide whether the condens
ed state M - 0 yields lower energy than the normal state M • 0 we calculate the

1.0

0.8

0.6

0A

0.2

0

-M
. p.W.0/3.5 /3.0 /Z.75

f
Fig. 5. The density dependence of the spin-isospin magnefixation for

different values of 0 is depicted.

energy per particle as
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5/3 • (J-M)
5/31 •

2EF

To get lower energy we see that B > 0 is reguired. In Fig. 6 we show the actual
condensation energy for different valuos of B . As we neglect spin-spin and iso-
spin-isospin interactions B is essentially given by B - fo - 3g0 . As for nor-
mal nuclei (p 1 and gó ~ 0.7 there is certainly no phase transition.
Nevertheless the momentum dependence of the pion-nucleon interaction induces a re-
normalization (Migdal,1978) of g0 yielding values from 6-2 to B ~ 4 . This mo-
mentum dependence induces s periodic magnetization instead of a spatially constent
one, i.e. we recover the structure of the pion condensate as a spin-isospin lat-
tice. To decide whether there is really a second minimum in the energy per par-
ticle as function of p we need the E/A (p) curve for the normal nuclear state in
order to add the condensation energy. Several results are shown in Fig. 7. For

4.0

Fig. 6. The condensation enerjy as function of the density for
different values of B .

reasonable values of ft ~(2-4) an extreme softening of the equation of state can be
observed. At least a van der Waals type of behaviour can be seen, yielding a mi-
nimum of the pressure as function of p. If the phase transition occurs at rather
low density (p/po~ 1.5) a rather broad second minimum may occur allowing extremely
high compression of nuclear matter. At reasonable value of B - 3 we observe a den-
sity isoaer at about p/p0 -5-6 with absolute binding energy of E/A - -13 MeV
(Fig. 8). The phase transition actually starts at p/p o~2.8 even lower than the
barrier maximum at about -10 MeV. Finally we may summarize that a proper treat-
ment of the spin-isospin phase transition in the framework of the Landau-Migda1
Fenti-liquid theory yields a density isoneric state at moderate densities of
about 2 & p/po s 6 with an energy gain of 20-40 NeV per nucleon. At this low
densities the phase transition region (froa Pcr/p0 to p(M-))/po (see Fig. 9))
is rather narrow, so that the condensation can be achieved in a time which is
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short compared to the collision time.
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Fig. 7. The nuclear equation of Btate Fig. 8. The equation of state develops
with spin-isospin condensation a second minimum for an effec-
shows an extreme flattening at tive nucleon mass IT" «= 0.5 m.
higher densities.
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Fig. 9. The critical density and the width of

the phase transition are shown as function of B.
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The only possibility to reacb such high densities in the lab seems to be violent
collisions of heavy ions. This raises the question, whether the high nuclear ex-
citations one expectB for these collisions will destroy the ordering effect of
this pion condensate. This has been investigated by Ruck, Gyulassy and Greiner.
They found that finite size and short time scale are sufficient to allow for pion
condensation (Ruck,1976) Gyulassy and Greiner (1977) modified the p-wave part
of the pion polarization operator to include the nuclear temperature by a smeared
out Fermi distribution of the nucleons (see also the later treatment of Wfise and
Hecking,1979). They find that the density dependent critical temperature Tc,
above which the thermal distributions destroy the ordered spin-isospin lattice
lips substantially above that expected from hydrodynamic calculations (see Fig.10).

T
100

60

40

20

IMeVl

r, "Tirjensntion

Mcnticrl temperature)

region of
pion condensntinn

' < shpr.k wnves)

I

'0 1 2 3

Fig. 10. The critical temperature Tc, above which pion-condensa-
tion does not OCCUr. Tr indiratps f-Vip ipmnpraHiri. nr—

curring in shock waves.
Ts indicates the temperature oc-

As the condensate occurs at finite momentum kc~ 21^, the critical distance Rc~kc

.. I fin. Thus a dense system of dimension - 2 fm could support a condensate. The
relaxation time of the pion condensate can be estimated from T^on(j

 c maxJ2 In (, |,
where u) is the complex zero of the pion propagator £,v in nuclear matter. This
gives ?con(j - 1/5 Tco^j indicating that a condensate can develop during the
collision time. The occurrence of a pion condensate is also connected with the
critical scattering of nucleons at densities in the vicinity of the phase tran-
sition. In fact, the observed strong increase of the n-n scattering (see later

) may also be used as an experimental signal for the onset of
pion condensation.

Lee (1974) and Wick ruggested within the O-model Lagrangian field theory that
the restoration of chiral symmetry can result in very small nucleon rest masses.
The practically massless nucleons forming strongly bound nuclei with binding ener-
gies of HO-500 MeV/n,i.e. an order of magnitude larger binding effects than in
normal nuclear matter. The ground state of this abnormal phase is expected at
p ~ 2-5 pQ. The total energy of the abnormal nucleus consists of the nucleon ki-
netic energy and a potential energy tens arising from the o-meson field energy.
In central collisions of e.g. two Uranium nuclei even the formation of superheavy
guperdense nuclei seems feasible.
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Such an abnormal nucleus can have completely different properties from B normal
nucleus: Due to the probably totally different mass defect the atomic mass will
not be an integer number. Furthermore, a collapsed (Buperdense) superheavy nucleus
will have interesting atomic properties. Fig. 11 shows the electronic binding
energies of collapses superheavy nuclei as function of the nuclear density as cal-
culated by J. Reinhardt. (StScker,1978a). One sees that for large Z the binding
energy exceeds twice the electron rest mass - an empty electron state vill then
be filled by an electron from the Dirac Sea, accompanied by the production of po-
sitrons without expenditure of energy. This process manifests the spontaneous de-
cay of the neutral vacuum into a chnrged vacuum. If in a fast nuclear rollision
collapsed superhnavy nuclei are formed, the exotic atomic properties may help in
r.he identification of long lived or even stable collapsed superhenvy nuclei via
the emission of high energy characteristic 7-rays or - better - by searching for
sharp resonances in the positron scattering cross section. These observations
would yield precise information on the nuclear charge density of an abnormal nuc-
leus.

\ •(

binding
energy

-1000 =

1-. . - I - . , i-l .1-11-1 _ _ » . . _ ! _ . J-.

7 3 i 5 K> 20 30

-2000

-7500

-3000

Fig. 11. The electronic binding energy 86 func-
tion of the nuclear density is shown.

6. QUARK MATTER AS A SPtClAL PHASE OF BADRONIC MATTER

The Gtrong compression available in nuclear collision? at very high bomharding
energies may serve as a tool to form a new fonr of matter: If the nuclear matter
is so dense that the nucleons overlap strongly it is possible and may be energeti-
cally more favourable that not only the nuclei, but also the nucleons desintegrate.

When the nucleons dissolve into their constituent?, the partons, which, are believ-
ed to be quarks, the formation of a multi-quark object is feasible (Collins,1975;
Baym,1976; Keistsr.1976). We vill investigate the possible quark phase within the
pheonotnenological MIT-quark bag model: (Chedos,ly74).

One can show that the simple model of a bag * vhicb must be viewed as a volume in
space, in which massless quarks move quasi-free - can fit the mass spectrum of
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the light hadrons quantitatively quite convincingly, if the following conditions
are fulfilled: a) The bag, i.e. the volume in which the quarks move, has a con-
stant positive energy density, which therefore increases infinitely with the bag
volume. This bag energy accounts for the quark confining potential, which does
not allow the. separation of single quarks from each other. b) The zero point
motion has to be included for quarks which move within the small volume of a hadron.
c) The energy of the quarks is included by solving the Dirac equation for a bound
quark state inside the bag. d) Low-order terms in the quark-gluons coupling con-
stant are additionally included to take into account the mutual interactions more
realistically.

For our test calculations on the formation of a "Giant Quark Bag" we assumed that
the bag energy density constant remains unchanged if the hadronic matter "fuses"
into the Giant Quark Bag volume. We neglect the zero point motion, as the GQB is
supposed to be much larger than a hadron bag. Tor the kinetic energy of the
quarks we used the free, massless "ultra-relativistic" (p « 1/p p ET) Fermigas
model which for zero temperature yields

_ 3 ( 6TT
2 . J / 3 > 1/3

\ ' I ( i Q -
) *c PQ •

From the quark Fermi energy, the Fermi pressure may easily ba calculated as

T " P HÖ 1 which yields

Thus, the fenni energy and -pressure of the quark gas are related

\ ' 3 PQ EQ • (3)

The latter relation does not only hold for T-0, but is actually valid for all tem-
peratures. The interaction of the quarks can be calculated and leads to an effec-
tive i 50% rise of the density-dependent Fermi energy (Stöcker,J977).

The density-dependent ground state energy of the Giant Quark Bag is then given by

SAC - J % • f ^ ' " * <"VP Q
1 / 3 > . «)

E-.- is depicted in Fig. 12. It is shown, that near the normal ground state of
nuclear matter, with the parameters used by Chodos(1974) et al. the GQB energy is
approximately ~ 300 MeV/n above the nuclear matter curve;here we used B - 56 MeV
and ac • 0.5. The statical factor gg for a quark gas vith spin, flavour and co-
lour (gq » 12) was used. However, for smaller B and ac, this difference is much
smaller and the Quark energy may be lower than that of nuclear matter, already at
rather moderate densities, if a rather stiff, i.e. quadratic compression interac-
tion is used for the nucleons.

In our investigation we have up to now not taken into account the density depen-
dence of a c (Freedman,1978).

/, x »2TT 1 .

°c ( k ) " 15=2^ In (k2/Az)
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li we replace k •* k we induce a density dependence

I2TT

33-2n, 2/3

i.e. a c + 0 if p-*" . Detailed calculations by Free.dman (1978) et al. show, that
a ~0.5 at low baryon densities and a ~ 0.1 already at P n u c~ 6 po. We therefore
expect to be on the ac • 0 curve at high densities. This density dependence of
C» l th h s e transision point considerablyc
C»c lowers the phase transision point considerably

E(p)/NlGeVl

•' nxleons

Fig. J2. The energy per nucleon for a quark gas
is shown for a bag constant B « 56 MeV
and different values of otc. The nuclear
equation of state is sho'-'n (dashed curve).

The quark matter equation of state can be put into the relativistic shock equa-
tion (3.8) to yield the thertnodynamic variables for a dense quark gas when it is
formed in a relativistic heavy ion collision.

To solve the relativistic shock equations, the free enthalpy and pressure

I » pE_ + B + p (5)

- B (6)

have to be inserted into equation (3.8), where remaining "undissolved" nucleons
are neglected. Then the following equation is obtained:

2 2
E F " W o + "F

W
(7)
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Here the last part gives the influence of the Bag itself. Using p «
the quark gas, eq, (7) can be solved analytically to yield

for

<! »o " p

From this equation the quark density within the compression zone is obtained as
function of the bombarding energy (see Fig. J3). For B-0 this equation reduces
to

E , ,

cm m L f L D/
~ 2

 C 4 P/po
o

(9)

These results are also applicable for e.g. Lee-Wick matter and prescribe the upper
limit of the compression in the ultra-relativiscic regime.

Relativists Shock
n Normal Nuclsor Mattéi
IK-200, N-15)

Fig. 13. The actual density achieved in a shock wave in quark
matter as function of the bombarding energy.

Due to the large Fermi pressure of the quark gas, it6 compression increases much
slower with the bombarding energy than in the case of nuclear matter. The large
ground state energy of the GQB could be responsible for another effect: If at
high bombarding energy the nucleons desintegrate and a GQB is formed, the excita-
tion energy of the system mostly has to go into the quark Fermi energy, which can
reduce the temperature of the system considerably. Also the distribution of the
residual thermal energy over three times as many degrees of freedom will lower the
temperature.

In a three-dimensional hydrodynamical test calculation we found that the quark mat-
ter is only transiently produced in the collisions of fast nuclei for a very short
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time. However, it is possible that part of the quark matter does not itnmediatrly
recondensate into hadronic matter, but stays within the quark phase for a longer
time. This pirr.c of quark matter then expands freely into the state of minimum
energy at p0 . The expansion will approximately follow curves of constant entro-
py, Q for which

- const and E - p
1/3

(for all T!) (10)

Such a metas table GQB would have a ground state density different from the nuclear
equilibrium density. It can decay by the sudden release of a large amount of ener-
gy (~ 300 MeV/n) into a bulk of normal hadronic matter, hopefully a considerable
time after the collision: This may open a way of detecting GQB's. The resulting
"hadronic nucleus" may have a rather unique structure, e.g. consisting of many
resonances.

Furtheron it seems worthwhile to investigate the possibility of condenstion phe-
nomena due to the colour degrees of freedom of the quarks, which mediate a colour
quark-quark interaction.

Thi6 colour interaction may be written as (Dalitz,1976)

where

with

U - f(k)

f(k) - oc(k> -4

which is the QCD fine-structure constant and nf - is the number of light flavours.
The definite structure of cxc(k) as function of the momentum kis only vaguely
known from renonnalization group arguments: (Freedman,1978)for k -••"it is expected
that ac •+ 0 (asymptotic freedom at high densities). At low densities ctc 6hould be-
come large (non-perturbative region of colour confinement).

The expression for ac( ) given above fits the large k region quite well. The cut-
off parameter has been determined from charmonium data to be of the order of
A ~ 300-500 MeV (Richardson,1979). As we treat the quarks in Fermi gas approxima-
tion, we replace k by the Fermi momentum kp thus inducing a density dependent inter-
action. This corresponds to the assumption that the medium screens the long ranpc
quark-quark interaction as in the case of an electron gas.

With the quark propagator

G(k,u)) - -i

we calculate the Hartree-Fock self-energy

7 [ " I f

+ f <ifikj
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where fiin and diu: are the SU.(3) structure constants and
integrated colour oensity

d . ,. ,.v -iuo

-l,... ,B) is the

As the colour group SU„(3) allows to select two diagonal generators e.g. A3 and A
(which we call in the following colour-isospin and colour-hypercharge) we investi
gate e.g. colour condensation in the Ag-direction. Furthermore we assume the
quarks to be nassless and treat them as relativistic Tormi gas i.e.

,6ir* 1/3 J/3
where g is the factor of statistical degeneracy g=12.

Applying now the method developed in the nuclear context we find the self-consi-
stent equation for the colour magnetization by solving the Dyson equation. For
the colour-hypercharge magnetization we find with F-j • 1/6 - 3) f and
Mg - (1/2) 3 Cg/ p

1 MB J / 3

and the energy

1/3

. MR 4/3 4/3 . , . F,P ,
- j t 2(1 + / ) - (1-M ) ]- I 1£ - I -i- M* .

F " * *• 8 9 tp 6 e p

Expanding (1±M) we find the phase transition point as

F,p

As can be seen from the energy, there is an energy gain through condensation only

4 > 0

if Fj>0, i.e.

<i - 3 > *» « e (*,>

We therefore find that there is no net colour magnitization as long as

a (k ) > 0 .

Our present knowledge (Freedman,1978) from QCD says that ac(k)>0 at all k. There-
fore there should be no phase transition at all. Nevertheless it is well known,
that the phase transition from a nucleon gas to a quark'gas is very broad with the
coexistence of • nucleon and a quark phase. Therefore there may be many-body ef-
fects changing ctc(k) to an effective a|ff(k) during this percolation phase.
This a|ff(k) may have negative domains, thus accomplishing colour condensation.
As

F.p eff
4 a 00

already a " ~ ~§ *s sufficient for the colour phase transition to take place.

This type of intermediate colour condensate will enhance the nucleon-quark phase
transition due to the condensation energy gain, which is (in the condensed region)
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Econd
J/3

Nucleon

.effwith 5- 73 HeV for ac - -0.3. Therefore the nucieon-quark phase transition re-
gion at about 5po the actual condensation energy gain is of the order of 125 MeV.
We therefore conclude that a phase transition from nucleon to quark natter at den-
sities lower than predicted by bag calculations nay be a bint for condensation
pheneomena pointing out a deviation fron standard QCD. At the phase transition
point we expect the well known critical scattering phenomenon (Gyulassy,1977):
The scattering cross section is drastically enhanced. This point reeds further
investigation in the context of quark natter.

THE COMPRESSION AND EXCITATION EXPECTED FRON NUCLEAR SHOCK WAVE
CALCULATIONS FOR HIGH ENERGY HEAVY ION COLLISIONS

Let us first look for the results of the one dimensional shock calculations of
head-on collisions of equal nuclei, which allow the study of the influence of va-
rious parameters of the nuclear equation of state on the reaction, aainly on the
compression rates and temperatures reached, but also the shock and flow velocities
and on the production of pions and nuclear resonances (Baumgardt,1975; Stöcker,
1976). The compression rate in the rest frame of the compressed matter is shown
in Fig. 14. It is found that the compressibility constant is of importance for
the compression of the lower energies, where a stiffer equation of state (i.e. lar-
ger K-values) results in lower compression. For very high energies, we can neg-
lect the compression energy completely and derive an analytic expression for the

/) i ( /asymptotic behaviour of (p/po) asymptotic
the shock equations reduce to

i

LAB'
y p

For an ideal gas p • 2/3 p E_

• 3 ) ( I )

10 K-300
fiitaryons,

K-ftO
nucleons only

K-300
nucleons only

ELob/n[MeV[
'10 -

Fig. U . The cooprcssion reached in the rtst fri
pressed natter is shown.

of the COM-
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where YL • u
L^~ + J. Therefore, in the relativistic domain, the rest frame com-

pression is not limited to p/po * 4 (this was wrongly assumed by various authors
(Sobel,1975)) as in the non-relativistic limit (YLsl)t but increases with the
square root of the bombarding energy. P/po - A is reached at E^gs ' GeV/n, i.e.
just where relativistic phenomena become important.

In the ultra-relativistic limitY>:>Jf P " ? P E - °ne obtains

P/p, - * Y,CM

At the very high energies, the influence of the nucleon resonances dominates.
to the increased number of degrees of freedom, the equation of state is softer and
therefore higher compression is possible.

Like the compression, the temperature achievable also depends strongly on the nu-
clear equation of state used. (See Fig. 2). A lower compression constant increases
the temperature, as less energy is needed for compression. On the other hand, tlir
inclusion of nucleon isobars decreases the temperature considerably,as the inierna1

excitation goes into the formation of heavy resonances, which means the transfor-
mation of thermal energy into additional rest mass. This cooling pheonomenon is
what leads to a maximal temperature T1*** j n connection with an exponentially in*
creasing hadronic mass spectrum (see later). However, the resonances become im-
portant only at densities P/Po~3 , reached only at relatively high energies.There-
fore, the inclusion of resonances is important in the relativistic regime, but v.av
be neglected for moderate energies ^LAB*^00 WeV/n. At such energies, the feed-
back of the N* formation on the system is small and one may consider the A(3/2,3/2»
resonance only. In this case the temperature may be calculated for the simple m>< -
phase nucleon gas and from there the resonance excitation can be obtained as in a
perturbational treatment. N./N is then given by the simple formula

293
-EA/T - 4 e

We find that thermal pion production is very small for ELAB~400 MeV/n. This, mean'
that copious pion production at low bombarding energies will strongly indicate m.
exotic phenomenon (see later) . The importance of the equation of state tor tV
temperatures attained is seen in Fig. 2, where the temperature obtained in a F«:riu
gas model is compared to that of a classical ideal gas ET * 3/2 T at higher den-
sity, the deviations are very large. However, in a relativistic treatment, th*
Fermion temperature approaches the ideal gas limit for very high temperature;:
T-200 HeV, as then the Pauli principle can be neglected. Fig. 3 shows the in-
fluence of the compression constant on the shock velocity in nuclear matter as e
function of the shock amplitude p/P0 in the matter's rest frame: The shock vek ci-
ty increases with density and with the compression constant. For small amplitudes,
the shock velocities tend to the sound velocity CG/c, of the ground state, which
of course is different for different values of K:

1/2 1/2
for p

0«const

For large amplitudes c tends to the velocity of light and the influence of K vani-
shes. If for tbe thermal pressure an equation of state (or the gas*lav) different
from an ideal gas is used, i.e. for example a* ] instead of a» 2/3, p/p^pE^ results.
The higher internal pressure leads to a much faster increase of v8(p).
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Pion Production

To calculate the total pi on production rate, one SWMÍ. over all pious emitted in
the decay of the excited resonnnces and includp* the pindurtion of the free pion
gas. For the strongly compressed state, which ÍB calculated in our model, the lot-
mation of temperature-free pions vas negligibly small (nn order of magnitude ricvn)
compared to the A-resonance. A comparison with several different model calcu-
lations (see Fig. 15) (e.g. pion bremsstrahiting calculation (Vanalt, 1979), indepen-
dent nucleon-nucleon collsions (Bertsch,1977), thermal models (Chapline,1973;llein7,
1978) ) does,however, show qualitatively good agreement with the data (Funf,1978).
Therefore more refined calculations will be called for interpreting more exclusive
experiments. The emission of the pions from the initial, strongly compressed
stage during the whole expansion stage, will also increase the number of free pi on*.
in the system which is proportional to the volume of the hot matter.
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Fig.15. The number of pions produced in a heavy ion
collision in different models (see text).
Existing experimental results are indicated
by points with error hars.

Dependence of the Particle Production on the Nuclear Equation of State.

Within the one-dimensional relativistic shock model, the dependence of the forma-
tion of isobars and pions on the nuclear binding energy functional may he investi-
gated by iterative solution of eq.(A.16). In analogy to the influence on the tem-
perature, also the pion production rate strongly reflects the properties density
dependence of the compressional energy E_(p, T=O). A soft nuclear equation of
state, i.e. small K values, leads to an increasing number of produced particles,as
a larger fraction of the internal energy is available for thermal particle produc-
tion. Thus, the measurement of the rate of increase of the particle production
with the bombarding energy may be used to investigate the compression energy Ec(p)
and the compression constant

9 o:
p -P.

and sound velocity c /cs
1/2 (5)

•-•I
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experimentally. One can also learn about the thermal properties of the nuclear
fluid at high temperatures: Using the ansatz E T • 3/2 T for an ideal classical
gas yields a much faster increase of the shock temperature with the bombarding
energy (see also the next sections).

Influence of the Formation of Abnormal Nuclear Matter on Shock Waves.

In the case that a phase transition into a secondary minimum would occur, these
results are drastically changed (Hofmann,1979): Above a critical bombarding ener-
gy, the natter is compressed to the critical density Pc, at which the pressure
does no longer increase with the density. If the pressure p-8Ec/3p decreases
with increasing density, the matter becomes unstable and collapses with no addi-
tional need for external compression into the abnormal superdense state. In the
region of decreasing pressure no shock waves can be formed, (vs- p), i.e. the
shock phenomena vanish for this region. This can be used as a signal to detect
phase transitions experimentally, namely through the disappearance of Mach shock
phenomena. It should Be noted that this can be used also to detect inflection
points in Ec(p), where p.Cp) decreases, while no secondary minimum is formed 1 Tt
was shown by Hofmann(J979J that also an equilibrium coexistence of the normal am.
abnormal phases, which we excluded because of the short collision times we are con-
sidering, does not allow for a stable shock front in the phase transition region
- nor for a double-shock as postulated by Galitski (1978).

Another effect of the phase transition is also very important: The collapse of
the matter into the abnormal state leads to a sudden release of the condensation
energy as additional excitation energy. Thus, a phase transition into a density
isomeric state will be accompanied by a strong additional heating of the systeir.,
which can be used to observe density isomers in heavy ion collisions independent
of the disappearance of Mach shock phenomena, namely by strong threshold increase
in the excitation function of the particle production rate (pious, resonances,
strange particles - see Fig. 16) and of the high energy tails of the particle spec-
tra, which also reflect the temperature of the emitting source.
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Fig. 16. The influence of a density isomcr on the thermal pion
production rate i* shown.
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Expansion and Explosion of the Highly Compressed Matter

The above increase should be observable also when the subsequent expansion of the
natter is taken into account. Particles will be emitted during all stages of the
reaction from the dense, hot piece of nuclear natter, and mainly from its surface.
Two competing processes will lead to the decay of the compressed shock zone: First,
the compressed matter will expand isentropically, i.e. with constant entropy.This
will result in a collective flow of matter outwards, with the thermal energy per
nucleon

ET " 2B

and the temperature

T « x

2/3

2/3

(6)

(7)

diminishing with decreasing.density, and the kinetic energy per nucleon increasing
because of the expansion E* i n « E ^ - (Ey • E c) (see Tig. 17). This process con-
tinues until the mean distance between the nucleons is too large to ensure thermal
contact and equilibrium: The matter breaks then up into pieces. Possibly these
break-up densities are reached at densities where the pressure has a minimus
(p/Po~ 0.5) which corresponds to a hydrodynamically unstable situation, where the
dilute matter condensates into separate fragments.

In the case that abnormal superdense matter is formed, the system retains at lar-
ger temperature as compared to the normal matter case (see Tig. 18). As the isen-
tropic curves show the barrier to the secondary minimum even at large temperatures
a trapping of the matter within the abnormal state is possible for a considerably
long time. This is discussed in greater detail in the next sections. Secondly,
also the possibility of a rapid explosion of the highly excited shock cone has to
be taken into account. Since a considerable fraction of highly energetic partic-
les moves faster than the collective outflow described by isotropic expansion,
they can quickly escape from the surface of the shock Eone.

E
200

100

0

[MeV/n]

f

Fig. 17. The reaction kinematics for a heavy ion collision is
shown as described in the text.
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Fig. J8. The energy dependence of the temperature for a) normal
nuclear natter, B) density isomer with Bj - 0 ,
c) Bj - - 1AO MeV.

The vaporization of the surface of the compressed matter (shock zone) will lead tc
the emission of fast* particles, which carry information about the - most interest-
ing- state of highest compression and excitation. Therefore, special emphasis
must be given to the observation of the highly energetic radiation components,
mainly light, sidewards emitted fragments to learn about the initial compression
stage of the reaction. The compressed zone is cooled down via particle radia-
tion, thus slowing down the expansion of the system. The cooling effect, of
strong enough, may stabilize an eventually formed abnormal nucleus.

We calculate the expansion of the highly excited matter assuming isentropic ex-
pansion of the whole system - the vaporization of the surface of the hot object
is presently neglected. Let us, for the sake of simplicity, consider now a pure
nucleon Fermigas. Then the thermal energy (6)

ET 2B P

for an isentropic expansion (o« constant) from the state of highest compression in
the shock zone to the lower density can be easily calculated: Because of the ex-
pansion, the matter cools down as Tf Ej - p2/3 . The internal energy E*»EC+ET -
compression energy and random thermal motion - is transferred into kinetic ener-
gy, namely the directed collective outward flow of the system. Fig.17 shows E T,
E c, and Ejtin • EQJ - (Ej * Ec) as functions of the density for two different bom-
barding energies EiAB " **•* <mi* ̂ *07 GeV/n. The state of highest compression is
approached along the shock adiabate, the thermal energy increasing rapidly with
the density. In the expansion stage, however, E* decreases rather slowly with the
density, while the kinetic energy of the collective outflow increases very fast,
approximately as

Ttin GM o

where Po is the shock compression. The kinetic energy of the collective outflow
is considerably larger than the internal random motion.
Let us now study the time development of the expansion of a homogeneous density
distribution in the non-relativistic one-dimensional case, which can be solved
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analytically: One can estimate the time dependence of the density which is in our
case P - N/R from equation (8)

1/2
K(t) CM (1 - R(O

(9)

where R is the radius of the system in the highly roirpressed state. Separation
of variables and integration yields

Vn { R ViF • R In ( R 4 ft1? ) . « l u f f } . t
0 C O O

(10)

Fig. J9 shows the compression- and expansion phase for various cases. One notices
that a much lower compression than calculated in the shock model does end up in
quite a similar final expansion as the shock calculation, only the init ial stages
are different (dashed l ine).

U-U
|GeV/nJ

tlfm/c)

Fig. 19. shows the compression and expansion phase in non-relati-
vistic one-dimensional model.

Another result is the much slower decrease of the density, when a lower bombarding
energy is investigated. Finally, the decrease of the density proceeds much faster
when collisions of small nuclei are investigated. Therefore, most interesting are
central collisions of heavy nuclei, as here the system stays for the longest time
in the highly compressed stagep> 2p , namely 47 and 36 fm/c for U-U collisions at
0,4 and 1.07 GeV/n. During such a long time, particles (e.g. pions) vith vsO.5 c
can travel 24 and 18 fm respectively, much longer distances than they need to leave
the highly compressed zone with R s 8 fm. This means that one nay even obtain in-
formation about the compressed center, vhen the high energy tails of the particle
spectra are studied under 90° in the CM-frarae: Here the central compression re-
gion can be seen without a shadowing effect from the residual projectile- and tar-
get nucleus.

Recently, such an experiment vas performed by S. Nagamiya (1979) and collaborators
in the bombardment of Na F with Ne-projectiles at various energies.
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They measured the spectra of tbe particles (protons and pions) emitted at 90° in
the CM frame. They find an exponential decrease of the particle spactra, from
which the temperature of the highly compressed cone can he deduced. Fig. 20 shows
the results of their measurements (dots). The solid line represents the shock
temperature as obtained (without any fit) from the relativistic shock calculations.
A remarkable agreement between the data and the theory is found; thus the experi-
ment seems to indicate that the shock wave model implying strong compression and
high excitation may be valid for the description of study theoretically central
collisions of fast heavy nuclei. Furthermore* the experiment shows that it it
necessary to use a Fermigas ansatz for E-j (P,o) * a calculation using a classical
ideal nucleon gas with E- * 3/2 T yields a linear increase of T(E), which strong-
ly contradicts the experiment.

140

• Exp Ne-NaF
SNogamiyaetol.

Fig. 20. The proton(full dots) and pion tem-
peratures (open dots) ad deduced from
the experiment of Nagaaiya et al. com-
pared to the shock calculations for #
pure nucleon gas (full curve) and in-
cluding tbe resonance cooling (dashed curve).

However, the absolute value of the deduced temperature is surprisingly high - one
would expect that the natter is cooler due to the resonance - and pion creation.
If the curves of Nagamiya (1979) et al. are extrapolated to higher bombarding ener-
gies, the limiging temperature (Hagedorn,1965) T ™ * 2 ̂ c • 140 HeV aay be
achieved already for E L A B » 3 GeV/n, i.e. at heavy ion energies,which are presently
only available at the synchro-phasotron in Dubna. The possibility of finding tc
peratures T >T M w t is an exciting task for further experinents. According to
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recent papers (Fowler and Weiner,)979j Kapusta,J979) the existence of quark matter
would not allow for an exponential mass spectrum of elementary particles and thus
a limiting temperature would not exist. Another important feature of the data of
Nagamiya is the result that the temperature of the pions is syrcemsntically lower
than that of the protonsi The proton spectra may show up hifjhur energies due to
the hydrodynamical outflow of nucleons resulting in an apparently nigher tempera-
ture. One may also speculate that they arise from a stage cooled because of
higher compression energies or finite resonance production, or that the pions are
not in a complete thermal equilibrium with the nucleons. Sandoval (1979),
Stock, Schroeder and collaborators determined in a streamer chamber experiment the
pion production rate in central collisions of Ar on KC1. They measured very large
charged particle multiplicities (approximately the sum of the proton numbers of
projectile and target) for E L A B • 1-2 GeV/n. They find that the pion multiplicity
<n%> is of the order of 10-20 per cent of the nucleon multiplicity <nip> increasing
approximately linearly with the bombarding energy. Using the temperatures calcu-
lated on the basis of the relativistic shock equation, which coincide well with
the temperatures measured by Nagamiya, we estimated the number of pions created
considering A-resonance formation via

< "V >
< m N >

-EA/T -EA/T

where T^» 4 is the statistical factor of the A(3/2, 3/2) resonance. In Fig. 2!
the data are compared to( the calculations. The experimental data are again si-
milar to the results of the shock calculations.

Sondovnl.Stock.Sthroeder et at

A r - K C I
. central trigger

Fermi gas with
resonance tooling

J
1

Fig. 21. The pion production rate <m7r>/<mN> as obtained in the
experiment of Sandoval et al. (dots) compared to the
shock calculation without resonance cooling (full curve)
and including the resonance cooling (dashed curve)

However, again we would expect that the cooling influence of the resonance - and
pion formation lowers the temperature, thus leading to a smaller pion production
rate than experimentally observed, and to a lower increase of <mn>/<mp> with the
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bombarding energy (dashed curve). A full relativistic treatment of the resonance
production can increase the pion multiplicity obtained in the shock calculation,
However, the data point at 1.6 GeV/n is slightly above the straight line. If thir.
result is not due to a statistical error, which cannot be excluded at the moment,
'an increase of <!%> and a change of the slope <!%> seems to appear at EIAJ}~'«6 C':V/
n. This would be a very exciting result, as it vnuld be interpreted as evidence
for phase transition in dense nuclear matter at p/po~4p0. From the apparent jump
in the temperature one may deduce the condensation energy of the density isomeric
state (i.e. the depth of the secondary minimum in Ec as measured from the barrier
at Ec (pc)). However, as long as this effect has not been definitely proven by
more extended and refined experiments with better statistics atid measuring at the
lower energies and in smaller energy bins, this remains speculation - which, nevci-
theless, may be stimulating also for the forthcoming experiments. In conclusion,
already from these simple one-dimensional shock calculations it appears that one
can learn about the reaction dynamics and the properties of the nuclear equation
of state from high energy heavy ion collisions, if the relevent windows, uniqu-
ly reflecting the occurrence of interesting or exotic phenomena, are searched care-
fully.

The Importance of Nuclear Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity

Let us now turn away from the more schematic one-dimensional shock model to mor«
refined nuclear fluid dynamical calculations: Though the solution of the relalivi-
stic shock equations allows for an overview of the phenomena and reasonably enab-
les us to obtain values for the various variables considered, it is highly idealis-
ed and does not give an answer to the questions concerning the details of a nvclvar
reaction at high energies. This is only possible by solving the equations of
motion for o non-ideal nuclear fluid numerically. The most important feature of
a non-ideal fluid is the occurrence of viscous effects and thermal conductivity -
therefore at least equations of the Navier-Stokes type have to be solved. A two
and three-dimensional relativistic fluid dynamical model is presently under pre-
paration by G. Buchwald, but not yet available. Therefore we concentrate on the
influence of the viscosity in a one-dimensional fluid dynamical model. Within
this model we can look somewhat deeper into the details of a heavy ion collision,
e.g. 6tudy the time dependence of the compression and thermal excitation as veil
as the possibility of formation abnormal superdense states.

To solve the equations of motion - the non-rclativistic Navier-Stoke6 equations
in one dimension - we had to incorporate the nuclear potential and the friction
tensor into the Eule.r equations. The Yukawa potential allows for a realistic
treatment of the nuclear surface in that e smooth decrease of the density is ob-
tained. For the friction tensor *§ a one dimensional Newtonian form 1?=-n(v'#v)?

is used. The friction constant is adjusted to n." 10 4i fm~3, which ensures numeric-
al energy conservation to E/EKIJJ~10Z. The most important advantage of the viscosi-
ty ir, to smooth the otherwise sharp shock fronts obtained in fast collisions to
reasonable width. The formation of resonances and pions was not taken into account
in these fir6t calculations.

The integration of the equations of motion was done for various bombarding ener-
gies. Density isomeric states with different depths and critical densities were
also investigated. For normal nuclear matter we first found a rapid increase of
the compression rate in the center of mass, followed by a rather stationary stage
of constant compression (corresponding to the shock wave model) - and subsequent
expansion stage (see Fig. 22a,b). Within that model we can also look for fusion
events (see later). The mean thermal energy increases much more slowly - since
for hypersonic projectile and target velocities natter not yet reached by the
shock stays practically undisturbed in its ground state (see Fig. 22c)

On the other hand, the compression rates and temperatures obtained in the "station-
ary stage" are in quite good agreement with the result of the shock calculations
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(see Fig. 23a,b) The inclusion of thermal conductivity has the consequence that
heat energy is transported away from the most strongly compressed regions - this
is of great importance for the formation and stabilization of metastable super-
dense nuclei.

Fig. 22. (a) The density distribution of various stages of a
central collision of two equal nuclei Elab*75 MeV/n. The
left-hand shows p(z) for a normal equation of Etate
Ko»300 MeV/): the second central region quickly expands
again. The right-hand side shows the strong density in-
crease in the case of a density isomeric state: a'large
part of the system stays rather lone within the abnormal
phase (density isomer at pc • 2po,pj - 2.5 p0, Bj • 0).

(b) The central compression p/po(t) increases strong-
ly above the critical density for the production of an
isomeric state: compared to the normal nuclear natter
(lower curve), the presence of a density isomer leads to
the collapse of the nuclear matter into the abnormal su-
perdense phase (upper curve). Thus the matter remains
much longer within the strongly compressed state.

(c) The gain of condensation energy leads to a strong
increase of the mean thermal energy ET(t) in the presence
of i density isomer (upper curve). Lower curve: normal
nuclear matter.

Effectively the thermal conductivity also takes into account particle emission -
i.e. for example cooling due to pion - and nudeon evaporation. These investi-
gations are being pursued presently by G. Buchwald (1979) in two- and three-di-
mensional calculations.
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Fig. 23. (a)The central compression p/p„ increases smoothly with the
bombarding energy up to the critical point for the production
of a density i Fotiier.Then the system collapses into the abnormal
superdense state:the density increases suddenly.Curve a,normal
nuclear matter,dashed curve: result of relativistic shock cal-
culation[4,5]; b,density isonier with pc/po=2,p|/Po«2.5,Bj-0;
c,density isomer with pc/po=3,p, /po=4,Bj-0. ^Similar to Fig.
(a) a threshold increase of the excitation function of the mean
temperature T(E,AB) reflects the presence of a density isomer.
This may be used to detect density isomeric states experimental-
ly(see text).Curve a,normal nuclear matter; b,density isomer
with pc/Po"2,pj/p0=2.5,Bo=0;c,density isomer with Pc/Po

tt3iPl/f)o
«4, B]-0; d,density isotner with pc/co=2,P]/po-2.5,Bj=-l0 MeV.
The rate of increase of T may be. used to determine the depth Bj
of the secondary minimum. (c)The expansion of the compressed nu-
clear system approximately follows the curves E*(p)-Ec(p) +
% ( P > T ) a of constant entropyo (solid lines).These curves still
exhibit the secondary minimum for rather high excitations.
The shaded area indicates the region for which "fusion" in-
to metastable abnormal states may be possible (see text).
The dot-dashed line gives the position of the respective mi-
nima os the isentropic curves. The dots mark the state of
strongest compression and excitation obtained, numerically
for the indicated bombarding energies (in MeV/n). The dots
within the shaded area actually represent the "numerical
fusion events.

Formation of Abnormal Superdense States

Again we find an important effect of a density isomeric state on the thennodynami-
cal variables like P and T. When the critical density pc is reached, only a
slightly Etronger compression results in the collaps of the central compression re-
gion into the abnormal state. This also means that the density now becomes
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considerably larger than that calculated with an equation of state without density
isower (Fig. 22a, 23a). As the collision time Tcouíí10""22 8 e c ; s very small com-
pared to the tunnel time Ttunnel necessary to form the equilibrium phase composi-
tion, a Maxwell construction lor the van der Walls-type equation of state is mean-
ingless during the fast collision process. As a function of the bombarding ener-
gy, the compression increases drastically at the threshold for the production of
the density isotner (see Fig. 23). Qualitatively the same effects hold for the
thermal excitation energy: When the system collapses into the abnormal superdense
state, the temperature increases immediately due to the gain of condensation ener-
gy (see Fig. 23b). Contrary to the increase of the density, which experimentally
is not directly observable, the increase of the temperature- may be used to detect
the abnormal state: Analogously to the density (see Fig. 23a), the temperature
of the system as a function of the bombarding energy shows a drastic increase at
the threshold for the formation of the density isomer (see Fig. 23b). As a con-
sequence of the higher temperature, a threshold increase of the high energy parts
of the energy spectra of the emitted fragments as well as the pion production rate
will reflect the formation of abnormal superdense nuclear matter. On the other
hand, fast emission of highly energetic particles can serve as a ccoling mechanism
for the abnormal nuclear matter. Such mechanisms are not yet included in our mo-
del. Thus the formation of metastable, fused superdense nuclei seems feasible
for a range of bombarding energies (see Fig.23c).

During the compression stage, the system becomes thermally excited, i.e. a lot of
entropy is produced. However, the system starts to expand from the state of
highest compression along curves of constant entropy . These curves will exhibit
the potential barrier at Pc. although the barrier height and density of the second-
ary minimum become lower for increasing entropy. Therefore, if the energy of the
final compression state is smaller than the corresponding isentropic barrier (ana-
logous to the centrifugal barrier), the system can be trapped within a netastable
state, from which it may deexcite into the cold density isomeric state via emis-
sion of particles from the nuclear surface. Thus, e.g. for U~U collisions, even
the production of (meta) stable collapsed superheavy nuclei, which also have very
interesting atomic properties, may be feasible. But also at bombarding energies
above the fusion region, where the excessive kinetic and thermal energies lead to
the decay of the system, it may still remain rather long within the abnormal phase.
We find such a behaviour in our model calculations (see Fig. 23c): For the three
bombarding energies E^g - 75, 117, 169 MeV/i., the state of greatest compression
lies within the fusion region. Acutally, we could not find a subsequent decay of
the formed abnormal system during the time of the calculation (which was consider-
ably longer than the collision time). On the other hand, for energies at 61 MeV/n
(which is still undercritical), and 300 MeV/n respectively, we find that the sy-
stem dissolves again relatively quickly. This apparent energy window for producing
"stable" abnormal matter depends, of course, on the location and shape of the bar-
rier between normal and abnormal nuclear matter. Hence our schematic calculations
should only be taken as illustration of the physics to be expected, if the equa-
tion of state contains exotic features.

In the next paragraph the collisions of two heavy nuclei are studied in a three-
dimensional model. This model does not include viscosity and thermal conductivity,
but it allows for the theoretical investigation of the modifications due to the
three-dimensional case compared to the schematic results obtained here. It espec-
ially leads to a decrease of the achievable compression p/ M a x as the natter
will strongly be pushed to the sides. p°

8. THREE DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS OF HIGH ENERGY COLLISIONS OF
EQUAL NUCLEI

To compare the results of the three-dimensional NFD calculations directly to the
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relativistic shock calculations and to the one-dimensional non-relativistic Nnviir-
Stokes results, let us go back to the Euler equations (Sti)cker,1979). In the pre-
sently discussed hydrodynamical calculation, local heating is neglected. This is
reasonable approximation, because one can easily estimate the heat energy produced
by the strong shocks from the apparent energy loss in the calculations. Cmriparin}-.
the three-dimensional calculations with earlier one-dimensional calculations with
the Navier-Stokes equations, we find that this omission has only a minor infimncc
on the reaction, but in the decompression phase, the internal pressure is too
small (the thermal pressure is missing) to ensure the correct expansion velocity.
This is not so important for medium energies with moderate thermal excitation but
for the higher energies it should be taken into account. The collision of two
Zr-nuclei at ELAB=200

 a n d *°° MeV/n was used to investigate the influence of the
details of the density isomeric state, which is represented by a parabolic expan-
sion of Ec(p) around the secondary minimum (see Fig.4);

K,
for

The influence of the density isomer on the reaction is analogous to the results of
tained above.

Let us now investigate the dependence of the formation of density isomers and «i
the compression rate on the mass of the reacting nuclei and on the parameters of
the density isomeric state, respectively. To do this we have calculated the reac-
tion Uranium on Uranium at b • 0 in and 200 MeV/n with the above equation of state.
We find only a slight increase of the maximal compression, but generally the same
characteristics as in the Zr case. On the other hand, the dependence of the com-
pression on the nuclear equation of state is significant. Lowering the isomeric
compression constant Kj - 9 pjí9iEc/3

í|p from 3C00 MeV to 300 MeV is sufficient
to increase the compression froir 2.88 ' to 3.41 at E L A B « 200 MeV/n. Using a
density isomer with Pc - 3 Po>Pi » 4po, Ec(pc) • +6 MeV, Ec « (p|)» -26 MeV results
an even much stronger compression,nnmely p/pc * 4.8 for E^g * 400 MeV/n. We
find that the threshold bombarding energy for the formation of a density isomer a*
characterized in Fig. 4 is located somewhat below 100 MeV/n. This value is con-
siderably higher than the 60 MeV/n obtained in the one-dimensional Navicr-StoJces
calculations. This is due to the outflow of matter perpendicular to the collision
axis. At 200 MeV/n, the critical impact parameter is b • 711 fin, corresponding
to an isomer formation cross section of

450
DX "

| To compare the nuclear density distributions, as obtained with and without densit>
* isomer, directly to the one-dimensional results, Fig. 24 shows cuts through the
\ density distribution along the collision axis (P(z)i left-hand side) and ptrper.-
| dicular to the collision axis (p(y), right-hand side) for a head-on collision of
| two Zr-nuclei at ETAB " 200 MeV/n. The dashed curves show the density distribu-
s tions at various times obtained with a normal nuclear equation of state (i.e. no

secondary minima in Ec(p) ). The full curves show the analogous results (i.e. the
same reaction at the same time) calculated with a density isomeric minimum in
Ec(p) with a barrier of Ec(pc) • - 8 MeV at a critical density Pc - 2pc, and the
density of the abnormal state at Pj « 2.5 pQ with Ec(pj) » -16 MeV (see Fig. 24).

The upper curves show various stages during the compression phase of the reaction.
It is clearly seen that the matter approaching the center of momentum along the
z-axis during the reaction is pushed out perpendicular to the collision *idst i.e.
along the y-axis. The incident longitudinal momentum is transferred into trans-
verse momentum. This will result in the predominant outflow of natter *t center
of mass angles of about 90°. This prediction of the hydrodynamical nodel can be
tested experimentally (see below).
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Fig. 24. The density distributions p(z) (left)
and p(y) (right) of a Zr+Zr head-on
collision at ELAB-2OO MeV/n resulting
from a normal (dashed curves) and den-
sity isomeric equation of state (full
curves) are 6hovn (see text). The
curves are to be reflected around the
center of mas6 (y,s«O) respectively.

The perpendicular outflow is stronger in the case of a normal equation of state,
while for the density isomeric case the matter ie sucked into the isoner, there-
fore the internal pressure is smaller, resulting in a less pronounced sidewards
flow. This may serve as another possibility to detect abnormal nuclear natter ex-
perimentally. In analogy to the previously obtained result, the central compres-
sion is larger in the presence of the density isomeric state (see Fig. 24). Yet
again the most important difference is the following fusion-like "trapping" of the
nuclear matter within the abnormal state. While the formation of the auperdense
matter seems to be rather similar in the two different cases, the decompressed pro-
cess differs dramatically (lowest curves): For a normal equation of state there
only remains a completely dissolved system with very low nucleon density (P/po<0.4
at t • 40 ftn/c, whereas in the isomeric case at the same time a strongly compressed
"fused" density isoner surrounded by a dilute atmosphere can be seen. From the
low density regimes mainly small reaction fragments will be emitted, i.e. one can
expect that central violent collisions result in events with high multiplicities
of the emitted fragments. The density isomer may be viewed as a highly excited
object moving with the center1 of mass velocity. The trapping occurs also when
the isomeric ground state is energetically Ies6 favourable than the normal ground
state. This is due to the isentropic expansion of the natter.

We have uentioned already that the occurrence of shock waves in fast central col-
lisions of equal mass nuclei implies a predominant outflow of natter pcrptndicular
to the collision axis. This effect has been predicted very early (Scheid,1968;
1974;1974a; Baumgardt,1976) and constituted one of the earliest predictions in
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nuclear shock waves. A recent experiment of the GSI-Marburg-Berkeley collabora-
tion (Wolf and co-workers,1979; Meyer,1979) seems to present evidence for this
sidewards splash in the reaction Ar Ca at 1.05 GeV/n.

They detected v* in nearly central collisions and measured the pions transverse
momenta and rapidity, which ie essentially the forward momentum (see Fig. 25).
The^ion production itself can be viewed as a trigger for centrality. They pre-
dominantly find pions emitted with a forward momentum corresponding to the center
of mass velocity of the equal mass nuclei, and a rather large sidewards momentum
P /JJS 0.5. The maximum in the contour plots is interpreted as a pion emitting
source, moving with v s o u r c e~ 0.5c to 90° in the CM-frame. This is just what we
expect from our calculations. When the compressed, hot matter flows to 90° in the
CM-frame. This is just what we expect from our calculations: When the compressed,
hot matter flows to 90° in the CM-frame, during the whole expansion stage fast
particles will be emitted. Due to the collective flow of the emitting matter the
transverse momentum versus rapidity distribution will show up a maximum at the cm
rapidity but at finite pi. This effect will Be even more pronounced, as the pions
from the initial compressed stage can also escape only under 90° in the CM-frame,
because of the shadowing effects of the residual projectile and target nuclei, in
the forward-backwards hemisphere. As the velocity and temperature of the pion
emitting source are time-dependent, no narrow peak but a broad sidewards bump is
expected.

1.5-

Fig. 25. The rapidity-perpendicular momentum*plot
of it* obtained experimentally in heavy
ion collisions shows clearly the side-
wards emission of v* in contrast to the
results for proton-proton collisions
where forward-backward emission of n*
is observed.

From our one-dimensional calculation (see Fig. 19) we can estimate the outflow ve-
locity. During the stage of high compression, the thermal energy is largest -
therefore we expect that the thermal pion production occurs mainly in that st»gt.
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For I GeV/n and p/po>2, the outflow kinetic energy increase* from Ek£n- 0-100 McV/n,
corresponding to flow velocities v/cS0.5. To obtain some more detailed information
on this subject, we performed a set of three-dimensional calculations for the case
studied experimentally. For these high energy collisions the shock heating has
been taken into account properly, as it is most important for the expansion stage.
This (accounting for convective heat flow) can be done only by working in the
center-of-momentum frame, where the energy per nucleon is the same for all nucleons.
Then the the thermal pressure and -energy as well as the temperature can be calcu-
lated at each point in space from the discrepancy between the initial and instan-
taneous energy. However, we remark that the energy density and internal energy
vary over all space. The use of a non-relativistic model at bombarding energies
ELAB~' GeV/n is not too bad when working in the center of momentum system: Here
the kinetic energy per nucleon is only 1/4 of that in the lab, i.e. E~j~25O NeV/n
and YCM~1.25, Therefore, the deviations from a relativistic treatment will be on
the order of 25%. This seems to be not too bad for these exploratory investiga-
tions. The resulting density contour plots for the reaction Ar Ca are depicted
in Fig. 26 for various impact parameters at E^AB " 400 HeV/n. Again it is found
that for the central collisions a complete desintegration of the projectile and
target appears (normal equation of state). The hot compressed matter is squeezed
out into 90° in the center of momentum frame.
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Fig. 26. The density contour plots Ar-*Ca are shown at various
impact parameters (numbers at the right-hand side)
and at various times (indicated on top).

For the more grazing impact parameters the target and projectile are also excited,
but they atay rather compact. Therefore we expect that gracing collisions lead
to particle evaporation fro» the target and projectile, which practically maintain
their initial velocitiec. If the iapact parameter is lowered, a collective trans-
verse momentum transfer to the whole target and projectile is observed. The nuclei
are also much stronger excited - they nay not survive the reaction but decay into
snaller fragments. For the nearly central collision b - 2 fm, the picture looks
like a central collision with a finite rotation energy. One tees that the Batter
is smashed sidewards with a slight forward-backward asymmetry around 90° in the
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center of mass. Also the calculated transverse momentum versus rapidity shows up
maxima in the heart-form as is seen in the experiment (Fig. 25). However, «6 ex-
pected, the velocity of the matter (i.e. the pion emitting source) varies 'con-
tinuously in time. For the high temperature stage, where pion production is most
probable,then a bump in the transverse momentum distribution appears at

CM
P±/K - O.I - 0.4 and P H / - -jp ±0.2 for E L A p . AOO MeV/n.rll/,

M
For I GeV/n, qualitatively the same phenomena are found, however, the momentum
transfer is larger. The bump is also broader due to the higher excitation energy.
For b * 0 collisions we find Pi/j^O.I - 0.7, but a rether narrow P /M distri-
bution. If the corrections due to relativistic kinematics are accounted for pro-
perly - they lower the velocities by ~2O!5 - we find that the velocity of the
sidewards squeezed matter is close to the experimentally determined velocity of
the pion emitting source.

In conclusion, the recent measurement of a pion emitting Eource moving with large
transverse momentum to 90° in the center of mass system can be viewed as a further
indication for a quasi-hydrodynamic behaviour of nuclear matter in high energy
heavy ion collisions. However, the model has to be improved in the future to in-
corporate consistently the pion emission process in the calculations.

9. MACH SHOCK PHENOMENA AND THE HIGHLY INELASTIC BOUNCE-OFF EFFECT
IN COLLISIONS OF SMALL PROJECTILES WITH HEAVY TARGETS

In the violent reactions of small projectile nuclei with heavy targets, the com-
pression effects reflect in somewhat different phenomena than in the collision of
equal mass nuclei. For central collisions, the projectile nucleus penetrating into
the target is surrounded by target matter - thus we expect to observe the stronp-
ly compressed projectile - which' is called the head shock - not directly(Stöcker,
1977a). However, compression- and heat waves (the Mach shock) will travel through
the target matter, which allows to study the transport phenomena in nuclear matter
(see Fig. 27). This was first predicted by Baumgardt (1975) and Hofmann(1974).
When the projectile enters the target with hypersonic velocity (the diving phase),
strong local compression and heating of the matter near the contact point occurs.
When this head shock continues to interpenetrate the target as a projectile-like
object with hypersonic velocity, it pushes matter to the side. This initiates a

a)
diving stage penetration stage

c)
final stage

Fig. 27. Various stages of central collision of a light nucleus
into a heavier one with the sidewards travelling Mach
shock wave are shown schematically.
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compression wave which has been called Mach shock wave travelling sidewards through
the target matter. This phenomenon allows to study the transport of compressed mat-
ter through a region of ground state nuclear matter, namely the residual target
nucleus. The nuclear Mach shock wave can be detected experimentally by observing
the azi&iuthally symmetric sidewards emission of matter (predominantly light nuclei)
with medium kinetic energy (i.e. significantly higher in energy), much lower than
the kinetic energy of the projectile, but different from the evaporation particles.
This is discussed below in greater detail. For intermediate it.pact parameters,
the Mach shock phenomenon becomes less pronounced. Here the highly inelastic
bounce-off (HIBO) of the projectile from the target is expected to occur; in this
process the projectile due to the compression is scattered to the side and is de-
stroyed, transferring a considerable transverse momentum to the residual target
nucleus (see the next paragraph).

Recently a series of measurements have been performed at Berkeley and at Dubna
(Meyer,1979; Antonenko,1979). They seem to confirm the pioneering experiments of
E.Schopper and collaborators (Baumgardt,1975), which have been interpreted earlier
as indication for Mach shock waves in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions
(see later) where this is discussed in detail).

Let us now first discuss the more recent experiments from the GSI-Marburg-Berkeley
collaboration (Stock,Gutbrod.Sandoval, Foskanzer et al,,1979). They observe in
central collisions of Neon on Uranium a strong sideward emission of nuclear matter,
when high multiplicity events with a rather azimuthally symmetric fragment distri-
bution are selected. This is just what has been predicted theoretically if the
Mach shock phenomenon appears and strongly supports the earlier measurements of
Schopper (Baumgardt,1975; Hofmann,1976). Secondly, in the same reaction strongly
<p-asymn;etric events with a large momentum transfer on a target-like fragment, ac-
companied by the 180° correlated explosion of a deflected projectile-like object
have been detected (Wolf,1979). This obviously must be interpreted as a highly
inelastic bounce-off (HIBO) of the projectile from the target. Our model calcula-
tions indicate that these phenomena can be used to detect experimentally the in—
pact parameter in these collisions and to deduce the compression rate in such col-
lisions. This bounce-off is quite analogous to what is seen in Fig. 26 for reac-
tions of equal mass nuclei. We will study theoretically collisions of Neon pro-
jectiles with Uranium targets. For the non-relativistic cases let us again use
the three-dimensional fluid dynamical model where the same nuclear equation of
state and potentials as in the last chapter have been used. Again we work in the

-I equal velocity frame, because of two reasons: First, the local shock heating can

j most easily be computed in all space within this system. Secondly, the computing
I time is only half of that when working within the lab frame, because the integra-
j tion time steps can be doubled.

•j

Results for Central Collisions

i; First let us investigate theoretically with a normal equation of state the colli-
i sion of the Ne-projectile with an Uranium target at b • 0 (head-on collision) for
| E L A B 3 ^ 0 0 MeV/n. Fig. 28 shows a cut through the scattering plane. Snapshots of
. the collision are depicted in the form of contour plots of the density in the

scattering plane. The density increases by 0.04 fn~^ from line to line. The outer
j line represents 0.02 fm~3, i.e. approximately a tenth of the ground state density

^o * 0.17 fm~3. The collision time in fm/c is indicated by the numbers vithin
Í each plot. The length scale in fm is depicted at the left. Remember that our cal-
;1 culations proceed in the equal velocity frame, therefore the target moves to the

left. As the target hits the projectile with hypersonic velocity V-KO.46 C
: (while cs~0.l5 c), a head shock zone is formed during the diving phase of the re-
': action (t~5-8). This strongly compressed and highly excited projectile-like ob-
' ject continues to interpenetrate the target with supersonic velocity, pushing tfc*
1 matter to the side, thus initiating the formation of a sidewards travelling Mach
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shock wave within the target nucleus (t~lJ-2O). The density of the natter within
the Mach shock decreases with the distance from the head shock, being always con-

, siderably smaller than the head shock density. Due to this effect and due to the
deceleration of the projectiles, the Mach shock is curved (not a clear cone as
in a Mach sound wave). Because of the additional high temperature within the mat-
ter, one expects that the emitted matter (mainly light fragments because of the
high thermal excitation) will peak strongly, but not too sharply, to the sides.
This peak should be narrower, when only a particles or other larger nuclei are
investigated, because they carry most clearly the "collective direction" of the
Mach-shock wave: They would be destroyed, if they make a tempéVature collision.
Observing them thus means, that they are not temperature-scattered. There are al-
so other reasons for observing the Mach shock in the a-particle window: The pion
condensate - a spin-isospin lattice - is expected to be formed in the Mach shock
wave and to break up substantially into ct-partides. Also, a-particles are expect-
ed to be concentrated within the atmosphere of normal nuclei. Because a shock wave
would eject mostly the surface particles, again an a-particle window would be pre-
dicted.This narrowing of the sidewards Mach shock peak has been first reported ex-
perimentally by selecting mainly a-particles in 4ir particle track detectors by
Schopper and co-workers(Baumgardt,I975). Indeed, also in the above mentioned ex-
periment of the GSI-Marburg-Berkeley collaboration, the predicted sidewards emis-
sion of matter has been observed in an electronic experinent measuring the proton
angular distribution. However, the sidewards peak of the emitted protons can be
seen only, when "central" events are selected, which are identified with high
charged-particle multiplicities and azimuthally symmetric charge distributions.For
Ne+U at 400 MeV/n the peak position was found at 60° for Ep«50 MeV and at 50° for
EpSlOO MeV. We calculated the angular distribution of the emitted natter averag-
ing over impact parameters b*4 fm and - because of better statistics - over the
calculated currents during the last 25% of the reaction, where the natter expands
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Fig.28. The density contour plots for
the collision Ne*U at b-0 fm
and ELXB-400 MeV/n as result-
ing from our three-dimensional
calculac'on.

Ne-U

0° 30° 60° 90° 120° W

Fig.29. The experimental angular distri*
butions (full curves) are com-
pared to the theoretical1 ob-
tained curvet (dashed).
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and flows apart. Without fitting anything we find peaks in the angular distribu-
tion, which are centered at 60° for Ekin-50±20 MeV/n and at 50° for Ekin-JOO±IO
MeV<Bee Fig. 29). These are just the same peak positions as found experimentally.
In our calculation, for smaller angular bins (±5° instead o£ 110°) the peak posi-
tions do not change. However, the peaks become rather narrow. The peak is broaden-
ed due to the additional thermal smearing, caused by an isotropic Maxwellian di-
stribution of the internal nucleonic velocities. Moreover, not only the peak po-
sitions are in good agreement with experiment,but also the relative height of the
peaks agree reasonably well. A complete angular distribution for various energies
of the observed emission particles in high multiplicity events is shown in Fig.30.
It is due to Meyer, Gutbrod, Stock, Sandoval, Poskaiizer et al.(Meyer,1979). One can
clearly recognize the Mach-shock particles with energies between 10 MeV/n and 2000
MeV/n all peaking around 5O°-6O° and also the backward directed "diving splash"
which is seen for particles with energies around 5-10 MeV/n. The latter is alro
predicted by fluid dynamics (see Fig. 27) and was already predicted in the very
early work by Schopper and co-workers (Baumgardt,]975).

10
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d?c f mb 1
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back splash Mach shock particles

20Ne-197Au-p
AOOMeV/n, high M
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•60°

IBL/GSI/U of Marburg

Fig. 30. The experimentally obtained double dif-
ferential cross section dlg/dfidE for
He*Au at 400 MeV/n triggering for the
high multiplicities as obtained by Meyer
et al. (1979).

The comparison of our theory to the experimental data seen to support the interpre-
tation that compression takes place in high energy heavy ion reaction and that Mach
shock waves are formed in central collisions, which can allow for the search of ab-
normal nuclear matter (see section 10).

Results for Non-Central Collision!

While the central collisions seem to be associated with a total dcsintegration of
target and projectile, in non-central collisions large target- and projectile-like
fragments can be observed. We would like to discuss here a new effect occurring in
the intermediate impact parameter region, which can be viewed as a highly inelastic
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bounce-off (H1B0) of the projectile from the target (Stöcker,1979c). In this pro-
cess, the projectile is scattered by a compression potential to the 6ide, as is
the strongly hit target matter, while a rather large part of the target stays
bound. To this heavy target fragment a large transverse momentum is transferred,
showing a collective response of the whole fragment to the interaction. This high-
ly inelastic bounce-off can be detected experimentally by measureing a large tar-
get fragment with rather large perpendicular momentum in coincidence with many
small fragments going into the forward hemisphere, correlated to the target frag-
ment in 180° in the azimuthal angle. The large amount of small, higher energy
particles stem from the explosion (nearly complete destruction) of the projectile-
like fragment. Fig. 31 shows this bounce-off effect in the Ne Ü collision at
ELAB*4°0 MeV/n as calculated within our model for three different impact parame-
ters: b « 4,6, and 8 fm. Again, snapshots at various timesteps are taken. One no-
tices that initially, when the target is just hit by the projectile, for the more
central b=4 fm collision again a head shock is formed, which additionally also ini-
tiates a Mach shock wave in the target. However, as the upper part of projectile
and target appear to each other as if they were generally colliding equal nuclei,
also a splashing out of matter perpendicular to the collision axis occurs just in
analogy to what is seen in the case of a head-on collision of equal nuclei. The
boonce-off effect can be viewed as follows: The strong compression potential de-
flects a considerable part of the projectile to the vacuum. Thus the first group
of particles which should experimentally be detected are those deflected fast light
fragments (heavy fragments will not survive the high excitation energy). The se-
cond group of particles will stem from the compressed direct reaction zone, which
will also explode. Thirdly, a rather large residual target fragment, which was
not centrally hit, and therefore is not strongly enough disturbed for total des-
integration, can survive the reaction. It can get rid off its internal excita-
tion by evaporating off particles. However, during the reaction a considerable
amount of transverse oomentum is transferred to the whole target-like fragment,
while nost of the longitudinal momentum is transferred to the exploding direct re-
action -(compression) zone, and partly is also carried away by the sidewards de-
flected residual projectile-like fragment.
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Fig. 31. The density contour plot of the reaction Ne-MJ at 400 MeV/n
for intermediate impact parameters.
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For b-6 and 8 fa qualitatively the same pictura holds, however, the direct inter-
action region become leu compressed with increasing impact parameters, and there-
fore the interaction between projectile end target is less pronounced (see also
Table I).
The head- and Hach shock become less intense at b-6 fm and can no longer be seen
clearly at b-8 fm. A very important feature of the Bore grazing collision is the
change of the scattering angle of the projectile-like fragment to more forward ang-
les with increasing impact parameter (see Fig. 31). It can be viewed as the less
pronounced repulsion fro* a smaller compression potential. We now will show that
the dependence of the scattering angle on the impact parameter is of great import-
ance for further analysis of high energy nuclear reaction data, as it can serve as
an unique tool to determine the impact parameter of each collision experimentally.

TABLE J

b[fm] 5 2 5 6 5

E. , >30 MeV) ... 37 32 27 21 16
a) <Hc>

 kín (b) :

b) (P/Po)™" (b) « 2.06 2.02 1.90 1.72 1.34

c) T^tMeV] (b) j 44 44 44 42 40

The dependence of the mean multiplicity <MC> of high energetic particles,
the maximum compression and the maximum temperature on the impact para-
meter in Ne-HI collisions at 400 MeV/n as obtained in the three-dimensio-
nal calculations.

As the rate of compression in a reaction does also depend strongly on the impact
parameter, the above proposed experiment may be used to determine indirectly the
rate of compression achieved in fast nuclear reactions. Therefore, similarly to
the Coulomb deflection trajectory used to measure the impact parameter in low ener-
gy nucleus collision the measurement of the bounce-off effect can be used for im-
pact parameter measurements in high energy nuclear collisions. To make our dis-
cussion more quantative, we define the characteristic variables of the "projectile-
like fragment" and "target-like fragment" as the variables at the respective re-
gion of maximal density and determine the momenta, energy loss and deflection
angle in a late stage of the collision, when the nuclear fragments have split again
and thus the investigated variables stay constant in time. The results are plotted
in Fig. 32 for the different impact parameters: Fig. 32a shows the dependence of
the deflection angle of the projectile-like fragment on the impact parameter b.
One notices the increase of the deflection angle ft Pjjj1 with increasing centrali-
ty. However, it does not look at all as like elastic scattering of hard spheres,
but must be viewed as a' highly inelastic reaction with strong mutual interpenetra-
tion of projectile and target connected with strong compression and thermalieation
effects. The diving depth of the projectile into the target can be evaluated ap-
proximately from the scattering ange by calculating the effective scattering
radius

R.ff - „ .defi

2
of the scattering of a particle by a hard sphere from the scattering angle
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Ne-U E^-UMMeV/n [MeV/nl Ne-U
EloI>=400MeV/n
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Fig.32. For the collision Ne U at AOO MeV/n we show (a) the dependence
of the deflection angle ©LAB of the projectile-like fragment on
the impact parameter b. (c) The forward momentum loss (dashed
curve) and sidewards momentum gain (full curve) of the projec-
tile-like fragment (open dots) with decreasing impact parameter
and the transverse momentum transfer to the target (full dots),
(c) The theoretically obtained deflection function ©LAB (Ekin)
is shown.

The numbers in Fig.32a give the effective scattering radius Reff and show that the
diving depth d(b) is approximately given by

d(b) = - b) . (II)

By measuring © ""* one vmy therefore also deduce the interpenetration depth for
distinct reactions. The measurement of the deflection angle of the projectile-
like fragment, however, can not simply be detected, as the highly excited fragment
explodes. Thus one has to measure in coincidence the angles and momenta of all ex-
plosion products of thes projectile-like fragment to determine its center-of-mass
values. The longitudinal momentum p of the projectile-like fragment is another
quantity of interest (see Fig. 32b)): p decreases strongly with increasing cen-
tral! ty and for rather central collision it is only of the order of 102 of the
initial momentum. The forward momentum is distributed over many particles and is
carried away by the explosion products also of the compressed cone, in which the
projectile- and target matter are mixed up and strongly excixed. The transverse
momentum of the projectile it increasing strongly when b goes from 8 to 6 and 4 fa.
It decreases again for b - 2 fm - this is due to the practically complete energy
transfer ("sticking") to the dense and hot compression zone (head shock) in the
case of nearly central collisions. Actually, the transverse momentum p /„ of the
residual target-like fragment is considerably smaller than p /M of the projectile,
as the residual target still has a rather large mass compared to the rest of the
projectile As the dilute nuclear matter of the direct reaction region expands
and still connects the projectile- and target-like fragments, we cannot determine

Í
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the mass of the residual target, the only conclusion possible in the moment is
that the mass decreases with increasing centrality and it always much smaller than
the original target mass. For a more detailed information also the evaporation of
particles has to be included in the calculation. It is important to point out
that the large momentum transfer on the whole heavy fragment implies a collective
response of the whole fragment to the compression potential,which acts between
the bounce-off projectile and the target. Therefore, the impact parameter depend-
ence of the transverse momentum transfer is an important information on the com-
pression phenomena. Our theoretically obtained values 0.03 £ p /M< 0.I are in
good agreement with the recent data of the GSI-Marburg-Berkeley collaboration
(Meyer,1979). They measured strongly asymmetric events with 180° azimuthal corre-
lation in the scattering plane; for various systems they observe on one side many
fast (Efcin> 30 MeV/n) light particles and, on the other side, a heavy target (e.g.
Z-26) at 90° in the lab (i.e. with small forward momentum) with transverse momenta
P /^ (e.g. they found values of p /M= 0.036, which are in the same region as our
results).

In our calculations we obtain practically no longitudinal momentum transfer to the
target-like fragment - the same as is observed experimentally. The calculated
multiplicities of charges with Efcin>30 MeV/n depend on the impact parameter (see
Table 1). In these experiments it is found that the production of such target-
like fragments is predominantly seen for rather high charged particle multiplici-
ties <MC> -.10-20 within Ekin>30 WeV/n. This in our model corresponds to impact parameter
b~6-8 fm, when one takes into account the formation of composite particle
which we did not discriminate in our <MC> determination from single nucleon.
Fig. 32c shows the deflection function of the Neon-like fragment at 400 MeV/n.
The kinetic energy loss is larger than 90X of EL^B *or f ~ 60°, which corresponds
to a rather central collision (b<2 fm), but already for ©LAB*^ 0 0 t n e kinetic ener-
gy loss of the projectile-like fragment is of the order of 2535. Contrary to the
elastic Coulomb scattering in low energy heavy ion collisions, all scattering pro-
cesses in the high energy region with impact parameters b<Rj lead to highly inela-
stic events. By detailed coincidence measurements of these highly inelastic
bounce-off effects it will be possible in the future to measure the impact parar
meter also for collisions at relativistic energies. The various variables, which
have to be determined experimentally to deduce the impact parameter, are:
(a) The charged particle multiplicity of fast particles which increases with the
centrality. (b) The azimuthal symmetry of the events - symmetry should only ap-

1 pear for very small impact parameters b$2 fm. (c) The azimuthal asymmetry with
: 180° correlation in the intermediate impact parameter region. The correlation bet-
\ ween the target-like fragment and the exploding projectile-like fragment going
A' hand in hand with the collective response (large perpendicular momentum transfer)

of the fragments, the longitudinal momentum loss and the total kinetic energy loss
of the projectile-like fragment and the deflection angle of the center of mass of
the fast, sidewards pushed particles. From the measuremen of these quantities we
can deduce the degree of violence and the diving depth in the reactions, from
which not only the impact parameter, but also the compression rates and shock heat-
ing can be estimated by comparison with the theory (6ee our Table 1).
The compression rates obtained are low compared to one-dimensional shock calcula-
tions, which at 400 MeV/n yield p/pg3** 3.4. This is largely due to our three-
dimensional tratment; the matter pushed to the side can freely expand into the
vacuum. To a certain extent this also comes from the smallness of the projectile,
which dissolves before the stage of largest compression is reached. For example
in U-U collisions, one can reach a rather stationaly stage of constant compression
in our calculations. The width of the shock fronts we obtain is of the order 1.5-
2 fm, but it depends on the reaction considered. This is more realistic than the
infinitely sharp shock fronts used in the simpler model calculations and in a dif-
ferent fluid dynamical approach.
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Conclusions

One can split violent collisions of light nuclei with heavy targets into two types,
namely nearly central collisions, which exhibit the strong compression phenomena
most clearly hy the sidewards moving Mach shock wave and very high azimuthally
asymmetric fragment distribution with strong sidewards peaks, and the intermediate
impact parameter collisions leading to the highly inelastic bounce-off, where the
compressed matter acts in analogy to a repulsive spring which releases strong col-
lective transverse momentum transfer. In these 180° correlated events one can
learn from the deflection angle and momentum transfer and -loss about the impact
parameter and therefore about the compression phenomena in non-central collisions
of fast heavy ions. We finally mention, that the results on the deflection func-
tion and impact parameter do not depend very sensitively on the equation of state
(i.e. compression constant K) used, as long as the nuclear equation of state is
normal. If it ccnt&ins exotic features like density isomers, we expect modifi-
cations of the above resulty and even signatures for isomers in the deflection
function. Such calculations are presently carried out.

High Density Nuclear Mach Shock Waves and the Search for Density Isomers in Re-
lativistic Collisions

As the Mach shock experiments have not only been carried out at the nonrelativi-
stic energies, but experimental data have been obtained at E^AJJ " 4.2 GeV/n as
available in Dubna, we now have to use a relativistic model for interpreting the
fast nuclear collisions. He will here investigate the dynamics of a relativistic
heavy ion collision in terms of a simplified hydrodynamical model, using a para-
metrization of the Mach shock geometry similar to the results found in the nonre-
lativistic calculation. This model allows to study the influence of the nuclear
equation of state using the relativistic shock equations. The geometric,therroo-
dynamic- and kinematic variables and their time evolution as obtained in the more
schematic calculationa are used to yield the mean values of the mentioned variab-
les and of the angular- and energy distribution of the reaction fragments.
In Fig. 33 the typical time evolution as resulting from the calculation is shown.
It looks quite similar to those obtained from the full non-relativiatic calcula-
tions. The calculations are carried out in the lab frame. Mainly three different
phases of evolution during the collision can be seen (Baumgardt,I975).

Fig. 33. The geometry of the relativistic Mach shock model is shown
for various time steps.

The diving phase: The kinematically contracted projectile enters the target, be-
comes highly compressed and excited. In the diving process a splashing wave
should lead to backward emission of matter.
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The penetrating stage: The projectile interpenetrates the target, pushing matter
to the side; thus initiating the sidewards travelling 6trongly compressed Mach
shock wave.

The evaporating phase: The projectile- and Mach shock matter leaves tlie residual
target, which now evaporates, while projectile and Mach shock explode because of
their very high excitation energies, which correspond to temperatures from 20-60
MeV.

The explosion of the head shock wave which contains at the end of the collision
more than double the nucleons of the incoming projectile, is what has been named
recently the explosion of the "nuclear fireball" which has been used to explain
angular- and energy distributions in non-central high energy heavy ion collisions.
It may be possible, that the strongly compressed and highly excited projectile ex-
plodes inside the target during the interpenetrating state. This will lead to
superstars with enormous multiplicities. In this case the Mach angle will be wash-
ed out and cannot be seen. This will be taken into account in a further calcula-
tion. As mentioned earlier, the nucleus-nucleus encounters are quantum aechani-
cal processes with corresponding probability distributions. A classical hydro-
dynamical calculation can therefore be viewed at best as a calculation of the mean
values of the quantum mechanical system in the sense of Ehrenfest's theorem. Super-
imposed to that are always the quantum fluctuations. They lead under the same
initial conditions to events with sticking of the projectile and its explosion
(superstars), to events with a penetrating superstar and a creation of a Mach shock
wave and also to events where the projectile is practically little disturbed by
the target (semi-transparency). It is a formidable experimental task to discrimi-
nate between these events by making e.g. the proper star-selections.
To restrict the number of degrees of freedom, we parametrize the compression zone
by two paraboloids, z - ajr2 + z,, z - a2r

2 + z2, which describe the shock front
and the backside oi the compression zone respectively. The undisturbed part of
the target nucleus is described by the part of a spheroid of radius R up to the
shock front (paraboloid 1), while the residual nucleus is described by a spheroid
up to the backside of the compression zone (paraboloid 2) with a drilled hole of
radius Ep in it. The residual nucleus has not yet been incorporated in the pre-
sent calculations. The projectile (head shock wave) is divided from the Mach
shock zone by a third paraboloid z • -ajr2 + z2 (see Fig. ** ). Thus the geo-
metry of the system is determined by four variables: aj, a2, zJt z2. The
dynamical variables (energy density, momentum, pressure, temperature, density)
are obtained by assuming homogeneous density-, velocity-, and temperature fields
in each compression region. Thus for the sake of simplicity we concentrate on the
mean values of the physical observables in the different regions as a function of
time. The shock equations yield an unique relation between energy, pressure,
temperature, velocities, and the rest density in the compression zone. Using these,
we can describe the stage of the system by the four geometrical variables and the
density in the Mach- and head shock region. To describe the evolution of the
system in time, we need six differential equations for these six variables. These
equations are obtained by the conditions that the surface points on the paraboloid
have to fulfill the 6hock equations and that total baryon number A and total ener-
gy E are conserved. One has to take into account the correct Lorentz-transforma-
tions for the various quantities (density,energy,...) in the different regions.The
time evolution of the physical quantities is obtained by simultaneous numerical
integration of the six differential equations in tine-steps of At-O.l fm/c,which
is sufficiently exact to ensure energy- and baryon number conservation better than
one percent.
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Results of the Schematic Mach-Shock Calculations

The head- and the Mach-shock densities pj and P2 as a function of tine are
in Fig. 34 for various energies: In the beginning, the projectile is strongly
compressed, but this compression is substantially decreased later on. The Mach
shock density P2 is about 2P0 below the Mach shock density pj. The mean compres-
sion in the head- and Mach shock (each at t«5 fm/c) is shown in Fig. 35a as func-

(tion of the bombarding energy. The mean kinetic energy
h i (i ) lii

((]
Fig. 35a as
-vf)~''*-!)

200
Wog gy fcin f

of the emitted particles (Fig. 35b) after the collision is smaller than 200 MeV/n
for Mach shock particles up to bombarding energies of 5 GeV/n, while it is larger
than this experimentally important threshold for the projectile (head shock) at
high energies. The temperature in head- and Mach shock ju6t after the collision
is shown in Fig, 35c. The fragments from projectile, Mach shock wave and the eva-
poration residues fall within angular domains relative to the be-em axis as shown
in Fig. 36.

Fig.34. The evoluton of the high den-
sities in the head shock and
Mach shock as a function of
time.

As the mean head shock densities are
approximately equal to those calculated
within the one-dimensional model, ve
can make use of the latter model to yield
the pion production rate, when we take
care of the result, that the number of head

Fig. 35. The density a)kinetic energy

ture ?> of tne v a r l oV 6 cm'pression zones as a function
of the incident energy.

shock particles is about 2Ap.
f l b i Fi 37 I

The
Mach shock angle <f is depicted as a function of lab-energy in Fig. 37.*It smooth-
ly decreases from about 60 degrees at 0.1 GeV/n to 35 degrees at 4 CeV/n for a nor-
mal equation of state. It is smeared out very much because of the temperature in
the Mach shock and because of the curvature of the "Mach-"cone". The explosion
the highly excited bead shock causes strong emission of fast particles into forward

of k
ard F
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Fig."36. The fragments of the bead- and Mach shock fall into
the indicated angulaT domains. The angular distri-
bution of the evaporation .residues is also shown.
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Fig. 37. The Mach-angle 9 in dependence of the projectile ener-
gy for a normal equation of state (---) and for an
equation of state with a density isower ( — — — ) .

directions, which may hinder the visibility of the Mach shock peak at small bom-
barding energies. The energy spectra of the exploding projectiles (head shock)
drawn in Fig. 38 were calculated by relativistic addition of the flow velocity
and tbt mean thermal velocity in the head shock after the collision, taking into
account the isotropic decay cross section in the rest system of the projectile.
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Fig. 38. Energy spectra of exploding projectiles for two dif-
ferent incident energies.

The Influence of a Density Isomer on Mach Shock Waves

If we schematically assume a dinsity isomer at p/po<3, the above picture applies
only below ELAB S0«2 GeV/n, 86 then the projectile density reaches the phase tran-
sition region, i.e. the region of negative pressure (p<0). (See Figs. 39,40).
The projectile collapses into the density isomeric 6tate. Thus the"quasi-stablc
nuclear crystal" can move with rather small dispersion through the surrounding
normal nuclear fluid. One may thing of a piece of "nuclear ice" which moves
through "nuclear water" - this is important for the appearance of the Mach shock
wave, since a water droplet dumping into water produces too high friction and
therefore soon damps out the collective motion. This, in fact, can to some extent
be seen in the full hydrodynamic calculation (see last section ).
As during the phase transition the head shock velocity becomes small, the Mach
shock angle <j> substantially decreases in this energy region, since the Mach sheer
moves faster than the collapsing head shock during this time period. The cry-
stallization of the projectile causes a much more pronounced Mach shock peaV at
higher energy, because the projectile moves with much less friction through the
target. At bombarding energies of about 1.5 GeV/n the Mach shock density apprachtf
the critical region: Now the Mach shock matter collapses into the density isc-
meric state and the Mach shock velocity becomes small, so that the Mach angle nov
will be substantially increased (see Figs. 37 and 39). It will also be broadened
out due to the rapid change in Mach shock velocity within a small density regime.
At even higher bombarding energies, the Mach angle shall decrease again as both
vKs and vMS tend to the light velocity c at very high densities, so that <p-K) for
very high energies. One also may think that higher phase transitions do occur,
which may again produce such a characteristic dependence of the Mach angle « on
the bombarding energy.

Comparison of the Calculations with the Experimental Observations

High Density Nuclear Mach Shock Waves (HDNMSW) should be observable in central
high energy collisions of light projectiles with heavy targets. The pioneering
experiments of Schopper et al. (Baumgardt,1975) supplemented by the theory, have
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Heodihock
• diving

'0

Fig.39. The diving of head shock and
Mach shock into a possible
second minimum of the equa-
tion of state. The head-
and Mach shock densities as
a function of projectile
energy.p g indicates the
position of the assumed 2nd
minimum in E (P) •

Fig. 40, The time behaviour of head- and
Mach shock densities for normal
( ) and isomeric nuclear mat-
ter (-—). Along the ordinate
the energy density Ec(p) is de-
monstrated.

set the stage for the criteria to discriminate the Mach shock events from others:
]) In azimutbally symmetric central collisions, which can be identified by very
hTgh multiplicities and azitnuthally symmetric distributions of the reaction frag-
ments, e.g. by many prong stars in AgCl-detectors or emulsions, a preferential
emission angle must be observed. _21 T*'e kinetic energy of these particles vill
be smaller than 200 MeV/n. It may be decreased to even lower values, if the
Mach shock density is in the secondary minimum. 2)_ The Mach shock peak and the
decay of the head shock should predominantly be seen in the a-particle (or other
complex nuclei) channel for three reasons: (a) A pion condensate with a struc-
ture of a spin-isospin lattice preferentially decays into nucleons and a-particles
as smallest lattice cell6. The former can hardly be distinguished from evapora-
tion particles, but the complex fragments can. (b) When the Mach shock wave
approaches the nuclear surface, it kicks out the Q-particles contained enhanced
in the nuclear surface. (c) During the individual collisions of the constitu-
ent particles in the high temperature zone of the Mach shock, mainly those O-
particles (and heavier clusters) survive, which have not undergone a temperature
scattering. Thus the mach angle is conserved by those clusters, while scattered
and unscattered nucleons cannot be distinguished. Q O n c 'kould find fast
pions emitted by highly excited nuclear matter. The occurrence of pion condensa-
tion should also lead to a large enhancement of the pion production cross section.
5). Simultaneously to the medium energy sidewards Mach shock peak, a broad high
energetic forvard peak at G«-40o, stemming from the exploding head shock, will be
seen. It may consist of protons and pions mainly because of the extremely high
temperatures in the head shock, (see Fig. 38). The head shock particles are - in
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the mean - of energy and can thus be (partly) discriminated from the Mnch chock
particles. 6) A nearly isotropic distribution in the lab frame may atero from
the residua] nucleus with small temperatures and kinetic energies.

In the presence of a density {comer the Mnch shock peak should be more clearly-
pronounced and also should have the above predicted dependence on energy. Thr ex-
perimental data of Schopper et al. (Schopper,1979) which fulfill the above cri-
teria on centrality, energy- and ct-particle windows, show a peak in the anpular
distributions of the reaction fragments. The systematic shift of the preferential
angle with energy can be interpreted in comparison with our calculations as indi-
cation for a phase transition in dense nuclear matter at f/P0~3-5 (see Figs.37 end
41 and figure caption).
Deviations in the prong-angular distribution of multiprong stars have also brcn
seen by the Heckman-group (see Fig. 42). These deviations agree with the peaks
seen by Schopper et al. and thus supplement the Kach-shock picture. Also the pre-
viously discussed angular distributions obtained by Gutbrod, Stock, Poskanzer et
al. (see Figs. 29 and 43) show the peak in the same position as those of Schop-
per.

Fig. 41. Angular distribution of prongs for large stars
at various energies (after Schopper et al.,1979).
The evaporation background had been subtracted.
The systematic variation of the peaks can be recognized.
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Fig. 42. The angular distribution of emitted
particles in the emulsion experiments
of Heckman and co-workers.
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Fig. A3. The angular distribution of protons of 90 HeV lab energy resulting
from the collisions of Heon on Uranium at 2.1 GeV/n (left: da/dfi ,
right: do/d 0).
The sidewards peak is only seen with high multiplicity selection
(i.e. central trigger)
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Recently, both Heckman and Schopper have measured the angular distributions of
only ot-particles coming out of multiple prong stars in emulsior.. As was theoreti-
cally expected, the a-particle distribution shows the Mach-shock peak much clearer.
Also the rapidity plots of the Gutbrod-Stock-Poskanzer-group for various clusters
(see Fig. 44) seem to indicate that the heavier particles (e.g. the a-particles)
stem from a source of intermediate velocity (the collective Mach shock wave). It
is this completion of the picture as well as the additional observation of Schopper
(1979) and Baumgardt (private communication) that the velocity of the Mach-shock
particles is significantly faster than the velocity of the background particles,
which strengthens our confidence in the validity of the Wach-shock model. We pre-
dict, that the observation of angular distributions of big clusters out of azimu-
thally symmetric high •multiplicity events will yield well recognizable peaks
(Mach shock emission) whose dependence on energy will give us most valuable infor-
mation about the gross features of the nuclear equation of state.

Ne • U 400 MeV/nucl.

\'

Fig.44. Rapidity plot of the heavier
fragments measured by the GSI-
LEL-collaboration show emission
from medium velocity source.

10. STRONG BOUND PION STATES

In this section we shortly mention a purely speculative phenotnenological i
From the usual description of the pion nucleon interaction by a pseudo-scalar o id-
ling

TIN
- ig

where the pion field couples to the pseudo current

5i 5 i
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i;

one might expect that for high nuclear densities yy°y frhÍ6 interaction becomes
very strong. Because of the very non-linear interaction between pions and nuclear
matter, one does at present know very little about quantitative aspects at high
nuclear density. For the low nuclear densities one knows that the pion-nucleon
interaction is rather well described by the Kisslinger (Kisslinger,1955) potential.
Kricson and Myrer (Ericson,1978) and others have shown that indeed for heavy nuclei
(A>200) the Kisslinger potential may lead to bound pion states in the nucleus,the
binding energy of the pion increasing with the nuclear density. This is shown
qualitatively in Fig. . However, the Kisslinger potential looses its validity
at such high densities. Therefore it cannot be definitely concluded that the gap
between the TT+- and Tr~-states will actually approach zero for some critical densi-
ty pc, as suggested by the figure. For instance a strong repulsive interaction at
high pion density (e.g. a 04 term in the n-Lagrangian) may prevent the two states
shown in the figure from approaching each other. Though very little is known
about strongly bound pionic states in high density nuclear matter. Such states,
eventually leading to "spontaneous" ir+-ir~-production i.e. without loss of energy
should indeed by an exciting phenomenon if they exist.

Let us - phenomenologically - assume that strongly bound pion states exist in nu-
clear matter and ask how such states would reveal themselves in relativistic heavy
ion collisions. In some test calculations we assumed that the strong collective
nuclear force in highly dense nuclear matter leads to a strongly bound pion irate
with a small effective pionic mass (m7I

e^^«m1,), which is supposed to arise from
the repulsive - interaction. We found that, owing to the strongly bound pionic
state the temperature in high energy heavy ion collisions will be reduced substan-
tially at high densities p/po^2 (see Fig. 45). A lot of pions are created in this
strongly bound state of rather small energy, thus using up a large amount of the
thermal energy of the system. This can lead to a drastic strong cooling even at
rather small bombarding energies: These low energetic pionic states can be popu-
lated very massively already at relatively low temperature. The sudden reduction
of the temperature above the critical bombarding energy necessary for the forma-
tion of such a strongly bound state may be detected experimentally as the

cooling elled ol a strongly
bound pionic stale

Fig. 45. The presence of a strongly bound pionic state would strong-
ly cool the reaction zone in high energy heavy ion colli-
sions above the critical energy.
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evaporation spectra of the reaction products and the mean pion multiplicity stron -
ly depend on the temperature of the compression zone. The pion production rate
will be changed additionally because of the following processes: There will be
less direct production of free pions as calculated above. However, two step pro-
cesses, e.g. the excitation of pions from the bound state into the continuum, be-
come important. Also the expansion of the compression zone after the reaction
makes the production of free pions, which were originally created in a bound state,
feasible.This is so, because of the "adiabatic" extraction of the pions (similar
to electron-hole production in intermediate superheavy quasi-molecules) when ap-
proaching the upper continuum for smaller densities. Such a process may also lead
to a decrease of the limiting temperature in central high energy nuclear colli-
sions.

THE LIMITING TEMPERATURE - THE HADRONIC MASS SPECTRUM

Another important question, which can be raised in connection with high energy nu-
clear collisions is the search for a "limiting" temperature, as suggested by
Hagedorn (1965) to occur in a single n-n collision, and suggested for nocletxs-nu-
cleus collisions by us (Scheid,1974; Greiner,1975). In the experimentally deter-
mined hadronic mass spectrum one notices a fast (actually nearly exponential) in-
crease of the number of particles (resonances, mesons) with the mass of the par-
ticles. Presently, because of the limited accelerator capacities, the particle
spectrum is practically only known for masses mi3 GeV. However, if the hadronic
mass spectrum is assumed to increase exponentially for all masses(which is a con-
sequence of the bootstrap equations) there should exist an upper bound to the tem-
perature which can be reached in high energy particle collisions. This so-called
"limiting temperature" T M a x originates physically from the fact that hadronic mat-
ter with rising thermal excitation prefers to create particles of increasing mas;
(see Fig. 46). So, instead of increasing the temperature, higher excitation énei;

Fig. 46. The probability \{ for the excitation of
various resonances as calculated in the shock
model is shown as function of the bombarding energy.
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is transforr.«d into mass of heavy particles. This can be seen clearly for the
case of nuclear collisions in Fig. 2 ,where the lowering of the temperature due
to the excitation of resonances is shown (Hofmann,1976). If the number of resonan-
ces taken into account is increased, the temperature is substantially decreased
compared to the calculation with a lower resonance number. This fact may also be
viewed as the distribution of the internal energy over more degrees of freedom,
which leads to a lower temperature. With the presently known experimental exponen-
tial increase of the hadronic mass spectrum, Hagedorn derived a limiting tempera-
ture for hadron-hadron collisions which is of the order of the pion rest mass

T M a x s m nc
2 - 140 MeV (I)

However, according to fluid dynamical calculations one may read such a large tem-
perature only for rather high bombarding energies, EutB>IO GeV/n. The best way to
test whether a limiting temperature exists should be in"a colliding beam experiment,
with the much larger CM-energies available. One can convince oneself that a pre-
sent CM-energies of the order of I GeV/n.it may be difficult to decide experimen-
tally whether the limiting temperature T ™ * is reached,, because of various concur-
ting processes. One indication of a limiting temperature is that the pion produc-
tion rate no longer increases, as the limiting temperature is reached. However,the
decay of the known heavy resonances mainly produces pions, so<n,> should neverthe-
less still increase.

Let us now consider another phenomenon, which may lead to a strong cooling of the
nuclear system: According to Huber and Dilling(J97f), the excitation energies of
the isobaric resonances can be lowered coherently in a nuclear density, the so-
called "Giant Isobaric Resonances", where

£GIR free N* „ .. ._ „ „- E. 5 50 - 80 MeV .

Such an effect, if it exists, may become even stronger in heavy ion reactions at
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Fig.47. Shows the influence of the lowering of the resonance
masses by 140 MeV each (dashed curve c)on the tempera-
ture. Curve b was obtained assuming a density itoner
of depth -140 MeV.
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high densities, and thus would lead to enhanced transformation of excitation t-nergy
into resonance lapses,thus lowering the temperature of the system drastically (see
Fig. 47). For an exponentially increasing hadronic mass spectrum a coherent lower-
ing of the hadronic masses in the strongly interacting medium should lead to a col-
lective limiting temperature T M a x, considerably lower (Tcoll<<TNNX^ t'ian for the

-i free hadronic masses. Recently, however, it has been shown by different authors
(Kapusta,1978; Veiner,1979) that the existence of a quark phase excludes an expo- '
nential raise of the hadron mass spectrum and therefore a limiting temperature.

••; In fact there are experimental indications (Friedlander,1979) that there is no li-
, mi ting temperature.

12. SPECULATIONS ON THE FORMATION OF EXOTIC NUCLEI

', The high excitation energy per nucleon achievable in relativistic nuclear colli-
sions may also serve as a tool for the production of exotic pieces of matter like

•'? e.g. A^x nuclei, i.e. nuclei which include several nuclear resonances at once of .
even consist exclusively of nuclear resonances. This would allow the study of the
many-particle interaction of N* with each other. In close analogy, the formation

j of strange nuclei and even nuclei consisting of strange particles only may be fea- k

! sible. A number of interesting problems concerning the mutual strange particle in-
"j teraction have still to be solved. For very large energies9 anti-nucleon produc- i
\ tion becomes feasible, where the total energy for baryon pair production as a col-
\ lective process is large enough, while the energy per nucleon is still too small
'•' ("sub-threshold production"). These opportunities seem very speculative for the .

moment, however, some preliminary evidence for a strongly enhanced strange particle j
production process was recently discovered by Sandoval, Stock, Schroeder and co- j
workers (Sandoval,1979) in a streamer chamber experiment at Berkeley, where they r
found an order of magnitude increase of the A0 production in RHI-coHisions com- :
pared to pp-reactions. They measured the proportion <m,o>/<nu-> for the system j
Ar+K at 1.8 GeV/n and found I

< m .0 > /< m _ > ~ 1.7Z , (1) *
A 71 (.

which is nearly an order of magnitude increase of the strange particle production
compared to nucleon-nucleon collisions. This enhanced strange particle production
is very exciting, as it points further to a collective production mechanism for
heavy baryons. We can estimate the strange particle formation within the one-di-
mensional shock calculations as presented in section . The thermal excitation
probability for a Ac in this model is given by the product of the probability of
Kaon production and A0 production

A0 • K+

(2)

<m „>
/ i

- E A «
- e T

s

P

n

•

- A0 • K

- A0 • K°

- v2

s

674 MeV
T (3)

*s

The excitation function for A°-production then looks similar to the ^-production
shown in Fig. 21 , however, with a much smaller value. Inserting the temperature
Tg as obtained in the simple shock calculation into equation (3), ve find

< m .0 > / < a > * 0.0033. («)

Thus, from this rough estimate we obtain

< m ^o > / < m7f-> * 2.92 (5)

Í
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in reasonable agreement with the preliminary experimental result of Sandoval,Stock.
Schroeder and co-worker6 (Sandoval,1979) and in fact an order of magnitude larger
than what has been measured in pp-reactions.

13. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We attempted to demonstrate that Relativistic Heavy Ion physics can open new
fields in fundamental research. Very important is the unique opportunity to study
the properties of nuclear (hadronic) matter under extreme conditions in fast nu-
clear collisions: We gave - in our view convincingly - circumstantial evidence
for the existence of shock waves, i.e. various high compression and temperature
effects in relativistic heavy ion collie'ons. The once promoted general transpa-
rency of nuclear matter at high energies does - as a general effect - not exist.
It might only have validity as a quantum-fluctuation, which can, however, be separ-
ated experimentall from the strongly interacting nucleus-nucleus encounters.
The high densities which may be achieved in relativistic collisions enable us to
search for phase transitions (like pion condensation, density isomers) in nuclear
matter and in particular for a transition of baryon into quark matter. These
phase transitions themselves amplify because of critical scattering the validity
of hydrodynamical and thermodynamical concepts. Therefore we can expect high*com-
pression effects to occur even up to bombarding energies of 10 GeV/n and higher.
Also the experimental determination of the nuclear compression constant and sound
velocity seems feasible. The high thermal excitations allow to study the succes-
sive transformation of nuclear matter into highly excited hadronic matter and the
search for a limiting temperature. The collective formation of very heavy partic-
lei, bulks of strange matter and antimatter are further intriguing possibilities.

There are indications in the Mach-shock experiments of Schopper and Baumgardt
(1979) that a phase transition of some kind (perhaps into a density isomeric confi-
guration) night occur between 1.2 and 1.8 GeV/n. To cheek this out convincingly
more refined experiments (excitation functions ofM -particle angular distributions
from multiplying events, pion production excitation functions) are necessary. Most
important in this connection is also the further continuation of these experiments
to higher energy up to e.g. 10 GeV/n and even higher energies.
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Statistical model of energetic central

collisions of heavy ions

J. Zimányi

Central Renearch Institute for Physics

Budapest

I. Introduction

In the course of an energetic heavy ion collision

various mechanisms are dominant in the different stages

of the reaction. In the time development of a central

collision three main parts can be distinguished:

a, the Ignition phase, leading to the formation of

the firecloud (a piece of hot and dense nuclear

matter);

b, the expansion phase, during which the firecloud

expands and cools down;

c, the break up stage, in which the random collisions

between the constituent particles of the firecloud

cease (the thermal contact stops).

The basic concept of the present model is the appli-

cation of the methods of near equilibrium quantum statistics

This is supplemented with different auxiliary assumptions
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in the three reaction stages. In this way most of the

important features of the collision can be amalgamated.

We hope, that a more exact treabement would show the

dominance of these features automatically.

In the following paragraphs the details of the reaction

phases will be described and in the conclusion the

posibility of the Bose-Einstein condensation of pions will

be pointed out.

II. The ignition phase

The basic concepts in our description of the ignition

phase are the application of geometric picture and

hadrochemical equations fref. l).

The reaction is described as the collision of two

interpenetrating spheres originally filled with cold

nucleon gas. The process is viewed in the common cm.

coordinate system. The assumptions of the model are

summarized as follows:

a, The target and projectile nuclei having A ^ A ^ A

nucleons originally are represented by moving spheres of

volumes Vp= Vt (constant in time). Their sum is denoted

by V0
 m \ «-Vt . Before the collision the number density I

of the cold nucleons v0O is uniform within the two spheres,

thus voo Vo- 2 A . As the reaction proceeds the two spheres

begin to overlap. The overlap volume is denoted by V£(t>.
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It is assumed that nucleons outside V£«) (the "collision

zone") are not influenced, and thus retain the original

density. The cold nucleons within the collision zone are

assumed to have a spatially uniform time dopp>n<ient density

vo(t) in the whole volume V^li).

b, As the spheres representing the target and projec-

tile nuclei begin to overlap the nucleons in \£fl) begin to

collide with each other. There are elastic scattering as

well as A-resonance production. The scattered out nucleons

and the A-resonances produced are considered as the

constituents of a hot gas cloud at rest in the cm. system

and with given temperature T and volume V, . The particles

of the cloud collide with each other and also with the

fast moving cold nucleons. During the collisions resonances

are also produced, hence the hot gas consists of nucleons

(N), A-resonances f A), ir-mesons (*) and ? -mesons <?).

Denoting the "cold" nucleons in the original nuclei by No

the list of different "inelastic" ( from the point of wiev

of the model) processes we take into account is the

following:

NO*N-»N*N, N.*N-N*A, N.-n -*N + n, f



c, The hot gas cloud is described aa a multicomponent Í

ideal relativistic Boltzmann gaB. However, the interaction

,; between the particles ia accounted for to a large extent f.

by allowing the production of resonances* The gas is assu-

; med to be in thermal but not in a chemical equilibrium.
! This corresponds to the assumed predominance of elastic

collisions . The time evolution of the densities of

different particles are described in terms of near equi-
.- i
''• librium statistics taking into account the effect of

changing volumes too. The time dependence of the tempera-

i ture of the gas is determined from an equation expressing

J energy conservation.

| d, The Lorentz contraction of the spheres representing

! the colliding nuclei was not taken into account. This
i

approximation does not influence, however, the number of

target nucleons with which a bombarding nucleon could meet

! in passing through the target. The individual particle-

; -particle interactions being treated relativistically

correctly, the neglect of Lorentz contraction of the shapes

of colliding nuclei in the present model is expected to

be an acceptable approximation.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Those cold nucleons, which have had no interaction

during the interpenetration of the two spheres, move away

with their original velocity.
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re action wfuw{
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PÍR. 1.
Illustration of the ignition phase of an
energetic central collision of heavy iona.
The densities are time dependent (except
the v.,) but homogén within the respective
volumes.
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The hadrochemical equations describing the time deve-

lopment of the densities within the varying reaction volume

are as follows:

-V, «) { K v/ct) ( < ̂. <•;•> Ky;. 6

^ ^ v ^ í ^ v , ^ <v;r



\o -

« • * * >

áf V

-•= Vjít) Í
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I In these equations

% «*« • ( * *••*>(**•. f<) is the spin-isospin degeneracy;

'á < Vik €'*i.fcH > 1 B the collision integral: the cross

\ section, e, for the o-*i -+t tS reaction, where

I particles a and b have velocity distribution i and k,

| respectively, multiplied with the relative velocity, v,

of the two particles, and averaged over the velocity

J distributions of them; < •£ > is the decay width of

4 particle a, its Lorentz contraction factor being averaged
i

over the velocity distribution of particles a.

The terms in square brakets can be simplified by

observing that in chemical equilibrium the time derivatives

of the densities has to be zero. In this way for example

the equation for the f density can be written in the

form:

(fwt.

where

•1"

is the chemical equilibrium value of the ratio of densities,

and can be calculated from the equation of state. Por this

purpose in our numerical calculations the equation of state

of ideal, multicomponent relativistic Boltzmann gas equati-

ons were used (ret, 1,). The same equations were used to
4 determine the thermal energy density in the energy balance
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equation.

At this point it has to be emphasized, that in the

reaction volume Vj(O three,thermodynamically different compo-

nents are present: a, the stream of cold, fast moving nucleons

flowing from right to left; b, a similar component with

opposite flow direction; c, the thermal component resting

in the center of mass system. The tenperature in this model

refers allways to the temperature of the thermal component.

Therefore our assumption that the thermal equilibration is

faster than the chemical one, is to be understood in this

way: the momentum distribution of the elastically and

inelastically scattered nucleons approximates the thermal

momentum distribution faster, then chemical composition

of the system approaches the chemical equilibrium.

III. The expansion phase

At the moment i„ of maximum overlap of the colliding

spheres IV,<*«,)= vr « vt J the gas decouples from the incident

nuclei and the volume V^tt) of the spherical gas cloud

begins its adiabatic expansion. Por the approximate descrip-

tion of the expansion the time dependence of the radius f

of the sphere is borrowed from a simple hydrodynamic I

model (ref. 2.). The kinetic energy of the hydrodynamic f'

flow is subtraced from the total thermic energy. The

densities and temperature are kept spatially constant within if.
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V}tt) also in the expansion period* The radius of the

isentropically expanding sphere of uniform density has the

time dependence

The kinetic energy associated with this hydrodynamic flow is

where El.t is the total energy content of the gas sphere

which can be transformed into kinetic energy, and

. i
4 s ID.} A m M "R- /E. A \

 L
>-0 « • * • / • - * • * / .

The generalization of these expressions for the non

spherically symmetric expansion is given in ref. 3«

During the expansion the cooling of the firecloud is

much faster than the rate of reabsorbtion of pions. In

this way the firecloud becomes an overcooled system for

the pions. This is reflected in the fact, that the pion

chemical potential, calculated from the equation of state

for ideal relativistic Boltzmann gas, reaches the pion

rest energy during the expansion (insert in Fig. 2).

This is the signature of a condensation process. For its

proper description, however, an other method has to be used

("see section V.).

The result of the numerical solution of the hadro-

chemical equations is shown in Fig. 2.
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Pig. 2.
The dynamics of the U+U heavy ion reaction
at 0.8 GeV/nucleon bombarding energy. The
number of particles and the gas temperature
in the overlap region is plotted as a func-
tion of time. The shaded spheres at the top
of the figures indicate the geometry of the
process: the interpenetration and eventually
the expansion of the projectile and target
nuclei. The vertical dashed lines separate
the "ignition" part from the expansion part.
The particle numbers and temperature shown by
the dashed branch of the curves correspond
to the case, when no expansion was allowed
after the complete overlap of the two spheres.
The arrows at the end of these curves point
to the equilibrium values of the corresponding
quantities. The insert in the upper right part
show the chemical potential, /*n and activity
A n for pions as a function of time. The
horizontal line marks the /*H =•«„ e* value,
where the possibility of Bose-Einstein pion
condensation appears.
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IV. The break up

Up till now we have not decided, for how long time

we have to integrate the equations describing the hadro-

chemlcal processes and the hydrodynamic expansion. For

finite-sized gas balls with constituents having short-ran-

ged interaction it is intuitively clear that the hydrodyna-

mic picture cannot hold for infinitely long times. As the

expansion of the gas ball into the vacuum proceeds, the

density of gas, and with it the number of collisions,

decreases rapidly leading to a "freezing in" of the energy

distribution of the emerging particles. A mathematical

expression for this idea will be given as a break-up

"freezing-ln" criterium. Let us consider two particles

(fig.3«) with mean interpartide distance I lying on a

sphere of radius r. On average these particles will have

a radially outward directed velocity, u(*-,t) , due to the

macroscopic flow. Due to this radial flow, the particles

will fly apart from each other with a velocity, w ,
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V
3.

The flying-apart velocity, -u', caused by the
radial flow, -M, is visualized for two partic-
les situated at a distance r from the explo-
sion center. Here t is the mean interparticle
distance.

On the other hand, these particles will have on the avera-

ge a randomly directed velocity with mean value ir(rj). The

decoupling of the thermal degrees of freedom from the

macroscopic flow will occur when «r(r,t) exceeds vfr,t>. The

break-up time, íj, ÍB defined as the time when w for a

given space point r equals v :

At this time the momentum distribution of the particles .is

composed from the thermal and the flow momentum distri-

butions. This is the measurable center of mass momentum

distribution, (N onrelativistic description ref.2., rela-

tivistic approximation ref.4.). In calculating the final

spectra, however, one has to take into account the

contribution of A particles decaying after the break up.
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V. The Bose-Einstein condensation of pions

From the present model one can calculate both the

nucleon and the pion spectra. However, as it can be seen in the

insert in Pig. 2., the chemical potential of pions, M.n ,

reaches the m^c1 rest energy value in the late expansion

phase. This being the signature of the condensation, the

fioltzmann statistics can not be applied for pione in this

region. One has to use the Bose-Einstein statistics for

the description of pion momentum distribution. In

calculating the total energy balence of the firecloud,

however, the change from Boltzmann to Bose-Einstein

statistics for pions would give only a smaller correction,

therefore it is reasonable to keep there the much simpler

Boltzmann distribution. In this case the /un chemical

potential is determined from the implicit equation

cM« B J
where the temperature T, the number of pions, Nn , and

the volume, V, of the firecloud are obtained from the

hadrochemical equations. Whence the /*x chemical potential

is obtained, the pion momentum distribution can be calcula-

ted (ref. 5.). It shows a definite enhancement of low energy

pions with respect to the Boltzmann distribution*

In a late enough stage of the expansion the tempera-

ture decreases below the critical temperature, due to the
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strong cooling caused by the expansion. In a large enough

volume a second order phase transition would occour at

j this temparature. This would lead to the Bose-Einstein

' condensation of pione. In the small fireball volume,

\ however, no real phase transition can occour. In the pion

; single particle momentum distribution only the strong

enhancement of the low energy pions will be the signature

i of the importance of the Bose-Einstein statistics (ref.5.).
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M. Gyulassy: How can you justify calculating chemical

potential for pions when the number of pione is not a

conserved quantity ? Stated another way, why is the rate

of elastic scattering dominant over absorbvion and produc-

tion rates ?

J. Zimányi: In a system of volume V, in which a temperature

can be defined, for a given number of pi one the chemical

potential is determined by the equations of statistical me-

chanics. Por the second part of the question I emphasise,

that in our model we assume thermal equilibrium only for

the elastioally and ihelastically scattered nucleons and

for the created particles. An essential part of nucleons

(at 800MeV/A ••2056,) emerges from the collision of heavy

ions without interaction* They are treated separately* The

nucleons which have had an interaction, have lost an

appreciable amount of their parallel momentum, and

therefore for their further collisions the elastic cross

section is larger then the inelastic one* On the other

hand one can observe, that the absorbtion rate of pione

is very low* A simplified picture of the whole process

may be the following. A thermal bath is established

mainly by the nucleons. By the decay of A particles,

pions are pumped into the system* During the expansion the

system cools down, and the pions, being unable to get

absorbed, become "overcooled".
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In energetic heavy ion collisions a piece of hot and

dense matter is formed. This piece being under extreme con-

ditions gave rise to many interesting speculations. In a

recent paper the possibility of the formation of Bose con-

densed pione was pointed out. This condensation is similar

to the superfluid phase of liquid He and ia completely

different from the ltigdal-Sawyer type condensation . The

slm of the present work is to show how the consequence of

such a "condensation" would show up in the experimental

data obtained in a heavy ion reaction. Because of the

smallness of the volume we are dealing with in this case,

naturally no real phase transition can occur. At low enough

temperatures, however, specific features of Bose statistics

do show up, which in a large enough volume would correspond

to a phase transition • The present calculation does not

aim to fit experimental data but rather to point out quali-

tative features to be expected due to Bose statistics in
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heavy ion reactions.

We assume that in a central or near central collision

of heavy ions a piece of hot and dense hadronic matter is

created, which we henceforth call the firecloud. The

formation of hadronic matter ith these properties has

been suggested by several euthours • The main interest of

the present work, as well as that of Ref*1. lien in the

evolution of the fireoloud. In both cases a simple model

has been used to describe its formation. Head on collision

of symmetric systems was considered. After complete overlap

of the spheres representing the target and projectile nuclei

a spherically symmetric expansion of the firecloud was assumed*

The hot gas cloud was described as a multicomponent ideal

relativistio gas in thermal but not in chemical equilibrium*

The following reactions were taken into accountt

N+n

where No denotes the "cold" nucleons in the original nuclei*

The Fermi motion was neglected* All numerical results in

the present paper are in the center of mass frame* The volume

V of the firecloud. its temperature T. and the number of

pions H contained in it, were calculated as in Ref.l. In

the case of relativistic Bose statistics the above

quantities are related by4 L

i.
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Which is an implicit equation for the chemical potential [*. •
2

In Eq.ÍZ) kT is the firecloud temperature in MeV, me is the

pion energy, and d- (2S+1H2I+1) - 3 is the spin-isospin

degeneracy of pions. As is well known in Bose statistics /*

\ never exceeds me . Since in heavy ion collisions we

encounter a relatively small volume V, the contribution of

zero-energy particles has been included at all temperatures

T. This is uncommon in the context of usual statistical

physics, where the volume has macroscopic dimensions. Once

the chemical potential /* has been calculated the energy [,

distribution of the pions is given in the rest frame of the

firecloud as

f i m c 1

"1 '
(3)

where B - (m2?4" + p c2 ) 1^2 is the total energy of the

particle. The above distribution is plotted in Pigs. 1 and 2

as a function oí pion kinetic energy E k i n » E - me for *he

reaction U + U at the laboratory bombarding energy 1400

.'•ir--/-s»—s. •,-; ,i'T'' '-••
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. Different sections of the Figures refer to different

temperatures corresponding to different stages of the

expansion • In Fig. 1 the zero kinetic energy term was

excluded above the critical temperature. Below the critical

temperature this term ("condensatum") was included and the

continuous part was calculated with yu-me 1 • In the case of

macroscopic volumes this is the usual procedure - giving rise te

a real (second order) phase transition. In Fig. 2 the

contribution of the zero kinetic energy term was included at

all temperatures. It is clear from Fig. 2 that this term is

not negligible in the expansion stage for volumes V of

nuclear dimensions. In this case no real phase transition

occurs but, however, the contribution of the zero kinetic

energy pions increases strongly with decreasing temperature.

In order not to be in contradiction with the uncertainty

principle the zero-energy pions were uniformly smeared in

the 0-5 MeV interval in Fig.2, The corresponding Boltzmann

distributions are also shown for comparison. As can be seen

from the Figures, at high temperatures the Bose and Boltzmann

distributions are similar to each other. As the temperature

decreases, however, a marked difference begins to develop.

This difference has two characteristic features: (i) an

excess of pions at the lowest energies, specifically in the

zero energy state of the Bose distribution;(ii) a larger

slope of the Bose distribution immediately after the maximum

of the spectrum.

The experimentally observed pion spectrum will reflect

the properties of the distribution at the break up of the
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firecloud. This is expected to happen ** in that stage of the

reaction where the distributions are around the ones displayed

in section (b)of the Figures. At this expansion stage there

are approximately as many dalta particles as pions. The

contribution of the pions originating from the delta decay

after break up,is shown by the dotted curve in the Figures.

These pions will make the difference between the Bose and

Boltzmann distribution less observable at higher energies in

the spectra.

In a recent experiment an excess of very low energy

pions and a larger slope of the pion ener/ry spectra than that of

the nucleon distributions was reported. These phenomena are

qualitatively similar to the ones predicted above.

Finally we emphasize again that the predictions of the

present work should be understood as qualitative ones. In

order to obtain more realistic results,-numerically comparable to

experimental data - further investigations are needed. (For

example, the omission of Fermi motion within the nuclei leads

to an underestimation of the number of produced pions in the

present model. Perhaps one should also consider the fact that

low-lying energy states of pions are populated therefore an

induced pion-emission may show up.) On the other hand further

experiments along the line of Refs. 6. and 7. (in which low

energy pions can be identified in near central collisions) are

called for in order to clarify the situation in connection

with the importance of Bose statistics. Also event-by-event

analyses in 4« detectors such as streamer chambers or

nuclear emulsions could be useful to get hints of such

effects.
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Figure Caption

| Fig«l. The number of pions/MeV in the CM system is plotted

as a function of pion kinetic energy in central

U + U collisions at 1400 MeV/nucleon bombarding

energy. The solid curve refers to the Bose

distribution, the dashed line to the Boltzmann one.

The Bose distribution is calculated according to

macroscopic statistical physics practice (see text).

Contribution from delta decay after break up is

displayed by the dotted curves.

Sections fa),(b),(c> refer to different stages of

expansion characterized by the temperature kT in MeV,

and the baryon density in terms of the standard

nuclear matter density f#» 0.4? fm"
J . Section (a)

corresponds to an early stage of the expansion of the

firecloud; section (b) corresponds to an expansion

stage around the break-up; the probably unrealistic

section (c).has been included to demonstrate more

clearly the effect of ttBose-condensationN.

Fig* 2, For caption, see Fig.l, expcept that the contribution

of zero kinetic energy term is included at all

temperatures smeared over a 5 MeV interval The

smallness of nuclear volume V prevents the set-in

of a real phase transition but the contribution of

the zero kinetic energy pione increases strongly and

continuously with decreasing temperature.

i
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